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Noises " off " are kept off and man-made
static is silenced by B. I. Callender's Anti- Interference Aerial when
properly installed.

Sizzling, crackling background noises caused

by electric vehicles, motor car ignition systems and industrial or
medical high frequency equipment—all these are suppressed and a
quiet background established for radio programmes.

Reception is

improved, for amaximum number of programmes can be enjoyed
on all wavelengths.
The aerial is a 6o ft. polyethylene insulated dipole type, with
suspension insulators and matching transformer.

The 8o ft. down

lead is afully screened coaxial cable with polyethylene plugs moulded
to each end and is matched to the receiver by atransformer with
easily fixed suction mounting.
B. I. Callender's All-Wave Anti- Interference
Aerial will give you better listening and
reveal many stations you never heard before.
Write to- day for the descriptive folder No.
on the Anti- Interference Aerial.
Licensed under Amy Aceves & King, Inc. Patents
Nos. 413917, 424239 and 491220.
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IMPROVING
ON AL

The " AVO" VALVE TESTER
Indicates mutual conductance direct in
mA/V.
Tests at makers' specifii d
electrode voltages.
Any valve base
arrangement set up ; easily operated
multi-roller Universal Selector Switch.
Tests Cathode- Heater insulation of an
indirectly heated valve when the valve
is hot; emission of diodes and rectifiers
indicates filament continuity and electrode" shorts:* Coloured scale indicates
valve as " Good," " Indifferent" or
" Replace."
No calculations of any
kind involved. Works from A.C. mains.
Complete with Universal valve panel
fitted
with
multi-roller
Universal
Selector' Switch enabling all English,
American and Continental valves to be
tested.
Valve data book containing
test details of nearly 2,000 English and
American valves also supplied.

INSTRUMENTS

The " AYO" TEST BRIDGE
A self-contained 50-cycles Bridge of
exceptional accuracy for direct measurement of all normal values of condensers
and resistances. Except at extreme ends
of scale, accuracy is within 5%.
Facilities also provided for condenser
power factor measurements and leakage
tests by the flashing neon method;
resistance, capacity and large inductance
measurements against external standards.
May also be used as a valve voltmeter
indicator for measurement of audio and
radio frequency voltages.
CAPACITY

RESISTANCE

.000005-.005mFd.

5-5,000 ohms
500-500,000 ohms
50,000 ohms to
50 megohms

.0005-.5mFd.
.05-50mFd.

Size 72' x 7" x4r. Nett Wgt, 4lbs. 12 ozs.

W e are
catching

steadily

up on the ever-

increasing demand for ' AVO'
Instruments, and orders
are being dealt with in strict
rotation.

We

are

pleased

to announce, however, that
we can now give

delivery

from stock of the three instruments here illustrated.

The

Size 4r
OTHER " AVO" INSTRUMENTS
THE
THE

MODEL 7 UNIVERSAL
mom. 40 UNIVERSAL

THE " AVO "
" AVO "

•

VALVE

SIGNAL

AVOMETEH
AVOMETER

GENERATOR

CHARACTERISTIC

METER

" AVO"
THE

D.C.

AVOMINOR

A 2- inch moving coil meter fur making
D.C. measurements of milliamps, volts
and ohms. Total resistance is 100,000
ohms, and full scale deflection of
300 v. or 600 v. is obtained for acurrent
consumption of 3 mA. or 6 mA. respectively.
Supplied with pair of leads,
interchangeable
testing
prods
and
crocodile clips, and instruction booklet.

x
3r x

CURRENT

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
UNIVERSAL

THE " AVO"
ETC.

AVOMINOR

LIGHT METER
ETC.

14: ozs.
VOLTAGE

0-3 millfamps
0-6
0-30
0-120
„

0-6 Volts

0-120 Volts

0-12

0-300 „

0-60

0-600 „

RESISTANCE

Complete descriptive Booklet available on application to the Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:

THE

AUTOMATIC

WINDER

HOUSE

0-10,000 ohms
0-00,000 „

0-600,000 ohms
0-3 megohms

COIL WINDER' & E,14.TRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
•

DOUGLAS

STRECr•

-

1...ONDON•S•W•I

TELEPHONE

ViCTORLA.4404E9

2
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Stabilised
MODERN

Insulation

IMPREGNATION

1111(MIEG
HIGH-SPEED

METHODS

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are
recognised and widely used for their mechanical
rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of
windings; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali
resistance as well as for the considerably reduced
stoving time necessary.

PRODUCTION

Now, special methods of continuous conveyor i
m pre g
nation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still
further reduced processing times to a fractio n of those previously believed necessary.
Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects , redu ced handlin g, absence of special jigs, with complete
freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG
High Speed Production methods.

1-11(MEGLAS.

After much research in our laboratories and in
conjunction with many well - known specialist
manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas
system of Insulation which comprises modifications
of Hymeg as used for coil impregnation to meet
the varying conditions applying to each field
of manufacture.

GLASS FIBRE INSULATION SYSTEM

This integtated system of development is successful in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak links
in the chain of insulation below 200°C. Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulation by providing
a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymeg as used
for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance
throughout.
Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under
abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown.
Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class B insulations, it
is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages.
The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced " HYMEG" and" HYMEGLAS"
is available to advise manufacturers on all problems of insulation.
Get in touch now with—

LEWIS
35,

BERGER &
BERKELEY

SONS

SQUARE,

LTD. ( Est.
LONDON.

1760)

W.I. '

Telephone: MATfalr 9171.
MANUFACTURERS

OF

HIGH - PERFORMANCE

INSULATING

PRECISION
CORD DRIVES
Now available in five types as
illustrated (
left to right) Standard,
Ry,

Reverse, " D" type and

"A" type. All one hole fixing.

GANG

CONDENSERS

A wide range
in

is

now available

I, 2, 3 or 4 gang types of

various capacities.
Write for Catalogue No. ( W.W.I • 1

JACKSON
BROS ( LONDON)

LIMITED

KINGSWAY
WADDON
SURREY
TELEPHONE
TELEGRAMS . WALFILCO,
CROYDON 2754-S % PHONE. LONDON

VARNISHES

AND

ENAMELS

COMPONENTS
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• The Question of Distortion
l-low much distortion can Iallow! Much has been written
about ' distortionless ' reproduction, and considerable detailed
design is necessary to produce good performance.
Of the three kinds of distortion prevalent, namely, amplitude,
frequency, and phase distortion, that of amplitude distortion
is probably the most obvious, and frequency distortion in the
form of ' tone controls' is often deliberately introduced.
Amplitude distortion introduces frequencies not present at
the input, giving a harsh colouration to the loudspeaker
reproduction, which is largely the cause of popular objection
to ' toP ' in response, and leads to so- calla tone controls '
which by reducing the toP response, muffle the distortion.

.

It is important that a good amplifier design can eve its full
output for all frequencies in the musical scale, avoidance of
distortion introduced by valve overloading at the lowest bass
frequencies being as important as awide frequency response.
Amplifier valves for use in different stages are given below.

PHOTO

CE LLS

The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.1

CATHODE

RAY

TUBES

VALVES
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Pull back the curtain on the age of electronics—the
era of industry that began with the end of the war.
The development of new services on land, at sea and
in the air is all part of the Marconi post-war plan.
From the first great adventure of wireless communication more than half a century ago Marconi's have
never looked back.

S̀oises oil'

JtTo

Today they are looking forward—to the reconstitution
of old services and the introduction of new achievements in the world of wireless communications.

PERTRI X RADIO BATTERIES,
in the red and yellow pack, are now
firmly established in the post-war

Marconi

market. One reason—aPertrix battery

THE GREATEST NAME IN WIRELESS

battery doing its work quietly, effici-

supplies power and nothing else. No
mush or crackle to interfere with
good
ently

MARCONI'S
THE

MARCONI

MARCONI

WIRELESS
INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE

TELEGRAPH
MARINE

COMPANY

COMMUNICATION

CHELMSFORD

LIMITED

COMPANY

LTD

ESSEX

listening — the
and

result of a

unobtrusively.

What's

more it goes on doing it for along
time.

Stick to Pertrix.

HOLSUN

BATTERIES

137 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

LTD

the Inter- Comm for which the public has been
waiting,

this

marvel

in

miniature provides for

complete communication between all points i.e.

provides for two way calling and communication
between master unit and any or all of the substations and also incorporates the novel feature:
of a desk radio which can be relayed to the
sub-stations.

proved to be well in advance of any similar
equipment. Provides all facilities for " Staff Location " " Music for the Workers" " Time Signals,"
etc.

Firms with suitable sales, installation,
and maintenance facilities, are invited
to write for
scheme.
markets

details

Enquiries
especially

of

our

from

agency

overseas

welcomed.
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PERMANENT MAGNET LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEECH COIL

IMPEDANCE

ODE,

DIAMETER

FLUX

POLE

DENSITY
GAUSS

DIAMETER

OHMS

TOTAL
GAP

PEAK
HANDLING
CAPACITY

8,500

8,000

V4W

r

7,700

24,000

I
W

}

r

'0,500

8,500

26,000
32.000

2W
2W

/2

}

r

8,500
10,500

26,000
32,030

3W
3W

POD
PIIM
PEG

2.3
2.3
2.3

}

1.
.

6,200
8,000
I
0,000

24,000

4W

3 1,000

4W

10'
10'

PIOM
PIOG

2.3
2.3

I

I

8,030
0.000

31.003
39,000

6W
7W

12'

P64

15.0

ir

12,500

140,000

I
2W

18'

P84

10.0

2r

13,500

350,000

40W

21'

P2V

3.0

3+'

P3C

3.0

S'
S'

PSO
PST

1.g

6i"
6i•

PQ
PIT

8'

E
8'

18
7 •

1
f

39,000

4W

FROM the range of Celestion Loud'
1
» speakers most manufacturers are able to
meet their requirements.
The smallest
model, amidget weighing 3¡oz. is intended
for small personal radios and the largest,
capable of handling 40 watts, for public
address purposes. Between these extremes,
the range is balanced and well considered.
PUBLIC

SALES

Several Loudspeakers of this range are available
to the public in chassis form or housed m
attractive cabinets. All enquiries for these must
be directed to our sole wholesale and retaii
distributors, Cyril French Ltd.
i "•-•watwo"""*) ,
/".■••••••^ "
.,
SOLE
DISTRIBUTORS ,

to the Wholesale and Retail
CYRIL FRENCH

dials

supplied

for

any

country

PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

)

High Street, Hampton
Wick,
Middlesex.
KINGSTON 2240
S-.................L..,,,,,...m•I

PHONE : KINGSTON 515:16-'2

YOUR CHOICE
for QUALITY
Manufacturers of high quality Broadcast Receivers and Radiograms designed for Home and the Export
Market. The Export Models have
fully
tropicalised
components,
achieving unsurpassed short-wave
performance.

Trades:

LTD.

29

CELESTION LTD .. KINGSTONONTHAMES SURREY

Special

March, 1948
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CHAIRS1DE MODEL A450
The housing of this Receiver is unique in that it is contained in a
bevelled plate- glass mirror cabinet, fitted to awrought iron framework finished in Cream enamel. It embodies all the latest technical
developments for easy handling, range and clarity of reception, and
provides not only afirst-class radio but an attractive piece of furniture which can replace a Chairside Table and will harmonise with
any surroundings.

. .
SYMPHONY MODEL A420
This new Receiver embodies the very latest technique in construction. The
cabinet is richly veneered in Walnut with a cross banding of MaCaStlef
Ebony. Clearly readable edge- lit dial with an 8in. traverse magic eye and
2- gear control. Instant, unerring selection of the required frequency range.
Automatic volume control and an I.F. trap are incorporated in the circuit.
Sockets are provided for gramophone pick-up and extension speaker.

ALLANDER

INDUSTRIES

LTD.

48, AVOI11,10 Si» Elridgeton. Glasgow, Scotland.

ALLAN DER

March, 1948
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YOUR 1948 GOOD RESOLUTION
SIMPLIFY SERVICING WITH TAYLOR EQUIPMENT

1

£29.10.0

MODEL 30A.
H.P. TERMS:

£2. 17 . 0 Deposit and
II monthlv payments of £ 2 . 16 . 6.

1

£15.15.0

MODEL 20A.
H.P. TERMS:

LI . 10 . 5 Deposit and
II monthly payments of ( I . 10 . 2.

Model
3¡in.

30A.
tube

Cathode
with

Ray

green

Linear Time Base from
A.C. Mains operated.

Oscillograph.

fluorescent

screen.

10 to 10,000 cycles.

1

£22.0.0

MODEL 45A.

H.P. TERMS: £2.2

.2 Deposit
II monthly payments of £ 2 . 2 . 2.

45A.

Taylor

Valve

Tester.

1

All

tests on over 2,500 types of British, American
and Continental Valves.

H.P. TERMS:

LI . 2 . 9 Deposit
II monthly payments of CI 7 I.

and 1

£19.19.0

MODEL 85A.

1

H.P. TERMS: ti .

19 . 0 Deposit and

II monthly payments of ( I . 18 . 2.

Model 85A.
Ranges.

Universal Taylormeter,

Sensitivity

20,000

ohms

per

IMMEDIATE

90

FOR

volt

Model 20A. Taylor Circuit Analyser.
Audio and Magic Eye Indication. Pentode
Detector in Probe. Ideal for fault finding.

£11.11. 0

MODEL 70A.

Model

and

Model 70A.
Universal Taylormeter, 50
Ranges.
Sensitivity 1,000 ohms per volt.
A.C. and D.C.

DELIVERY

MOST

MODELS

A.C. and D.C.

TAYLOR PRODUCTS INCLUDE: MULTIRANGE AC D C. TEST METERS
GENERATORS

eVALVE

TESTERS

•CATI-IODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS
OUTPUT METERS e INSULATION
TAYLOR
4 I9 . 414

eA.C.

BRIDGES

•SIGNAL

ANALYSERS

HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS",
TESTERS

e MOVING

ELECTRICAL

MONTROSE

eCIRCUIT

AVENUE.

COIL INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
SLOUGH.

BUCKS.

LTD

ENGLAND

di

Telephone

.
"'

Crams & Coble, •• TAYLINS • • SLOUCH

SLOUGH

21381

(
4

lines)

7
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Type No. 16

A hundred years ago communication between
prospecting parties and civilization was slow,
uncertain and often hazardous. Today aradio
telephony link eliminates the difficulties imposed by distance, terrain and climate.
Geological, seismic and other prospecting
parties all over the world are specifying the
50 watts Redifon GR.49 as essential equip ment. This efficient new short-wave radio
telephone is very simple to operate, sturdily
built and finished to withstand tropical
conditions.

Type No. 14

IIN PI S. B1 'R11 é: Jima Z/67
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD. ENFIELD. MIDDX.
'Phtme En field 2071 2 'Grams Capacity, Enfield.

Our new
Illustrated
Catalogue
is now
Redifon GR.49
Radio Telephone

nedika Radio
Radio Communications Division

REDIFFUSION LTD., BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.I8
Designers

and

Manufacturers of Radio Communication
Electronic Equipment

and

Industrial

available
(6d. post free)

BERRY'
23, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
(OPP. CHANCERY LANE)

.1111.11111.11.111111M

Iti‘c
I
T

IMIII
105

Tel.. HOLBORN 6234

March, 1948
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- DE

LUXE"

.IJJîeriri • ramf
For the
finest

Record

Reproduction
in portable
form!
The — De Luxe" Model

The Collaro " DE LUXE" Microgram sets an even higher standard of
faithful record reproduction . . . with its crystal-clear tone . . . ample
volume and automatic stop, it is without doubt the finest Portable Electric
Gramophone in the world—no wonder it attracted such widespread
attention at Radiolympia!
See the " DE LUXE" Microgram in your dealer's showroom, and study
its finer points!
You'll recognise the Collaro high-grade workmanship
.the new light-weight Crystal Pick-up . . . the eg inch Speaker, and
you'll admire the handsome imitation lizard-skin case.
Ask to hear it
play your favourite records—you'll be amazed at the rich, mellow tones
—the purity and faithfulness of the reproduction, superior to any other
portable instrument you've ever heard before.

TT
fh
-

e

et.

e

DE LUXE

Should your usual dealer not have a
"DE LUXE" Microgram in stock when
you call . . . just drop a line to Collaro
Ltd. (address below) for illustrated literature which describes the Microgram in
detail.
PRICES:

.
1,19 190

"DE LUXE MODEL
I'lus Purchase Tax, 16 9 8

Mier 0

ePuitagie
Trade

PUM

Ceeede .Ciaetwidenk,

£16 16 0

STANDARD MODEL
Plus Purchase Tax, £5 9 3

Both the " DE LUXE" and Standard
Models are suitably connected for A.C.
mains supply of zoo- 25o volts at 50/60
cycles.

enquiries to

COLLARO LTD., Ripple Works, By- Pass Road, Barking, Essex.

Telephone

Rippleway 3333

9

lo
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Measuring
a condenser

COMPONENT

BRIDGE

5 pfd. to 500 mfd.
5 ohms to 500 Megohms •
0 I Hy. to 5,000 Hys.
Leakage 0 to
Precision

I'S

B101

In eight ranges

mja.

Comparator.

•

in eight ranges
in four ranges
Q : 0 to 30.

Price 26 Gns

in

circuit

T

oexamine this cathode bypass condenser in situ,
the Power Factor control is used to balance out the
parallel resistance and the main scale will then give an
accurate measurement of capacity — one of the many
unusual facilities provided by this flexible instrument.

Wayne Kerr
WAYNE

KERR

LABORATORIES

LIMITED,

NEW

MALDEN

SURREY

—M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd.

Ex/maw •• WEE-MEGGERS." The best portable insulation teat instruments from
stock. Treasure 500 v.,reading 0/20 rnegohnis and Inf., wrth pocket and log books. £12/7/6
GRAMPIAN HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS. The new 12 Inch P.M. with curvilinear
cone, alootime magnet and die-coot chassis. Handling up to 12 watts, sensit ive to 1watt.
Coll 15 ohms. A very satisfactory speaker, doing full justice to high-quality amplifiers,
such as " WV,!." £8 10,0.
NEW SENIOR PIEZO-CRISTAL PICKUPS ( BAI, under Brush licence) Employing
very lateet improved crystal cartridge, giving high output with level response 30/8.400 et..
Bell- bearing pivot, handsome moulded area, fitted Centralab volume control ( a great
convenience).
ZOTHEItMEL PERMANENT JEWEL NEEDLES.over 2 .
000

Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. stating your
requirements.

thread) at

IA'10 0(dea.

5/-).
Plea« include arifficlent for packing and despatch.

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1
Telephone: MUSeum 2958

Our advice is tree.

You may use this coupon-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd.
DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON,

W . C.2

explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineering
Radio Service and Sales
Elementary Radio

Please

And the following

Rodio Examinations :—

British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.

11
M ' COIL HEADPHONE SETS, with M'Coil Hand Microphone, best type, new. 15/,
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS, full- wave, Iota, and Oma., either
P.A. SPEAKERS. Reflected horn type with 10 watt P.M. ro/coil Pressure Unit . 15 ohms.
imp. Flare 12in. long. 1410, die. On swivel mount with pillar, ideal for n chile me.
5712 18(den. N.) STEEL TRIPODS for theme and other P.A. Ppeakerii, ext. to 12It.,
very rigid, 554 Wee. 361. A few Reflected Horns as descriled, less unit ( standard P.A.

2202

The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Course learns radiothoroughly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work. We train them
to be successful.

CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS ( G.E.C.) Operation 6/12 v. D.C., or lb v. A.C. Intake 211m.
outlet Ifn., Height overall flf lo. Very powerful blast and auction, for air conditioning,
electronic cooling, forges, etc., 67/8. ( We have suitable c/d tmnsformers, 200/250 V. to

ides. 21•).

MAIDEN

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER

offer only thoroughly reliable material, all brand new. Immediate delivery from stock.
All prices nett.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. At lent we are able to offer our
post-war Improved MR/222 movement. The perfect unit for construction of clocks to
one's own design, dark-room and process- timing clocks, etc. Fitted spindles for hours,
minutes and seconds hands and will drive hando up to 15 inches long. Approx. 3in. die.
Easy to mount in any clock-case, centre- fixing. With dust-cover and ties lead, ready for
operation on 50 cycle maim', 200/250 volte, 87/6. ( We anticipate that initial supplies
will be readily sold—order early.)
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS. Essential for correcting mains voltage fluctuations in
laboratories. proce.sing. etc., and ensuring " striking " of fluorescent lighting. Manually
operated, voltage being infinitely variable within limits stated. Model " A." Input
200/240 v., output 220 v., loading 1.65 kra.„ 57/10 0. Bede •• B.- input 200/250c
output 230 v..loadIng 1.01 km.. £,6/10 0 ( despatch either 3/6).
BATTERY CHARGING KITS for construction of high-duty charger at one-third of usual
price. Reliable M.R. quality components STC Metal Rectifier ( 6celle at 4amps), 251-,
Mains Trans( ormes'. 200/240 v. to Hand 14 v. at 5amps, to suit, 38/6. Panel Mtg. Rotary
Rheoetat to suit, Et>. Panel Ammeter, Olin.. 0-5 ampe., 28,6. Suitable Steel case.
ventilated, 7/6. The kit, from present stocks only, £6,6 0 earr. paid. ( Or Item, sold
separately.)
EXTRACTOR FANS ( Also suitable for cool(ng) New DelcoRemy model
s from stoc k.
Operation 200/250 v. A.C. Consumption only 25- watts.
UM, 10 inch, 78/8
(deep. either 2(.). Also G.E.C. ti inch for operation on 6/12 v. D.C. or 80 v. A.C., 315/..
(We have suitable ./st trandormen,200/250 v. to Id v. 1amp. at 88/6.)

15 v. 5ampo, at 38/ 6.)
DECADE RESISTANCE BOXES ( by best precision maker.). Units. 0/I0, tens 0/100, with
addition loo ohms. ( can be altered to multiplier). Fitted Turner m/coil Calvo. Switching
for Vilmatst one Bridge and other testa. in fine portable case, 16 by 7f by 6inches, (65/-

PHONE:

I.C.S.
Nome
Address

students

for

Examinations

are

coached
Age.

till

successful.

ICS
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No. 1 COUPLING

CAPACITORS

Capacitors with high insulation resistànce are required
to link circuits with widely differing D.C. potentials,
such as the output and A.F. amplifier circuits in
receivers. The insulation resistance of U.I.C. Silvered
Mica Capacitors is many times greater than required
for satisfactory operation, and the test voltage is six
times the normal working voltage used in
receivers.

radio

U.I.C. Silvered Mica Capacitors used as

coupling capacitors ensure long, trouble-free life in
new designs and reliable performance after servicing.

Build and Service the set with ...

HIGH

STABILITY

CAPACITORS
UNITED

INSULATOR

CO.

LTD.

OAKCROFT

RD.

TOLWORTH

SURBITON

SURREY

11

12
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RESISTANCE TUNED OSCILLATOR
THIS

is

a precision

Model LO 63-B.

audio

oscillator

I having a harmonic content of less than
1"„ and a frequency stability of better
than . 25%. The circuit employs an entirely
new principle. The frequency calibration
is direct reading over the entire range.
A calibrated attenuator and output meter
are incorporated.
Standard range 30
cycles to 33,000 cycles.
Other models
available from 1 cycle to 100,000 cycles.
For particulars of this and our full range
of measuring instruments, write to :—

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT

WORKS,

RADLETT,

HERTS

Telephone: Radlett 5674-5-6

fC;Jb V1:13[DPOtÊ
Back they go !
Back to the tropics.
Back to
the grim testing grounds of 1942-45. Remember—
the arduous conditions of the Burma campaign
But happily—very very happily—with a difference—contributing to the export drive, instead
of war.

A

Wise

Investment!
S. G. BROWN, Type ' IC
Moving Coil

These " Somerford " Transformers and Chokes,
being shipped to the tropics, are absolutely as
standard, the robust construction and technical
superiority being ideal for withstanding the
hazards of steaming humidity.
You may select exactly
"Somerford " range.

the

same

from

with

standing

out-

characteristics,

Reproduction demanded for
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.
NOTE THESE CHARACTERISTICS,

Distributing Agents :—

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.

INDIA : J. V. Hence & Co., Opera House, Tram
Terminus, BOMBAY, 4.

IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000
c.p.s.

BURMA :

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x
Watts
at 1kc.—.0002 Dyne/cm'.

E. Ruttonsha ( Burma) Ltd., 77 Phayre
Street, RANGOON.

MALAYA : Swee Electro Radio Service Co.
Ltd., 5 & 7 Bukit Bintang Road.
KUALA LUMPUR.

Descriptive Literature on request.
TYPE " K."

cialINERs
"SOMERF01111"

LTD.,

Somerford.

Christchurch,

£5.5.0 PER PAIR.

Supplies now available.
hot details of other S.G. Brown
Headphones ( prices from 25/.
to 60/-) ask for illustrated
Brochure " W.W."

Phone.
ACOrn 5021

WORLD-FAMOUS FOR DEPENDABILITY
RADIO

PRICE

Order from your Local Dealer.

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE.

TRANSFORMERS
GARDNERS

Headphones.

following

supply that High Fidelity

the

It is no accident that " Somerford " Transformers are constantly used by the National
Research Establishments, together with Industrial and University Laboratories.

rrï\s

the

Hants.

'
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P

VICTORIA RD ., NORTH ACTON ,LONDON ,W .3
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ROD
"Monobolt" speakers, the first of the new Truvox
radio range, are now available from all radio
dealers. Quality enthusiasts, and all those who
want " the best," will welcome this news. If you
require fuller details than are given below— a
postcard will bring them.
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

become

TRUVOX

BX
BX
BX
BX
BX
BX
BX
BX

50
52
60
62
80
82
100
102

rip
ENGINEERING

sin.
5m.
6p n.
6!,,in.
8m.
8m.
10in.
10in.

8,500
10,000
8,500
10,000
8,000
10,500
8,000
10,500

mes
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mes
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mes
mes
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T
CO.,

LTD.,
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EXHIBITION

P A FOP

HIGH FIDELITY PICKUP:

,

WAFER

REFLEX SPEAKERS

EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDITORIUM LOUDSPEAKERS
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.N'est, in P.A. equipment. —
The new P.A.203, an improved version of the well-known P.A.20
Portable Amplifier, embodies many interesting features. These
include : Increased gain ; improved output transformer, giving atrue
20 watts distortionless output, with tappings for 7.5, 15 and 500 ohm
(100 v. line) outputs ; 600 ohm input for B.S.R. Ribbon Microphone
type R.B.M. I ( illustrated above) and provision for working the B.S.R.
Radio Feeder unit.
Supplied in an attractive case and available for immediate delivery.
Full details available on request. Also send for details of Rezord in?
Amplifier R. I.

BIRMINGHAM
CLAREMONT
LONDON

SOUND REPRODUCERS

WORKS, OLD

OFFICE:

115

HILL, STAFFS.

GOWER

STREET,

LTD.

PHONE: CRADLEY HEATH 6212-3
W.C. I .

PHONE:

EUSTON

7515

RAYTHEON CONTRIBUTIONS to development of Hearing Aids

EXCELLENT

SELLING

LINE

High Fidelity S.H.E.F.I. Moving Coil Pick-ups

41.t Weetia ca.« goad de bete
útdtead ol BIG

Manufactured by licence
under Voigt Potent
No. 538058

fee

4,

.1141taltr

Retail Price, including Transformer,
in Walnut and black plastic finish

- - £ 2.0.0

Plus 10 j4d. Purchase Tax.
Generous Trade Discounts.
Ivory finish, £2.3.8. Plus II/7d. Purchase Tax.
Th sonly Moving Coil Pick-up with high level output.
Will operate average receiver. No Pre-amplifier
No Shielded
Transformer. No Hum Problem. Genuine High Fidelity reproduction flat to 12,000 c.p.s, with bass boost below 250 c.p.s. to
allow for drop in recording level of 6 db. per octave.
This is one of many other electrical appliances.
Overseas enquiries are invited.
Agency arrangements
may be made.
Visit Stand 82 Grand Hall, Ideal Home Exhibition, Olympia.

BROOKS 'St

BOHM

90, V!CTOR1A ST., LONDON, S.W.I.

vic

LTD.,

A big factor in making the modern Hearing Aid such a neat.
compact instrument is the great reduction made possible in size of
batteries. In 1939 valves used in the average Hearing Aid drew almost
one-third of awatt from the
A " battery. Today, thanks to Raytheon
developments in valve design and construction, drain on the " A "
battery is 80 per cent less, battery life ten times greater, so that batteries
can now be much smaller, with many times the life. Because of this
and other important developments Raytheon is supplying more than
90 per cent of all Hearing Aid valves in use today.
Ask for complete information.
Address your inquiry to Submarine Signal Company ( London) Ltd., Artillery House, Artillery
Row, London, S.W.I. England, or to :
South African Distributors:
Lynch-Wilde ( Africa) ( Pty) Ltd., Jo'burg.

RAYTHEON

9550-1441.
get-eel/v."4-e

14,
-6op,i,

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
60 EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 17, N. Y., U. S. A.

March, 1948
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ONE

IN

A THOUSAND

Fifteen years ago we introduced the first British-made low-loss ceramic. Today
the range of FREQUENTITE components covers more than athousand pieces
of every shape and size.
With such a store of manufacturing experience we are able
to offer advice backed by practical knowledge on your insulation problem.

Please consult us before you finalize your design.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LIMITED
Head Office : Stourport-on-Severn, Worcs.

Telephone: Stourport 11 l.

Telegrams : Steatain, Stourport.
S.P.I7

dverlisenzents

Wireless 'nor241

NEW

TYPES

FOR

THE SCIENTIFIC

MIDGET RECEIVERS
HEARING AIDS

VALVE

METEOROLOGICAL

BRITISH

INSTRUMENTS
ETC.

HIVAC LIMITED
he Type 1684 series of
Oscilloscopes is already well

PRINCIPAL

known. The new Model retains the desirable features of

* TUBE3 in. diam.
Blue, green or delay
screen.

this series --- d.c. shift controls.
response flat to video frequencies, d.c. coupled symmetrical
amplifiers

on

semi - automatic

both

axes,

synchronisa-

tion of the time base, etc.
It incorporates many new
features

of

design,

both

electrical and mechanical. One
such improvement is that the
grids of the input stages of
both amplifiers are avai!able
at Earth potential
the instrument to

enabling
be used

more easily for d.c. measurement.

Greenhill Crescent, Phone HARROW
Harrow on the Hill.Middx.

1011EllA14

0895

FEATURES

* AMPLIFIERS.
D.C. to 3 Mc's 18
mV. r.m.s. per cm.
or D.C. to I Mc,
6 mV per cm. Symmetrical or assymmetrical input. X
and Y amplifiers are
similar.
* TIME BASE. 0.2
sto 150 kc s. Variable through X amplifier 0.2 to 5 screen
diameters.
* ACCESSORIES.
Camera, telescopic
light shield, ruled
graticule.

one-piecr, metal bellows . . . formed
in one continuous operation by a process unique
in this country, with a uniformity of wall- thickness unobtainable by any other method . . . No
annealing, no spinning, no localised strain or
thinning; none of the limitations of metallic
diaphragms.
These bellows, though no thicker than paper—
the walls range from 4, ,t000" to 7/z000"—are
tough, resilient, and combine the characteristics
of a coiled compression spring, a packless gland,
and a non-ferrous hermetically sealed container.
Every bellows is pretested during forming and
has a high degree of uniformity of life, performance and reliability in operation. Available in
root Iliameters ot
lo 3, outside diameters
14 to 4r.
Write for the Flydrofleic &minim V.

Air compressors

Drayton

BELLOWS

r

Telephone:

MADE

WOOS
ELSTREC

HERTS
I1 3 7

Hydroflex

METAL

Flexible couplings
for condensers
Refrigeration
Temperature control
Water pumps
Paper machines
Gland seals
Thermostatic &
pressure operated
appliances

Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Mdx.

MtlrCh,
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TRADE MUST FLOW

TWO

WAYS

Canada

says

And, in fact, Canadian trade does flow two ways. Total
exports and total imports are closely balanced in value.
To sellers abroad, Canada affords a large and varied
market for imported goods.
To buyers abroad, Canada offers a broad range of both
primary and manufactured products.
If you wish to buy or sell in Canada, consult your
nearest Canadian Trade Representative.

He is at your

service in any of the following countries :
ARGENTINA •

AUSTRALIA •

BELGIAN CONGO

•

BELGIUM •

BRAZIL •

CHILE

CHINA • COLOMBIA • CUBA •

EGYPT • FRANCE • GREECE • GUATEMALA

• HONG

KONG •

ITALY •

MEXICO

INDIA •

NETHERLANDS •

IRELAND •

NEWFOUNDLAND

•

JAMAICA •
NEW

PERU • PORTUGAL • SOUTH AFRICA • SWEDEN
UNITED STATES •

MALAYAN UNION •

ZEALAND

•

NORWAY

•

PAKISTAN

• TRINIDAD • UNITED KINGDOM

VENEZUELA

THE

FOREIGN

TRADE SERVICE

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
OTTAWA

CANADA

WORLD
TRADE
HIGHWAY

ATTEND

THE

CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR
Toronto, Canada, May 31 - June 12,

1948

See and examine the trade offerings of the world—on display In Canada
in 1948. Compare the finest goods of many nations—of many industries.
Plan now to attend the Canadian International Trade Fair, or to send a
representative.

Get full details, including information on travel and

accommodation, from your nearest Canadian Trade Representative.
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FIDELITY

IF

The models illustrated here are part of a range which
includes loudspeakers designed for every conceivable purpose and built to the exacting standards which have made
the name " Goodmans Loudspeakers" synonymous with
fidelity in reproduction and robust efficiency.
I2- inch—Type T2/120515.
The famous medium- heavy duty
speaker.
Suitable for general P.A. duties, small halls, and
radiograms.
Impedance 15 ohms at 400 c.p.s.
Total Flux .
145,000 maxwells
Peak A.C. Input ..
15 watts
Fundamental Resonance . 75 c.p.s
I5- inch—Type T10/1501,'15. An ideal reproducer for heavy duty
P.A. systems, medium halls, etc.
Impedance 15 ohms at 400 c.o.s.
Total Flux .. . 215,000 maxwells
Fundamental Resonance .. 70 c.p.s
Peak A.C. Input .. . 25 watts
18- inch—Type T11/1801,6. The loudspeaker for very high power
amplifier systems, large theatres, and outdoor use.
Impedance 6 ohms at 400 c.p.s.
Total Flux .... 267,000 maxwells
Peak A.C. Input
50 watts
Fundamental Resonance . 55 c.o.s.

GOODMANS

INDUSTRIES

LTD.

Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middx.

Phone: Wembley 4001 (9lines)

(
}Í)i,Grieee4(

titres Isoseme£

TYPE 402 Et

E.. «tEeS“1041tRS

SMOOIHING
IMO g

Selt‘kES

i" 044 t.9%

ANCE S

We%
WOOLWICH

DIRECTLY
MEASURES
10,000 megohms
at low voltage.
A compact, highly sensitive instrument for measuring Insulation Properties and Leakage Resistance without destructive breakdown ; also
A guard circuit is provided for
suitable for Moisture determinations.
eliminating surface leakages :
Range: 0.1 Mil to 10,000 Ma
Test Potential : Less than 50 volts.
Power Supply: Self-contained dry batteries.
Dimensions:
x7j" x4" deep.

1422

CAMBRIDGE ROW • WOOLWICH $• E•I0

Particulars on request to :—
DAWE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED,
130, UXBRIDGE ROAD, HANWELL, W.7.
EALING 6215.

March, 1948
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MAZDA
HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER
19.H.1

This High Vacuum Half Wave Rectifier is now available for use in
Industrial or Amateur Electronic Equipment. Its main characteristics are :
4.0 v.

FILAMENT VOLTAGE
FILAMENT CURRENT
MAX. PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE (Working)
MAX. PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE ( No Load)

• 2.0 A.
15 KV
17.5 KV
600 mA

MAX. PEAK ANODE CURRENT
MAX. MEAN ANODE CURRENT

75 mA

MAX. VALUE OF RESERVOIR CONDENSER

1.0 uF

LIST

PRICE

£1•2•6

2.500 ohms.

MIN. SURGE LIMITING RESISTOR

210 mm.

MAX. OVER-ALL LENGTH

51 mm.

MAX. DIAMETER

•The filament must be switched on for 10 seconds before the anode voltage à applied.
-1• This rating is absolute and must not be exceeded in service.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
RADIO

155

CHARING

CROSS

DIVISION

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.C.2

59
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. . . is it Rotary or Pushbutton or Slider 1 Is It
wanted for circuit selection, band selection, tap
switching 1 Is it for a new design or in quantities
for a well proved circuit
Whatever it is — the answer Is always OAK !
The basic design of all Oak switches is one of
strength and efficient functioning, including such
exclusive features as the double-contact clip and the
floating rotor, ensuring self-alignment of each section.

Weight
36 lbs.

Negligible
Stray Field.
Frequency
Calibration l'„
Modulation
b
30% sine way,
1,000., and
pulsed
50/50
square wave
at I,000-.
Attenuation
Max. error at
303 mcs.±2c18

AND

Precision
Slow- Motion
Dial.

SWITCHES

Wide Range,
10-310 mcs.

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorkshire

Compact
121in. x 13Iin.
x7g in.
Dual- Power
Supply
200-250v., 40-100,
80-v.. 40-2000 -

(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)

A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., Feltham, Middx.

"Advance
Signal Generator

(Sub- Licensees of N.S.F.)
The only Manufacturer, of OAK Switches under Patent
Mos. 478391 & 478392

TRANSMITTING
which can be used at

type DI.

CONDENSERS

high

plate potentials.

A long felt need has been met by the production of
this Raymart range of transmitting cond
s which
can be used at high plate potentials and which are
reasonable in price.

This " ADVANCE " Signal Generator is of entirely new design
and embodies many novel constructional features. It is compact
in size, light in weight, and can be operated either from A.C. Power
Supply or low-voltage high-frequency supplies.
An RL18 valve is employed as a colpitts oscillator, which may
be Plate modulated by a 1,000-cycle sine wave oscillator, or grid
modulated by a 50 59 square wave. Both types of modulation are
internal, and selected by a switch. The oscillator section is triple
shielded and external stray magnetic and electrostatic fields are
negligible. Six coils are used to cover the range, and they are
mounted in acoil turret of special design. The output from the R.F.
oscillator is fed to an inductive slide wire, where it is monitored by
an EA50 diode.
The slide wire feeds a 75-ohm 5-step decade
attenuator of new design. The output voltage is taken from the
end of a 75-ohm matched transmission line.
The instrument is totally enclosed in agrey enamelled steel case
with a detachable hinged lid for use during transport.

Price £80

TXIOOS
TXIOODS
TX5ODS

Write for descriptive Leaflet.
ADVANCE

COMPONENTS,

ROAD,

SHERNHALL

WALTHAMSTOW,

LONDON,

Telephone : Larkswood 4366.7.

CAPACITIES
Max.
Min.
109.9
21.7
I11.4
22.2
49.4
12.9
50.4
13.2
114.0
16.6
116.8
26.2
55.8
16.8

TSSSOD

Delivery xx Stock.

BACK

TYPE
TSS I
000

LTD.

STREET,
E.17.

Air Gap
(1st Section)
(2nd Section)
(1st Section)
(2nd Section)

PRICE

.150m. LI
.150in.
.080m.
.150in.
.150in.

£2
a
£2
E2

5 0
15
5
IS
5

The measurements quoted above are those obtained on the prototypes when measured on ahighly sensitive bridge at the laboratory
of the Birmingham University.
When writing us don't forget to send S.A.E. for copies of our latest Lists " W.W.

RAYMART
48

HOLLOWAY

LIMITED

HEAD, BIRMINGHAM,
Telephone

Midland 3254.

0
0
0
0

March, 1948
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FOR more than 30 years, radio and electri ca ldes i
gners

an d engi
neers i
n all parts o fthe world
have found their most exacting requirements met by the unrivalled Dubilier ranges of capacitors
and resistors, renowned for their constancy and complete reliability under the most arduous
operating conditions. These capacitors and resistors, so important in Radio, Radar and Television
equipment, are being continuously developed and extended in order to provide for every
conceivable application.
Dubilier capacitors and resistors owe their unvarying quality, technical excellence and high
degree of stability to the close control which is maintained thoughout all stages of their manufacture.

Full technical data and prices supplied upon request.

UBILIE
CONOMER CO. ( 11251 LTD.
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO
Telephone : Acorn 2241 (5 lines)
Cables : Hivoltron, London

11925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD. NORTH ACTON, W.3
Telegrams: Hivoltcon. Phone, London
Marconi International Code
DI2A

2r

22
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7/te better they are made
store outstanée4 tke results
MADE

IN

THREE

PRINCIPAL MATERIALS.

FREQUELEX. An insulating material of low Dielectric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators.Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX. A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the smallest possible
dimensions.
TEMPLEX. A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a
constant capacity at all temperatures.

Bullers
BULLERS

LOW LOSS

BULLERS LTD., 6, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4.

Phone :

CERAMICS

Mansion House 9971 ( 3 lines)

Telegrams :" Boliers, Cannon, London."

The Roberts' Portable
Valve & Circuit Analyser

Gives.

GOOD LOOKS
GOOD

LISTENING

TABLE MODEL

WITH

NEW

THE

AMBASSADOR

simultaneous measurement of current and voltage at any
electrode of any valve without removing chassis from
cabinet or disconnecting in any way. Also measures
resistance between any electrode and ground.
Eleven current ranges— 500 micro-amp to
AC and DC.

15 amp

BRIEF SPECIFICATION : 5 valve 6 waveband A.C.
Superhet.
Electrical
Bandspreading on
principal

voltage ranges — 2.5 volts to 1,000 volts—
AC and DC. ( 2,000 ohms per volt).

S.W.

Can also be used as an ordinary uni

Bands.

exceptional

New
wide

design
frequency

outstanding
receiver
who
also
appreciate
reproduction.

AMBASSADOR
H U TC H INSON

output

circuit

response.

A

for Short
Wave
quality £ 2

3

listeners
PLUS

RADIO

WORKS

BRIGHOUSE,

YORKS.

Imeter.

Best materials and workmanship. Guaranteed 12 months.

really

TAX

LANE,

3 resistance ranges — 0 to 5,000, 50,000 or 500,000 ohms.

giving

Dimensions

12

x 2 a Si ;

weight 9 lbs

Manufactured by

LONDON SOUND LABORATORIES LTD
MAKERS

OF

QUALITY

40 SOUTH MOLTON LANE

ELECTRONIC

TEST

EQUIPMENT

BOND STREET • LONDON, W.I

xiMBIBIMIIIfflMMMIIIIMM1111111MOMMI
.
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YMONE
"640"
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

recommended and stocked by Webb's Radio
THE

VRA.'

AERIAL

The V.R.A. aerial is designed
cc meet the need for a good
outdoor aerial where no
electrical
interference
is
present and
a horizontal
span is impractical or too
conspicuous. Model VRA201
illustrated,
includes
wall
mounting bracket, 15ft. vertical aluminium alloy rod
and 60ft. downlead.
List Price SO -.
Alternative model VRA 202
(with chimney lashing equipment
in
place
of
wall
mounting bracket).
List Price 60 .,

THE

EXSTAT "

The standard ant.- static aerial
for vertical or horizontal
mounting.
Easy to install
and
definitely
the
best
signal to noise ratio ever
obtained
with
an
antiinterference
aerial. " EXSTAT" Kit, Cat. ASA 112
(as illustrated) comprising
two transformers, 20 yaros
screened cable, 15ft. vertical
rod, with mounting bracket.
and complete equipment for
lashing to chimney stack.
List Price £7 30.

CONTINUOUS COVERAGE
FROM

31

ELECTRICAL

Model FDA 20 ( for frequencies up to 14 Mc s).
List Price £3 2 6.
MAST
MOUNTING
BRACKETS
Model LSG,'2 illustrated is
suitable for erecting masts
up to 20 feet in length.
List Price complete as illustrated, 40/- (
mast extra).
Model LDG, I (similar, but
with single lashing model.
List Price complete 30'-.
Surface Mounting Brackets,
Model SMDj2.
List Price complete, 20 -.
TELEVISION AERIALS
Seven alternative types from which to choose.
All models have aluminium antenna and reflector
rods, and are designed for ease of installation.
Alum

BANDSPREAD

WITH

throughout

An efficient general purpose short-wave receiver.
designed to meet the exacting requirements of
Amateur- Band Communications.

THE " ARNINE "
SHORT WAVE AERIAL
An entirely new design of
short wave aerial, constructed throughout in polythene.
Aerial span and down- lead
consist
of
twin
parallel
feeder of 300 ohm. impedance
Suitable for transmission or
reception.
Power Loading
capacity 1.9 Kw. at 7 Mc s. and
.9 Kw. at 14 Mc, s.

Model FDA 40 ( for frequencies up to 7 Mc's).
List Price £3 12 6.

1.7 Mc/s.

WEBBIA,actio

14, SOHO STREET.

Coverage 31 to 1.7 Mc s.
Electrical Bandspread throughout range.
Eight Valves ( plus rectifier).
One R.F. and Two 1.F. Stages.
Efficient Noise- limiter.
10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 metre Amateur
calibrated.
Beat Frequency Oscillator,
Fly- wheel Control on Bandspread.
Vacuum mounted Crystal filter.
Adaptor for Battery Operation.

Bands

The " 640 " has outstanding signal noise ratio and
extremely good image rejection.
Provision for
external connection of" S " Meter.
PRICE

£39.10.0

NO PURCHASE TAX

THE " 640 " IS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK AT WEBB'S

* COMMUNICATION

RECEIVER

REPAIRS

Webb's Service Department can undertake the complete
overhaul and alignment of all recognized British and
U.S.A. Receivers. Prompt attention ensured.
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.

Telephone

GERrard 2089

Wireless World
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LONG RANGE LISTENING

—with any Set!
Throughout
the
house, if necessary—
certainly for the kitchen and by the bedside for hearing all
your favourite pro
grammes when it is
not convenient to be
where you keep your
receiver.
This
is
something you should
have in this modern
age— it can be obtained easily by
simply plugging a superlative Stentorian Speaker into the
receiver.
In handsome wooden cabinets of acoustic design.
Prices from 39/6d. with 5" speaker, to £5.15.6d. with 9"
speaker and matching transformer.

They'll never miss
a minute of

—the finest extra SPEAKER for any set
WHITELEY

éHILDREN'S HOOF

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

CO.

LTD.,

MANSFIELD.

NOTTS.

BRIERLEY
-RIBBON" AND - ARMATURE"
PICKUPS

if you rely on

RIBBON TYPE
Fixed point pressure of
oz.
Output Voltage 10 to IS mV.
Price in U.K. including special
Mumetal screened transformer
and Purchase Tax.
CIO 2s. 4d.

ISSUED
THE

CHLORIDE

ELECTRICAL

BY

STORAGE

COMPANY

LIMITED
DX9A

ARMATURE

TYPE

Fixed point pressure of I on.
Output voltage, to Iv.
Price in U.K. including special
Mumetal screened transformer
and Purchase Tax.
CB I5s. 9d.

The Ribbon Pickup now being produced has a new unbreakable ribbon.
Whilst the mass has been reduced, the effective damping has been
increased without increasing the point stiffness.
This feature in
conjunction with amodified magnetic circuit has resulted in an increased
output and an audibly better response at high frequencies putting
this pickup even further ahead of any type hitherto available.
The design of these Pickups is such that any developments resulting
from our continuous efforts to improve the quality of reproduction
from gramophone records may readily be incorporated in existing
models. Write for full details.
Demonstrations of Ribbon and Armature Pickups in conjunction with
cur standard Pre-amplifier and Low- Pass Filters : London, Webbs'
Radio, Soho St., W.I.; Manchester, Holiday & Hemmerdinger Ltd.,
Hardman St.
Arrangements can be made for the loan of equipment to Radio and
Gramophone Societies wishing to give special demonstrations of the
High Fidelity Reproduction of Gramophone Records.
J. H. BRIERLEY ( Gramophones & Recoroings) LTD.,
46 Tithebarn Street, LIVERPOOL, 2.
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Announcing... SIX ENTIRELY NEW
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
by

CINEMA- TELEVISION

LIMITED

INDUSTRIAL

STANDARD

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

METAL DETECTOR

COUNTER

An automatic inspection equipment

A high speed electronic counter of

for the detection of ferrous and

particular

non-ferrous metal particles of all

trialist.

kinds in non - metallic substances

for

such as foodstuffs, plastics, textiles,
tobacco,

timber,

appeal

to

Facilities

batching,

the

indus-

are

provided

selective

counting

etc., the maximum counting-speed

pharmaceutical

for the equipment

products, etc.

being 30,000

per minute.

›-411111111111•1•1
UNIVERSAL
OSCILLOSCOPE

LABORATORY
OSCILLOSCOPE

A unique instrument meeting fully
the requirements of the serious users
of oscilloscopes for laboratory and
industrial purposes, arranged to
permit readily the assembly of
suitable units to fulfil every application. Complete range of units is
available, e.g. stabilised time base,
A.C. and D.C. amplifiers, 5 beam
switch unit etc.

A high grade 6" screen oscilloscope
expressly

designed

for

laboratory

use, incorporating hard valve linear
time base, 3 megacycle " Y" amplifier and 1megacycle " X" amplifier.
Cupboard and trolley are available
if required.

"6-411IMMIK
DEMONSTRATION

OSCILLOSCOPE

PROCESS

TIMER

FOR LECTURE
compact

PURPOSES
Demonstrator and
student alike will
acclaim the features of
this equipment — 15'
tube with glare removing filter, 2 beam
switch for simultaneous delineation of two
recurrent wave forms,
or their " addition" to
produce a single resultant trace. Provision is made for setting
up from rear of instrument.

from
range,
and

providing
accurate

simple

electrical

control for scientific and
industrial
every

processes

kind.

The

of

timing

range extends from 0.25
to 90 second,

CINEMA- TELEVISION
INCORPORATING

WORSLEY

instrument,

the " CINTEL"

BAIRD

BRIDGE
Telephone :

TELEVISION

RD.,

HITher

LTD •
LIMITED

LONDON,

Green

S.E.26

4600

Suppliers to ADMIRALTY, MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION, MINISTRY OF SUPPLY,
ARMAMENT RESEARCH, etc.

Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Photo-electric cells.
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THREE- 1N- ONE

PORTABLE

RECEIVER

-frfrteene He Mete

TESTER

-fflereaer,/

The Portable Receiver Tester, one of the new Marconi " Measurtest"
Instruments, is an outstanding achievement. It provides the radio
engineer with a highly efficient, portable unit which is, in effect, a
combination of three instruments!
In one compact assembly, the Receiver Tester combines a crystal-standardised
signal generator, atone source and an audio frequency power meter— complete
facilities in fact for overall measurements on radio receivers and tests on audio
amplifiers. Available either for mains or battery operation, the instrument create,
new standards of convenience, versatility and performance in radio test gear— a
whole range of equipment for the price of one! And like all Marconi products.
the Portable Receiver Tester is fully guaranteed. A demonstration can be arranged, a
or full particulars supplied.
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

MARCONI

ob
._ f„i rie

to':Pe'

INSTRUMENTS LTD.

ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Telephone: St. Albans 6161 5 .
Western Office

on

Northern Office : 30 ALBION STREET, HULL.

Hull

16144

10 PORTVIEW ROAD, AVONMOUTH. Avonmouth 438 • Southern Office. 109 EATON SQUARE, S.W.I. Sloam 8615

Whariedakr
Public Address
LOUD SPEAKER

W. 12
Non-resonant Chassis with
accurate rear suspension. Impedance,
15 ohms. Diameter,
ih. Peak Input, 15 watts.
Die Cast

12".

Weight

it

13,000 LINES FLUX DENSITY

You
get
years of
faultless
service

because they are
INDIVIDUALLY
RIGOROUSLY

from...

MECHANICALLY
ELECTRICALLY

Price 135/Made and Guaranteed by
WHARFEDALE

Feleeone

Idle 461

ROAD,

IDLE,

TESTED
SOUND
PERFECT

"PURPOSE—BUILT"

a va

WIRELESS

WORKS
BRADFORD

—

DESIGNED

TRANSFORMERS

BRADFORD.
SI,

Telegrams. VVharfdel. Idle. Bradford
121I3A

NORTHGATE

STREET.

DEVIZES.

e

LT D.
1?
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ONDON CENTRA
R.ADIO STORES

PHOTO

ELECTRIC

Small
infra- red
image,
Type C.V. 143.
50-100 v.
Price
Kindly Trott

27

. ..

CELLS

glass
converter
tube.
Suitable for all purposes.

214

each.

We cannot enter into correspondence regarding these Cells

SPECIAL OFFER

10-VALVE COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER—Type R1155

CHARGING BOARDS
Control Panels Only as illustrated

2-VOLT POWER PACKS
Complete with Vibrator

A new
delivery!
These set., are as new. Need only apower pack tor immediate
use (
eee- W.W." July, 1946).
Freq. range 7.5 mein - 75 logs
in five wavebands. Complete with 10 Yalvee including
magic eye. Enclosed in metal care.
Every receiver le

£12.10.0

aerial tested.
Set onlY
Complete with Power Peek and Loudspeaker. £ 20
tor A.C. mains 200-250 v.
ICore. And pkg. 10 6extra.)
24 v., 1,280 aattn. lu. 1,10.. hi eIf in, moving coil amt.,. '11, 0-40 a., 4. 0-15 a.). One moving coil voltmeter 0-40
Five heavy duty sliding resistances, etc., complete in muir, I
ewe as shown with fold- back doors. Size, Iii x 17 x
ar
Offered at less than half the component yak..
carr. extra

SMALL D.C. MOTORS.

Ex-W.D.

Output approx 200 v., 60 ma.
class Job

£4.19.6

VIBRATORS 2
,;:,: pl
:rat
t
;
p8
j,' -'; f1.'l otY,e::

Super
Quality
Heavy
Duty TWINELEMENT SLIDING RESISTANCES
5.4 ohm at 20 amp.
12 ohm at 10 amp,
70 ohm at 5amp.

7/6

RADAR VIEWING UNITS
Consisting of 6in. diameter Electrostatic C.R. Tube, 7
valves including four EF50, potentiometers, resistance.,
and other associated components.
in metal calque,
10 nOn 711n.
Bargain prize ( plus rarr, and pkg. 716.)

4: 6
39 6
35 -

Type R1147A
7-VALVE U.H.F. RECEIVER
Range approx. 200 megacycles
(with 4 Acorn valves)

Sire Solo 3/In. A tlrst•

Will work on 12.21
cons lllll . . 25 a. at 12 V.
1p16i1116 protrudes Im 1
,
0111 ends.
SDP of
II otor 2x x31M. itu
, 1,111

Ex-GOVT.

TELEPHONE

3/16iti.

Type Demolition Mk. 1.
Ex- ARMY TEST SET—NEW

25/-

HANDSETS

FRACTIONAL H.P. A.C. MOTORS
Converted from ex- Govt. Generators
Brush type 221)250 v. 50 cycles
approx.

A Real Opportunity!
Beautifully comtructed and littud with udcr.,,,m1.•10...r
dri.. Valve types
two EF36, one EBC33, three 07, ,
une 955. In black metal cane, 8x7x6M. Oct
complete with valves. Carr. paid

5,000

r.p.m.

Overall

diem.

10 x!4in.

lin.

apindle

tends

1in.

exboth

ends. Fust,..

a

26 e

V

Please Note: All carriage charges relate to the British Isles only •

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, LISLE ST.
Closed Thursday 1 p.m.

£310 n

For circuit, continuity and genend test nag.
in hardwood carrying case. Carriage paid • ••••

We do not issue lists or catalogue

(
GERrard 2969)

LONDON,

Open all day Saturday and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

W.CII2
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ELECTROLYTICS

"MICROPACK " AND " LECTROPACK" SINGLE SECTION CAPACITORS
Capacitance
Mfds.

SINGLE, DUAL and
TRIPLE CAPACITORS
in the now famous
"MICROPACK"
and
"LECTROPACK"
All-aluminium
constructions

Peak
Wkg.
Volts

50
1000
2000

12
12
12

25
50
500
WOO

25
25
25
25

12
25
50
100
250
500

so
so
so
so
so
so

250

Dim'n's
Inches
L
D
21
2f

Type
No.

Retail
Price
Each

Capacitance
Nids.

Peak
Wkg.
Volts

CE32B
CE 108
CE238

2/9
8/6
12/-

8
16
24
32

200
200
200
200

2
4
8
16
30
40

350
350
350
350
350
350

2
2
2
21

1
2
4
8
16
24
32

450
450
450
450
450
450
450

1/
If
21
21
21.
21
41

4

SOO
SOO
500

2
2
41

CE32C
CEI8C
CE IOC
CE23C

2

il

2
21

2/9
3 '86

CE32D
CE I8D
CE24D
CE26D
CEIOD
CE23D

2/9
3'4 516
8/6
I2/-

100

21

CE23E

I2/-

8
16
32

ISO
150
150

If
21
21

CE I8F
CE 1IF
CE19F

3/3/3
4/6

2
4

200
200

If
If

CE3 I
G
CE32G

2/9
3/-

16

Dim' n's
Inches
L
D
If

If
21
2f

Type
No.

Retail
Price
Each

CE 1
8G
CE24G
CE25G
CE26G

313
4,4/6
5/6

II
I#

CE 17L
CE I8L
CEI IL
CE26L
CE29L
CE1OL

3/313
3/9
4/9
6/6
7/6

II
1
1#

CE32P
CE I8P
CEIIP
CE19P
CE29P
CE 10P
CE37P

219
3/3
3/9
4/6
6/7/6
I0/-

CE 1
3P
CEIOP
CEI 4P

4/9
6/6
9/6

1
f
1
I

ti
If

1

"LECTROPACK " DUAL SECTION CAPACITORS
16-16
20-20
*32-24
*50-30

150
ISO
150
150

21
21
21
21

1
1
1
1

CE34F
CE3SF
CE34F
CE35F

6/6/6
7/6
51/6

16-16
25-25

275
275

21
2/

11
If

CE27H
CE28H

7/9/-

8-8
16-8
16-16

350
350
350

2/
21
2/

1
11
11

CE3SL
CE27L
CE28L

6/7/6
9/-

96-16
24-8
24-16
30-30
32-16

350
350
350
350
350

21
2/
2/
4
41

1
11
If
111
11

CE34L
CE28L
CE28L
CE37L
CE37L

4-4
8-8
16-8
16-16
24-16

450
450
450
450
450

2#
2#
2/
41
41

1
I#
If
If
I.

CE34P
CE27P
CE28P
CE37P
CE37P

8/6
8/6
9/12;-

716
9,12 -

• Etched Foil Construction.
éld

30-10-101 350
8-4-4
450

LEADERSHIP. T.
C.
C."MICROPACK" and "LECTROelectrolytics have established themselves
among discriminating dealers and service engineers
PACIC"

as first choice for all condenser
purposes.

replacement

RELIABILITY. Hermetic sealing, " ALL-ALUMINIUM"
construction and conservative rating ensure
reliability of performance.
RANGE.

The above tables show only an abridged

LECTROPACK" TRIPLE SECTION CAPACITORS
41
21

If ICE39L
If
CE1OP

12/6
10/-

8-8-8
16-8-8

450
430

f

31
41

CE38P
CE39P

12/6

version of the extensive ranges featured in List
No. 123 (available on request). There are T.C.C.
replacements available for all purposes from
American midgets to television receivers or
public-address equipment.
DELIVERIES. Increasing bulk supplies go out to
our recognised factors each week.
In their
own interests dealers should place firm orders
with their wholesalers.
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VALVES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.

No.15 : Mu liard System of Type Nomenclature for Receiving Valves

Advertisement of The Illullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.

or perhaps two heater ratings and bases, so have
little to remember beyond the second-letter list.
It is important to note that the system does not
cover valves on the British 4, 5 and 7pin bases,
and applies only partially to the side contact'
valves and to one or two early television types.
KEY
FIRST LETTER Filament (f) or Heater (h).
A 4V for h.
G 5V for h.
C 0.2A h.
K 2V f.
D 1.4V f.
P 0.3A h.
E 6.3V h.
U 0.1A h.
SECOND LETTER (and third if necessary):
Electrode Structure.
Single diode.
L Output pentode
Double diode.
M Electron beam indicator.
Triode.
N Gas triode.
Output triode. *P Secondary emission valve.
Tetrode.
W Half-wave gas rectifier. ,
Voltage ampliX Full-wave gas rectifier.
fying pentode.
Y Half-wave vacuum
Hexode.
rectifier.
Heptode or
Z Full-wave vacuum
octode.
rectifier.
e X >riretentg>

E

XCEPT to the abnormal mind that can
do things like memorizing the Telephone
Directory, valve type numbers no doubt
seem too numerous, complicated and unintelligible
to be worth the effort of studying. Many different
systems of nomenclature have been used from time
to time, and Isuppose it is generally realized that
most of them convey to the initiated some information about the valves so named. A system has
been in use for Mullard receiving valves for the
last nine or ten years, and some of the names —
such as EF50 — are now very well known; yet I
wonder how many who are familiar with them
know what they mean. Although it is perhaps
less obvious than usual that they mean anything
at all, they do in fact tell one most of the things
one wants to know at the outset, without being
cumbersome or hard to remember.
Take the EF50. This name indicates that the
valve is a voltage-amplifying pentode with a 6.3V
heater, on aB9G base, and is the earliest Milliard
type of that description. So far as I am aware
there is no such valve as a DBL33 in existence or
contemplated, but if it did appear, anyone with the
key would know it was a double-diode-output
pentode with a 1.4V filament, on an octal base;
the third of that kind to be developed.
There is much to be said for this scheme, which
is set out below, but there is only space just now
to point out one or two things about the system.
All valves which differ only in the final figure of
their names are of the same general type and have
the same base and heater or filament. The last
figure enables them to be placed in order of appearance. If one is interested only in valves of a
particular heater voltage or current, then all those
whose names begin with a letter other than the
selected one can be ignored. Similarly, the first
figure enables all valves fitted with a particular
base to be picked out. The second letter indicates
the electrode structure and general characteristics
or purpose. A third letter is used to define an
additional electrode structure in the same bulb.
Many valve users are concerned with only one

* As a third letter only.

FIRST FIGURE (Base).
2 B8G (Loctal).
5 B9G or special.
3 Octal.
7 Sub-miniature.
4 B8A.
9 B7G.
SECOND FIGURE (and
Development Number.

third

if necessary):

This is the fifteenth of a series written by M. G.
Scroggie, B.Sc., M.LE.E., the well-known Consulting
Radio Engineer. Reprints for schools and technical
colleges may be obtained free of charge from the
address below. Technical Data Sheets on all types
of valves are also available.
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY HOUSE,SHAFTESBURY AVE.,WC.2.
(m. v.m.
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Continents of the

A

COPY of the " Final Acts" of the Atlantic
City International Conferences has now
reached us. This bulky volume, which, in
the French-English text, runs to well over i,000
pages, bears witness to the extent to• which radio
—and the organization needed for its international
regulation—has grown since its predecessor was
issued. The book is divided into three sections:
International Telecommunication Convention;
Radio Regulations and, lastly, Recommendations
and Resolutions adopted by the Radio Conference.
Of these, the Regulations, which contain the frequency allocation tables for the various services,
are by far the most important to the majority of
wireless men. The information contained in this
section is essential to anyone concerned with the
international aspects of radio, and is also of great
importance to all serious students of the subject.
At the last conference, held in 1938, the upper
limit of allocated frequencies was 200 MC'S; at
Atlantic City this figure was raised to 10,500 Mc / s.
As has already been reported, the most drastic
changes were in the H.F. bands with world-wide
range, over which rigid control and complete
international agreement are essential. Allocation of
the higher frequencies ( mainly with a limited
visual range) can be made on a more local basis,
except that full international uniformity is needed
for alimited number of services such as those providing aids for sea and air navigation.
It is amatter for self-congratulation among wireless men that so much was achieved at Atlantic
City. In this post-war world, bedevilled as it is
by international jealousies and the conflict of rival
ideologies, it is something of an achievement to
have secured complete acceptance of the frequency
allocation plan.
In spite of this success, the
"Final Acts" bear many marks of the times, in
the shape of reservations and the acceptance of
"official" languages with no real international
currency.
An important outcome of the conference is the

lion ti

setting up of an International Frequency Registration Board, endowed with as much international
authority as one can expect in the present state of
the world to approve and " register" frequencies
for individual services. This is areal improvement
over the former system of legalized " squatting."
It is understood that no arrangements have yet
been made to print the " Final Acts," or even the
"Radio Regulations" section of it, for distribution in this country. But, as the book is of great
value to asection—though perhaps alimited one—
of the radio public, it is to be hoped that it will
eventually be obtainable here.
FUTURE OF RADIOLYMPIA.—Approval of
the Radio Industry Council's decision that no
National Radio Exhibition shall be held this year
will inevitably be tinged with some regrets. The
reason given—to allow the industry to concentrate
without distractions on the achievement of its export target—is valid, but on the other hand, the
exhibition of last year was a resounding success,
and it undoubtedly did more than any other event
to re-establish the prestige of British radio abroad.
That prestige had suffered severely as a result
of the ill-conceived decision to postpone detailed
publication of British wartime developments until
virtually the full story had been told elsewhere—
notably in America. Wireless World's strictures
against this deplorable policy proved to be well
justified; when the story was disclosed at the
Radar Convention in 1946 it had no " news value"
and was virtually ignored by the technical Press of
the whole world. Radiolympia, 1947, went along
way towards showing that British radio is still very
much worthy of notice in technical circles everywhere, and the good results of it are still to be seen.
Now that there is to be no 1948 show to keep that
idea alive, those responsible for authorizing
publication of developments should shake off the
remaining traces of wartime " security-mindedness" that are still sometimes evident.
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British Sub-miniature Valves

I

N the past, the market for subminiature valves has been
largely dominated by American manufacturers.
These extremely small valves have found
wide application in hearing-aid
equipment in which compactness,
light weight, and low power drain
are the generally accepted design
criteria.
Further progress in this field is
marked by anew series of Mullard

valves represent a notable ad
vance in manufacturing technique, and open up wide fields of
possibility to the designer of miniature electronic equipment.
The low filament current has
been obtained through the use of
oxide-coated tungsten filaments
of extremely small diameter. The
use of such filaments has been
made possible by research into
the properties of tungsten, and
special
techniques have been
evolved for maintaining the purity
and homogeneity
of this material
during the initial
processes. In addition, a special
all-glass
valve
sealing technique
has
been
de-

Fig r. Constructional details of
Mullard subminiature valves,
and base connections viewed
from below.
sub- miniature valves which are
characterized by an extremely
low filament current. Developed
in collaboration with the Post
Office Research Station for use in
the Government-sponsored hearing aid described in the January
issue of Wieelessld, these

veloped which prevents damage
to these extremely fine filaments
due to the high temperatures normally encountered in glass sealing
processes.
The electrode structure is remarkable for the ease with which
it can be assembled. In spite of

the extremely small dimensions oh
the valve, the major assembling
operations may, in fact, be performed by relatively untrained
women, the more precise and delicate welding operations being reserved for a comparatively few
highly skilled operators. As aresult of this development in manufacturing technique, it is now
possible to produce these extremely small valves by efficient
mass-production methods.
Reference to Fig. I will show
that the electrode structure is
assembled between a pair of mica
discs which are held in position
by two support wires. The alignment of the electrodes during
assembly is determined almost entirely
by precisely positioned
holes in the micas.
Additional
rigidity is imparted to the whole
structure by the anode which is
firmly located in the top and
bottom mica discs and is welded
to the two main support wires.
The most delicate operation in
the assembly of these valves is
the fitting of the extremely finé
filaments.
Each filament is fed
through a small hole in the top
mica and welded to a small nickel
strip supported between two of the
nickel contact wires in the glass
base. The tensioning spring, attached to the filament, is welded
to a small tag on the top of the
third grid support wire.

The filaments operate at a comparatively low temperature. As
a result of this, there is a minimum loss of barium due to vaporization, and a consistent emission
is maintained over long periods of
operation.
Another interesting feature is
the consistent gain which is maintained for decreasing filament voltages. This is illustrated in Fig.
2, which shows the gain plotted
against filament voltage for a
DL7i output pentode used in the
national hearing aid circuit.
It
will be seen from this that when
the filament voltage is reduced to
its normal limit of i.z a consistent gain is maintained, and
that even when the voltage is as
low as 0.9, the reduction in
gain is small. This means that in
an amplifier circuit employing
these new valves it is possible to
obtain a high order of performance over the maximum useful life
of the L.T. cell, a feature of con40
30
.1.„
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;
e
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Fig. z. Gain is practically independent of filament voltage over awide
range.
siderable importance in equipment such as hearing aids and
similar
miniature
electronic
equipment.
Three sub-miniature valves are
at present being manufactured, a
voltage-amplifying pentode DF7o,
and two output pentodes, DL71
and DL72. They are of the tomm (o.4 in) cylindrical type, the
lengths being 30 mm ( 1.18 in) for
the DF7o and 38 mm ( 1.5 in) for
the DL7t and DL72 output pentodes.
These valves compare
favourably in size with corresponding sub-miniature valves of
American
manufacture,
whilst
having the advantage over the
latter of a lower filament current
for equal performance. This advance has been achieved without
introducing
any
loss
in the
lotiustness and rigidity of the electrode structure, and these valves
are characterized by a marked re-

The principal characteristics of
sistance to mechanical shock, and
the DL71 output pentode are
freedom from microphony. The
shown in Fig. 3 and the operating
lead-out wires are tinned to facilitate direct soldered connection
into the circuit.
992 . 45V
91 °
9, - 1•25V
T he hearingaid
circuit
for
- 0'5
•
which
these
valves were deI.
l'O 4-,
veloped employs
,e,.
two voltage-amE
plifying pentodes
no
Cro
DF7o followed by
•
,
either a DL7t or
... ..
-15
D L 72
output
05

..............
-2

Fig. 3. Characteristic curves of the
DL7i output pentode.

-25
-5
10

20

30

40

SO

60

70

V.
pentode, depending upon whether
the circuit is for use
with
a crystal or magnetic-type earpiece.
The o.625- volt filaments
of the DF7o valves are connected
in series and are fed, together with
the 1.25-volt filament of the output pentode, from a dry cell. The
total current taken by such a filament circuit is no more than
5o mA at an average of 1.25 volts,
whilst the total power consumed
by the unit is normally less than
irth watt.
The filament current
taken by a similar circuit employing equivalent valves of American
manufacture is 75 mA.
In this

DF70
Voltage
Amplifying
Pentode

'

V.
If

V.
V g,

Vsi
I.
Igo
(3 ..
Voltage gain R-- 13.1f1.
R s2=331f1

Power output for 10%
total distortion

0.625V
25 mA
30V
30V
0
0.375 mA
0.125 mA
0.22 mA/V
35
—

application, therefore, the use of
these new British sub-ntiiniatures
results in a reduction in filament
current of over 30 per cent.
..

data of the valves are given in
the table below.
The limiting
voltages for the anodes and
screen grids of all three valves is
45 volts maximum.
It is yet too early to envisage
the effect that this major development
in
valve- manufacturing
technique will have on the future
design of miniature electronic
equipment. For some time it is
to be expected that their use will
be confined to hearing-aid circuits.
However, as the supply position
is improved and further experiments are conducted on the performance and characteristics of

DL71
Output Pentode
1.25V
25 mA
45V
45V
—1.25V
0.6 mA
0.15 mA
0.55 mA/V

DL72
Output Pentode
I.25V
25 mA
45V
45V
—4.5V
1.25 mA
0.4 mA
0.5 mA/V

—

—

6mW
(R.-100,000 ohms)

23mW
(R.=30,000 ohms)

these valves, it may well be that
they will lay the foundation of a
new era in the design of small,
low-power electronic units.
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HERE are countless uses
for a good audio-frequency
oscillator in every field from
simple fault-finding to pure research, and very many designs
have been proposed at different
times. Almost all of these employ
either the beat-frequency principle
or resistance-capacity phase-shift
networks, since tuned circuits in
the audible range are impracticable and simple oscillators cannot
be used.
The beat-frequency
arrangement has the advantage
that a wide frequency range can
easily be obtained, but it has very

2

poor stability, unless elaborate and
costly precautions are taken, particularly at the lowest frequencies
where " pulling- in" may occur.
R-C oscillators can be made to give
better waveforms and amplitude
stability, and for these reasons
they are now generally preferred.
The majority of R-C oscillator
designs that have been published,
however, are rather complicated
and require either careful adjustments or the use of components
which are not readily obtainable.
Most circuits using the Wien
Bridge network, for instance, call
for ganged resistors, and special
low-current bulbs are generally
used to limit the amplitude. As
a result of these complications
most experimenters and servicemen have not been able to make
these circuits up themselves.
The circuit described in this
article is designed to overcome
these objections by using a modified " parallel-T " type of network
and an amplifier which automatically limits the amplitude of oscillation. It is possible to build a
practical single-valve oscillator
using comparatively few components to cover nearly the whole of
the audible range.
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Single-valve A.F.
Simple R-C Circuit Covering 35 to 16 000 c/s
The basic circuit arrangement
used is shown in Fig. 1, and it
will be seen that this may be conveniently divided into two parts

Fig. r. Basic circuit
of the simple R-C
oscillator

The relationship
pressed :

may

be ( x

(41T2R1C,C8)R,
The frequency is thus approximately proportional to the inverse
square root of the resistance R„
but when R2 is very small the
approximations break down and
the frequency rises to a definite
limit. With an ordinary volume
control for R, it is possible to get
frequency ranges of at least 23: I,
as the control covers a useful
range of over 3oo: zin resistance,
and so two ranges can be made
to cover the whole audible band.
Since the relation between frequency and resistance is a simple
power law, it can be shown that
an accurately logarithmic potentiometer will give a logarithmic
frequency range, and an ordinary
volume control gives a good
approximation to a log range, if
it is wired so that the lowest frequency comes at the high-volume
end and the taper spreads out the
high frequencies.
Maintaining Amplifier. — The
'amplifier circuit, to maintain the
oscillations, is required to give a
gain just greater than unity
without phase-inversion, and to
be as free as possible from phase+

which will be considered separately in detail.
Phase- Shift
Network. — The
phase-shift network used is shown
basically in Fig. 1, and it will be
seen that it has a single frequency-control resistance Rs.The
components R, and 11, are made
roughly equal, as also are C, and
C2,but there is no
need to use accurately matched
pairs.
Also the
impedance of each
step in the network
is made so that the
o•sie
previous
step is
not
noticeably
loaded,
and
R,
and C, are chosen
2M11
to
have
about
equal
impedance
in the centre of the
frequency
range,
as also are R, and
C2. Under these
Fig. 2. Circuit of the
conditions it is not
ampifier, with autodifficult to show by
matic gain contlrol
a vector analysis
that there is acritical frequency f
0
where the phaseshift and attenution are both zero.

3kfl

o5j.LF
F—

?WI

3Mfl
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Oscillator
in Two Ranges
shift at all the frequences covered.
It is also required to have
a high input and low output
impedance, so as not to upset the
R-C network, and lastly, it must
provide a practically distortionless
reduction of gain to limit the amplitude of the oscillations.
The
circuit which has been evolved,
and which is shown in Fig. 2, fulfils all these conditions without
using any unusual components.

By K. C. JOHNSON
usual way, but in order to reduce
the phase distortion and assist
the symmetry of the two stages,
most of the leak is made common
to both grids. It must be remembered that this arrangement has
a long time-constant, and several
seconds are required for it to
charge up when the oscillator is
switched on, so that oscillations
do not start as soon as the valve
is warmed up.
It is essential that the H.T.
supply to the amplifier should be
as free as possible from 50- or ioo-

should not serve as the conditions
are not critical, but it may be
necessary to alter some of the
component values to get best results. Since the valve may accidentally be " on " with the oscillator not running and no grid
bias it should be arranged that
the anode current can never
seriously exceed the maximum
value. This is not difficult as a
large smoothing resistance is required in any case to remove
ripple.
The range-switching system is
quite conventional and Fig. 3 (a)
shows the arrangement for a
logarithmic frequency control. It
is often more convenient, how -

1

Fc-1
fi
Fig. 3.

(a)
(b
Switching circuits for the network ; (a) for alog control, (
b) for continuous coverage.

A double triode is used in the
circuit shown as a two-stage amplifier with cathode coupling. In
this arrangement the grid swings
of the two valves are very nearly
equal and opposite, so that even
with the small anode loading
almost all the even harmonics are
automatically eliminated.
The
small anode loads, however, mean
that the I./ E, characteristics of
each valve are not linearized and
the overall slope can be reduced
by the application of grid bias,
without loss of overall linearity.
Since the third harmonic distortion in a triode is always small
and the second and fourth harmonics have been practically
eliminated, this amplifier is very
free from distortion even though
it also has variable gain.
The bias, which serves to reduce the gain, is obtained with a
grid leak and condenser in the

cycle
ripple,
and
generous
smoothing is necessary to remove
it
This is because the oscillator
behaves as a series-tuned circuit
of high Q, and a small hum ripple
can build up to a very large amplitude in the output when the
oscillator is tuned close to its frequency. For the same reason it
is advisable to take care to prevent hum being induced into the
high-impedance grid leads, by
using the valve pin farther from
the heater in a double triode, by
arranging the switching so that
there is a minimum of wiring at
the high impedance, and, of
course, by screening the leads and
components.
Practical Circuit. — The valve
used is a 6SN7 double triode
which gives satisfactory results
with
the
component
values
shown. There is no reason, however, why any pair of triodes

ever, to have a continuous covefage of the band without a break,
so as to sweep an amplifier for
resonances or dead spots, and
this is provided by the second
switching circuit, Fig. 3 ( b),
which can be arranged to give
ascending frequency with a clockwise movement of the control on
one range and anti-clockwise on
the other. With this second circuit a linear control should be
usecIpto make the law the same on
either band, but the high-frequency end of each range will be
cramped.
The output from the oscillator
is taken from the anode load of
the second triode where the impedance is lowest and the pre-set
resistance can be used to compensate for the load directly. If an
audible note is required it is quite
satisfactory to connect a speaker
to the anode resistance through

ireles%
iingle-valve A.F. Oscillator—
suitable transformer, and a
useful power may be obtained
without
further
amplification.
For most purposes, however, a
voltage is wanted and this may
also be taken from the second
anode, with a suitable attenuator
and blocking condenser to isolate
it from the H.T. supply.
The full circuit diagram of the
finished instrument is then shown
in Fig. 4. The pre-set gain control must be adjusted to give the
minimum amplitude of oscillation, with satisfactory uniformity over all the ranges, to ensure
the best waveform. This adjust
ment is not at all critical and is
easily made with a good A.C.
voltmeter.
With
the
circuit
shown the best setting gave a
reading of about 3 volts R.M.S.
on the lead into the R-C network,
and the frequency ranges covered
were then 33 to 800 and 700 to
16,000 c/s, with the amplitude
constant to better than ro per
cent throughout both ranges.
Extension of Range.— ft is
quite possible to use this circuit
for frequencies outside the audible range, provided that precautions are taken to overcome the
losses, which become important.
The frequency ranges, however,
are not so wide, and owing to
phase-shifts, the simple frequency
relation no longer holds. For these
reasons it is best to use ranges of
r only, and it is then possible to arrange the switching so
eta: some of the condensers are
used twice on different ranges.

The method of overcoming
these losses is to increase the gain
of the amplifier by increasing the
anode load as required for each
range, as shown in Fig. 3, and
this provides an adjustment for
each end of each range separately.
For the lowest frequen-

Fig. 5

Circuit for a four- range oscillator showing methods that can be
used to obtain uniform amplitude and save condensers.

cies, however, it is better to increase the grid condensers, and
decouple the anodes individually.
When these precautions are
taken it is possible
to
design
an
oscillator covering
at least from

5 c/s to 120 kc/s in four ranges,
with substantial overlap, and the
same good waveform and constancy of amp itude throughout.

(i

20kli

Fig. 4.
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Push-pull Input Circuits
Part 3—Phase Reversers

PT

By W. T. COCKING,

HE circuits considered su
large
enough
and
if
R,
is
far have been true phaseadequately by-passed the parts
splitters
in
that
they
preceding A, 13 of Fig. 14 can be
function ideally by passing a
F
t
1
common current through two
+H T
equal
impedances
having
an
earthed common point. The input
voltage is used to produce two
separate output voltages, one in
phase with, and one in opposite
phase to, the input.
We now
come to a class of circuits in
which the input voltage and one
output voltage are the same and
the input is applied to a phasereversing stage to provide the
other output in opposite phase.
The so-called paraphase, seesaw and anode-follower circuits
are of this type, and there are
many minor variations .of the
basic circuits.
They are usually
drawn as two-valve circuits and
this is inclined to be confusing
for in reality one of the two
valves is a pre-amplifier and takes
no part in the phase reversal.
One common circuit is shown
in Fig. 14 ; V, and its associated
components form a normal R-C
Fig. 14. The circuit of a typical
amplifier stage.
One output is
phase- reverser with its pre-amplitaken at 1,2 and is applied to one
fier stage is shown here. The
grid of the following amplifier, of
phase-reverser V 2 is fed from a
which R,
R, forms a grid leak.
tapping on the grid leak of one
V, is fed from atapping on R 1,R,
of the following valves.
and its input E„ is only a fraction
of any kind without in any way
of E 1V
V, also functions as a
normal R-C amplifier stage and its
affecting the relation between E12
output at 3,2 is applied to the
and E„.
The discussion can,
therefore, be limited to that part
other grid of the foll6wing push..
pull amplifier of which R, is the
of the circuit which follows A. B.
grid leak.
This relevant part of the circuit is
It is clear that if the loads on
shown in Fig. 16 (a) and it has the
equivalent of Fig. 17 (a) in which
the two valves are equal and the
Cy,and C„ are the grid-cathode
valves themselves are alike, their
alternating anode currents will be
and grid-anode capacitances of
equal . when conditions are such
the valve. Ca represents the total
that E l, = — E32 . There will
capacitance in shunt with the
output.
then be no alternating voltage
drops across the bias re3istor R,
An
alternative
circuit
also
or the decoupling capacitor Cd, widely used is shown in Fig. 15.
and these components can be
It differs from Fig. 14 in that the
input to V 2 is taken from a
ignored
in
the
subsequent
discussion.
tapping on the coupling resistance
It is only in its effect on R b and
of V, instead of from one on the
Cd that V, need be like V,. Apart
follbwing grid leak. The relevant
from this there is no need for the
part of Fig. 15 can be redrawn as
two valves to be similar. If Cd is
in Fig. If, (
b) which has the

M- 1•E- E.

equivalent of Fig. 17 (
b) when the
circuit capacitances are added.
The circuit equations are developed in Appendix III where it is
shown that for both circuits the
requirement for balance at frequencies for which the capacitances can be neglected is 12 2/R,
A — swhere A is the amplification
of the V2 stage. In a typical case
we might have g. = 2mA/V,
I5ka,
12,2 -= 30kt1, R 3 =
25ok a then A = 19.2 and R,/R,
= 8.2
With circuit (a), R, -F R 2 would
be 25ok a since it is a grid leak
of the following stage, and so
R 2 = 13k il
and
R, = 237k a
With circuit (
b) R, -F R, would be
30k since it is the coupling resistor of the preceding stage, and so
R, = 1.56k Ll and R 1 — 28 .44k a,
rt is to be noted that the values of
Rd
W W—

+HI

Fig. 15. This phase-reverser is
similar to that of Fig. 14, but V.
is fed from a tapping on the
coupling resistance of V,. This
improves the performance at
high frequencies.
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Push-pull Input Circuits—
R, and R 2 are critically dependent
on A which is itself very dependent on g
m ,r
a and R, and to a
small extent on R 3. The valve
" constants" are likely to vary
considerably
between
different
specimens of the same type and
they will also vary with time as
the valve ages.
It is, therefore,
not practicable to use fixed values
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tends to be somewhat better than
as high as 22 per cent of the
Fig. 14, but not very much so.
correct output.
At high frequencies the response
The error is very serious and can
be reduced only be increasing C3, falls off for two reasons—the effect
of shunt capacitance on R, and
since in many cases the maximum
the effect of shunt capacitance on
value of R 3 is limited to about
R 2. An expression for the un250kû by the following valve.
balance is given in Eqn. ( i8) in
Considering Eqn. (8a), usually
the Appendix and it applies to
> R/R 3 anti if V, is to be
both circuits. This expression is
small ai C.32R3r2
and so V 2r,d,
rather complex and it has not been
i/i0C 3R,.
At 50 c/s, and with
A

(a)

Fig. x6.

CI
a

The phase-reverser portions of the circuits of Figs.

for R, and R 2 when aclose balance
is required and it is common
practice to make these components
wholly or partially a potentiometer with the grid of V, fed
from its slider. This is adjusted
for equality of the two outputs
and requires readjustment when
V, is replaced, and, possibly, also
from time to time during the life
of the valve.
At low frequencies circuit (
a) is
obviously imperfect because while
E 12 is still equal to EAB, the other
output E32 is passed through C,
and its rising reactance at low
frequencies must cause amplitude
and phase errors. Equations ( 73)
and (8a) give the amplitude and
phase unbalances.
Taking the
same values as before with C3 =-•
ce.IILF at 50 c/s we find V,
0.025 and V 2 = 0.12. The amplitude unbalance of 1.5 per cent is
not very serious, but the quadrature unbalance of 12 per cent is
much too large.
It means that
through the phase shifts in C3,
R3 the output E32 contains a
component of voltage which is
ge out of phase with the correct
output and which has an amplitude

14

and 15 are shown here alone at (a) and (
b) respectively.

R 3 = 250ki)
we
get
V2 =
0.0227/C 3 with C3 in
F.
To
reduce V, to a reasonable value
around i per cent, C3 must be
about 1.515F.
It is usually undesirable to use
such a large capacitance, for its
capacitance to earth will be large
and its leakage will almost inevitably be much lower than with
a more normal value. In addition
the large time constant will make
the effects of any momentary
overload which draws grid current
in the following stage painfully
evident.
The alternative circuit of Figs.
15, 16 (
b) and 17 (
b) has a Nary
similar low-frequency response as
shown by Eqns. ( 146) and ( i5b).
In fact, if C,R, of Fig. 15 equals
C3R 3/(i — R/R a)of Fig. 14 the performances are identical.
However, as V, is usually asmall
triode, its grid leak can usually
safely be higher than in the case of
an output valve.
Consequently,
R, ( Fig. 13) can often be 2M (1,
whereas R 3 ( Fig. 24) must often
be no more than 0.25 Ma This
makes it easier to obtain a higher
time constant and so Fig. 15

broken up into the components
V, and V, since it is simpler to
do this when numerical values are
inserted.
As an example we shall take the
previous values and assume that
C„, = C„ = 5pF and Ca = 50pF
and calculate the unbalance at
io,000 c/s. With these values we
find
V =- V,
V2 = 0.013 ±
0.12j for the circuit of Fig. 14
and V = 0.0018 + 0.0461 for the
circuit of Fig. 15.
The amplitude unbalances are
respectively 1.3 and 0.18 per cent
and are small enough to be ignored
for most purposes.
The phase
unbalances are 12 and 4.6 per
cent, however.
It is thus clear that the circuit of
Fig. 24 is not a good one, , for the
phase unbalance becomes as high
as 22 per cent at 50 c/s and
io,000 c/s with normal values of
components. The circuit of Fig.
15, where the feed for V, is taken
from a tapping on the coupling
resistance of V, instead of the
following grid leak, is much better
at high frequencies.
The lower
resistance values involved in the
feed potentiometer result in some
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4.6 per cent phase unbalance
instead of 12 per cent.
The circuit is but little better
at low frequencies, however, and
neither can thus be considered to
meet the requirements of a highquality amplifier.
It should be
pointed out that with both circuits
it is possible to reduce the phase
unbalance at high frequencies by
shunting R, by a suitable capacitance of the order of (C„
± A): / ( A — z).
This
is a
capacitance approximately equal
to C, a and is inconveniently small.
If used it should be adjustable and
set for minimum unbalance at a
high frequency.
The one merit of circuits of this
type over a phase-splitter is that
as the valve has to provide one
output only instead of two that
one output can be twice as great as
each of those of a phase-splitter
before overloading occurs. They
are in this respect more suit d to
driving an output stage without
intermediate amplification than
a phase splitter.
In addition, they have the advantage of not requiring any great
difference of potential between
heater and cathode.
The phase unbalance at extremes
of frequency of the circuits discussed is too great to make their
use desirable. These circuits are
not the only ones available, however, and a phase reverser of the
anode- follower
type—otherwise
known as the paraphase or seesaw circuit—can have much more
desirable characteristics.
This
will be discussed next.
APPENDIX III.
Referring to Fig. z7, at frequencies
where the capacitances can
be
ignored,
E„
=
( 1)
E„
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— E„,g„, R

— E„,A (2)

E

III
where +—
r„

where

+— and g,,,— L•4

R,
R1 ±

Re

..

••

314

..

(
3h)

and the quadrature component has
the fractional amplitude

R,R,

U, --

Rg + Rg
R, +

Normally R,
E„ — E,

unbalance is

U,
(8a)
— R/R 3)
2 + 0, 2c3212 3,

For circuit (
b)
Egc = E12

amplitude

(1 — RiR 3)
2

For circuit (a)
E,„ = E gg

the

R,R,

(0C 3R 3(r — R/R,)
(I — R/R 3)
2 + (0
2c32R3,

R5 4.
- R5

In the case of circuit (
b)

11 2 and then
R2

R, + R,

• • (9a)

for both circuits.

E„

EAB
..
z + i/ywc,R,

( lob)

— EAB

Egg —
[i + ( 1 —

u
1(3)/jcuC 31( 3]

( I + r/joiC,R 5)

I + OwC,R,
+ z/jwC,R,

If C,R, = C3R3/(i — R/R 3)

Therefore,
E„

A

• • (4)
E 15
I +
and so for E„/ E „ = — i we have
R,/R, — A

—

—

At low frequencies with circuit ( a)
A
(('a)
w C,

and so the unbalance
U = i + E 32 /E 12
— R/R 3
— RJR, + 90,C 3R3
+ U,

(
7a)

Now Egg = — E„
and E„, = EAB •A ±
when R,

( I3b)

U, = 1/(1 + cu 2C, 2R, 2)

when

I + 0J 2C1 2Rs 2

R,ili

+ joJC,R 5)

This is of the same form as (7a) and so

(5)

iuC,R,

U, —

(t2b)

I + ( z — R/R,)/jue„I„ • •

I< w2C, 2R, 2

(z5b)

At high frequencies in both circuits
the input impedance of the valve is
in shunt with R g. It comprises both
resistive and capacitive elements and
the exact
expression for it is
complex.
However the resistive
component is usually high enough in
comparison with R g to be ignored and
the capacitive component is approximately C,,„ ( i-1-t A)

A +
+ iw(C«

Cg.)R

Jae

+ A) JR, •

°

E

" I + jr.o(C. + Cga )R

(16)

R g in the case of circuit (
b).

Whence U --jw[C„R i + Co«((f + A)R + ARI + AC„le]

w2(C„+C„)[C„-I-C„(r + A) JR,R

A +j£0[C,,,+C„„1(i + A)R i+ AR} + AC,12] - co ,(C o+C„„)1C„,.+C„(1 + A)]R IR
(i8)

E

(a)
Fig. 17.

( 14b)

At ( a) and (
h) are shown the equivalent circuits of Fig. 16 (
a) and (
h) respectively with stray
capacitances added.

rt•le+4.
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Industrial
Electronic
Problems of Design
Apparatus
By D. W. THOMASSON

T

not exchange them until the alterHE application of electronic
native has been proved at least
principles to the solution of
equally reliable, even if it is capindustrial problems is not
able of giving better results. He
progressing , as rapidly as might
is not encouraged to try electronic
have been expected from the glib
methods when he remembers that
prophecies that have been made
their essential basis is the therin the last year or two. This is
mionic valve, regarded for so
not surprising, since such predicmany years as a fragile piece of
tions are rarely founded on a true
apparatus. He is not particularly
appreciation of the relevant facts.
impressed when it is pointed out
It is more disturbing to find that
that valves have been made to
there is an actual inclination
against the use of
electronic
methods
among
a
number
of
manufacturing concerns.
This
inclination is particularly
noticeable
in production departments.
In dustrial
laboratories are , ready
to consider the
advantages
Though suitable for laboratory use, this piece of
offered by electest gear would not survive long in the workshop :
tronic
methods,
the panel is completely unprotected and there are
no handles. The meter is too small to be reai
and
have
no
easily.
prejudice against
them. Production
stand up to the shock of being
departments, on the other hand,
fired from a gun, for he knows
seem to have an inbred distrust
that these valves had an actual
of innovations, especially if they
operating life of less than a
are dependent on principles of
minute. In any case, these valves
which they have little precise
will not be used in electronic
knowledge.
It is instructive to
apparatus for industry.
One
examine
the
current
design
characteristics of elect ronic
manufacturer is proudly advertisapparatus intended for use in proing a control device by the stateduction departments with a View
ment that " normal domestic
to discovering some of the reasons
valves" are used. This will not
for this distrust.
attract a possible customer who
The reasons are not hard to
has recently had difficulty in
obtaining replacement valves for
find. To begin with, there is the
his own domestic receiver.
natural outlook of the industrialist, who tends to pursue a
The industrialist's real objecconservative line of thought where
tions begin when he examines the
actual mechanical construction of
his work is concerned.
He can
rarely afford to do anything else.
the apparatus, and the complexiThe methods he has used for years
ties of many of the circuit
and tried and tested, and he will
arrangements used. On the mech-

anical side, he wants robustness
and solidity; he is more likely to
get thin sheet metal and a bare
minimum of structural strength.
He is not likely to have an electronic maintenance section within
his organization,
and
he
visualizes prohibitively high costs
if he has to turn to outside maintenance "whenever afailure occurs.
All this, and much more, is unfortunate, but undeniably true.
It might have been hoped that
the exhibits at last year's Radiolympia would show a tendency to
improvement, but the improvements that were to be seen could
do little to outweigh the bad
designs surrounding them. There
is only one solution; the essential
design requirements for industrial
apparatus must be codified, and
the requirements so determined
must be met in the greatest degree
possible under present difficulties.
As matters stand now, there is a
real danger that the present standards of design will come to be
accepted as suitable even after
the present restrictions eventually
end.
Mechanical Design.—Industrial
electronic apparatus for production purposes presents unusually
severe problems from the design
point of view, because the conditions under which it is required
to operate are so completely
different from those under which
it is designed.
These problems
will- not be solved until the
designer realises that he is dealing
with a piece of machinery, not a
laboratory instrument. It doesn't
have to look " pretty "—it has to
do a job of work.
There is no
point in decorating the outside
with gleaming coloured enamel
and chromium plate.
The only
time when anyone is likely to sit
and look at it is when it breaks
down, and beauty will not help
then.
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It is quite likely that the gear
will have to stand up to a fair
amount of ill-treatment in use.
Fragile instruments do not survive
long in a workshop where heavy
machinery is being made, and
even in places where the product
is more fragile there is always the
possibility of an accident.
If it
involves the product, that is unfortunate, but not very serious.
If it puts the
machinery out of
action, so that
production time
is lost, it is quite
a different matter.
Instrument
cases must therefore be able to
stand up to heavy
treatment.
The
sort of case that
requires a special
form of packing to
ensure against its being damaged
in transit is no good at all. The
violence of railway porters is traditional, but they are at a disadvantage compared with the factory worker, since they are only
handling the apparatus for a relatively short time. The safest rule
is to allow a generous margin of
safety in the strength of both the
case and the chassis.
Apart from the strength of the
general mechanical design, it is
necessary to make the actual
components and wiring of the apparatus equally robust. This requires that the individual parts be
carefully selected, and that the
constructional principles involved
are sound. It is to be hoped that
the demonstrations which were

given at Radiolympia of the effect
of the frequency of small-amplitude vibrations coinciding with
the resonant frequency of parts of
the apparatus, will have provided
a valuable object lesson to designers. This question of resonant
vibration cannot be appreciated
properly by anyone who has not
seen the effect demonstrated. A
vibration having an amplitude of

89
arousing some interest in this
connection is that of sealing sections of the circuit into a mass of
plastic material, so that the only
possible vibration is that of the
valve electrodes.
Connection to
the remainder of the circuit is
made by a plug and socket connector, so that in the event of
valve failure the whole unit can
be changed.
Another scheme which is valuable in avoiding vibration effects
A wartime radar unit, showing
concentration of connections on a
compact panel ; also strong case
and good ventilation.
A gooi
model for designers of industrial
gear.

not more than 2 thousandths of
an inch can induce resonant vibrations of anything up to an amplitude of half an inch or more. In
apparatus which is to be used in
the vicinity of heavy machinery
this can result in a rapid and
mysterious disintegration of the
vital parts. The only way of ensuring against this in all possible
cases is the use of extensive vibration damping technique, both in
the suspension and general assembly.
A method which is
Below is shown the same test gear
removed from its case. Maximum
accessibility is combined with small
overall dimensions. Another lesson
for designers of industrial equipment.

is the sprayed or printed circuit.
The technique has been considerably improved of recent years,
and can be used to advantage in
conjunction with the sealed circuit
technique. In this way, the circuit can be made completely
vibration-proof without causing
any great difficulties for the maintenance engineer. His task is, in
fact, somewhat simplified.
He
has only to replace the faulty section of the circuit with an identical plug-in circuit. The units can
be standardized by the manufacturers, so that no re-adjustment of
any sort would be required. This
technique is in its infancy, but
there is no doubt that it is a step
in the right direction.
Valve Failures.—It is an indubitable fact that valves have a
finite working life. If this life is
not brought to a sudden end by a
failure of the filament or heater,
the emission falls off gradually
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Industrial Electronic Apparatus
and the performance of the apparatus changes imperceptibly.
Eventually, replacement is necessary, and the problem is to determine when this should be carried
out.
The safest indication in
most cases is the anode current,
but in many designs the measurement of this involves a major
operation to gain access to the
anode feed line.
The provision of a meter and
switching circuit may seem aquite
unwarranted expense, but the
simplification of the maintenance
work is a great point in favour.
The meter itself may be omitted.
One of the schemes used by the
services during the war was the
incorporation in all the more complex circuits of a system whereby
a o-1mA meter could be plugged
in and used to read the current in
various parts of the circuit.
A
switch was used to select the particular point required, and the correct readings at each setting were
tabulated, together with an indication of the probable reasons for
deviation from the correct values.
In this way hastily trained and
inexperienced workers were able
to carry on with the servicing of
apparatus of considerable complexity. In one case, a party of
experienced radio engineers who
were not in possession of the key
chart spent several unsuccessful
hours trying to find a fault in one
of these sets, to the gratification
of some nearby members of the
R.A.F., who, though unskilled in

comparison, were able to locate
the fault in a matter of minutes,
using a copy of the key chart.
Such measures may conflict with
established policies, but are a tremendous help to the maintenance
section of a non-technical firm.
Another point about valves replacement concerns the dependance of the circuit on the exact
valve characteristics.
It is not
always possible to avoid this completely, and the result is that
when a valve is replaced the apparatus has to be adjusted before
it will operate properly.
One solution is the use of an
extension of the " sealed circuit" principle to which reference
has already been made in connection with vibration problems.
Development work is at present in
progress on the production of
sealed units which include valves.
Small valves may be completely
sealed-in, while in the case of
larger types, only the base need
be within the seal. In units of
this nature, the whole circuit can
be adjusted to astandard performance before sealing, so that no
adjustments whatsoever are required when the unit is replaced.
In cases where such circuits are
not required for any other reason,
however, it is usually possible to
arrange for the setting to be carried out in a simple manner with
a minimum of special apparatus.
It might be expected that this
would be done in all such cases,
but there seems to be a tendency
to ignore such problems as main-
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tenance, perhaps out of consideration for the local service engineers. It is certainly not with the
intention of assisting the customer.
Versatility and Standardization.
—Up to this point the discussion
has been concentrated on the finer
points of design from the mechanical and maintenance points of
view. These are the touches that
can make or mar, but they are
wasted if the basic approach is
not sound. One of the most important points to be considered in
this connection is the versatility
of the apparatus. No two manufacturers want exactly the same
thing, and it does not help to sell
the equipnient if they have to be
told that their needs cannot be
met precisely.
One of the grèatest aids to versatility is standardization. This
is also advantageous from the
economical point of view, since it
permits the production of larger
quantities of identical pieces of
equipment. Standardization does
this in the following manner: A
large instrument manufacturing
company may analyse their products, and discover that two or
three types of power unit would
be suitable for use with perhaps
forty or fifty types of equipment.
They therefore manufacture only
these types, modifying the equipment designs so that the power
units can be fitted easily and
satisfactorily into the rest of the
design.
They can then save a
considerable amount of time and
money by mass-producing the
power units.
This is only one possible application of the principle. There are
many other variations; the use of
a standard series of valves, the
use of one circuit unit in a number of different items of equipment.
From the point of view
of versatility, the advantage of
using standardization in units and
interconnections is that it is then
possible to supply a large variety
of different equipments without
losing the advantages of massproduction economy. It becomes'
possible to supply the exact equipment required, instead of something that is " a little too much
or a little too little."
At the
present time there is especial
value from another aspect—the
method saves material.
The question of versatility and
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standardization does not end with
the products of a single manufacturer.
A given complete equipment may contain items made by
several different manufacturers,
and if they all have different ideas
regarding the best method of
interconnecting units, the proper
external appearance of the gear,
and the matching impedance of
the input and output circuits, it
will be impossible to make the
complete assembly look efficient.
It will be more likely to resemble
one of the early experimental setups that are occasionally the object of derisive comparisons by
the present-day engineers.
The only solution here lies in
the adherence of the manufacturers to the more generally
accepted standards. It may seem
inconvenient to have to refer to
standard specifications for every
point of the design, but this at
least ensures that the best method
is used in the majority of cases.
Young and over-enthusiastic engineers are often sure that they
know a better way of doing a
thing than that laid down by the
standard
specifications.
They
only succeed in causing considerable inconvenience to those who
have to use the equipment they
design.
The flag of progress is
a great inspiration, but it should
only be followed when the exist•
ing method is unsatisfactory.
Standard
Interconnections. —
One of the most thorny standardization problems is that of
interconnection methods.
There
are two general groups:
terminals, which should be avoided
wherever possible, and the plugin connectors, which can be very
good or equally bad, according to
the type used. The general rule
is that the leads should not be detachable by a simple pull, and the
worst offenders in this respect are
the terminals and open socket
types. The best choice from this
point of view is the type which
has a screw-on cover which locks
the cable termination firmly to the
fixed part of the connector. This
can also be used to ensure good
earthing continuity if the cover is
made of metal, which is desirable,
in any case, as plastic materials
cannot stand up to the rough
treatment which is likely to be
encountered.
This type of connector also has the advantage of
being waterproof.

ticable, yet many have been
Where connections have' to be
studiously ignored by some elecaltered from time to time, the protronic manufacturers.
Most of
cess of screwing the plugs in and
these are paying the penalty of
out is liable to become tedious,
their
error
to
some
extent.
and a quick-release type of conOthers, protected by the present
nector is more appropriate.
In
abnormal conditions, are surany case, however, there is a conviving to make things difficult for
siderable
advantage
in
using
the more careful manufacturer by
multi-cored cable rather than
spreading distrust of electronic
single leads, though the improvemethods.
ment is greater where the leads
It is too much to hope that the
have to be altered.
suggestions which have been made
A final aspect of the interconherein will pass unchallenged.
nection problem is the cable itself.
Designers may agree, but will fall
This is rarely suitable for standing
back on the defence line of " these
up to the conditions which are
difficult times" which has largely
likely to be encountered. In the
replaced
the
older expression
laboratory, and even in the fac"C'est la guerre" as an excuse
tory where the equipment is
for
personal
shortcomings.
made, little trouble will be caused
Theoreticians may argue, but the
by the action of oil on the cable.
man who knows is the man who.
In the place where the equipment
does the job. In the case of inis used, the situation may well be
dustrial electronic equipment the
very different. Oil finds its way
academic designer should realize
into all corners of workshops in
that he has much to learn from
which it is used, and in some
the man who has to use the equipplaces the cable may have to.
ment.
He had to learn such
operate in a bath of oil: either
lessons from the reports of the
a shower- bath from oily spindles,
services during the war, so that
or a real soak in a pool on the
his equipment would be suitable
floor. It is safe to say that ninety
for operation in the field. He can
per cent of the cable used in inlearn them again now, from the
dustrial electronic devices is not
reports of the men in the workfully suitable for the conditions
shops.
under which it is required to
work.
This is often due to the
fact that the right cable is not
available.
It should be made
available,
and the
rules for
ordinary wiring cable extended
to cover the case.
. The result
should be a better reputation fut
electronic equipment.
Conclusion.—These are just a
few of the design points which
must be considered when working
on equipment for industrial use.
There are many more; enough to
fill a large textbook.
Perhaps,
however, this commentary on the
more important items will encourage a little consideration of
some of the finer points. If thi:consideration is not given to a
greater degree than has been
common in the past, the development of the use of electronic
method in industry will proceed
more slowly than it need.
RADIO RE- HEATER.
Intended
The three main points which
for re- heating pies, sausage rolls,
have been covered are: robust
muffins and other tea -Iv- cooked
construction; ease of maintensnacks as opposed to cooking from
ance; adaptability.
From these
the raw) this equipment, made by
the characteristics of simplicity,
Radio Heaters, of Wokingham,
efficiency, and neatness follow
works at R.F. on the dielectric heating principle. Power output,
automatically. All the suggestions
o.5kW ; frequency 75Mc's.
which have been made are prac-
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Book Reviews
Ultra- and Extreme- Short Wave
Reception. By M. J. O. Strutt,
D.Tech.Sc.
Pp. 387 + xi, with
248 Figs. Published in U.S.A. by
D. van Nostrand Co., Inc. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., St. Martin's
Street, London, W.C.2.
Price
37S 6d.
TF a striking example were needed
to
illustrate
recent
Wireless
World Editorial criticisms of the
nomenclature of frequencies and
wavelengths, this book supplies it.
The author does not define " extreme-short" ( it may be noted,
however, that " extremely- high frequency" has recently been proposed elsewhere for frequencies over
3o,000 Mc/ s), but he endorses the
usually accepted limits of " ultrahigh" frequencies (3o0-3,000 Mc/ s).
Yet the range covered by the book
is given as 6Mc / s-30,000 Mc / s.
Still more curiously, " ultra- and
extreme-high frequencies" are contrasted with " radio frequencies,"
which, apparently, are those lower
than 6Mc/s. Except where wavelength is appropriate, in connection
with aerials, frequency is invariably
used.
Altogether, then, the title
hardly seems to fit.
With this rather conspicuous exception the book is notable for its
care and consistency in detail. To
mention one small point, such expressions as " D.C. voltage" and
" IF. frequency" are scrupulously
excluded.
There is no doubt that receiver
developments in the next few years
will fall largely within the range of
frequencies covered by this book.
Although, of course, mere increase
in frequency does not alter basic
principles, it does drastically shift
the emphasis and the approach to
practical problems. Much has been
published piecemeal about all this
lately, but what we have now is a
consistent and balanced review of
the whole applied to reception. Dr.
•
Strutt has not wasted space on basic
theory, nor even in expatiating on his
own subject where it has already
become fairly familiar, but briefly
recapitulating such matters for continuity, and providing numerous
references to specialized treatments,
he has left himself space to deal
with those aspects on which the
reader is likely to be least well informed.
In the opening chapter, on Waves
and Signals, data are supplied on
propagation at the frequencies concerned; and the various types of
modulation receive attention. Subsequent chapters are devoted to
Fluctuation Noise, Antennas, Wave
Conductors and Resonant Devices,

Aka:swing instruments and Data,
Entrance Stages of Receivers, and
Further Stages and Over-All Design. Valves are not considered on
their own, but as parts of receivers.
Fluctuation noise receives such early
attention because it is the factor to
which most others have to be related; and this leads to a focusing
of attention on the input stage of
the receiver.
The conceptions of
" noise
figure"
and " available
power" are expounded, and detailed procedure is given for measuring noise figure and power gain,
though perhaps some of the possible
sources of error are skated over
rather lightly.
The treatment is practical. Mathematical formula are given where
needed by the designer, generally
without rigorous proof. Graphs are
provided more for numerical data
than to develop abstract theory.
Advice is given on the mechanical
as well as the electrical construction of instruments and receivers.
One could wish that this information had been even more extensive.
Readers experienced in receiver
techniques below 6Mc / swill find in
this book a well-balanced " conversion course" to the higher frequencies.
M. G. S.
Micro- Waves and Wave Guides.
By H. M. Barlow, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Pp. 122 and 70 Figs. Constable
and Company, Ltd., ro, Orange
St., London, W.C.2. Price 15/,
THIS book has been written with
a view to directing the attention of engineers to the possibilities
in the applications of micro- waves.
But the emphasis is on the latter
half of the title; the two chapters
dealing with micro-waves generally
give only the briefest survey. The
other six chapters of the book are
devoted to wave guides. There is
first an elementary treatment, deriving the general properties of guided
waves from physical considerations.
Its basis is a rather thin analogy
with the parallel-wire transmission
line, which in any intelligent reader
will
raise
several
unanswered
queries.
There follows a derivation of
Maxwell's equations, and then a
mathematical treatment of the propagation of selected wave types in
rectangular and circular wave guides
and in coaxial lines.
The mathematics has been simplified as much as possible, but it
seems pointless to introduce all the
apparatus of the solution of the
wave equation in two different coordinate systems with restrictions
which produce as particular solu-
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tions only the H. 111 type for rectangular guides and the Eo,type for
circular guides.
Admittedly these
are the most used types, but so
little more would have been involved in deriving more general
solutions, with great advantage to
the reader's appreciation of the
subject.
The important question of attenuation in guides is also given a
rather arbitrary treatment.
If the
proof of a formula is beyond the
scope of a book it is of no help to
state it first in a complex form and
then reduce it to simple terms, as is
done here. Although the possible
importance of the low attenuation
of the H. mode in the circular guide
is mentioned early on, no formula
is given, and the graph showing this
attenuation for one particular diameter of tube is not of much value.
Resonators, although they form
an important part of micro-wave
technique,
receive
only
passing
mention, and no formula are given.
The book appears to contain few
errors or misstatements, but the
selection of its matter and its treatment are not such as would give the
engineer the clear grasp of the subject suggested in the preface.
H. R. L. L.

Books Received
Electronic- Valve Bases, Caps and
Holders.
B.S. 448:1947.—This booklet
contains detailed dimensional specifications for British valve bases and for
base ,. and socket-testing gauges.
It
covers 4-, 5-, 7- and 9-pin bases, octal
and Mazda octal bases, as well as the
133G, B7G and B9G valve bases and
the r2-pin spigot and Is-contact key
cathode-ray tube bases.
It does not
include valve-base connections. Pp. 68.
British Standards Institution, 28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.r.
Price
7s 6d ( post free).
Principles of Electrical Engineering.
—By T. F. Wall, D.Sc., I) Eng.,
M.I.E.E. The aim of this book is to
present as comprehensively as possible,
within the physical limitations of one
volume, an account of the basic principles of electrical engineering. A set
of questions on each of the 16 chapters is given at the end of the book.
563
xi pages, with 532 diagrams.
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
Price 40s.
Test Papers and Solutions on Electrical Engineering.—By T. F. Wall,
D.Sc., D.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This companion volume to the author's " Principles of Electrical Engineering" includes the solutions to the 203 problems, chosen from examination papers
for the B.Sc. (Eng.), Grad. I.E.E., etc.,
included at the end of the first volume.
The material is arranged to emphasize
the different aspects of the principles
dealt with in the sixteen chapters.
312 + viii pages, with 371 diagrams.
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
Price 25s.
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The triode type 2A3 will replace the 4y directly and with minor
circuit changes the 47 also. Substitution of the 47 will result in loss of
sensitivity and the power output will fall unless the output transformer
is changed or its turns ratio reduced to match the new optimum load.
Because of the higher filament current of the sit; the valve must
make good contact in its socket and the leads to the mains transformer
must be of heavy gauge wire.

CHANGE SOCKET
TYPE

Cà.

•

TO

U.X. 4 PIN
NO CHANGE

45

4.

FROM

U.X.
5 PIN

47

CHANGE CONNECTIONS
FROM OLD
SOCKET

TO NEW
SOCKET

NO CHANGE
Pin No. I

Pin No. I

2
3

2
3

4

Disconnect.

5

Pin No. 4

U.X.
4 PIN

45
47
OTHER WORK
NECESSARY

PERFORMANCE
CHANGE

NONE

NEGLIGIBLE

Change Bias Resistor to
1500 ohms 2 watt and
Bias condenser to 25u F.
50 volts working.
If
fixed bias is employed
it must be adjusted to
give an anode current of
approx. 35 mA.
See note.

Reduced
t,
Sens,v,ty.
See note.

Note: For maximum power the output transformer turns ratio must be reduced to Iof its previous value
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BRIMARIZING ... A scheme
devised by BRIMAR for leeepr lines on the move , a
\ ing repai
whereby radio sets may
m
beeans
kept

working happily in the
home and not waiting on the shelf.
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
MORRIS

& CO.

(
RADIO)

LTD.

ALL POST ORDERS tu 167 LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON, E.S.

Phone

ALL CALLERS to 169 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

'
Phone

Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over el.

TEST UNIT AP63874 consiste of aTest Unit for a C.E.E.
Tg., incorporates a 230 V. Si) ch Power Pack, with p
..nioothed output, of 240 v. op to 50 Inqi and 6.3 v. 2 a.,
EF.50. 1 El:52, 1EAU, 15240.1 Y63 Magie Eye, and
a large quantity of condensera, resistors, and tuning gear.
Contained in an attractive steel cage. Sise 101 i" 9 o
811n.
45/.. Carriage and parking 5!..
METAL RECTIFIERS.
Output 300 v.110 ma.,
275 v. 30 ma., 4 6. 2.50 v.
me ma.. 4.. 4 v. t. a.. 5'-. 36 v. 75 ma., 1 6. 18 v.
1a.. 12 6. 48 v.1 a., 26 s. 16v. 4a., 30/... lb v.tta.,
37,6. 30 v.
a., 37,6.
SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 33. Consista of a battery driven generator with tao separate units for approxi mately
I metre and 7 metre operation, include
CVO ( VR135) horned triodes and one EA50 diode, also
a large quantity of U.H.F. tuning gear. Contained in a
teak case, sise 18in. x 81n. x 81n. Price 30 -.
OUTPUT TESTEZ TYPE 9consiste of aunit incorporating
three separate diode detectors and a 3- valve Amplifier,
each diode with ho separate 11.11F. Timing System. A
retractable loin. aerial is Otted and three VR130 ( 111.231
valves, S DL Diodes and a large quantity of U.R.F.
Tuning Gear I, Included. Contained in a teak case sise
18 o O o 8In. Price 301-. or minus three 111.23 valves,

Amherst 4723.
Central 2833.

Send 2'd. stamp for latest list.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

RELAY UNIT TYPE 9consiste of a 24 V. operated relay
unit incorporating 3 R1 33C valves, a telephone listo
l'ribelectorl switch with 6 poles, 26 contacts, 5 P.O.
type relaye, 2 high.speed relaye, and a quantity of other
material. Contained in an attractive relay racle type
'octal met. 19 x 19 0 91in. deep. Prise £4/5/., or
oknout voltes, 30/-. Carriage and packing 5/,

-

RADICORAM CABINETS.
Digultied appearance and
good worlonanship.
Oleo 311in. high, 181in. deep,
33in. wide.
French polished, veneered walnut,
Price
£28.
Ab(' available complete alti, electric motor,
auto stop and n'agnelle pickun, £37 18 11. DRU,.
with Itothermel Crystal Pick-up, £36 1£ 8. Or will,
8record-mixer ahanger, 848/1011
IMM. All tneters are by the best makers and sr.
containeelln bakelite cives. Prices are about one.quarlei
the original cost.
Ext.
Runge
DIM.
Fitting
Type
Price
500 ma.
Si,,.
Proj.
M.C. D.C.
126
40 v.
2.1».
Flush
M.C. D.C.
76
21 a.
2111.
Flush
Thermo H.F.
76
H.W. H.P.
36
2in.
Port
4a.
20 a.
21e.
Flush
M.C. D.C.
76
M.C. D.C.
40 0.
Sin.
Flush
76
3f.c.
D.C.
25 a.
Sin.
Flush
76
25 a.
31.n.
Proj.
MC. D.C.
76
25 a.
3M.
Flush .
76
500 Ise.
211n.
Flush
M.I. D.C.
M.C.
D.C.
76
Flush
M.C. D.C.
10, n.
Flush
M.C. D.C.
20 55
1O
7µ3
rm
: .
Mn.
MC.D.c.
V.
311n.
Flush
210,.
Flush
7,6
15 V.
M.C. D.C.
31in.
Flush
M.I./A.C. D.C.
150 ma.
2101.
Flush
76
34 :C
11
C ..D
IE.
C
C.
.
12.6
200 ma.
311e.
Flush
5,000 v.
411e.
Flush
Electrostatic

25,12,6

20

FERRANTI 1 WILLIAM? METERS.
31in. externat
diameter, flush n'ouatine, with self-contained Westinghouse bridge rectifier. Scale marked 0-10 volts with
ions,
fitted
In
well.ade
wooden
box 6050
. 3
div18.
m
ty
5flife. 5,ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially made of bright
aluminium, with four Rides.
7x31 x2in. ..
46
81 o .11 olin. ..
66
lOichx211n...
7 12 x9x21in. ..
7,9
14 a9x20n. ..
83
16 o8x2ati. ..
86
2000 x2/M. .. 10/6
22 xlu 090e. .. 13:6

E107. ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATI NS RECEIVER.
(
See " W.W.," Aug., 1945.)
9
Valves. R.1. ami,. ose. Frequency Changer, 2 lIen. (
465
lm.). Sed Detector, AVC. Af. amp, AC maina,100-250 V.
or 12 v. accent. Frequency range 17.5 to 7 m/cs.. 7.25
mice. to 2.9 mies., 30 to 1.2 racqe. Monitor L.S. built Inn
Complete. Write for lull details. £ 16/16/-complee.

ALL- WAVE SUPERHET KIT. A Kit of Parts to build
a 6- valve iplus rectifier) receiver, covering 16-50 nie.,
Medium and Long- wave bands. Valve line-up 0K8, E7
6Q7, 627, two 25A6 in pushpull. Meta! Rectifies.,
incorporated for 11.T. supply. Output impedance 1. :
3and 15 ohms. The latest Wearite Coll Pack ineorporatlog Iron Dust Colle is used, malaria construction and
engainent extremely simple. A pick-up position on the
wavechange switch and pick.up terminal,' is provided. A
complete kit including valves but without speaker or
cabinet.
Messis sise 14 x131n.
Overall height,
Price £11163.
Suitable loudspeakers are the GOODMANS 101e. 6-watt
P.M. at 47,6, or for superlative reproduction, the
Goodirans 12,0. P.M.at £ 6 16/,

STIPERHET TUNING PACKS. Completely wired and
aligned.
13.40. 40-120, 190-570 metres.
R.F. otage.
465 k,c.; 9 connections only. Complete with 3.gang
condenser, calibrated, engraved Perspex dial, and 8/M
drive. Lits wound polystyrene insulation, permeability
tuned 1.F.'s, 7bic. bandwidth. Price complete £3 17,6.
8WATT A.C. AMPLIFIER. Fur 200/250 v. 50 c. marna.
2 to 16 ohms output. Mike, Gram, and Radio ,witched
inputs. 215P.41, one 111.41,2 Pen45. one UU5. Screened
Input Mike Transformer. Tone Control. In attractive
metal c.tse. With Kola (1.12 P.M. Speaker. £15,15!,

TEST UNIT TYPE 73 consiste, of a special purpose
Oncilloacope that reluire, only rew iring and the addition
of a few condensers and resistors to couvert into a
standard Oscilloscope, input 230 V. 50 c. A 300. C.R.
tube and 1 81J2,20A, 1 EB34, I 524. 3 0P41, 2 RASO,
are included. Controla are .• ltrigtitnese," " Velocity,"
" X Shift," " Y Shift," Focus Amplifier, " Mont,"
'Calibrate." " on/off/TX."
Price
Carriage
and parking, 20/,

LOUDSPEAKERS. 510. P.M., 15,-. with trans., 20 ,-.
sun. P.M.. 17 6, with cran,. 22 6. Sin. P.M.. 20,-.
with Iran'.. 26,-. 10In. F.M., 15 Q 6 watt. 47,6. 121e.
P.M. 15 Q 12 watt, £ 5. 121n. P.d. 19 0 12 watt twin.
cose high fidelity. £8 8 -.
1210. P.M. 20 watt. £7.
610. 1,140 a Field with trans., 27 6. 10Io. 2,100 Q
Field 3 ( 6 watt, 36..

,
7

ELECTRIC GRAM3PHONE MOTORS.
Write for details.

A few available.

OICILLOGRAPII P3UNDATIOX KITS.
Comprises a
transformer giving an output of 800 o.. condensera,
metal ssetifiers, 311n. Cathode Ray Tube and Base, and
L.T. 'ITa sformer. 55'-.

MIDGET RADIO KIT. Build you own midget radio.
A complete set of parla, including valves, loudspeaker
and Instructions.
In tact, everything except cabinet
necessary to build 4.valve Medium and Long Wave
T.R.F. radio operating on 200-250 v. mains, A E or D/C.
Wavelengths covered 200-557 and 700-2,000.
Plue
10 x6xOis,. Completely drille° chassis. Price, Including
tao, £8,0/11.
SUPERHET WIDGET RADIO KIT. A complete kit of
parts for a 5- valve superhet. Covers 16-50 and 200-557
metrea, AC/DC 200-250 v.
12Ire, 10000 6in.
Completely drilled chassie, Aire lm In'Inn tao, £9.
An attractive brown bakellte cabinet can be supplie,'
for either kit at a cota of 27 3.
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Multi-channel Communication System
Radio Network for a New
Pipe Line

A

CONTRACT for the supply ot
equipment for one of the
most
ambitious
all- radio
communication
systems
so
far
planned has been awarded to the
General Electric Company of England. This installation is for a projected oil pipe line from the Persian
Gulf to the Mediterranean, a distance of about 800 miles.
In its final form the backbone of
the system will be a chain of
V.H.F. radio stations comprising
two terminal, five intermediate and
a number of relay stations.
The
choice
of
V.H.F.
was
governed by a number of factors.
The nature of the terrain precluded
the use of line circuits; fading and
noise on M.F. and H.F. frequencies
would be serious in that part of
the world, while there was grave
doubts of the likelihood of obtaining a sufficient number of exclusive
radio frequencies for the nature of
the services envisaged. These consist of several speech and teleprinter channels in either direction
as well as a number for auxiliary
purposes.
After full examination nf all the

radio or other forms of interference
and, moreover, the same radio frequencies could be used at several
stations throughout the system.
For it was realized at the outset
that the adoption of this scheme
necessitated a considerable number
of repeater or relay stations to cover
the 800 miles distance.
An added
advantage was that aerial gains of
12 to 15 db would be
readily obtainable with
reasonably sized arrays.
The scheme finally
adopted aims at pro-

viding seven voice frequency channels in each direction, six being
used for speech circuits and the
seventh providing six teleprinter
and six dialling circuits as well as
a number for remote metering along
the pipe line.
Integrated
with
the
V.H.F.
chain
is an H.F.
radio
based

on

G.E.C. 2o-watt mobile
F.M. transmitter-receiver which will form
part of the radio
equipment in vehicles.

link.
The very high frequencies are unlikely to cause, or to suffer from,

craft and with vehicles travelling
between the various camps.

Model BRT400 widerange
communications receiver made
by G.E.C. which will
be used at terminal
and intermediate
stations along the
pipe line.

system

alternatives it was finally decided
that a solution to the problem could
be found by adopting multi-channel
voice carrier technique,
but in
place of the customary physic0
conductor to use a wide-band frequency modulated V.H.F.
radio

Each station will be equipped also
with a wide-range communications
receiver
covering
150 kc / s to
33 Mc/s.
During the period of construction
communication will be required
between the base camps and field
construction càmps up to distances
of about 150 miles and from the
latter with the working parties over
distances of a few miles.
There is
also the question of communication
with servicing and transport air-

the
terminal
and
intermediate
stations and which will be employed
primarily for communication with
aircraft.
At the two coastal terminals these sets will provide a
radio link with oil tankers at sea.
This service will operate in the 300
to 600 kc/s band with provision for
R.T., C.W. and M.C.W. operation,
using a power of about / 50 watts.

For aircraft communication it is
proposed to use H.F. links, but a
further system of V.H.F. radio links
i3 envisaged for the working parties
and vehicles. Mobile sets operated
from the vehicle's electrical system
will be frequency modulated and
give a transmitter output of 20
watts.
The working parties will
have pack sets of 0.25 watt output
on fixed frequencies.
Some of the
vehicles will also carry H.F equipment for working with aircraft.
In addition to the main multichannel V.H.F. chain there is to be
a direct radio link between the two
terminal stations.
This is mainly
for administrative purposes.
It
will provide one speech and one
teleprinter channel in each direction
and for the service two 1-kW
H.F. transmitters are to be employed at each end. Operation will
be mainly on crystal-controlled spot
frequencies.
Crystal control will also be employed in the receivers, which will
be of the triple diversity type with
highly directional high- gain aerial
systems.
Speech-scrambling equipment will ensure privacy.
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REPORT

Ekco Model A52
T

HE dimensions of this table
model receiver ( 2iin xgiin
x9in) are above the average, and advantage is taken not
only of the increased baffle area
of the front for good bass reproduction but of also of the length
of the sloping front panel to provide a double tuning scale with a
separate pointer for bandspread
tuning indication on short waves.
A rotary programme selector
switch gives five pre-tuned sta-

Bandspread Tuning
on Short Waves

Circuit.—The aerial coupling
transformers are designed for constant gain, and an I.F. filter is
connected across the primaries.
The frequency changer is a triodehexode and converts to an intermediate frequency of 460 kc / s.
Bandspread tuning is effected by
small fixed capacitances in series
with the main gang condenser,
and the five pre-tuned circuits are
trimmed by capacitance in the
aerial and inductance in the oscil-

FEATURES
Circuit.

Superhet
for
A.C.
supply. Four valves
and rectifier.
11-14m,
16-20m,
2450m, 200-550m, 1,0002,000m.
24 watts.
54 watts.

W averanges.
Output.
Consumption.

Complete circuit diagram of Ekco
Model A52. Tone control is effected
in the voltage feedback loop associated with the output stage.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
460 Acts

isopF

150pF

22kfl

470 pF
456 pF

0 . 0

'0

0

O

0
0.0 •

240pr
—68 pF

39 p F

82 pF

33511

150pF

o °

47pF

300pF

...100pF
00012p

F
O

150 pF

7••

68 pF

7pF

-100pF

270 pF

To.poimF

o0

+68pF

'0 00°

570 pF
470 pF

••••••-*O

o

o ioopF

47 pF
.0

470 pF

47 kfl

310 fl
820 pF

r-0

ECH 35

4 pF

T II-

FREQUENCY
CHANGER

.270 p
F

C
CO

0.,,F

"

il
1320pF

tions and a choice of five wavebands as well as a position for
record reproduction from a pickup. The three short-wave ranges

do not give continuous coverage
but are arranged to expand the
principal broadcast bands between
ii and 49 metres.

I

330pF

o
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the I.F. valve. The I.F. stage is
muted by the application of excessive negative bias when the circuit
is switched for gramophone reproduction.
Tone control in the output stage
is effected partly by resistancecapacitance shunts and partly by
a frequency discriminating feedback circuit between anode and
grid circuits. The anode stopper •
resistance in the first stage is
fairly high and has probably been
introduced on account of the low
input impedance of the power
valve with voltage feedback.
Performance. — Quality of reproduction is much above the
average for a table model.
Not
only is the tone round and full,
but there is a good effect of
"presence " in all types of transmission.
Transient response is
good
and
pianoforte
playing
sounds like the real thing.
The three-position tone control
does not give wildly contrasting
responses, but just the gradation

95

and this gives
adequate highfrequency response without
any suggestion of
harshness.
The selectivity
on medium and
long waves is
good and there
are no traces of
se1f - generated
whistles. Tuning
on the short-wave
ranges
is
easy
and the set is
exceptionally sensitive, even on
the shortest wavelengths. It is unusual to find broadcast sets with
special provision for the II- and
r3-metre bands and the makers
are to be commended on this extension of the usual short-wave
range.
Constructional Details. — The
cabinet work is of a high stan-

general illumination of the interior of the cabinet. A third pilot
light carried on an arm on the
main switch spindle illuminates
the appropriate station and waverange
panels
in
detachable
escutcheon plates on the front
panel.

EXTENSION SPEAKER
IMPEDANCE 3OHMS
0
0

4/./F

ka

o•i m r

IsopF

0•00254F

47 kn.

o

-0
0025.,F

i5OpF

o•47mn o47mn

Ti

Mfl

pF
560 pF

012 Mil
E9 33
e

toopF

1RpF
SIGNAL &
RECT
IM Ai
AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
STAG;-

POWER
RECTIFIER

0.47 Mn
0'47 Mfl

PICKUP

VOLUME CONTROL

0,17M.C1

ocespF
AC
MAINS

0•IpFT

necessary to cope with background noise or sideband interference.
Normally, one can make
full use of the " High " position,

dard, with -a satin veneur finish.
Illumination of the tuning scale is
by two lamps which are mounted
accessibly on the chassis and give

The single chassis unit runs the
full width of the cabinet and all
components are well spaced and
accessible. Trimmers for the pre-

Wireless World
Ekco Model A52—
tuned stations are arranged in
adjacent rows at the back of the

centre of the pickup and extension loudspeaker terminal panel
disconnects the main loudspeaker
if this is not required when the

Interior of Ekco
Model A52. The
scale lamps also
give general
illumination
of
the interi_r of the
cabinet.

chassis and can be adjusted by
screwdriver.
A knurled screw switch in the

have been aroused in America by
a circuit recently introduced by
the Hazeltine Electronics Corporation. With the help of one doubletriode valve the Fremodyne, as it
is called, converts an incoming
F.M. signal into a form suitable
for feeding the A.F. amplifier of a
conventional A.M. receiver.
One section of the valve works
as the local oscillator necessary for
superheterodyne conversion, while
the other section functions as ( i)
a superheterodyne converter to an
I.F. of about 22 MC/ S; ( 2) asuperregenerative I.F. amplifier of high
gain; (3) an F.M.-to-A.M. converter, and (4) a detector giving
an A.F. output.
The need for
manual reaction control of the
super- regenerative circuit is
avoided by using an automatic
stabilizer.
The F.M.
signal developed
across the input circuit is applied
to the grid of the super- regenerator section and mixed with the
local oscillations; the resulting 22Mc / s I.F. is amplified by the
super- regenerative detector, which
feeds into the audio amplifier of
a normal receiver.
The circuit has been criticized
in the American journal Electronics on the grounds of radiation and poor audio-frequency response characteristics, though the

external unit is
working.
The makers of
the A52 are E. K. Cole, Southendon-Sea, and the price is £28 7s
plus £9 4s 4d purchase tax.

following is a list of reprints
THE
of articles which have appeared

in recent issues of Wireless World.
The price of each of the reprints,
with the exception of " Television
Receiver Construction" which costs
2S 6d (by post 2S 9C1), is 6d or, by
post, 7}d. They are obtainable from
our Publisher, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.

"Wireless World" Quality Amplifier.
Circuit details for 4-, 8- and 12-watt deJanuar y, 191f,
signs.
Ex•R.A.F.
Communication
Receiver.
Modifications Lo the R1155 for civilian
use. July, 1948.
Push-pull Phase Splitter.
gain amplifier circuit.
By
August, 1947.

New high.
E. Jeffery.

Quality Superheterodyne.
Design for a
nine-valve receiver.
By S. A. Knight.
December, 1947.

sponsors claim that signal- frequency radiation is some 30-4odb
less than that of an ordinary
super- regenerator.
Another disadvantage is that, as side- tuning
is used, there are two positions on
the tuning dial for each station;
both positions represent correct
tuning.
Marconi

Reprints of Articles

Ex-Covernment Valves and C.R. Tubes.
List giving valve type designations and
their commercial equivalents ( August. 1940.
together with the characteristics of some
ex-Service C.R. tubes ( December, 1947).

Single-valve FM Converter
deal of interest, as well
AGOOD
as some criticism, seems to
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High-Quality Amplifier Design.
Circuit
details for an amplifier with tetrodes in
push-pull in the output stage. By P. J.
Baxendall. January, 1948.
Television Receiver Construction. Details
for building a straight vision receiver and
a sound channel ( up to the detector) sync
separator, line and frame time- bases and
power supply unit.
January- December.
1947.

Aircraft

Radio

MARCONI LIGHTWEIGHT RADIO INSTALLATION, AD97/w8, fitted in
standard-type raçking in an 8- II seater de Havilland Dove passenger air
transport
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Does Distortion Matter?
A

LIVELY and interesting discussion on the subject " To What
Extent Does Distortion Matter in the
Transmission of Speech and Music"
was recently opened before the
Radio Section of the I.E.E. by P. P.
Eckersley, former Chief Engineer of
the B.B.C. He stressed that his remarks were intended to indicate the
heads of a fact-finding agenda rather
than to be dogmatic.
On the general issue, he pointed out
that the conditions must be defined
before raising the question whether
this or that form of distortion
" matters." The absence of a fet‘
octaves did not matter to the teltphone user, nor was the broadcast
listener much worried by distortion ,
if the programme were vitally intetesting.
On the other hand, the
sensitive ear of a musician resented
the combination tones and the missing frequencies which were too often
the characteristics of the reproduction of orchestral performances.
There
were
technicians
who
argued that all types of distortion
mattered and that, until the sound
field to which the ear of the listener
was subject was an exact replica of
that in which the microphone was
situated, their task would not be
complete.
There were others who believed
that the inevitable artificialities of
practice denied the possibility of
really faithful reproduction.
But
just as a two-dimensional picture of
a three-dimensional subject could be
harmonious and beautiful, so an
artificial reproduction of sound could
give pleasure and evoke emotion.
Assuming that argument to be true,
then some forms of distortion did
not matter.
So long as we could not have
binaural reproduction and had to
contend with the superimposition of
the acoustics of the place in which
we listened on those of the place
where the sounds were received by
the microphone, the result must
lack absolute fidelity. As fidelity was
finally judged by the ear of a human
being with an emotional capacity,
the technician would have to learn
to what extent he might synthesize
the original sound in order to evoke
emotion and give pleasure to the
human being.
Generally speaking, the public
that listened to broadcasts, record-

ings and public address systems was
satisfied; it tolerated distortion for
the sake of an ultimate pleasure or
convenience. This toleration of the
public, however, did not justify the
technician's neglect of the outstanding problems of reproduction—far
from it— for a better synthesis mean-

Extent of Its
Effect on
Reproduced
Speech and Music
ing more pleasure and convenience
for everyone.
Turning now from generalities to
a more technical examination of the
problem, Mr. Eckersley said the
most obvious deficiency was the
failure to reproduce the full audio
spectrum — the upper frequency
region was subject to serious attenuation.
Efforts had been made during recent years to increase the frequency
response by one or two octaves but the result, at least to some ears, had
been singularly disappointing—the
" glitter" of the modern " top "
was more offensive than the previous
mellow boom—so that one was often
thankful for a tone control which
eliminated the unpleasant harshness.
A recent consensus of American
opinion had shown that the average
person did not like high-fidelity reproduction. If high-fidelity reproduction meant the mere inclusion of
a greater proportion of high- frequency waves and the disregard of
any other factors, then American
opinion was acceptable. One must
ask why should a loudspeaker, which
gave a reasonably constant output
power over a wide frequency band,
under steady-state conditions of
measurement, nevertheless gave areproduction of speech and music
which, by aural judgment, was
unsatisfactory.
An uninformed opinion might
have suggested that the wider the

window was open the more dust was
blown in, or, to put this analogy in
technical
phraseology,
harmonics
and combination tones might dominate the feeble components of the
upper spectrum, and therefore it was
better to remove everything than to
be left with a host of spurious tones
which masked the subtleties of the
upper register.
If the difficulties encountered in
reproducing a clean " top response"
consistent with low production costs
were too
formidable,
then
the
question arose: " What shape would
the
attenuation/frequency-characteristic curve have to take in order
to give the most pleasing synthesis ? " Some while ago opinions
were expressed that a loudspeaker
giving a maximum response in the
middle register; i.e., 8ceo-r , zoo c/s,
and an attenuation curve rising symmetrically on either side of this
peak, produced a result more acceptable than that obtained with acurve
which was asymmetrical about a
middle frequency band. The opener
asked whether that proposition had
been examined and, if so, was it
valid when tested scientifically ?
In that connection it had been
stated that better results could be
obtained when using a characteristic
that showed falling attenuation for
rising frequency; this artificiality
was said to balance that arising from
the superimposition of the acoustics
of the room in which the listener was
situated on those of the studio or
auditorium whence the sound waves
emanated.
Reports on the progress of the research on the vibration of loudspeaker diaphragms and armatures
would be interesting.
A theory
existed that a distortion in reproduction was caused when any moving
mass in a transducer continued to
vibrate after the stimulus causing it
was cut off abruptly. Perhaps that
had some bearing on the difficulty
in obtaining satisfactory wide- band
response.
Many modern amplifiers produced
combination tones and harmonics.
Even harmonics were said to produce
less offensive distortion than odd
harmonics, owing to their octaval
relationship.
Combination
tones
were probably more offensive than
harmonics. Therefore, assuming a
distortionless amplifier, it seemed
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probable that many loudspeakers
themselves produced combination
tones owing to their non-linear response curve with changing amplitude.
If this discussion were to be comprehensive, it should not be confined
wholly to considerations of broadcast and gramophone reproduction.
An increased intelligibility of the
public telephone service would be of
real value. It appeared that a great
deal of work was centred upon the
receiver, whereas the carbon transmitter remained the weak link in the
chain.
Mr. Eckersley asked what
were the plans to improve matters
on both a long and short-term basis ?
Another difficult problem was
measurement.
How, for instance,
was it proposed to extend the frequency ranee at which accurate
measurement of sound power could
be made; was the probe microphone
to remain limited in use to frequencies up to 3-4 kc/s, a gamut in which
it had proved so valuable ?

Slow Progress in Broadcasting
Returning to broadcasting, it was
disappointing to note how relatively
little improvement had been made
over a long period of years.
This
was not to say, for instance, that
when a modern expensive receivet
was situated close to a powerful
broadcasting station, it could not
take advantage of the many valuable
improvements that had been made
in studio, microphone and recording
techniques ( and which were sometimes available to the public). The
point it was desired to make was
that
the
average
middle- priced
domestic radio receiver used in a
normal manner gave only an average
result because usually the available
frequency spectrum was limited by
sideband interference.
So long as
radio programmes were distributed
by the obsolescent system of radiating modulated low - and mediumfrequency carrier waves, so long
would the incentive to make available to the public better reproducing instruments be lacking.
The
public had grown accustomed to
accept a mediocre standard of clarity
from their radio receivers; that
tolerance of the public ear encouraged laziness. •
Thus, while it would be of no
value to set up high-fidelity transmitting systems if the average receiver could only handle it by
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reproducing additional harsh upper
octaves, yet it would at least provide the basis to obtain that better
synthesis which, while not necessarily reality, would be a greater
source of pleasure — what else
mattered ?
The discussion which followed
showed that, while there was reluctance to abandon the thesis that perfect reproduction could be achieved
ultimately, most speakers thought
that there were limits of technical
elaboration and cost which at the
present time prevented practical
realization of perfection by known
methods. In any system of distribution—broadcasting, wire relay or
gramophone records—the originators
of the programme had no control
over the reproducing equipment,
which included the listening room.
One speaker contended that perfect
reproduction was impossible in the
average living room, not only because there were characteristic vibration modes(eigentones) which might
increase the sound level by as much
as 25 db at some frequencies, but
also because the repetition frequency of reverberation of sound
pulses ( e.g., single staccato notes)
was much higher than in a large concert hall and had an irritating effect.
The contrary view was expressed by
another speaker who contended that
the ear was conditioned to accustomed surroundings and became
alert only to unaccustomed conditions; e.g., a bathroom or the Albert
Hall. Under steady-state' conditions
the room acoustics were relatively
unimportant and subjective curves
of the loudness/frequency response
of the same loudspeaker taken in
" live " and " dead " rooms showed
only minor differences. The rate of
decay of vibration in a loudspeaker
after the input had ceased might
pass unnoticed if it were similar to
the reverberation characteristics of
the listening room.
The loudspeaker was notoriously
the weakest link in the chain and
could be a prolific source of harmonics and combination tones.
A
three-dimensional model was shown
of the amplitudes of harmonics developed by a loudspeaker for various
fundamental
input
frequencies
throughout its range. This indicated
wide variations of amplitude characteristic with frequency. There was
also much to be learned about the
relationship of the electrical and
mechanical impedances of a loudspeaker.
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The difficulties of extending the
high- frequency range were discussed
at some length. It was thought that
the experiments of Chinn and Eisenberg in America did not prove that
listeners preferred a restricted fre- .
quency
range,
but
that
they
objected to subtle distortions introduced by the equipment.
The
quality of the high- frequency response could be judged by listeners'
reactions to a top cut; in a bad reproduction the result would be
described as
mellow," in good reproduction, " muffled." The experiments of Olsen with direct listening
through acoustic filter screens confirmed this opinion.
One speaker thought that too
much attention had been given of
late to high- frequency response and
that it was of even greater importance to make sure of a clean bass response, since harmonics of low frequencies could cause trouble over
a wider frequency range.
The presence of combination tones
was not always a sign of distortion
in the equipment.
The orchestra
itself was a prolific source, particularly when there was faulty intonation in
the
playing.
It
was
necessary for engineers to learn to
distinguish the origin of combination tones, and to this end direct
comparison between the original and
the reproduced sound should be
made on every possible occasion. It
would be found that the tolerance
of the ear for distortion depended
to a marked degree on the nature of
the programme material.

Do Musicians Know ?
Controversy developed over the
value of the trained musician as a
judge of quality of reproduction.
Some speakers held that executant
musicians such as organists, who
were skilled in selecting and combining tone-colours, could give valuable advice; others that musicianship was a disadvantage, since it
was an intellectual rather than a
sensory talent.
The form of the
composition and the technique of
performance took precedence in the
mind of the musician listener over
the quality of individual instruments.
Perfect reproduction was
not essential, and a synthesis giving
a satisfactory resolution of the
various instruments of the orchestra
would carry all the — information "
necessary to the enjoyment of the
composer's ideas.
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THE " BELLING-LEE PAGE"
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference

The new coaxial line connector L6I6 is
shown here. It is interchangeable with
the range and sells at 3 -

We are asked for a satisfactory
method of joining lengths of co-axial
cable, at best a tricky operation.
Our own installation department
frequently require the same facilities,
and we benefited by our war-time
experience of supplying airborne
dipoles and feeders which were installed in component parts of aircraft—fuselage, wing sections, etc.,
and at the point of assembly the
co-axial feeders were plugged together. For our present-day requirements, when wiring a building, or for
example an exhibition, we use two
plugs L.6o4 at 1/6 each and one line
connector L.616 at 3/-. If considering the matter of saving odd lengths
of feeder at say 1/3 per yard, the
cost is about equal for joining five
yards, and anything over five yards
shows a very considerable saving.
The Post Office Engineering Department responsible for investigating reported cases of interference
are reluctant to take action unless
the listener making the complaint
has a reasonable aerial.
A large
number of complaints are ascribed to
indifferent aerial arrangements, and
in view of this known fact we are
surprised that sets should be widely
advertised as " requiring no aerial."
The difference in quality of reception
between a receiver using no aerial
and one using just a " Winrod "
window mounting aerial has to be
experienced to be appreciated, and
surely 19/6 is not too much to ask
even for an aerial intended for use
with a " second " receiver in the
home. This price would be less than
the cost of an alternative method of
wiring for multi-point reception. It
would, of course, not be an antiinterference aerial
such as the
" Skyrod "* I and " Eliminoise " 2,
but where interference is not too
severe one can use a short length of
screened feeder.

From Blackpool and Leigh we
hear of dealers using with considerable satisfaction " Winrod " aerials
with screened feeder to combat such
interference. This is quite a logical
development.
Without doubt a
"Winrod " window mounting aerial is
more efficient than any indoor aerial.
It is outdoors and it does stick out
away from the building.
Such an
aerial is bound to give an improved
signal to noise ratio, unless interference swan-p5 the programme.
There might still be interference
picked up by the lead-in from the
aerial to the set or picked up from
the mains wiring in the house or
building.
By screening the lead-in
with a few yards of low capacitance
screened cable, this pick up of " not
too severe " interference will be prevented.
As a word of warning we
would not recommend the use of a
screened lead unless the " Winrod "
was mounted not nearer the ground
than a first- floor window sill.
We
cannot overstress the point that the
length of this screened lead should
not exceed five or six yards, and that
a good quality co-axial be used such
as L.600, or the losses will be greater
than the gain. In a truly anti-interference aerial of good quality such
as the " Eliminoise," transformers
are introduced at the collector end of
the cable, and again at the receiver,
for the express purpose of matching
the impedance of the aerial to the
screened cable, and back to the input
impedance of the receiver.
The " Eliminoise " can, of course,
be used with a " Skyrod " erected
well out of range of severe interference, and along screened lead may
be taken to the receiver without
appreciable loss of signal.
So far as " Belling- Lee " is concerned we do not really mind whether
we sell aerials or interference suppressors.
But we would remind
readers that a set lead suppressor
L.300 sells at 59/6, whereas a
" Winrod " aerial L 581 sells at 19/6.
In many cases where a receiver is
picking up a lot of interference, a
" Winrod" is the most reasonable
proposition for the listener.
R.C.M.F. EXHIBITION
We hope you will come and visit
us at the above Exhibition to be
held at the Grosvenor House Hotel,
Park Lane, London, W.1, on March
znd to 4th inclusive.
Our Stand
is No. 34. We shall be showing a
comprehensive range of components
and aerials, many of them available •
for the first time.
These include

The illustration shows the " WINROD '
window aerial L.581. Price 19 6.
(Note to dealers at loo: of page)

the new B8A valveholder, our range
of Television and car radio co-axial
plugs and sockets with an outlet
box for skirting board termination.
A new two-pin reversible or nonreversible plug for use with our
balanced twin feeder L336. Our
range of suppressors include a new
design in car suppressors, which
screw into the H.T. lead socket on
the distributor, while the terminal
carrying the lead from the coil
screw into the head of the suppressor.
An essential item for the prevention
of interference with the Television
and Electronic industry.
*1. • SKYROD " (
regd. trade
name) i8ft. collector in 3 sections
with chimney lashings.
L.5I8 Collector only £4 4s.
L.618 Complete with " Eliminoise " equipment and screened feeder,
£10.
*2. " ELIMINOISE "
(
regd.
trade name) L.308k aerial and
receiver transformers, 5oft. screened
feeder, aerial and earth wire and
insulators complete, £6 6s.
*3. Set lead suppressor, L.300/3.
£2 19s. 6d.
Note to dealers :
WINROD"
AERIALS,
exstock, from your wholesaler (supplied
in cartons containing 6).

BELLING & LEE LTD
FORE
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ELIMINATE
SOUND

D>5).»» -”M
Can distortion be eliminated? Not
quite, of course, but it can be reduced
to aminimum by the use of loudspeakers which will introduce
as little discoloration
well

designed

as

possible—

loudspeakers—

Vitavox loudspeakers in fact.

CONSOLE
--

REPRODUCER MODEL KC10

Designed for better listening in the borne, the
KCIO Console Reproducer incorporates the
K12/10 12 in. moving coil loudspeaker in an
acoustically damped, totally enclosed, cabinet
cf optimum dimensions. The walnut veneered
oabinet is hand polished and fitted with an
anodised aluminium grille. PRICE 20 Gns.

E.M.I.

basic

training

fits you for entry to
Careers in such fields
as : - SERVICE
ENGINEERING
•
OPERATING
•
DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
•
TECH NICAL
SALESMANSHIP
•
TEACHING

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND EQUIPMENT
V1TAVOX

LIMITED

Westmorland Road, London, N.W.9, England
Grams: Vitavox, London, England

T

he Correspondence and College Courses provided by E.M.I. Institutes
which cover recognised diplomas such as the City and Guilds, etc. are
written and supervised by E.M.I.* scientists who are specialists in
Electronic Science.
Courses are already available in such subjects as Basic Radio, Basic Television,
etc., and the prospectus is being constantly extended.
With this basic training you can eventually become aspecialist in Television
Radio Communications, Radar, Navigational Aids, Audio Frequency, Medical
and various Electronic applications. There are also short courses for Executives,
Amateurs, Students, etc.
For full details apply to your local " H.M.V." Radio dealer or direct to :—
The

Principal: PROFESSOR H .F.TREWMAN,M .
A.(
Cantab), M .
I.
E.
E., M .
I.
M ech.E., M .
Brit. I.
R.
E.

E.M.I.

INSTITUTES

LTD

Dept.
16, 43, Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4
* The E.M.I. Group includes "H.M.V.", Marconiphone and other important electronic interests
1.37
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Manufacturers' Products
Universal Oscilloscope
interesting oscilloscope has
ANbeen
developed by Cinema-Television, Ltd., of Worsley Bridge
Road, Lower Sydenham, London,
S.E.26, and was shown recently at
the
firm's
private
exhibition.
Known as the Universal Oscilloscope, it incorporates a 6-in tube
and is built as a desk- type instrument with a sloping front.
It
measures 3ft bin high by 2ft square.
It is unit built and each unit has
its own power supply to avoid
interaction. The units can be varied
to suit individual requirements.
They include a simple time base
covering 5c/s to f5okc/s and an
amplitude-stabilized time base with
an upper limit of 25° kc/s.
This
gives a constant-amplitude trace
and is calibrated in frequency with
an accuracy of ± 4 per cent.
There is a signal amplifier covering 5c/s to . 5Mc/s, which provides an output sufficient to fill the
screen with an input of iV R.M.S.
and the gain control has sufficient
range to permit it to accept an input of 25 V. The alternative amplifier is direct coupled and covers
o-5 Mc/s; again, the input is
for full deflection.
Both double- and five, beam switch
units are available. The latter permits five traces to be displayed together.
There are five amplifier

cies
are
trol
can

of gods, 75o c/s, and 8kc/s
provided and by external confrequencies of 50 c/s to 30 kc/s
be used.

Midget Coils
THE present-day trend to reduce
the size of all components
where possible is well exemplified by
the new range of miniature coifs
wound on Polystyrene formers obtainable from Meteor Electronics,
Gloucester Row, Esplanade, Weymouth, Dorset.
The moulded formers measure
only. in dia. and they have adjustable dust-iron cores.
Medium and
long waveband coils, aerial, R.F.
transformers and oscillator types
are wound with Litz stranded wire.
while
an appropriate
gauge of

Meteor type M.D. midget coil on
Polystyrene former with adjustable
dust-iron core.
Its size can be
juiged by comparison with inch
markings on the ruler.
enamelled conductor is used for the
short-wave units. Coloured sleeves
are threaded over the loose ends of
the coils for identification purposes.
These midget coils are known a,
M.D. type.
As examples of price.
medium- and long- wave aerial coils
cost 3s 3d, R.F. transformers 3s.
and oscillator coils for a 465- Reis
I.E., 25 9d each. Short-wave coils
of all types Cost 25 6d each.

Albion Coil Packs
A

Cintel Universal Oscilloscope
channels, each covering o — 5Mc/s,
switched by a ring-of- five counting
circuit. Internal switching frequen-

be either 19 to 50 metres or 13 to
35 metres. Likewise the four- range
packs are available with short-wave
bands of 19 to 50 and 90 to 250
metres, or 13 to 35 and 34 to foo
metres. The medium and lone- wave

RANGE of coil packs for use
L
-1 in
superheterodyne receivers,
embodying small but efficient dustiron cored coils, has been introduced
by the Albion Radio Manufacturing
Co., Mill Lane, Margate, Kent.
They are made in three- and fourband types and several models are
available in each style.
The
three-range
models,
for
example, give the choice of an alternative short-wave band which can

Albion three- range coil pack without screening cover. It will be seen
that all trimmers and padders are
very accessible.
coverages are goo to 550 and 800 to
2,000 metres respectively.
Either style is available completely or partially screened and
with or without an IF'. filter for
.165 kc/s.
Wave- change switching
with a gramophone pickup position
is included, together with all trimming and oscillator padding capacitors.
Complete circuit details of
typical all-wave superhets embodying these coils are included with
each unit.
Prices range from 36s 6d for a
partially screened three- range model
to 48s 6d for a four-range fully
screened pack fitted with an LI".
filter.

A.C./D.C. Receiver
A

UNIVERSAL mains equivalent
I L of the Model 371A has been produced by Philips Electrical, Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
To be known as the
Model 371U, the new receiver employs a CCH35 frequency changer,
EF39 I.F. amplifier, EBC33 detector, CL33 output, and CY31
rectifier, with a consumption of 66
watts at 220 volts. The price will
be £ 16 16s, plus a r: Tod purchase
tax.

Hermes " Radio

Portable

Tourist'

The description of this receiver on
47 of the February issue referred to
the sliding aerial as a metal panel. In
fact the aerial is a small frame winding
enclosed in a moulded plastic panel.
Incidentally, the price of this set, including waterproof carrying case, is now
£14 Lis, plus £4 145 9c1 purchase tax.
P.
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Licence Record + Radio Exhibitions • Interference
Suppression + Salaries and Status
OVER 11,000 , 000
idiN

increase of over a quarter of
a million broadcast receiving
licences during 1947 brought the
total for Great Britain and Northern
Ireland to approximately I1,057,000
at the end of the year. The December figure included 32,700 television
licences.
Holders of " sound"
licences
(ix) are reminded by the P.M.G.
that it is now necessary to take out
a £2 television and sound licence
immediately a television set is installed. A rebate on the unexpired
portion
of the
surrendered
Li
licence will be made at the rate of
is 8d per month.
RADIOLYMPIA
TT has now been decided by the
R.I.C. that there will not be a
national radio exhibition this year.
Plans are, however, being made to
hold the next exhibition at Olympia
in the autumn of 1949.
The decision not to have a show
this year has been made in order to
enable manufacturers to concentrate on production for the industry's £ 12,000,000 export target set
by the Government.
COMPONENTS

EXBIBIT ION

T

HE fifth annual exhibition of
radio, television and electronic
components and test gear, organized
by the Radio Component Manufacturers' Federation, will be held in
the Great Room, Grosvenor House,
Park Lane, London, W.', from
March 2nd to 4th. Admission to the
exhibition is by invitation of the
Federation and accredited radio
engineers and manufacturers are
cordially invited. It is hoped to include a report in our next issue.
" SCIENTIFIC RADIO "
CONVENTION
I.E.E. is planning to hold a
THE
convention on " Scientific

Radio" on April 7th and 8th. This
is in some respects a preliminary to
the meeting of the Union Radio
Scientifique Internationale, to be
held in Stockholm later this year, as
from it will be correlated the British
contribution to that meeting. The
convention is being organized in collaboration with the British National
Committee for Scientific Radio set
up by the Royal Society.
Sessions will be held during the
afternoon and evening of each day

Isom 2-4.45 and 6-8.45.
The subjects to be covered by the four sessions are: standards and measurements, propagation, radio noise and
radio physics.
Invitations to the convention,
which will be held at the I.E.E.
headquarters, Savoy Place, London,
W.C.2, are being sent to kindred
learned societies.
TELEVISION IN TERFEREN CE

ACTIVE measures are being taken

by the Radio Industry Council
to eliminate electrical interference
with television reception. Since the
worst source appears to be motor
car ignition systems this is being
tackled first.
Moreover, from 85
to 95 per cent of this interference
can be eliminated by fitting a resistor of from 51dt to roldl in the H.T.
lead from the ignition coil to the
distributor.
Two types of suppressor are now
available; one is a screw-in fitting
for the centre of the distributor and
into which the lead from the coil
is fitted as usual, while the other is
a bakelite tube in long and in in
diameter which is inserted in the
lead between the coil and the distributor. .The cost is is 6d.
Investigations have proved that the
one resistor needed has no harmful
effect of any kind on the performance
of the average car engine.
Ignition interference suppressors
recommended by
the R.I.C. On the
left is a screw-in
type for the distributor and on the
right a resistor for
inserting in the
H.T. lead from coil
to distributor.
Many large-scale users of motor
vehicles have already suppressed
their cars or are about to do so;
these include the G.P.O., B.B.C.,
all police authorities throughout the
country, London Transport, and
the National Road Transport Federation.
Incidentally, all staff cars
operated by our Publishers are suppressed.
The R.I.C. campaign has already
resulted in traders and dealers
throughout the radio industrygiving
a lead by suppressing their motor
vehicles.

TECHNICIANS' SALARIES
for technical stall
A CHARTER
in the engineering and metal-

lurgical industries has been produced by the Association of Scientific Workers.
The grading and minimum salary
scales set out in the charter are
intended to apply to engineers.
metallurgists, chemists and other
scientific and technical workers employed in laboratories, etc.
The salaries, which include the
5947 cost-of-living bonus paid in
the engineering industry, vary from
£5 ros a week for a 2r- year-old
assistant without academic qualifications to £, 250 a year for a senior
engineer in a supervisory capacity.
An engineer with the experience
and/or qualifications making him
eligible for corporate membership of
the appropriate professional institution, who is not younger than 21
years of age, will receive £440 p.a.
rising by ten yearly increments of
£26 to £7oo.
SERVICE TECHNICIANS'
STATUS
DATES oh pay have al so been
-LA agreed between the Radio and
Television
Retailers'
Association
and the Guild of Radio Service
Engineers for service technicians.
These will apply to men on the
Radio Service Trade Register and
are based on the certificated qualifications as set out below.
Men
over 21 years of age who are not on
the register are covered by an
earlier agreement and will be paid
not less than £5 5s per week.
The three classes of certificate
and
the rates of remuneration
are: —
Certificate " A", issued to persons ail•
mitted to the Register by virtue of their
having passed the R.T.E.B. examination.
£6 5, per week.
Certificate " B ", issued to radio service
technicians admitted to the Register on
the basis of having served an approved
apprenticeship or having had five years'
exep
w
ee
kr
.
ience in approved employment, £6 per
Television Certificate, issued to holders
of " A " or " B" who have also satis.
factorily passed the television course of a
manufacturer, £6 10s per week.

A MAT EUR S'

EXAMINATION

THIS year's City and Guilds ot
London Institute examination
for prospective amateur transmitters
will be held on May 5th from 7 to
so p.m. Candidates should apply to
their local technical colleges for particulars and entry forms which must
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pany.
He joined the English Electric
be completed by March 1st. As preCompany, the parent company, in 1922
viously stated there will be only one
and in 1923 became its chief engineer
(•xamination this year.
in South America.
In 1936 he was
appointed managing director of English
Electric in South Africa.
PERSONALITIES
Capt. B. R. Willett, C.B.E., D.S.C.,
has relinquished his post as general
F. J. Addington Hall has taken
manager of Marconi's on being apcharge of the radio accessory and
pointed to undertake a mission to overdomestic appliance marketing division
seas countries to intensify the comof Truvox Engineering Co., and T. W.
pany's export trade.
Spurr the contract. division.

J. W. RIDGEWAY —
new
Radio
Industry
Council chairman.

R. J.
coni's

KEMP, Marnew chief of
research.

J.
R.
Hughes,
A.M.I.E.E.,
NI.Brit.I.R.E., who was technical secretary of the British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association from 1942 until
the end of last year, has now joined
Hivac. Ltd., and will be responsible
for all technical liaison both with customers and with associated companies.
l'rior to joining B.V.A. he was engaged
in telephone engineering with Siemens
Bros., Woolwich.
J. W. Ridgeway, 0.B.E., a director
and radio division manager of the
Edison Swan Electric Co.. has been
elected chairman of the Radio Industry
Council for the current year in succession to G. Darnley Smith, of Bush
Radio.
C. O. Stanley, C.B.E., chairman of the board of Pye, Ltd., has
been elected vice-chairman.
J. G. Robb, Marconi's deputy chief
engineer and chief of the company's
research laboratories, has been appointed chief of a new engineering
division established by Marconi's and its
associated companies. He is succeeded
chief of the research laboratories by his
assistant, R. J. Kemp.
J. A. Smale, A.F.C., B.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
who has been appointed Engineer-inChief, Cable and Wireless, succeeds
G. H. Entwisle, who retired in January.
Mr. Smale has been concerned with developing long-distance short-wave relays
as a means of overcoming unfavourable
propagation conditions, and wrote on
this subject in Wireless World, August,
1944.
He also originated important
development work on frequency-shift
keying and organized wartime emergency wireless circuits.
He attended
all the more recent international conferences.
F. Neil Sutherland, M.A., M.I.E.E.,
has been appointed general manager of
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Corn-

IN BRIEF
B.B.C. Television O.B. Unit.— We
were misinformed regarding the television O.B. equipment being supplied
to the B.B.C. by Pye, to which reference
was made in our January issue.
The
equipment is limited to that which produces the video signal and does not
include any radio equipment.
It also
makes no provision for the transmission
of the sound channel.
Monopolistic.—The arguments which

J. A. SMALE —now engineer-in- chief,
Cable
and Wireless.

F. NEIL SUTHERLAND
—Marconi's new general
manager.

led the Post Office to favour a monopolistic broadcasting organization
in this country, together with the
relevant matter which preceded the
establishment of the B.B.C., were set
out in an informative article by R. H.
Cosse in the August. 1947, issue of
Economica, issued by the London
School of Economics.
Copies of the
journal are obtainable from the London
School of Economics, Houghton Street,
Aldwych, London, W.C.2, price 5s.
Pictorial Record.—To mark the silver
jubilee of British broadcasting the
B.B.C. has issued an illustrated booklet.
covering the period 1922-1947.
The
price of this 48-page booklet, which includes 130 photographs, is 2S.
B.B.C. Research.—A country mansion at Kingsvamd, Surrey, has been
acquired by the B.B.C. for use as an
engineering research station.
Ideal Home.—Radio and television
will again be featured at the Daily Mail
Ideal Home Exhibition which celebrates its silver jubilee at Olympia in
March.
The exhibition opens to the
public at 5 p.m. on March 2nd; thereafter from 9.30 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. each
weekday till March 25th.
Ship-to-Shore. — More than 285.000
ships communicated with Post Office
coast stations during 1947 and nearly
658,000 radio telegrams were exchanged
lietween vessels and these stations.
DR. R. C. G. WILLIAMS— chief
Waste Paper.—A drive to collect an
engineer, Philips Electrical.
additional toomoo tons of waste paper
by July is announced by the Waste
OBITUARY
Parier Recovery Association.
This
\Ve regret to record the death of Sir
quantity is equivalent to a saving of
Allan Powell, G.B.E., at the age of 68,
io million dollars.
The Association
on January 24th.
He was chairman
stresses that waste-paper salvage is even
of the B.B.C. Board of Governors from
more important now owing to currency
1939-1946.
Prior to his B.B.C. apshortages than during the war.
pointment he held many administrative
Aeronautical 1—Under a special air
posts in national and local governmail
subscription
arrangement
our
ment.

Dr.
R. C. G. Williams,
Ph.D.,
B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E., who, after a few
months in the U.S.A., was appointed
an executive engineer of the North
American Philips Company early last
year, has now been appointed chief
engineer of Philips Electrical " to
advise the managing director on all
technical matters." He is also retaining his American connection. Prior to
going ti. America in May, 1946, he was
general manager of the Electronics
Division of Murphy Radio.
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regarding the Fa i
r should be addressed
to the Board o fTra de, Export Promotion Department 35, Old Queen Street,
London, S.W.i (Tel.: Victo ri
a 9040.)

associated journal Flight can be in the
hands of readers in the United States
and Canada within 24 hours of publication. The special subscription rate for
Canada and U.S.A. is .£4 ( Sib) for six
months, which may be remitted to
British Publications Inc., 150, East
35th Street New York, 16, N.Y.

Eddystone.—Stratton and Co. an nounce that the Edd ystone communications receiver, Ty pe 640, i
s no longer
subject to pu rc hase tax. The price has
also b
uced and is now £39 ros.
E.M.I. Relays ( H ayes), L i
mited, is
the titl e ofa new company formed by
Electric and Musica l In dustri
es to provide a four-programm e radio-relay service to r
es id ents i
n the area adjacent to

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
B.E.T.R.O. announces that in reponse to a number of enquiries it is
undertaking an " on the spot" survey
of market data in Turkey, Iraq and
Iran.
The services of Wilfred Sloane,
who is leaving for the Middle East in
Match, are available to all exporters.
Further information can be obtained
from the Secretary, British Export
Trade Research Organization, 48, Dover
Street, London, NV.1,
B. V.A.—Wi th
the
resignation
of
I. R. Hughes from the British Radio
Valve Manufacturers' Association, the

J. R. HUGHES— from B.V.A. to
Hivac.
post of technical secretary has lapsed,
but F. A. Fleming has been appointed
technical assistant to W. R. West, the
secretary.
Radio & Tel
ev i
si
on Trade Federation
is the nam e o fa new organization which
has been form ed by the Radio and
Television Ret
a il ers 'Association and is
registered as a tra de union.
Details
of memb ers hi p, w hi ch is open to retailers, wh ol
esa l
ers and manufacturers,
are available fro m th e secretary, H. A.
Curtis, 18, Wob urn Square, London,
W.C.i. Th e cha i
rman i
s F. J. Smith,
turedi
A.I.S.
by Product
Aligneds,Ins
f
ormer
t
rument
l
y
manufacServices
of 1, Col wort h Road, Leytonstone,
London, E.11, will in f
ut
ure be made
and distributed by th e Lon don Television Co., Ltd., 694, Lea Bridge Road,
f.eyton, London, Eso.
B.I.F.—This year's British Industrie s
Fair, which i
s being organized by the
Board of Trade, w ill be held simultaneously in Lond on and B irminghani
from May 3rd to 14 th . Th e Radio Secwhich
tion willwill
again
be beopen
housed
dain
il y Olympia,
(except
Sunday) from 9.30

a.
m.

to 6 p.m.

Ad-

mission will be restricted to trade
Duyers, except on ‘Vednesday s an d
Saturday, whe n th e pu bli
c will be adnitted at a charge of is 6d. Enquiries

the company's
Middlesex.
Thrush Radi o

factory
and

at

Electrical

Hayes,
Indus-

tries have m ove d to 37, Finchley Lane,
Hendon, London, N.W.4 (Tel.: Hend on
6255).

March,
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heath's Faraday Lecture on March
19th, at the Central Hall, College of
Technology, Belfast, at 7.3o.
South Midland Centre. — "Speech
Communication under Conditions of
Deafness or Loud Noise," by W. G.
Radley, C.B.E., Ph.D. ( Eng), on March
at
1st,6
at the
Birmingham
Imperial Hotel ,
(joint meeting with the Institution
of Post Office Electrical Engineers),
South
Midlund
Radio
Group.—
"Closed Cycle Control Systems," by
Professor A. Tustin, M.Sc., on March
22nd, at the James Watt Memorial Institute, Great Charles Street, Birmingham, at 6 (joint meeting with the South
Midland Centre).
Irish Branch.—Dr. Dunsheeh's Faraday Lecture on March 18th, at Trinity
College, Dublin, at 6 p.m.

Garrard.—Th e London sales office of
the Garrard Eng i
neering and Manufac-

British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section. — " The Principles
turing Company ha s been moved from
and Practice of Panoramic Display,"
17, Graft on Street, W.r, to 68-7o, Fi ns by D. W. Thomasson, on March nth,
bury Pavement, E.C. I (Tel
.:
M etroat the London School of Hygiene and
politan 8927).
Th e serv i
ce and spares
Tropical
Medicine,
Keppel
Street
department of the company is now at
(Gower Street), W.C.r, at 6.
Okus Road, Sw i
n don
(Tel.:
Swindon
Midland Section. — "Methods of
3405).
Measuring Insertion Loss, Phase Shift
and
Time Delay of Transmission NetMurex, Ltd., of Rainham, Essex, an works," by N. E. Head, on March 19th,
nounce that th ey are manufacturing
at
the
Technical College, The Butts,
titanium hyd rid e, with a titanium
Coventry, at 6.30.
content of 98 per cent., which was preNorth-Eastern Section.—" The Calviously imported from th e Un i
ted
States.
It is us ed i
n powder metalculation of Electrode Temperatures in
lurgy and one o f i
ts applications is in
the Radio Valve' by I. A. Harris, on
March loth, at Neville Hall, Westgate
the production of micro-wave valves.
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, at 6.
North-Western
Section. — "Some
MEETINGS
Aspects of Moderate Precision Tem-

Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radio Section.—" Th e Testing
Communication type Radio Rece i
vers,of
by W. J. Bray, M.Sc. (Eng.), an d
W. R. H. Lowry, B .Sc., on March 3rd"
"Automatic Telegraphy and Si ngl
e
Side-Band Working," by A. Cook_.
,
B.Sc. on March 9th.
" ihree-Dimensio na l
Cathode-Ra
TL
be Displays," by E. Parker, M.A.
an d P. R. W a lli s, B.Sc. (Eng.), en
Y
Ma
rch 24th.
All these me eti ngs w i
ll be held a
Sa
voy Place, Lond on, W .C.2, at 5.30.t
ambridge Radio Group.—Discussion
" So und -Recording Methods," on
rch 1st at th e Cavendish Laboratory
at
8.15
(joint meeti ng w i
th the Cambri
dge University Wireless Society),
Electronic Calculating M ac hi nes, "
b
Professor D. R . Hartree, M.A.,
D.,
FRS., on March 6th at the
Ca
endish Laboratory at 8.15,
and No rth W al
es Centre.—
Eve
Faroersey
,
day Lecture on " Electricity and
ryman," by P. Dunsheath, C.B.E.,
MA
the
, D.Sc. (Eng.), on March 22nd at
*
Philharmonic Hall, Hope Street,
Live
Norpool.
men rth-Eastern Radio and Measure.
men Is Group. — "Activities and Eq uipt
ory,t of Industrial Electronics Laborarst,
" by G. A. Hickling, on March
Tyne at King's College, Newcastle-onNo ,at 6.15.
rth Midland Centre. —Dr. Dunsat
heath
th
's Faraday Lecture, on March 9th,
No e Albert Hall, Leeds, at 7.
Duns.
heathrth-Western Centre.—Dr.
24th, "s
Faraday Lecture, on March
Colleg at
the Great Hall, Manchester
Nor e of Technology, at 7.3o.
thern Ireland Centre.—Dr, Dunsr

y
D.

Engineering,"
perature Control
by inM. Communication
P.
Johnson,
B.A.Sc., on March nth, in the Rey.
nolds Hall, College of Technology.
Sackville
Scottish Street,
Section.—"
Manchester,
The at
Develop645.
ment of Radiology," by Angus Cambell, MB., C.L.B., D.R., on March
17th , at the Heriot-Watt College, Edi n burgh, r, at 6.30,
British Sound Recording Association
London Meetings.—" Loudspeakers—
with Particular Reference to HighFidelity Monitoring Reproducers," by
D. E. L. Shorter, on March nth, at
5.45 (joint meeting with the Acoustics
Group of the Physical Society).
" High Quality Disk Recording," by
W. S. Barrel!, on March 25th, at 7.
Both these meetings will be held at
the Royal Society of Arts, John Adam
Street, Strand, W.C.2,
Radio Society of Great Britain
London Meeting.—" The Practical
Use
of
Frequency
Modulation
on
Amateur Frequencies," by D. N. Corfield, D.L.C. (G5CD), on March reli,
at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London,
W.C.2, at 63o.
British Kinematograph Society
Society Meeting.—" Phase Modulation Principles Applied to Sound Re_
cording, ' by J. A. Sargrove, D. A.
Bell, and N. Leevers, B.Sc., on March
loth, at the GaumontBritish Theatre'
Film House, Wardour Street, London,
W.1, at 7.15.

Electrical Trades Union
London
Meeting.—Open discussion
on " Valve Standardization and V.alve
Developments," on March 24th, at
Room ii, The Friends' House, Euston
Road, London, NW.i, at 7 p.m.
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F.M. Reception
Comparison

Tests

I

N domestic broadcast receivers
the cost of each portion must
be carefully studied because
for such acompetitive market it is
not possible to design to aperfect
performance specification but to
give the best possible " value for
money." This article proposes to
discuss one portion of a F.M.
receiver wherein a recent development promises to enable a reduction of cost to be effected without
serious loss of desirable properties.
The demodulator portion of a
F.M. receiver is often termed
"discriminator." Its function is
to convert frequency-modulated
waves into equivalent amplitudemodulated waves and to detect the
latter in the usual fashion with
•
diode valves or other suitable
non-linear resistances. In many
discriminators, including the conventional balanced phase discriminator due to S. W..Seeley ( US
Patent 2121103, British Patent
489094), the form taken is that of
an L, C, M and R network included in the anode circuit of a
R.F. pentode valve used with low
screen and anode voltages and no
grid bias in order to act as an
amplitude limiter.
With conventional phase discriminators an
amplitude limiter is essential as
the former are sensitive to undesired amplitude modulation of
the signal voltage.
The ratio
detector, also due to Seeley, is an
adaptation of the balanced phase
discriminator rendered unresponsive to amplitude modulation. It
will be assumed in what follows
that the mode of operation of the
balanced phase discriminator is
known to the reader.*
Fig. i is a simplified circuit
diagram of a ratio detector. L, is
the primary coil and LI are the
secondary windings of the usual
balanced phase discriminator. It
will be noted that the two diode
valves are in series aiding instead
of in series opposition, as they
would have been in a phase
discriminator.
The diodes are
•See for example Wireless World, April and
May, 1943.

Between Phase
Ratio Detectors

Discriminator and

By D. MAURICE and
R. J. H. SLAUGHTER
¡Engineering Research Dept., B.B.C.) '

biased beyond cut-off by acentretapped battery of voltage V. It
is well known that with no frequency modulation the signal
voltage amplitudes S, and S, are
equal, but when a frequency
deviation is imposed upon the signal
S, the two half-secondary voltages
become different from one another,

because

the relative amplitude
JE,
JE,
modulationsE,
— and E —
2 are equal.
It is, however, clear from Fig.
that
E, + 4E, + E, + JE, = V (
2)
the battery voltage.
Putting ( r) into (
2)
(E, + JE 2)(i + K) = V.. ( 3)
Now the voltage Vp of the point
P is
Vp
E, + JE,
(4)
and that of point B is
VB

V

—
2

Putting ( 3)
tracting ( 5)
Vp — VB

• • (5)
into (4)
V (1 +
IK

and
\

2)

sub.. ( 6)

This voltage is independent of the
unwanted amplitude modulation
represented by 4E, and 4E,, and
is a function of K, the ratio
between the two half-secondary
voltages. This ratio is, in turn,
dependent on the frequency deviation imposed upon the signal at
the transmitter.
Thus the ratio
detector does not require to be
preceded by an amplitude limiter.
The output audio voltage VP-Va
is not strictly proportional to the
frequency deviation of the signal,
but if the ratio of deviation to
carrier frequency is small, K will
not differ greatly from unity and
Fig. i.
1. Basic circuit of ratio
the distortion will be negligible.
detector.
It can be shown that if the
same R.F. pentode,
operating
one increasing and the other
under identical conditions, is used
decreasing.
Now suppose that
to feed the two types (phase and
some unwanted amplitude modularatio) of discriminator, the sention is imposed upon the signal S,
sitivity in audio volts output per
this becoming S + AS.
If the
kc/s deviation per pentode grid
signal is being frequency modulavolt of the ratio detector is one
ted, then at some part of the
quarter that of the balanced
modulation cycle the two halfphase discriminator.
Here we
secondary voltages will be different
reach the crux of the matter
and in ratio
because the R.F. pentode used
S, + AS, = E, + 4E,
as the discriminator feed valve
K —
E, + 4E,
+ JS,
is not used in the same conditions
for the two cases.
As has been
4E,
stated,
the
phase
discriminator
E, + E,
E,
— E, .
•
•
( 1) must be preceded by an amplitude
JE 2
E,
limiter and usually this is formed
—
by the discriminator feed valve.
E,

104 ,
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F.M. Reception—
This valve thus operates in a
condition of very low mutual
conductance—of the order of a
twenty-fifth or less of the normal
operating slope.
Now the ratio

whether the distortion is, in
fact, negligible, and whether it
really does suppress impulsive
interference as well as does an
amplitude limiter. The following
tests will show that, in fact, it is

AUDIO (
Dunn,-

Fig.

Details of phase
criminator circuit.

2.

Fig. 3.

World
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input signal required to operate
the amplitude limiter was about
300 gV.
The receivers had the
following circuit: one R.F. stage
tunable over a small band around
90 Mc/s and having a high-slope
low-noise pentode valve, a double
triode valve used as a superheterodyne oscillator and frequency changer, an intermediatefrequency amplifing stage employing the same type of valve as the
R.F. stage, a limiter stage using
the same valve as the I.F. and
R.F.
stages and
having the
balanced phase discriminator in
its anode circuit, a double diode
balanced demodulator, the 5o
g-sec. de-emphasis circuit, atriode
A.F. amplifier and a pentode
A.F. output valve and loudspeaker.
In one of the two
receivers the phase discriminator
was so modified that it became
a ratio detector. The circuit of
the phase discriminator in the
unmodified receiver is shown in
Fig. 2 whilst that of the ratio
detector in the modified receiver
is shown in Fig. 3.
It will hé
noted that the battery of voltage
V in Fig. ohas become acondensei

dis-

Circuit of ratio detector
used in tests.

detector, not requiring an amplitude limiter, may be fed from a
valve working in normal operating
conditions so that although its
circuit sensitivity is a quarter of
that of the phase discriminator,
its overall sensitivity is of the
order of six times ( 25/4) this.
This increase in sensitivity, vt hile
useful, is unfortunately scarcely
enough to allow for the elimination
of one of the I.F. amplifying
stages
preceding
the
ratio
detector. Thus an actual economy
in number of valves and amplifier
stage is not necessarily achieved,
though this depends on the actual
overall gain required from the
receiver. What can be definitely
stated is that the
wide-band
F.M.
receiver incorporating a
balanced
phase
discriminator
would undergo an increase in
sensitivity by the replacement of
its discriminator with a ratio
detector.
The desirability of using a
ratio detector thus depends on

o
og

TO
AMPLIFIER

A.V.C. TO
LP

a usable and satisfactory device.
Two initially identical 90 Mc/s
F.M. receivers suitable for ± 75kcis
deviation and 50 microsecond
pre-emphasis
were
employed.
They were not very sensitive
and were built on normal domestic
broadcast receiver lines.
The

C, shunted by a resistor R,
in Fig. 3. This condenser becomes
charged by the rectification of
the signal voltage by the two
diodes in series aiding. The time
constant CaR, is made longer
than the reciprecal of the lowest
audio angular frequency so that
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audio voltage variations do not
alter this " battery " voltage.
Of course, slow variations in signal
strength will alter it.
The 50
p-sec. de-emphasis time constant
was determined experimentally,
having fixed R 1 and C 3 ,by varying the common value of C, and Cp.

Suppression of Impulsive
Interference
Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the test layout.
A
90-Mc/s half-wave dipole was
connected to a two-pole twoposition switch so that either
receiver could be connected to
it. Ganged with this switch was
an identical one which connected
the output from the receiver on
the dipole, to an audio-frequency
attenuator followed by an A.F.
amplifier and loudspeaker.
In
parallel with the dipole and
switch was connected a balancedto- unbalanced transformer, to the
unbalanced side of which was
connected aV.H.F., F.M. standard
signal generator. A spark genera tor of impulsive interference was
arranged to radiate at some
di. tance from the 9o-Mc/s receiving
The test procedure was as
follows: The F.M. signal generator was arranged to produce a
40% frequency modulated signal
of 5mV at a carrier frequency
of about 90 Mc/s.
The two
receivers were, in turn, tuned in
to this signal and their audio
gain controls adjusted for equality
of aural loudspeaker pound output. The signal modulation was
removed and the spark generator
switched on. The audio impulsive
noise output from the two receivers
was
compared.
The
phase
discriminator
receiver
was slightly better than the ratio
detector receiver and so the
former was used as reference
level.
When
switching
from
"phase " to " ratio " the A.F.
attenuator was adjusted to equate
the output from the latter to that
from the former. By progressively
reducing the signal strength from
5mV downwards the curves in
Fig. 5 were produced.
It may
be seen from this figure that
except for very small signal
strengths the ratio detector is
about zdb worse ( noisier) than
the phase discriminator.
It may be remarked that this

test was a static one, in that jt
was undertaken during the absence
of modulation.
This, however,
is a very practical condition
because
impulsive
interference
which is noticeably disturbing
during modulation is still more so
during quiescent periods, because
the very considerable masking
of noise by programme is absent
Tests not
during such times.
described here indicated that the
ratio discriminator maintained its
impulse suppressing properties for
a mis tuned signal better than a
single limiter and phase dis-

o

o
IN

100ü

ATTENUATOR

at which fluctuation noise level was
so high as to preclude further
testing. No appreciable difference
in quality of reproduction was
observed between the two receivers for any signal input level.
It was noticed, however, that the
ratio detector receiver was somewhat less sensitive than the one
employing the phase discriminator.
The explanation is that for ease
and rapidity of execution of the
investigation, the general
impedance level of the ratio detector
was made about ten times lower
than that to which the unmodified

OUT

A.F.
AMPLIFIER

411.1N.
OUT

TO
LOUDSPEAKER

300 fi

5n

r
-TO 90 Mcis
DIPOLE

rA

4.0E
o

-

OA

M.
RECEIVER
WITH PHASE
DISCRIMINATOR

o o
f —
I

A

ge-0E

OUT

F. M.
RECEIVER
WITH RAT 10
DETECTOR

OUT

10011

Fig. 4.

Schematic arrangement of test.

criminator combination. The mistuned signal should be taken as
representative of a properly tuned
F.M. signal during some portion
of the audio modulation cycle.
For
comparing
quality
of
reproduction the same layout as
shown in Fig. 4 was used.
Of
course the spark generator was
not employed. The signal generator was fitted with an audio
50 p-sec. pre-emphasis circuit. The
programme quality of the two
receiver outputs was compared
for values of input signal strength
from 5mV. down to that value

receiver phase discriminator was
designed.
It may be seen from
Fig. 2 that the total diode load is
440 kû whereas in Fig. 3 this is
33 kn. This reduced impedance
level naturally results in a very
considerable loss of gain, which
was accepted for the purpose of
these tests.
For the ratio detector it has
been claimed that:
(I). No limiter stage is required
in front of the ratio detector,
hence there is no threshold at
which interference due to unwanted A.M. on the signal becomes

to6
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considerable, as happens in the
more conventional limiter-cumphase discriminator combination
This is, in fact, true, though the
receiver output
will
be more
dependent upon signal strength
than in a receiver incorporating
a limiter.

(4).

Tuning for

mini mum

no i
se

is. less critical than with the
phase discriminator scheme.
It
was
found,
however,
that
in
practice there is very little difference between the two schemes
because
tuning
for
minimum
distortion seemed slightly more

(2). Although the
ratio detector is, in

the fact that no
gain need be sacrificed in a limiter
stage. This was also
found to he the
case. A net gain of
z6dh is achievable.
(3).
A convenient and effective

et,
.0

tà/

io
INCREASE In

itself, less sensitive
than the phase discriminator, this is
counterbalanced by

Fig. 5, Comparison of noise levels
from ratio detector (A)
and
balanced
phase
discriminator ( B)
automatic

gain

µV

control

voltage

is readily available.
This is true
but not very relevant as A.G.C.
is not really necessary in a • F.M.
receiver if all grid circuit discharge time constants are kept
low, ( below 2 µ-sec).
However
A.G.C. can be used with advantage
in a ratio detector receiver.

difficult
scheme.

INPUT VIA Foo11
than

the

conventional
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News from the Clubs
Barnet Radio Group now meets on
the first Saturday after the loth of
each
month at 7.30 at
Bunny's
Restaurant, 16, Station Road, New
Barnet, Herts.
Binningham.—At the next meeting
af the Slade Radio Society on March
5th at 8.o at the Parochial Hall,
Broomfield Road, Slade Road, Erdington, Birmingham, 23, M. Moseley, of
the G.E.C. Radio Works, Coventry,
will give an informal lecture on " An
Introduction to Television."
Birmingham.—Meetings of the Birmingham and
District Short- Wave
Society are now held on alternate
Mondays at 7.45 at the Friends' Institute, 220. Moseley Road, Birminghani, 12.
Cannock.— Meetings of the Cannock
Chase Radio Society recommenced at
the beginning of the year and will in
future be held on the first and third
Tuesdays of each month at the Black
Horse Hotel, Mill Street, Cannock,
Sta ffs
Farnborough.—The
R.A.E.
and
Farnborough District Amateur Radio
Society, which was formed just over

a year ago, now has a membership of
over 5o. Meetings are held on alternate
Mondays at 7.30 in the Common Boom,
R.A.E. Assembly Hall, Farnborough,
Hants.
Ihe next meeting is on
March 1st.

Leeds.—The name of the Leeds Radio
and
Television
Society
has
been
changed to Leeds and District Amateur
Radio Society, with headquarters at
Swathmore
Settlement,
Woodhouse
Square, Leeds.
Meetings are held on
Fridays at 70.
Leicester.—The television sub-section
of the Leicester Radio Society meets
on alternate Tuesdays to the general
meeting of the club. All meetings are
held at the Charles Street United
Baptist Church at 7.30. The secretary
of the sub-section is E. Fowkes, 157,
Staveley Road, Leicester.
London.—The City of London Phonograph and Radio Society, which meets
at 6.30 on the first Thursday of the
month at " The Flying Horse," 52,
Wilson Street, E.C.2, is concerned
mainly with recording and reproduction.
The re-creation of old pre-electric recordings—hill and dale cylinders and
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discs as well as lateral cut discs—is
undertaken by the society.
Merseyside.—To co-ordinate the activities uf the Liverpool and District
Short- Wave Club and the recently
formed Merseyside Radio Society, the
Merseyside Amateur Radio Committee
has been elected.
A monthly news
sheet is being issued by the committee.
Meetings of the L.D.S.W.C, are held
on Tuesdays at 7.30 at St. Barnabas
Hall, Penny Lane, Liverpool, 17. The
M.R.S. meets at 2.30 on alternate
Saturdays e 29, Derby Lane, Old
Swan, Liverpool, 13.
Tuition for the
amateur licence examination is given
on Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.30.
Northampton.—The recently formed
Northampton Radio Society
meets
fortnightly at the Northampton College
of Technology.
Petersfield.—Readers in the Petersfield ( Hants) district who are interested
in the formation of a club are invited
to communicate with C. Watts, Hylton
House, St. Mary's Road, Liss, Hants.
Romford.—Negotiations are proceeding for the conversion of a surface airraid shelter by the Romford and District Amateur Radio Society for the
installation of the club transmitter.
Salisbury.—Meetings of the Salisbury
and District Short-Wave Club are now
held on Tuesdays at 8.45 at the club's
new premises, Hut 64, School of
Chemical
Warfare,
Winterbourne
Gunner, near Salisbury, Wilts.
Swindon.—Meetings of the Swindon
and District Short- Wave Society are
held on alternate Saturdays at 7.30
at Clifton Street School, Swindon,
Wilts.
Names and addresses of club secretaries are given in the directory on
page 109.
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Illustrated catalogue of E.R.D. Sound
Reproducers ( radio-gramophones) from
A. N. Clements, 99A, Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2.
Leaflet of ' ammeters and voltmeters
from
Pifco,
Watling Street,
Manchester, 4.
Descriptive leaflet of television components (transformers, fpcus and scanning coils) from the Plessey Company,
Ilford, Essex.
Catalogue
of
selenium
rectifiers
(Bulletin SRGI) from Standard Telephones and Cables (Rectifier Division),
Oakleigh
Road,
New
Southgate,
London, N. r1.
Technical
booklet, " Thermostatic
Bimetals," from the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co., 22, Old
Broad Street, London, E.C.2.
List of radio and gramophone equipin kit form, from the Teleradio
Co., 257, Fore Street, London, N.I8.
ment

"Technical Information on the Dry
Accumulator"
from
Varley
Dry
Accumulators, By-pass Road, Barking.
Essex.
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MODEL A.D./47 10-VALVE
TRIODE CATHODE FOLLOWER
AMPLIFIER

This is a10- valve amplifierfor recording and play-back
purposes for which we claim an overall distortion of
only 0.01 per cent., as measured on adistortion factor meter at middle frequencies for a 10- watt output.
The internal noise and amplitude distortion are thus
negligible and the response is flat plus or minus
nothing from 50 to 20,000 cs and a maximum of
.5 db down at 20 cs.
A triple- screened input transformer for 7!, to
15 ohms is provided and the amplifier is push-pull
throughout, terminating in cathode- follower triodes
with additional feedback. The input needed for
15 watts output is only 0.7 millivolt on microphone
and 7 millivolts on gramophone. The output transformer can be switched fren 15 ohms to 2,000 ohms,
for recording purposes, the measured damping
factor being 40 times in each case.
Built-in switched record compensation networks are
provided for each listening level on the front panel,
together with overload indicator switch, scratch compensation control and fuse. All inputs and outputs
are at the rear of the chassis.

ra-1

Send for full details of Amplifier type AD'47

C.P.20A. 15

WATT

AMPLIFIER

ior 12 volt battery and A.C. Mains operation. This improved version has
switch change- over from A.C. to D.C. and " stand by " positions and only
consumes 5.1 amperes from 12 volt battery. Fitted mu- metal shielded microphone transformer for 15 ohm microphone, and provision for crystal or
moving iron pick-up with tone control for bass and top and outputs for
7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves.
As illustrated. Price £28 0 0

RECORD

REPRODUCER

Ll

EXPORT
Enquiries from Overseas will receive prompt
attention. CONTINENTAL BUYERS are invited to get into touch with our Belgian Agents:
Ms. Constant L. Bisman,
129 At.C111(e de la Reine,
T
éléph. 16.10.31.
Bruxel les

This is a development of the
A.C.20 amplifier with special
attention to low noise level, good
response ( 30-18,000 cps.) and low
harmonic distortion ( 1 per cent.
at 10 watts).
Suitable for any
type of pick-up with switch for
record compensation, double negative feedback circuit to minimise
distortion generated by speaker.
Has fitted plug to supply 6.3 v.
3 amp. L.T. and 300 v. 30 m a
H.T. to a mixer or feeder unit.
Complete in metal cabinet and extra microphone stage. As illustrated.
Price 25.} Gns. CHASSIS, without extra microphone stage. Price al

257-261 THE BROADWAY,WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19
LIMITED

TELEPHONES:

LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3.

TELEGRAMS: " VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON.'
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COKI1TENTLY
Pullin Miniature Instruments are characterised by their robust construction, good
damping, excellent finish and pleasing appearance. The square types enhance the appearance
of rectangular switch panels.

Announcing tnis amazing
new range of ? armeço
liermetic ally sealed
raneformers and Chees.

A complete series of square flush type
instruments
with
styled
covers
is
now
available in 2", 2,I" and 3r dial sizes.
Complete range includes Moving Coil ;
Rectifier ; Thermo-couple, for all sizes ; and
Moving Iron AC/DC types in the Series 35.

"Deeloped to operate

SERIES
20

under abnormal

2"

DIALS

CO'
?gee) 0? lelCee
fransf elvers.
geers of

SERIES
25

"

DIALS

SERIES
35
DIALS

We can give early
delivery—write
details.

for

PULLIN
MINIATURE
INSTRUMENTS

41)
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS ( PULLIN) LTD
Address all enquiries to Dept. J, Electrin Works,
Winchester Street, Acton, London, W.3.
Telephone : Acorn 4651-4
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NE of my hobbies, as
readers
is
of may have noticed,
the language
of radio.
There are so many
words and uses of words that seem
unnecessarily confusing, if not
actually wrong. Radio is not an
easy subject, and there is a great
deal of it, so it seems a pity that
the utmost care is not taken to
keep the path of the learner clear
from unnecessary obstacles.
I
suppose the survivors in the
struggle for knowledge soon get
used to the anomalies of technical
language and forget how baffling
they were at first. But on reading books and papers on radio,
especially those claiming to be for
novices, Ioften wonder what such
readers make of some of the statements therein. Sometimes Idon't
need to wonder—the strangest
misunderstandings, traceable to
technical terms, come to light in
conversation and correspondence.
An example that occurs to me at
the moment was an inquiry about
how to obtain a speech coil. The
writer was satisfied with the reproduction of music from his loud
speaker, but not with speech,
which he wished to improve!
"Load " is acommon non-technical word, so writers rarely consider it necessary to explain its
technical meaning, still less the
several technical meanings that
are given to it. Since it is quite
frequently used with different
meanings in referring to the same
subject—say an amplifier—the
risk of confusion is considerable.

English Usage
• Non- technically, I suppose the
meaning of a " load " is a burden
or a weight to be carried. If the
load is excessive in relation to the
carrier there is a risk of breakdown, as for example in the fracture of a camel's back. An inquiry as to whether the load consisted of the material carried or
the uncomfortable sensation of
pressure induced thereby would
probably be dismissed as too
metaphysical, but in technical
circles the question is of practical
importance, as will be seen later.
Even in general talk the word is

or Burden,
In More Senses Than One

used figuratively, as in " a load of
care."
And that loads are not
always deemed unacceptable is
shown by the cheerful invitation
to " get a load of this! "
It is an obvious extension of the
literal idea of apersonal or animal
load to apply it to what is borne
by a mechanical device such as a
truck or bridge; and the possibility of breakdown in the event of
an overload is none the less certain because the mechanical carrier is generally unable to express
its feelings so pointedly. So the
designers or constructors of such
devices generally specify a " full
load," which is exceeded only at
the owner's risk. A further extension of the idea, from a weight
to atorque, and hence to apower,
is also perfectly natural and holds
good for engines and motors. In
particular, if the turning of an
electric motor is resisted much
beyond the limit corresponding to
full load (or as a specified overload), the excessive current taken
may burn it out, or it may " pull
out" and come to a standstill, or
both. This application to mechanical power is evidently considered so obvious that it is not
even mentioned in the British
Standard Glossary of Terms used
in Electrical Engineering ( B.S.
205: Part I: 1943; 1615) which
in its definition of load refers only
to power in electrical form.
In
the last year or two this particular technical meaning has become
only too familiar to the general
public as a result of certain
operations
by
the
electrical
supply authorities. But even the
discomforts ( to put it mildly) of
load-shedding are less to be
dreaded than the results of an
overload which is not shed.
The supply engineer's load,
then, is measurable in kw, or
(more correctly in A.C. systems)
kVA.
The installation people
who do the wiring, use " load"
in a slightly different sense. Drawing an excessive load of power is
certainly not likely to subject the
wiring to too high a voltage so

By " CATHODE RAY"
load in this connection is synonymous with " current,"
which
must be kept within limits if
there is not to be overheating and
excessive
voltage drop.
The
transmission engineer's load is
usually stated in amps.
You may have noticed that so
far the engineer's idea of load
corresponds closely to the physical effect of a burden, such as its
gravitational pressure, which is
less likely to be in the mind of the
non- technical person than the visible cause—the io 7-1- i Egyptian
straws or the " 40 hommes ou 8
chevaux." It is true that " load "
is quite often used also in the latter sense in electrical engineering,
to refer to a lamp or an electric
fire or even a town, but this is
considered by purists as verging
on technical jargon rather than
precise terminology. Either way
it is all closely in line with the
proverbial camel and other popular ideas about loads in general.
Radio

Loads

Coining now to our own branch,
what does the British Standard
Glossary of Terms used in Telecommunication say? The answer
is—nothing.
As regards just
"load," at least. There is a definition of " anode load" and one
of " loading," of which more
anon. If, in the absence of other
guidance, we were to follow the
quite sensible practice of general
electrical engineers, it would seem
natural to look to the generators
of audio and radio power for a
meaning to give to " load." But
it is not quite so simple. As in
many other respects, there is a
different emphasis in Telecommunication ( or whatever you like
to call the rather ill-defined subject to which this journal is
devoted).
With an electrical
power supply connected, a breakdown of something by overheating is normally the only limit to
the power that can be drawn. Up
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to " full load "—and far beyond
it—the impedance of the power
source and its connections is far
too small to restrict the flow.
Hence the need for fuses or circuit-breakers. It would be a sign
of something radically wrong if
no more than, say, too watts
could be drawn from a live socket
no matter what was connected.
Normally, the lower the resistance or impedance of the thing
connected—the thing that is often
called the " load " in one sense—
the greater is the current and ( because the voltage remains reasonably constant) the power—which
is the " load " in a different but
related sense.

(SHORTCIRCUIT)
RESISTANCE OF LOAD,

R,

co
(OPENCIRCUIT)

(b)
Showing how for agiven generator
voltage E, the power depends on
the load resistance R1,.
In radio the impedance of the
source of supply is practically
always important.
The power
drawn cannot rise without limit
as the impedance of the load is
lowered; it reaches a maximum,
beyond which the further increase
in current is more than offset by
the reduction in voltage due to
the drop in the source impedance.
At this stage the books usually
prove the well-known proposition
that maximum power is obtained
when the resistance of the load is
equal to that of the source (and
the reactance, if any, is equal and
opposite). In the diagram, where
(a) represents a generator of voltage E with a resistance RG ,feeding a load 12,, the way the power
in the load depends on the resistance of the load is shown at b
for three different generator resistances. In each case the dotted
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line marks the condition where
can say that the amplifier is fully
loaded by a signal of so many
RG RL. If the generator resistance were very low ( as it is with
volts at the input.
a public power supply), then the
Different Meanings
curve would have its peak close
Telephone line engineers mean
to the left-hand margin, and high
something still different when
enough to raise the roof. In fact,
they say a line is loaded. They
anywhere near the peak would be
are saying that it has inductance
of no practical interest because it
distributed along it to improve its
would be beyond the region of
transmission characteristics. The
blown fuses.
meaning of a line being loaded,
But the possibility of " overthen, depends on whether it is a
loading" a radio or audio oscillatelephone line or a power line.
tor or other source, in the sense
To finish this tale, let us create
of overheating it by drawing too
a situation in which the different
many amps, or kilowatts, seldom
meanings occur together. A cerexists, because the current is
tain
imaginary
broadcasting
limited by the source impedance,
station is a supply-mains load of
and is generally not destructively
large even if the output terminals
200 kw, and slightly overloads the
supply line, which was designed
are dead shorted. In some cases
there will be some sort of trouble,
for izio kw. The cooling pump is
such as valves overheating, but • driven by a motor which normthat does not depend simply on
ally runs at about half its rated
the amount of power drawn. In
full load, viz., 4 h.p
The optifact, there may be trouble (such
mum R.F. load resistance for the
as flashing over) if no power at all
transmitter, at the point of aerial
feeder connection, is 300 ohms.
is drawn, by leaving the output
The transmitter is modulated by
terminals open-circuited.
The
an audio signal received via a
important thing is to connect the
loaded telephone line, and if the
right impedance. So " load," in
radio and allied arts, is generally
level of the signal is carelessly
adjusted the final modulator stage
the impedance of the thing into
overloads, with resulting distorwhich the power goes, and is
measured. in ohms.
The B.S.
tion.
- Is all that quite intelligible
definition of " anode load," for
(though perhaps not very coherexample, is " the total external
impedance included in the anode
ent!)? Then you have probably
circuit of a valve." " Overloadgrasped the various shades of
ing" in this connection hardly
meaning of " load" and its demakes sense. If 2,000 ohms is the
rivatives.
correct load for an amplifier, what
would an overload be? Not 20,000
ohms, presumably. Substituting
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE
200 ohms would also cause less
THIN the limitations of 50
1
power to be delivered, and alpages this booklet succeeds in
though more power might be disgiving a general picture of modern
sipated in the amplifier it would
microwave technique. It discusses
scarcely be enough to damage it.
the generation, propagation and reYet amplifiers are often said to
ception of these extra-high frebe—and unfortunately often are
quencies. The very difficult subject
—overloaded. This does not reof wave guides is dealt with in an
easily understandable way and
fer to the load (in the sense just
without algebraical aids.
described) at all. Hence there is
In the chapter on aerials the
a possibility of confusion in the
reader will find himself on familiar
learner's mind. Such overloading
ground, but not for long, as radiatmay in exceptional cases damage
ing horns and other special types
the equipment—though even then
soon appear on the scene. Finally,
not generally in the same way as
there is a chapter on the very imoverloading a power supply—but
portant
subject
of
microwave
measurement.
the main damage is generally to
The booklet, which is well illusthe listener's peace of mind. The
trated, costs 2s (
by post, 2S 3d) and
result, in a word, is distortion.
is published by the Incorporated
And the cause is an excessive inRadio Society of Great Britain, New
put of signal. Yet it is not usual
Ruskin House, Little Russell Street,
to call this input, which overloads
London, W .
C.2. The authors are
the amplifier, a load.
But one
J. H. Shankland and E. D. Hart.
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Societies and Clubs
List of Radio Groups in the British Isles
N the following list, arranged in alphabetical order under towns, the
name of the club, and in somes cases the club call sign, is followed
by that of the secretary, from whom details of the society's activities
may be obtained. Clubs which are affiliated to the Radio Society of Great
Britain are indicated by an asterisk. The list has been compiled from
details supplied by the secretaries. We shall be pleased to receive details
from the secretaries of active societies which may have been inadvertently
omitted from this list.
ABERDEEN
Aberdeen
Amateur
Radio
Society
(0M3BSQ).-A.
D.
J.
Westland,
GMSBQU, 17, Beaconsfield Place, Aberdeen.
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE
Ashton-under•Lyne and District Amateur
Society ( G3BND).-N. 11. Brown. 63, Corporation Road. Audenshaw, Nr. Manchester, Lancs.
BASINGSTOKE
Basingstoke and District Amateur Radio
Society.-L.
S.
Adams,
16,
Bramblys
Drive, Basingstoke, hauts.
BATH
Admiralty Electronics Society*t (G3BPU).
-D. Houston, D.E.E. Dept., Admiralty,
Bath, Som.
BELFAST
City of Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio Club'
(GHIYM).-.1. H. Brooks, Gl3ALT, I.
Fitzroy Avenue, Belfast, N. Ireland.
BIRKENHEAD
W irral
Amateur
Radio
Society.- It.
O'Brien, 02ANIV, 26, Coombe Road, Irby.
Heswall, Ches.
BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham
and
District Short- Wave
Society. - N. Shirley, 14, Manor Road,
e.ttechford, Birmingham, 9, Warwick.
Kynoch Radio and Television Societe.G. E. Nicholls, 20, Merrions Close, Great
Bar, Birmingham, 22a, Warwick.
Midland Amateur Radio Societe.-W. J.
Vincent. 0401. 342. Warwick Road, Solihull, Birmingham, Warwick.
Slade Radio Society.-C. N. Smart, 110,
Woolmore Road. Erdington. Birmingham,
23, Warwick.
BLACKPOOL
Blackpool
and
Fylde
Amateur
Society.-H.
D.
Ashworth,
5,
Avenue, Blackpool, Lancs.

Radio
Alisioss

BOGNOR
West Sussex snort -wave and Television
Society.- R. D. Holland, Maybury, Aldwick Gardens, Bognor Regis, Sussex.
BOY INGDON
Bovingdon Airport Club,
Section. -J.
D.
Lord,
Bovingdon, Herts.

Amateur Radio
Police Station,

BRADFORD
Bradford Amateur Radio Society.- W. S.
Sykes, 021.1.15, 287, Poplar Grove, Great
Horton. Bradford, W. Riding.
BRIGHTON
Brighton and Hove Group,
Johnson, 8, Greenfield Crescent, Patcham,
Brighton, 6, Sussex.
BURNHAM
Burnham and HighbrIdge Amateur Radio
Society.-A. D. Taylor, G8PG, 81, Burn.
ham Road, Highbridge, Somerset.
CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge University
Wireless Society*
(0611W1.-- G. N. S. Taylor, Trinity College. Cambridge.

CANNOCK
Cannock
Chase
Radio
Society.-C.
J.
Morris,
D.F.M.,
G3ABG,
66,
Allport
Road, Cannock, Staffs.

The following

figures

are the

figures
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for
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CARLISLE
Carlisle Amateur Radio Society.-J. Ostle,
G2DYV, 2, Outgang, Aspatria,
Cumberland.
CATTERICK
Catterick Amateur Radio Club ((
32d0). ('pl. A. Hall, 2iiti Son., let Trg. Regt.,
Royal Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
CHATHAM
Medway Amateur Receiving and Transmitting Society • ( G2FJA).-S. A. C. Howell,
151eN, It, Broadway, Gillingham, Kent.
CHELTENHAM
Cheltenham and District Amateur Radio
Society.- H. Bri.slin, 52, Cleevemount
!toad, Cheltenham, Glos.
COVENTRY
Coventry
Amateur
Radio
(G2ASF).-J. W. Swinnertou,
Street, Coventry, Warwick.

Society*
118, Moor

CRANWELL
Royal Air Force Amateur Radio Society*
(G8FC).-N. Davis, No. 1 Radio School,
R.A.F., Cranwell, Lincs.
DONCASTER
Doncaster and District Amateur Radio
Society*
(03CBM).-11.
Flintliam,
50,
Burton Avenue, Beaty, Doncaster, West
Riding.
EASTBOURNE
Eastbourne and District Group, R.S.G.B.*
-R. F. Nugent, GEFTS, 12, St. Anthony's
ANenue, Eastbourne, Sussex.
EXETER
Exeter and District Radio Society.-E. G.
Wheatcroft, 34, Lethbridge Road, St.
Loyes, Exeter. Devon.
FA RN BO RO UGH
R.A.E. and Farnborough District Amateur
Radio • Society*.- S. J.
Corps.
B.Sc.,
Armament
Department, R.A.E., Farn•
borough, Hants.
GLASGOW
" Hi-Q Club "§.-J. D. ° Mies, 3, Berridale
Avenue, Glasgow, 5.4.

FREQUENCY
*0.3 db 70 fleet
- 10,000 c.p.s.
1.5 tnielgets
sesseearr

for

fu ll

output

(without
boostOor iull output
15 mitlivolts
(we boosts)
BASS
CONIROL
- 11
db so -4- 16P-PMGE
db .0.10

t.o.s.

reeve to000 c.o.s.
Tee E.01•410.0t. RANGE _
- 30 db to -i- IS db et 15,00u
DISTORTION COSIEST
(up to tIwatts oulpootl
lod Marmone 40.7.. /0
305 Hisrmonic 405,
1.-t1iogthaetr order 40.03%
40.4%
BP.C.K.GP.OUSO
NOISE
better tban - 66
db at lull gain
DAMPING FACTO&

-

11

ePui tripe›.sce
1.5 «teems

souse tripeopeet
up to S0,000 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
/ and IS Nuns
2262

GLOUCESTER
Gloucester and District Amateur Radio
Society.-J. W. Dean,, G2AZT, 100, Stanley Road, Gloucester.
GRAYS
Grays and District Amateur Radio Club*.J. Spokes, 8, Wood View, Little Thurrock, Grays, Essex.

ek-OCVOSTIGAL

GRIMSBY
Grimsby Amateur Radio Society.-R. F.
Borrill, G3TZ, 115. Garden Street, Grimsby, Lincs.
•

ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING
CO.,
LTD.,
HUNTINGDON

GUILDFORD
Guildford
and
District
Group.- 13.
C.
Spencer, G6NA, 1, Shepherds HIII, Stoughton, Guildford, Surrey.
(Concluded ou page 110)
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Societies and ClubsHARROGATE
Harrogate and District Short- Wave Radio
Society-K. B. Moore, 2a,
Wayside
Crescent, Harrogate, Yorks.
JERSEY
Jersey Radio Soelety.-E. Banks, GC2CNC,
7, Ito.)al Crescent. Don Road, St, Helier.
Jersey.
LEEDS
Leeds and District Amateur Radio Society
((.3BEW).-F.
Stork,
I.
Itrudencil
View, Leeds, 6, Yorks.
LEICESTER
Leicester Radio Society.-0. D. Knight, 16.
Berners Street, Highfields, Leicester.
LIVERPOOL
Liverpool and District Short- Wave Club
(OSAIID).-B. G. Meaden, (13BHT, 10.
Alfriston Road, West Derby, Liverpool,
12, Lancs.
Merseyside Radio Society.-D. F. Alder,
ai;, Princes Avenue, Great Crosby, Liverpool, 23, Lancs.
LONDON AND DISTRICT
Barnet Radio Group.-It. Walker, Gffie, 7,
Potters Lane, New Barnet, Herts.

Walworth ( Men's Institute) Radio Club.
-P. Senechal, 92, Grove Park, Camberwell, LLE.5.
Wanstead and Woodford Radio Society
(G311RX).-R. J. C. Broadbent, G3AAJ,
24, St. Margarets Road, Wanstead Park,
E.12.
Watford and District Radio and Television
Society.-J.
C.
Warren,
29,
Market
Street, Watford, Ilerts.
West Middlesex Amateur Radio elute.H. C. Bostock, (J313WC, 1, Orange Road,
Hayes, Mddx.
LONDONDERRY
North-West
Ireland
Amateur
Society
(G13CFLI).-D.
1I. J.
GI3BVB, Cosy Lodge, Culmore
Londonderry, N. Ireland.

Radio
Adair,
Road,

LOUGHBOROUGH
Beaumanor
Amateur
Radio
Society
(G3BAIR).-E. Pethers, Beaumanor Park,
Loughborough, Leicester.
LUTON
Luton and District Radio Society.-W. C.
Green, G3Q(1, 158, Westmorland Avenue,
Limbury, Luton, Beds.
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REDH1LL
East
Surrey
Radio
Club.- L.
Knight,
05LK, Radiolime, Maderia Walk, Reigate, Surrey.
SALISBURY
Salisbury and District Short-wave Club
(G2FIX/P).-C. A. Harley, 85, Fisherton
Street, Salisbury, Wilts.
SOUTH SHIELDS
South Shields Amateur Radio Club'.-W.
Dennell, G3ATA, 12, South Frederick
Street, South Shields, Durham.
SOUTHAMPTON
Southampton Radio Club.-J. H. Sillence,
80, The Drove, Coxford, Southampton,
Hants.
SOUTHEND
Southend and
District
Radio
Society*
(G5QK/P).-J. H. Barrance, 49, Swanage
Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
SOUTHPORT
Southport Amateur Transmitters' Association.-J.
W.
Nuttall,
75,
Longacre,
Southport, Lancs.
STOKE-ON-TRENT
Stoke-on-Trent Amateur Radio Society.D. Poole, G3AW, 13, Oldfield Avenue,
Norton- le-Moors, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

City of London Phonograph and Radio
Society.-R. H. Clarke, 12, Grove Road,
North Finchley, N.12.

MANCHESTER
Radio Controlled Models Society.-J. C.
Ilogg,
24,
Springfield
Road,
Sale,
Cheshire.

City of London Signals Amateur Radio
Club* (G3CFN).-R.S.M. Edwards. H. A..
Signal House, Atkins Road, Clapham,
$.W.12.

Whitelield and District Radio Society.- E.
Fearn,
4,
Partington Street,
Newton
Heath. Manchester, 10, Lanes.

STOURBRIDGE
Stourbridge and District Amateur Radio
Society.- V. A. Higgins, 080F, 35. John
Street, Brierley Hill, Staffs,

Cray Valley Radio Transmitting Club.-G.
Miles, G2CX0, Cotswold, Mottingham
Lane, Mottingham, 8.E.9.

NEATH
Neath, Port Talbot and District Amateur
Radio Club.-S, Roberts, LIW4NZ, 29.
Chestnut Road, Cimla, Neath, Glam.

STROUD
Stroud and District Amateur Radio Club*.
-K. D. Ayers, G2FRG, 1, Victoria Villas, Whiteshill, Stroud, Glos.

Edgware
and
District
Radio
Society*
(G3ASR).-R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3,
Albany Court, Montrose Avenue, Edgware, Middx.

NEWCASTLE
North-East Amateur Transmitting Society*.
-J. W. llogarth, G3ACK, 4, Fenwick
Avenue, Blyth, Northumberland.

SWINDON
Swindon and District Short- Wave Society.
-P. Greenwood, G2BUJ, 49, Western
Street, Swindon, Wilts.

Grafton Radio Society (G3AFT).-W. H. C.
Jennings, (12AliB, 82, Craven Park Road,
N.15.

NORTHAMPTON
Northampton
Radio Society.-B.
Sykes,
114, Wellington Road, Northampton.

Hounslow and District Radio Society.A. H. Pottle, 11, Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Mddx.

NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham and District Radio Society.B.
H. . Singleton, G3CZV, 13, Tithby
Drive, Sherwood, Notts.

TORQUAY
Torbay Amateur Radio Society*.-K. J.
Grimes, G3AVF, 3, Clarendon Park, Tor
Vale, Torquay, Devon.

Ilford
and
District
Radio
Society*
(G3QU).-C. E. Largen, 44, Trelawney
Road, Barkingside, Ilford, Essex.
International
Short- Wave
Club.- A.
E.
Bear, 100, Adams Gardens Estate, S.E.16.
Kingston and
District
Amateur
Radio
Society*.- A.
W.
Knight, G2LP,
132,
Elgar Avenue, Toiworth, Surbiton.
London Short- Wave Club.-R.
Ongar Road, S.W.6.

Liâney,

4,

North Kent Radio Society.-J. L. Bowes,
1:45IB,
241,
Broomfield
Road,
Bexley
Heath, Kent.
North-West Kent Amateur Radio Society*.
-B. A. M. Herbert. Is, Leamington Close,
Bromley, Kent.

Nottingham
Short- Wave
Club.-W.
R.
Peatman, The Bungalow, Marton Road,
Chilwell, Notts.
OSWESTRY
Oswestry and District Radio Societe.A.
D.
Narraway,
02APW,
Lamorna,
Pant, nr. Oswestry, Salop.
OXFORD
Oxford
and
Society.- II.
Oxford.

District
Worsfold,

Amateur
143, Iffley

Radio
Road,

PENZANCE
West Cornwall Radio Club.- R. V. A. Allbright,
G2JL,
Greenacre,
Lidden,
Penzance, Cornwall.

WARRINGTON
Warrington Radio Society (03CKR).-J. F.
Thomas, G3AWC, 510, Stockport Road.
Thelwall, Nr. Warrington, Lancs.
WELLINGTON
Wrekin and Y.M.C.A. Radio Society.T. W. Pollard, 12, Rose Grove, Welling
ton, Salop.
WEST BROMWICH
West Bromwich and District Radio Society..-It. G. Consens, 38, Collins Road,
Wednesbury, Staffs.
WOLVERHAMPTON
Wolverhampton Amateur Radio Society.
-H. Porter, 112YM, 221, Park Lane, Failings Park, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
WORCESTER
Worcester and District Amateur Radio
Club.-J.
Morris-Casey,
G8JC,
Brook.
hill Farm, Lady wood
Droitwich, Worcester.

F.
A.
Road,

PETERBOROUGH
Peterborough
and
District
Radio
and
Scientific Society.-R. S. Snell, 15, Buckle
Street, Peterborough, Northants.

Romford and
District
Amateur
Radio
Society • (04KF).-R. C. E. Beardow.
06FT, 3, Geneva Gardens, Whalebone
Lane North, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

PORTSMOUTH
South Hants Radio Transmitting Societe.
-J. S. K. Stephens, G8WC, 65, Ebery
Grove, Copnor, Portsmouth, Hants.

St. Pancras Radio Societr.-H.
84, Blenheim Gardens, N.W.2.

PRESTON
Preston
Radio
Society.-J.
Hamilton,
G2CJH, 48, Queens Road, Preston. Lancs.

YEOVIL
Yeovil Amateur Radio Club* ( 03CMH).K. R. Gilbert, 48, Chilton Grove, Mud.
ford Road, Yeovil, Som.

RAMSGATE
Thanet Amateur
Radio Society.-A. J.
Jeffrey, Rutland House, Lloyd Road,
Broadstairs, Kent.

YORK
York and District Short- Wave Club.-0. W.
Kelley,
G5KC.
123,
Kingsway
West,
Acomb, York.

READING
Reading
and
Society.-L.
(121311S, 30,
Berk s.

•Affiliated to the R.S.G.B.
tMembership restricted to Admiralty
staff.
5Membership restricted to transmitters.

Radio Society
of
Harrow.-J.
Lavender,
GI2KA,
29,
Crofts
Harrow, Mddx.

Surrey Radio Contact
Blanchard,
122,
St.
Coulsdon, Surrey.

Club-L.
Andrew's

Brown,
C. B.
Road,

Sutton and Chum Radio Society.- Il. G.
Finch, 26, Sunnymede Avenue, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey.
Thames Valley Amateur Radio Transmitters' Society.- l). It. Spearing, G3.11;,
99a, High street, Esher. Surrey.

District
Amateur
Radio
A.
Ilensford,
B.E.M.,
Boston Avenue, Reading.

WORTHING
Worthing and District Group, R.S.C.B..G. W. Morton, 42, Southfarm Road.
Worthing, Sussex.

.
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More Confusing Jargon •

Reflectors for

Improving Reproduction • Under - chassis
Components • Magnetic Recording Standards
Inapt Nomenclature
Icomment on the use by
iv-rAy
- certain workers of the term
4

"grounded-grid " in place
of
earthed grid " ? This use is
anomalous, in that not even the
"grounded-grid "
exponents
themselves appear to advocate the
general substitution of the American term " ground " for the
British " earth." Such aproposal,
being consistent, would at least
be entitled to consideration. But
substituting an American term in
one particular connectidn only is
not only objectionable on account
of its irregularity, but it naturally
conveys
the
impression
(which I am assured is quite contrary to the intention of those
who do it) that the earthed-grid
was an American invention.
The only argument I have encountered in favour of the practice is that " grounded-grid" is
more euphoniou.s than " earthedgrid." If everyone who did not
care for the sound of two standard
terms in conjunction altered one
of them in that conjunction only,
technical literature would soon
become more confusing than it is.
If it were a question of this one
particular expression, a protest
might not justify space in your
journal. But it exemplifies a principle which, I suggest, deserves
emphasis, namely, that our terminology should be as consistent,
regular and logical as it is possible to make it, and that arbitrary and whimsical departures
should be discouraged.
May I add that the term
"mixer," as commonly applied
to a crystal or diode detector of
a superheterodyne is hardly apt?
The incoming signal and local
oscillation are mixed or added together elsewhere, and the mixture
is then rectified in order to produce that more intimate combination which is necessary to yield
a component of the desired new
frequency.
Two
ingredients
which do not react chemically can
be mixed, but yield no new sub-

stance.
The rectifier is analogous to a device for effecting
chemical combination, resulting
in products not present in the
mixture.
M. G. SCROGGIE.
Bromley, Kent.
Symbol of Inconstancy ?
AN any of your

C plain why

G'ffl
THt. "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK
"Heave-ho on that aerial. son;
We'll FLUXITE this joint then we're done.
Something's wrong Ideclare,
'es got caught up somewhere,
The darn thing weighs nigh on a ton!'

•

readers ex-

this

+e

or this

is usually taken as a symbol of
variability, while

See that FLUX ITE is always by
you — in the house — garage —
workshop — wherever
speedy
soldering is needed.
Used for
over 40 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers—in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3

•

GEORGE
this

MABE

is intended, 1 gather, to symbolize constancy?
The third symbol is probably
older than the others, judging by
dated arboreal and other carvings, so ought not the B.S.I. to
fall into line and adopt the arrowpierced symbol also to indicate
constancy? It would be interesting to have the views of Mr.
Bainbridge- Bell on the subject.
On second thoughts, the difference may not turn out to be so
profound as it seemed, and the
implied constancy may, in practice, be anything but. La donna
é mobile, for example.
Southsea. D. K. McCLEERY.

TO CYCLISTS!
Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes amuch
stronger wheel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.

•

The FLUXITE
FLU XITE
where you want
it by a simple
pressure. Price
1/6, or filled, 26.

GUN

puts

ALL MECHANICS WILL

Artificial Acoustic Reflectors

T WAS surprised that Mr. R.

Marker's letter in your January issue, concerning the necessity
and niceness of the higher audio
frequencies, did not arouse comment, as, in my opinion, the
placing of large reflecting surfaces
in front of a loudspeaker is one of
the keys to realistic orchestral reproduction in the home.
(Continued on page 112)

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF

SOLDERING

and for

Leaflets

SOFT
on

CASE-

STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price Id. each.

HARDENING

FLU XITE LTD.
(Dept W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.I
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Letters to the Editor—
Some recent experiments with a
portable labyrinth loudspeaker,
which radiates forwards only,
have shown that one wall of a
living room can be used most effectively as a reflector provided the
surface is well broken up with
pictures and furniture so as to
diffuse the high frequencies, and
a wide angle diffuser is used on
the loudspeaker.
Ideally, of course, the wall
should be curved to parabolic
shape with the loudspeaker placed
at the focus, in order to produce
a plane wavefront. In practice, a
horizontal strip of corrugated
asbestos roofing, about two feet
high and placed at ear level, in the
form of a decorative frieze, might
be used.
For solo artists and instruments, where some localization of
sound source is required, the highfrequency deflectors on the loudspeaker should be removed.
Listening tests at the curtained,
windowed end of aroom definitely
give the impression of being situated at the back of a concert hall,
the apparent distance of the
orchestra seeming to depend more
on the amount of reverberation in
the signal or record, and less on
the actual volume level. Record
scratch seems quite separated
from the music. The tests were,
of course, carried out from a position behind the loudspeaker.
Besides the remarkable increase
in " presence," there is also a
great apparent improvement in
transient response and in clarity
of instrumentation.
Now that various types of
labyrinth loudspeakers are appearing on the market, it would be
most interesting to hear from
readers who are able to make
tests similar to those described.
DESMOND ROE.
Old Hill, Staffs.
Components for Amateurs

WE

were
interested
in
S.
Johnson's letter in your
February issue regarding paper
smoothing condensers for inverted
mounting with the
terminals
through the chassis. So far we
have • experienced no demand
from the constructor market,
which has a considerable interest
for us, for this construction. In
fact, the bulk of our production,

including that for manufacturers,
is for the conventional pattern
with the fixing flanges and terminals at opposite ends. However,
the inverted mounting arrangement can be supplied on the
majority of our paper condensers
and all that Mr. Johnson ,and his
fellow amateurs need do is to add
the letters " I.M." as a suffix
after the type number when
ordering. Priçes are identical.
W. F. TAYLOR,
The Telegraph Condenser
Company, Limited.
London, W.3.
Magnetic Recording
May of last year the
DURING
B.B.C. convened a meeting
of radio manufacturers in order to
agree on a set of standards to be
adopted in the manufacture of
magnetic tape recording equipment in this country.
It was proposed that the tape
width should be 0.245 in instead
of
0.254 in
or
rcm
already
adopted in Germany. Apparently
no advantage was claimed for
this, it was in fact agreed that the
change would make no significant
difference.
Iam at a loss to know why this
apparently non-standard " standard"
was
so
unanimously
adopted by all present, for it will
mean that if machines made in
this country have tape guides of
reasonable tolerance they will be
just unable to employ German
tape. Can any reader supply the
answer to this apparent anomaly?
LEONARD G. WOOLLETT.
Petts Wood, Kent.
Degrees for

W ITH

Ex- Servicemen

regard to degrees for exServicemen and those employed in the engineering industry
during the war, some further information is to hand since last I
wrote to you.
I have once more been in contact with the Ministry of Education who are discussing with the
London County Council and the
local education authorities in
Essex, Herts, Middlesex, Surrey,
Kent and Bucks, together with
the technical college authorities,
the question of the introduction of
Saturday instruction, possibly in
lieu of some evening work. The
difficulty here is lack of staff
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and the natural desire of the
teaching staff to have a five-day
week.
If suitable arrangements are to
be made to assist the employees of
the engineering industry, the object can only be fully achieved if
qualified persons who are engaged in industry are prepared to
assist the technical colleges by
teaching on Saturday mornings in
order to avoid some of the staff
difficulties.
It is hoped, therefore, that senior engineers will see
the importance of training the
younger members of the industry,
both in physics and engineering,
and that they will offer their services to the technical colleges
throughout the country and particularly in the counties mentioned above and in the London
area. This action will help to retain and increase the prestige and
industrial efficiency of the nation.
O. S. PUCKLE,
Hedgeside, Holtspur End South,
Beaconsfield, Bucks.
F.M. and Monopoly
F Mr. Kinman ( your February
J
issue) does not know what I
mean
by
the
term " selfish
minority,
I will tell him.
It
means those people who buy,
have installed, and make use of,
electrical apparatus likely, when
either new or old, to set up radio
interference
without
troubling
themselves about the annoyance
they cause to listeners or taking
any steps to reduce it.
Is that
plain enough ? If reception in this
country is, as Mr. Kinman seems
to suggest in the third paragraph
of his letter, as good as reception
in other countries, why should we
change to F.M. ? The cost of fitting suppressors to the sources of
interference is trifling compared
with the cost of making broadcast
reception
devices
proof
against it. If Mr. Kinman likes
figures, he can consider this: it is
reasonable to assume that for
every piece of interfering apparatus in the country ( and that, I
would emphasize, does not mean
every conceivable piece of electrical equipment in existence; interference can nearly always be
traced to à single offender out of
scores of owners of electrical apparatus in a locality) a hundred
listeners are affected.
The cost
of suppressing the interfering ap-
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paratus may be set at an average
Ls. The cost to each of the suffering listeners, of buying a new
F.M. receiver and having the
essential
zoo-Mc / s aerial
installed, is bound to be of the order
of £20. The cost ratio thus works
out at about z to 2,000. If Mr.
Kinman feels that the cost of suppression (only enforced if there
were complaints from listeners) is
too heavy a burden for the
country to carry in its present
impoverished state, then Isuggest
that not only suppression but also
the vastly more costly change to
F.M. be dropped until times are
better. We have put up with radio
interference so long from the selfish minority that we can prob
ably stand it a while longer.
Mr. Barre11 ( same issue) can
take the foregoing as a reply also
to his remarks about interference.
Concerning
the
lay
public's
alleged wish for high-fidelity reproduction, Ihave the notion that
if a demand of that nature had
been genuine enough for the listening public to agree to pay for
it, it would have been met long
ago by the manufacturers without
recourse to F.M.
What people
aren't prepared to pay for, they
don't really want. Iam surprised
to hear that the incorporation of
F.M. in an all-wave receiver
would be easy and cheap—at a
loo-Mc / s F.M. frequency.
W. H. CAZALY.
London, N.W.
Tonal Balance
THE article in your November
'
L
issue on " High Audio Frequencies"
quotes
frequency
ranges
of
550-4,000 c/s,
70-7,000c/s and 40-5o,000c/s as
being those used in the American
listening tests described.
It has
been stated on good authority
that, in order to give an impression of well-balanced frequency
response, a reproducing apparatus
should respond to an equal number of octaves above and below
800 c / s, so that tone controls
should restrict or augment both
ends of the frequency range
equally. It is interesting to note
that the geometric mean frequencies
for
the " narrow,"
"medium," and " wide " ranges
ised in the American tests were
approximately
775 c/s,
700 c / s
and 632 c/s respectively ; these
are not the same, although the

differences are not great, and the
mean frequency of the " wide"
range is the farthest from 800 c/s.
It would appear possible that the
effects of high frequencies in
"wide range" reproduction may
have been observed to some extent by a slight preponderance of
low frequencies.
The
same
objection
would
apply, with greater force, to the
acoustic test carried out by H. F.
Olson ; in this case the filter is
described as having cut off all frequencies above 5,000 c / swithout,
apparently,
affecting low frequencies.
R. T. L. ALLEN.
Bristol.
Radiated Interference
I MINK it is high time that the
L
attention of radio manufacturers be drawn to the use of the
I.F. of 465 kc / s in broadcast receivers. In this northern area the
strongest B.B.C. Home Service
station
is
North
Regional,
668 kc/s, and when people with
the cheaper makes of superhet
receivers (without an R.F. stage)
are receiving the B.B.C. Light
Programme on 2oo kc/ sthere is a
very strong heterodyne whistle of
kc/ sto 3kc / son the Home Service of 668 kc/s.
I come across
this trouble at least once a week.
According to the
manufacturers' rules if the set is still under
guarantee the I.F. cannot be
changed to offset this trouble until
the guarantee has expired.
On
the other hand, Condition 3of the
broadcast receiving licence imposes an obligation to avoid the
radiation of interference.
Re-radiation of an average receiver can cause this interference
from its oscillator up to 250 yards
and in closely populated areas this
can affect at least 20 sets.
R. A. COLLINS.
Grimsby, Lincs.

GRAMO RADIO
AMPLIFIERS
Several models are available
incorporating 30 watt or 55
watt Amplifier combinei
with gramophone player or
automatic record changer
and radio receiver with
monitor speaker. A.C./D.C.
models also available.
Write for illustrated list of full
Sound Equipment Range for every
type of installation.
Model R.G.A. 633B/RC.

•MECHANICAL HANDLING
r_TOW the mechanized handling
-1-L of goods can save labour and
speed production, storage and
transport in industry will be
demonstrated at the first National
Mechanical Handling Exhibition
which will be held at Olympia
from July nth to 21st. It is being
organized
by
Mechanical
Handling, one of our associated
journals.

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO LTD.
I 5 MAPLE PLACUTOTTINHAM COURT ROAD • LONDON
'tf2YO#f MUSEUM 5817
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Unbiased
By FREE GRID

Descent from
Olympus
"Anni Piofluent Fugaces,
Mores Corruent Sequaces. —
sang the
So dent
that

poet; but it is evithe Editor does not
agree with him but is obsessed
by that fear of change which perplexes monarchs, as Milton tells us
in " Paradise Lost." Since Editors,
like captains of ships, are virtually
monarchs this is not altogether surprising but all the same Iam rather
taken aback by his complete indifference to the change in literary
style which has been forced on us
by the paper shortage. The rolling
periods of his ex cathedra utterances each month are far too
reminiscent of Macaulay in his
lushest
lucubrations.
They
are
more suited to the spacious age
when papers were used freely by
ladies for nocturnal curlers than to
these difficult times when we are
hard put to it to find enough for
our more basic needs, and, in view
of a further threatened act, are
going to find it still harder.
I may say that for some time
past I have been urging upon the

than would be saved, rather in the
manner of the modern Erewhon
where such a huge army of employees was occupied in the papersaving propaganda department that
more papar was used in printing the
necessary currency to pay their
salaries and wages than they persuaded people to save.
The use of Basic English seemed
an obvious solution but to my mind
the cold and unfeeling bare bones
of which it is composed are an altogether unfitting medium for expressing the Editor's opinions which I
have always found to be full of
warmth and colour, even if at times
they irritate me almost beyond
endurance.
No, the only idiom which, in
opinion, meets the case, is the
staccato one used by Mr. Pickwick's
erstwhile friend Mr. Jingle.
Not
only does it express opinions and
narrate
facts
with
the utmost
economy of words but does so in an
effective
and
colourful
manner
worthy of the Editor at his best.
Postmaster-General — takes money
—no value given—idiotic regulations — drastic action — organize
strike—all switch off—B.B.C. bankrupt — no
mourners— commercial
broadcasting— hopeless
chaos —
B. B.C.
iesuscitated — regulations
amended—everybody happy.
But perhaps after all telegraphese
would be the ideal for a journal
which, from its earliest days, has
been the vade-mecum of the telecommunications fraternity.

Morton's Fork
11
Used freely by ladies.
Editor the necessity of a change in
this direction by making one word
do the work of two instead of two
doing the work of one as at present.
He suggested the use of shorthand.
I tactfully pointed out, however,
that whilst I admired his modesty
in implying that his pontifical
thunderings were read only by
stenographers, I was of the opinion
that he had a far wider circle of
readers, most of whom were quite
unfamiliar with shorthand.
His
proposal would, therefore, create a
big demand for manuals of shorthand instruction.
This would result in the use of far more paper

•

HA VE always been
a very
1- staunch upholder of law and
order especially in those instances
where the particular law in question
has my moral approval. I have,
however,
recently
had
such
a
flagrant break of the wireless licence
laws forced on my attention that I
cannot help bringing it to the light
of day. I do so in spite of the fact
that it contravenes to some extent
the unwritten laws of hospitality
which we all, whether host or guest,
endeavour to observe.
I feel, in fact, rather like Henry
VII on the occasion of his week-end
visit to the Earl of Oxford soon
after he had attempted to grapple
with the manpower problem by
making it an offence to keep retainers without a permit from the

World
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Ministry of Labour. Those of you
who availed yourselves of the opportunities with which your parents
provided you of acquiring historical
learning instead of indulging in
surreptitious games of noughts and
crosses, will recollect the occasion.
He was being shown to his carriage
through long lines of men of martial
bearing, and was astonished to
learn on enquiry that they were not
domestic servants but retainers. He
at once replied " I thank you for
your hospitality, My Lord, but I
cannot afford to have my laws
broken in my sight." Any of the
modern representatives of the de
Vere family will give you further
details if you require them.

Into my confidence.
I find myself in a similar predicament to Henry VII inasmuch that
having recently been a guest at one
of our basically hit hotels, I feel
myself in duty bound to follow
Henry's example and bite the hand
that fed me.
By taking one of the chambermaids into my confidence, I found
out that a large number of my fellow guests had in use in their rooms
one of the tiny personal receivers
that are now being turned out by
some manufacturers. Tactful enquiries among the guests revealed
that none of them had brought his
licence with him as demanded by a
portion of No. 7 of the regulations
printed on the backs of our licence
forms, and they were, therefore, infringing the law. Had they brought
their licences with them, of course,
they would have fallen into the trap
of regulation No. 6 which demands
that their home set and its licence
be open to inspection at reasonable
hours.
The only way in which the law
could be fully complied with would
be by taking out a second licence
at a cost of
and it was this Morton's Fork sort of extra moneygetter which I presume the P.M.G.
had in mind when he framed the
regulation over twenty years ago.
Now is the time for him to reap his
long awaited
harvest of extra
licence fees; the fines are not, of
course, his perquisites.

e,
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Short-wave Conditions Don't pay
January in Retrospect

Forecast for March

By T. W. BENNINGTON (
Engineering Division, B.B.C.)

DAYTIME
quencies

maximum usable frefor these latitudes
failed to show the expected tendency to increase towards the end of
January, and consequently, over the
month as a whole, they were considerably lower than had been expected.*
This seems to indicate
that the seasonal peak in daytime
M.U.F.s—expected in February—
may be a little late this year, but
undoubtedly one will occur, either
in late February or early March. In
spite of their failure to reach the
expected
mean
value,
daytime
M.U.F.s during January were yet
relatively high, and radio conditions
such as to favour the higher—
though not the highest—frequencies suitable for long-distance communication.
As far as is known the
50-Mc/s amateur band, for example,
was never suitable for this purpose.
Night-time working frequencies were
also relatively low, though not low
enough to render really necessary
the use of frequencies lower than
about 9Mc/s, except over a few
high-latitude paths.
Though there were some ionosphere storms during the month,
none of these was of very great intensity, and the month might be
considered as being relatively quiet.
The periods of most disturbances
were 2nd/3rd, 6th/9th, i2th/i3th,
17th/ 18th, 2ist/23rd and 29th/31st.
Forecast.—It is expected that
during March there will be a slight
decrease in the daytime M.U.F.s for
these latitudes, and a considerable
increase in those for night-time.
The combined effect of the seasonal
and sunspot cycle changes would
appear to be such as to produce this
result.
Daytime working frequencies for
nearly all circuits should, therefore,
remain quite high, and ldng-distance
communication
on
exceptionally
high frequencies should be frequently possible in all directions.
Daytime frequencies will remain
operative for considerably longer
periods than during February, due
to the lengthening hours of daylight
in the Northern Hemisphere.
The
28-Mc/s amateur band should be
regularly usable for long periods.
Frequencies as high as 15 Mc/s—or
even higher on some circuits—
should remain usable till well after
midnight, and only on high-latitude
transmission paths is it likely that
•They were, in fact, slightly lower than
during January. 1947, due, no doubt, lo the
recent decrease in sunspot activity.

frequencies lower than II Mc/s will
be really necessary at any time during the night.
For transmission over distances
between about 600 and i,000 miles
the E layer may sometimes control ;
transmission during the daytime,
rendering higher frequencies usable
than would otherwise have been so.
Sporadic E ionisation is not likely
to be much in evidence.
Below are given, in terms of the
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which should be regularly
usable during March for four longdistance circuits running in different
directions from this country. ( In
these reports all times are in
G.M.T.)
In addition a figure in
brackets is given for the use of
those whose primary interest is the
exploitation of certain frequency
hands, and this indicates the highest
frequency likely to be usable for
about 25 per cent of the time during
the month for communication by
way of the regular layers :—
Montreal :

0000
0400
0900
1000
1100
1300
2000
2200

Buenos Aires : 0000
0100
0700
0800
0900
2000
2200
Cape Town :

Chungking :

11 Mc/s ( 17 »•'.)
9
„
' 1,1
11 „
21
„
( 32
26
„
( 37
2) „ or 17 Mcfs ( 33
15
( 22
17 Mc"s
15 „
17 „
21
26 „
21
17 „

0000
11260
0500
0600
0700
1900
2100

17 Mc .
15 „
17 „
21 „
26 „
21 „
17 „

00011
11400
0500
0600
0700
1400
1500
1800
1900

11 10, 15
17
21
26
21
17
15
11

(23 Mc
(21 „
(24 „
(31 „
(
42 „
(29
(23 „
(23 Mc
(21 „
(24 „
(28 „
(42 „
(29 „
(24 „

FANCY PRICES

for cases

We have reduced the design and
assembly of instrument cases to
afine art.

The special processes

we have developed enable us to
.1
)
)
1
1
)

offer

you

cases

of the

highest

quality at prices which save you
money

and,

within

7 days

when
from

necessary,
receipt

of

order.
)
)
)
)
)

A considerable amount of ionosphere storminess often occurs during March, and it is not anticipated
that the month will pass without
some serious—perhaps severe—disturbances occurring. At the time
of writing it would seem that disturbances are more likely to occur
during the periods 1st/3rd, 7th,
12th/ r3th,
ifoth / 17th, 23rd/ 25th
and 28th / 3oth than on the other
days of the month.

IMPOSSIBLE?

BUT

IT'S

TRUE

TRY US AND SEE

PRECISION

BUILT

INSTRUMENT

CASES

ALFRED

IMHOF

LIMITED.

112-116, NEW OXFORD ST.,
LONDON, W.C.I.
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
By " DIALLIST"
B.S. 1409: 1947

ignition systems.
The diesels, of
course, don't need them since they
T'S clear that a great dl of
don't
have
electric
ignition.
The
thought has gone into the comsecond is a campaign by the organizpilation of this new British
ation to which the majority of the
Standard,
concerned
with
letter
concerns which sell radio and telesymbols for electronic valves. The
vision sets to the public belong to
basic idea is first-rate: capitals for
get its members to fit suppressors to
everything outside the bulb and
all
their delivery and service vans.
small letters for everything within
It is stated that interference can be
it.
I3ut it is not always easy to
rekluced to negligible proportions by
draw completely hard-and-fast dismerely fitting a 5 or to- MI resistor
tinctions.
Instability, for instance,
in series with the main distributor
due to unwanted positive feedback
lead.
As the cost of doing that,
effects may be due more to stray
even if " labour charges" are incapacitances in the valve-cap, the
volved, can't much exceed a shilling
valve- holder and the wiring than to
or so a vehicle, the response front
that between the grid and the anode
people so vitally interested in the
inside the bottle. We used to lump
suppression of interference should
them all as G U ; now the actual
be one hundred per cent.
anode-grid capacitance becomes cao
and I suppose we ought to refer to
the total effective capacitance of
A Golden Opportunity
that kind in a circuit as C„,-f- c„„.
Every recent report on interI'm not quite convinced that the
ference, including the B.B.C.'s field
new method of denoting grids ( or
trials on 45 and oo Mc / s,
has
electrodes made in the form of grids)
stressed the fact that by far the
is
altogether
an
improvement.
most serious form of interference
When, for example, you saw ga, or
with A.M. and F.M. sound broadin the text, you knew at once
casts and with television transmisthat the screen or suppressor grids
sions comes from the ignition syswere concerned; now g,, g., and so
tem of i/c vehicles. At. the present
on can stand for a variety of grids
time the number of these, whether
with different functions.
In the
for private or commercial use, that
heptode used as a frequency changer
can be sold by the motor manufacis the oscillator anode to be desigturers in this country is quite small.
nated g„? Or are we entitled to reThe
distribution
of
available
gard the oscillator portion as a
vehicles and the conditions under
triode and to write at? Whilst I'm
which they are sold are under the
being critical ( please don't think
strictest Government control. Then
that I am unappreciative) I must
why not make a cast-iron regulation
say I think that, the new Standard
that no new unsuppressed vehicle
rather overworks the subscripts,
may be sold or bought? Why not,
particularly the multiple subscripts,
again, make it a condition of the
you can, as an example, write the
grant of an emergency petrol ration
peak voltage on the second anode of
that no motor vehicle shall qualify
the diode portion of a double-diodefor it unless its ignition system has
triode as 1
7(
j
ekr•e; but I'm not sure
been " suppressed "?
It all seems
that your reader is going to bless
too easy.
Perhaps that's why it
you if you do.
To be effective any
probably won't be done.
form of shorthand should be not
only easy and quick to write, but
D
also easy and quick to read.
The
Queer Business
worst of subscripts is that they
necessitate the use of very small
‘IE of the linguisti c cur i
os iti es
type, which tries the tired eyes of
of today is the extraordinary
the student in the course of long,
barrenness of French in electrical
close reading.
and radio technical terms.
It's all
the more difficult to understand beODD
cause the French have played a big
Anti-interference
part in both the laboratory and the
w° praiseworthy efforts t
o re engineering development of most
duce interference with wireless
branches of electricity. Ampere was
and television reception have been
a pioneer worker and the Eiffel
made recently. The first is the edict
Tower was perhaps the best-known
by whatever body is now responsible
wireless station in the world in the
for London's buses that all those of
early days.
Unlike German and
non-diesel type are to be fitted
many other tongues, French does
forthwith with suppressors in their
not readily coin or accept new

Q
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native words to denote new things
as they come along; it seems rather
to prefer borrowing terms from
other languages (very often English,
or the variety of our language used
in America), with not always very
happy results.
Sometimes these
words are transliterated to give
them a French appearance and they
may then come to take on meanings
rather different from those they had
originally.
Recently it has fallen
to my lot to look over the proofs ot
French translations of two or three
English technical books and this,
more than anything else, has made
me realize that, though for most
other
purposes it is one of the
world's richest and most flexible
languages, it is not at the moment a
first-rate medium for conveying the
technicalities
of
our
particular
branch of science.
There seems to
be a genuine need for a committee
of the Academie Française to draw
up and standardize a technical
vocabulary to meet the requirements of today..
0 D

Table Model Televisors
TT is predicted in America

by th ose
who should know what they are
talking about that in the near future
table model televisors ( they call
them televisers) will be far more
popular than consoles. I'd be rather
inclined to agree that the same
thing may • happen here unless designers can be brought to realize the
importance of placing the viewing
screen at about the normal eye- level
of the viewer as he sits and watches
it.
I have just been making some
measurements
and find that my
eyes are from about 36 to 48 inches
above the floor, according to the
kind of chair l'in sitting in and the
way I sit in it.
In many consoles
the centre of the screen is much
below eye level unless you pretty
well lie down to your viewing.
So
long as only two or three people,
who can all sit in one row, are
looking in all goes well, for they
can adjust their sitting height to
suit the irdtrument.
But when the
audience is larger it is a case of two
rows or more, and those at the back
are bound to find the images somewhat distorted.
With a table
model, on the other hand, and a
few family albums, atlases and
other tomes culled from the bookshelves, you can so adjust things
that:
1

where (as the textbooks have it)
h=height of centre of viewing
screen above floor; and m.e.1.=
mean eye level of audience.
This
is a lot easier than endeavouring (as
you must with a console) to adjust
the audience so that:
m.e.1.-= h.
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For Battery Users
that the user of a bat
radio receiver has never
0NEterything

-

been given is a device which will
call his attention to the fact that
his set is switched on; or at all
events something which will prevent
him from leaving his precious bat feries at work when he retires t,
bed. It exasperates him to find that
he has run down his filament accumulator to no purpose ; it is still
more annoying to reflect that the
expensive and rather short-lived
li.T.B. has been dealt a blow from
which it can never fully recover. It
is so easily done with the commtmly
seen continuously rotatable wavechange switch which incorporates
an on- off section. He's been listening to the home programme on the
medium waves.
Instead of moving
the switch one " click" clockwise
to close down, he carelessly turns it
anti-clockwise to the L.W. position.
As the local stations comes in so
strongly that the volume control is
turned well down, nothing is heard
in
the long- wave position.
It
doesn't vastly matter if you do this
kind of thing with a mains set; but
you're not likely to, for the warning
gleam of a pilot light hits you in
the eye.
It is only the far more
vulnerable battery set that has no
such safeguard. You can't very well
have 2- volt pilot lamps run from
the accumulator of a battery set, for
even those most economical of current would consume as much as an
additional pair of valves.
Vhat
then is the answer?
Two possible
lines of attack on the problem occur
to me and I present them free of
charge to any designer who wants
a strong selling point for his this
year's battery model.
The first is
the minute neon lamp, not much
bigger than a large pea, which we
used as an indicator on the switchboards of some radar sets during the
war. One of these placed behind a
window in the front of the set and
connected across the H.T.B. by the
on-off switch might do the trick.
The current consumption must be
minute.
The radar types were for
23o V, but 1 believe tiny neons are,
or could be, made for operation from
the ordinary H.T.B. Failing these,
what about a simple time switch
opening automatically, say, two
hours after being closed?
Few
people would mind having to switch
on again in the middle of a programme if they knew that this
arrangement completely safeguarded
them from the chance of wrecking
their H.T.B.s. I'd make this switch
quite separate from that doing the
wave-changing, and its action would
be mechanical, so that it would put
no drain on to either battery. Can
anyone think of better ways ot
solving the problem?

For every A.C./D.C. job
B
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high-grade dropping

continuous

demand

for

resistors

universal

operated from a.c. or d.c. mains.

are

in

receivers

Their use ensures

correct operation of the valve- heaters, giving long
life and efficient performance.

Being tapped for all

usual mains voltages, instant adjustment can be
made for supplies at different pressures.
Solenoidally, single- layer wound on heat-resisting
formers with finest, non- corrodible, oxide-insulated
resistance

wire

of " constantil"

characteristics.

thereby avoiding the change, upon heating up, of
resistance

value.

With

clearly

marked

tapping

bands, for lashed- and-soldered connections. Accuracy
of resistance, ± 10%, overall and per section.
overall dimensions 2in. x 5in. high.

Max.

Fixing centres ,

gin. approx.; 2 x 6 BA. holes.
See our display on Stand No. 24 R.C.M.F. Exhibition,
Great

The Choice
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!
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RECENT INVENTIONS
A Selection of the More Interesting
Radio Developments
RADAR
I sHE interval between successive exploring pulses is usually made
greater than the time required for the
echo signal to return from the most
distant target. 11, however, the echo
signal is arranged to trigger the transmitter, then the repetition frequency
gives a direct indication of the distance of the target under observation,
and will convey this information to
any outlying gun emplacement or
other remote station that is equipped
with a suitable receiver.
When several targets come under
simultaneous observation, this scheme
obviously becomes unworkable.
According to the invention, the difficulty
is met by selecting one particular target, by means of a variable-delay
device which is fed with " marker"
impulses from the transmitter.
The
adjustment
required
to align
the
marker with the selected echo image on
the time base of the C.R. indicator
automatically regulates the triggering
of the transmitter until the pulsing
frequency directly indicates the distance of the selected target.
Standard Telephones & Cables. Ltd.
(assignees of L. A. de Rosa). Convention date ( U.S.A.) February zoth, 1943.
No. 579863.

provides a sufficiently wide. gap between the resonant circuits to prevent
shock-excitation.
A number of fixed
I.F. amplifiers can also be incorporated, in order to increase the stability
and selectivity of the receiver.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of W. R. Koch). Convention date ( U.S.A.) September 8th.
1943, No. 586534.

S

MULTI-STAGE VALVES
UCCEssi\ E electrodes in the s
aint
valve are arranged to operate as
two separate stages, in cascade, the
heat generated by the impact of the
primary electron stream on the anode
CA of the lower stage being used to
liberate a fresh supply of electrons
for the upper stage. The " cathanode "
CA and the upper anode A are
separately biased, in order to apply
sufficient acceleration to the primary
stream to ensure secondary emission,
and to maintain the required potential
gradient between the two stages.
Apart from the saving of power and
the elimination of anode cooling devices, the close spacing of the electrode
system is stated to be advantageous
for short-wave working.
In the modulator circuit shown, the
lower stage of the valve acts as an

Cathanode "
modulator.

RF g
_5

SUPER-REGENERATIVE
RECEIVERS
HE use of tuned R.F. circuits, f
or
the purpose of increasing selectivity, prior to the point of regeneration, is complicated by the liability of
such circuits to be " shock excited"
by the quenching frequency and by the
large R.F. currents already existing in
the regenerated circuits.
The problem is solved, according to
the invention, by tuning the input of
the super-regenerative valve to a frequency far removed from that of the
signal, and by coupling it to the aerial
through a superheterodyne comprising
at least two frequency-changing stages.
Both the latter are associated with a
common local oscillator, one stage producitig a " difference," and the other
a " summation " beat frequency. This

T

along the nodal line. The whole unit
is preferably enclosed in an evacuated
glass bulb.
No appreciable damping
can occur, because all the crystal supports and connections are located at
points where mechanical vibration is
iit a minimum.
The British Thomson- Houston Co.,

A.F. amplifier and
feeds signal volt'
ages to a trans.',
former winding T.
which is coupled
to
the
upper
anode A.
The
second
grid
is
coupled to a R.F.
source,
and
the
amplified
carrier
wave is modulated on the anode A.
before being fed to the load R.
Standard Telephones 6- Cables, Ltd.,
and A, J. Maddock. Application date
May 22, 1042. NO. 586149.
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS
IsHE nodal line of a quartz oscillator is found by observing the
pattern formed by a powder sprinkled
on it when the crystal is vibrating at
its fundamental frequency, and a slot
is cut at each end of the line to take
the insulated ends of a spring holder
H, clamped to a baseplate P.
Each face of the crystal is coated
with a metallic film electrode, and the
circuit is completed by soldering the
ends of two wires W to silver-paste
blobs B. which have previously been
deposited on each electrode at points

Piezo crystal mounting.
Ltd. (communicated by the General
Electric Co.). Application date, October 271h, 1944. No. 584072.
RADAR SYSTEM
A SINGLE tube of the klystron type
Li is used to generate (a) exploring
pulses on a centimetre wave, and (b)
local oscillations, which are mixed with
the echo signal in order to produce a
beat frequency that can readily be
amplified.
It is shown that a klystron can be
made to oscillate at two distinct but
closely related frequencies, say f, and
f„ if the anode voltage is changed from
one specific value to another. In one
mode of operation, the applied voltage is such that the time of transit
of the electrons across the drift space
causes the two resonators to oscillate
in phase, whilst in the second case they
oscillate in phase-opposition. For instance, an exciting pulse of ro,000 volts
is applied to the anode during the relatively short periods of transmission to
generate the frequency f,. The pressure then falls to 6,000 volts during the
longer period of reception, when local
oscillations at a frequency f2 are produced.
The advantage of the arrangement is
that any factor tending to vary the
frequency f, will similarly vary the
frequency f, so that the essential beat
frequency remains constant.
J. Sayers, M. L. E. Oliphant and
C. S. Wright. Application date March
5th, 1041. No. 585207.
The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
N.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, I.ondon, W.C.2, price
I - each.
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Choose a

MARCONIPHONE
--- The

REAL

Thing!

IlI

5-Valve, 5- Waveband AC Table Model
T14A with Bandspread S.W. Tuning
Just the instrument for every type of
listener. It is a superb world radio
giving first-class reception on five wavebands with outstanding short waveband
performance. The tonal reproduction is
of the highest quality; operation is simple
and the cabinet of figured walnut with
a moulded escutcheon is a pleasing
combination.

"er

Price 25 gns. (plus £8.10.8 purchase tax)

5 - Valve, 2 - Waveband " Companion "
Receiver Model T15 DA
A transportable with inbuilt aerial —
simply requires mains connection for
immediate operation. This compact
radio set, weighing only 7f lb., has a
cabinet of attractive modern design
finished in cream with maroon controls
and carrying handle.
Price 14f gus. (plus £4.19.0 purchase tax)
51.36

THE

MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY

LIMITED,

HAYES,

MIDDLESEX
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A range of rectifiers is now available which will meet
manufacturers' general requirements for broadcast
radio receivers. These units are very much smaller in bulk
and weight, have a high efficiency and good regulation.

Type '

Output
Volts

14A118
l4A79
14A79
l4A59
4AT9*
14A46*
151346*
5D28t

mA

600
400
400
300
245
270
270
120

Max. input
Volts

120
120
75
75
120
60
30
20

Overall dimensions
Length
411
,31
31
214
34
21
11811
1
1
f

275
210
210
170
250
250
250
108

* For AC/DC receivers.

.

Width ' Height
21
21
21
21
21
24
11

24
24
24
21
24
24
11
25/32

t For battery eliminators.

These units are available to MANUFACTURERS ONLY and details may be
obtained from Dept. W.W.3.
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD., 82 York Way, King's Cross,
London,

wE
STALITE

METAL

a WESTINGHOUSE

RECTIFIERS

ro-axiai constrisetion .

•

9

T

he acknowledgment of the many weaknesses in mechanical design and
construction of loudspeakers of contemporary design was responsible for
the origin of the Series " 700" Reproducers. It was determined firstly to
de ign a precision product, irrespective of apparent cost, and then, by the
installation of special purpose machines and equipment, produce it at a cost comparable with our previous models. The basis of the design of the " 700" Series is
the co-relation of all component parts to the axis of the Reproducer, each fitting
the one to the other to very close tolerances on diameters, by means of precision
machining of all parts. Hence the term " co-axial " construction applied to this
Series. The more important details of design and construction will be described and
illustrated in subsequent issues.

Reproducers &

Amplifiers

Ltd.,

Frederick

Re'
REPIR)DIICERS

Street,

Wol Ncrhampton

n'

)lai( h.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO THE
The ' Eddystone'

RANGE

EDDYSTOW
SEMI- AUTOMATIC

MORSE

KEY

This is a most outstanding production, totally
enclosed in a streamlined diecast housing finished
in fine ripple black with chrome relief. This key
has a really beautiful movement ( try it at your
dealers) and is fully adjustable to enable the
operator to make full use of the wide range of
speeds provided. The handle has been designed to
give equal facility to right or left handed operators.
A short-circuiting switch is fitted to the base which
is a heavy diecasting, provided with rubber feet
and holes for screwing down. No. 689

£3.17.6

The ' Eddystone'

VIBRATOR

POWER

UNIT

This unit has been designed to permit operation of the " 640" receiver from a 6- volt
accumulator—or any other equipment, the H.T. consumption of which is not more than
65 mA. It comprises a transformer, fuse, non-synchronous vibrator, rectifier valve ( 6X5G),
on off switch, pilot light and filters to p
R.F.interference.
Smoothing is not
included—the choke and condensers fitted in receiver perform this function. Heavy cable for
connection to battery and lead terminating in octal plug for fitting direct to socket on the
-640 " receiver. Enclosed in ripple finish black metal cabinet. Consumption from a6- volt
battery ( with a " 640" receiver) between 5 and 6 amperes.

No. 687

e7.17.6
ALSO

No.

669 ' S '

Meter

15

Gn u .

No. 690 Crystal Calibrator £ 12

AVAILABLE
No.

678

No.

683

Modulation

Indicator £ 8.15.0

Beam Aerial Kit

£ 10.10.0

If you do not know your local Eddystone Retailer we will send you his address. We do NOT supply direct.
..)

STRATTON

r
RANSAWI
0le

&

Co.

Ltd.,

EDDYSTONE

MA CROON ROAD ' IONDON,s.4,,

WORKS,

ALVECHURCH

Rd.,

BIRMINGHAM,

31
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MORE THAN THIRTY THOUSAND

MACHINE

TOOLS

Government Surplus machine tools of many
different types are available for purchase, ready
to help you in your drive for increased production.
Additional machine tools frequently
become available, so keep in touch with your
nearest Disposal Centre.
DISPOSAL CENTRES,

where records of all

machines

available may be inspected, are open to enquirers from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday inclusive :—
LONDON—Room 0088, Ground Floor, Thames House North.
Millbank, S.W.1.
BIRMINGHAM—C.M.L. Buildings, Great
Charles Street.
BRISTOL- 8/9 Elindale Road, Bristol 8.
CARDIFF— Imperial
Buildings,
Mount
Stuart
Square.
GLASGOW-21 Glassford Street. LEEDS-10 Bank Street, off
Boar Lane.
MANCHESTER—Britannia House, Fountain St.
ISSUED

BY

THE

MINISTRY

OF

SUPPLY

"You're CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS •
* VALVES : We have

probably the largest
stock of valves in the Country.
Lc'

us know your requirements

AVOMETERS.
•

22 Ranges

•

Long- life batteries

•

VHF probe and
5000v D.C.
multiplier optional

TAYLORS' METERS.

The m.44.14'-reekie
/frtae
ee Meet

NOW IN STOCK.

AVOMETER, Model 7
£19
£17
AVOMETER, Model 40
£16
VALVE TESTER ( Complete)
£11
TEST BRIDGE
AVOMINOR, Universal Model
AVOMINOR, D.C. Model
£4
SIGNAL GENERATORS, A.C.
£13

All orders sent
by return « Post

W C& »te-adtie/Le

London's

10
10
10
0
10
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NO
0
0 hl
vvPL N
TE SR
T
A/CG
KE

STAGE EQUIPMENT
PROJECTOR LAMPS

Terms C.O.D.
or cash with order

Oldest Leading Radio Dealers.

4.Fe1?EsetedUdtale,/
PRICE

EST.
1919

£24. 10s.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
17 Paradise Road, Richmond, Surrey

PROPSDur Only A

Gray House, 150, Charing Cross Rd.,
:London,R :".c : Lra TEMple Bar 5833 4.

ELECTRICAL,

TELEVISION &

RADIO

ENGINEERS.

March , 194S
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eL 7.4.t.
I

Designed

to

supply

485

radio

signals

to all classes of amplifiers.

Three

wave bands.

Output 5 volts across

680K- ohms.

Three

6K7G, 6Q7G.

valves 6K8G,

Price £l2 I2s. plus

£4 Is. I0d. purchase tax.
Send for full particulars.

R. M.

ELECTRIC

LTD.,

\411

TEAM

VALLEY,

GATESHEAD,

II.

391 "el
gi

SOU N0 SERNMCE

THE COMPLETE SERVICE
FOR SOUND RECORDING
AND REPRODUCTION
Mobile. static and specialised recording units.
Complete Wire Recorders
off Units.
ecording Ampl

Recording and Wipe.

ers.

Moving Coil and Crystal Microphones.
Sapphire cutting and reproducing stylii.
Blank recording discs from Sin. to 17in., Single or
Double sided.
Lightweight, moving iron, permanent sapphire and
moving coil pick-ups.
A comprehensive range of accessories to meet every
requirement cf the sound recording engineer.

**

OUR
THE

Portable Dual Channel
Recording and Replay Outfit.

And our latest development ( of special interest to
users of sapphire and delicate pick- ups)—THE
SIMTROL. This is a controlled micro- movement
easily Itted for use with any type of pick-up.

WELL-EQUIPPED
DEVELOPMENT

WORKSHOPS ARE

OF

EQUIPMENT TO

AVAILABLE

FOR

MEET SPECIAL

NEEDS.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE, Recorder House, 48/50, George St., Portman Square, London, W.1.
CABLES : Sirr sale, London.

TELEGRAMS

Simsale, Wesd,. London.

TELEPHONE

Welhe..-k 2371'2.

I
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Small But Highly Efficient

G.

March

194.1

R.

By Order of the Minister of Supply— Without Reserve

TAKELEY ,N
r. BISHOP 'S STORTFORD
5 Days' Sale
of

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS STORES
& PLANT
at

M.O.S. DEPOT No. 263
Maximum Efficiency
Minimum Size 3!: > 2' x
pack is acertain signal booster. Will
improve the sensitivity of any superhet, and its
compactness greatly facilitates construction of

The " Q "

midget receivers. Employs 6 high " Q " coils
on polystyrene formers, with adjustable iron
cores. One hole fixing and only 5connections.
Three models L.M.S., M.2.S., L.M. Trawler.
Special terms to set makers and wholesalers.

including 1,000 Petrol Engines, Generating Sets of
various types and makes. 1,500 Metal Bench Vices
from 2in. to 6in. 220 Woodworkers' Vices — I0()
Templet Plates. 300 Lots of Carpenters', Blacksmiths'
and other tools.
500 Lots of Radio Equipment.
Carpenters' and MetalWorkers' Benches—Hydraulic
Power Units on Trailers — Welding Plants — Steel
Filing Cabinets and Chests.
Aircraft Spares and numerous other lots.
Auctioneers:

G.E.SWORDER & SONS
SALE

DAYS:

Monday, MARCH 1st to Friday, MARCH 5th,1948
Sole Manufacturers:

at xc a.m. Daily.

MORGAN OSBORNE & CO. LTD.
WARLINGHAM, SURREY.
UPPER WMINGHAM

VIEW DAYS— Monday, February 23rd to Friday, February 27th,
to a.m. to 4 P•n"L
CATALOGUES (6d. each, portal orders only) FROM THE
AUCTIONEERS' OFFICES, BISHOP'S STORTFORD.
Telephone 691 — 5 lines.

Resistors produced
by the cracked carbon process remain
stable to ± 1% of
initial value.

to

*Tolerance ±
± 2% ± 5%
Lo w temperature
co-efficient.

cuncmiu resistor
WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
Telephone : Welwyn Gardan .38168

ELMSLEIGH

RADIO CO .

offer the quality enthusiast the

Wireless World Quality Amplifier
as described by Mr. D. T. N. Williamson in the
May 1947 issue. Built with first-grade components
on chromium- plated chassis, PARTRIDGE Transformers and OSRAM Valves at

22

GNS.

We are pleased to construct feeder units for gramophone
reproduction and radio tuners to customers' own specifications or to advise you on your problems.

THE
1102
Telephone

ELMSLEIGH
LONDON

ROAD,
ESSEX.

RADIO CO.
LEIGH- ON-SEA,
Leigh- on- sea 75168.

TELE RADIO ( 1943)

LTD.
Each

Miniature 2 Gang Condensers, .00038 mfd. with trimmers

II

6

Four Gang .0005 Condensers

19

6

Belling 8. Lee 5 Pin P. & S.

4 5

Belling & Lee 7 Pin P. & S.

5 0

Co-axial Cable
(Ex W.D.)

5 0

dia. 22ft. lengths with plug each end

Mains Transformers Type T500/180EX.
500-0-500
180 mA. 4v. at 4a., 4v. at 8a., 4vol.2a., 4vol.2a.

19

6

TM. 600'1 80Ax. 600-500 400 400-500-600 at 250 mA.
5 volts at 3amp. 6.3 volts at 5 amp.
6.3 volts at 3amp. £ 5 12

6

ALL ABOVE ITEMS ARE IN STOCK
I77a Edgware Road, W.2.

Have

PADdington 6116 & 6506.

you heard

THE

CONCERTO ?

FOR YOUR PICK-UP AND SPEAKER
This is the Finest Record Producer available because—
I

Distortion is only IE'„ at 6
watts, 2% at 12 watts.
(Independently Certified Figure:,

4.

Separate Bass and Treble
Controls with aDouble bass
Boost Circuit

2.
3.

Hum Level is negligible.
It will take any type of pickup—moving coil—moving
i
ron — crystal.

5.

12
months
unconditional
guarantee.
9 Valve Circuit-8 Triodes
plus Rectifier.

6.

PRICE £ 27 , 10 / 0
The " Concerto "—the Amplifier that is making itself heard

CHARLES AMPLIFIERS LTD., 1E, Palace Gate,
Kensington, London, W.8.

(
Phone: WEStern 3350)

March. 1948

WIRELESS WORLD CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rate 6 - for 2 lines or leu and 3 - for every additional
line or part thereof, average lines
word,.
Son
Numbers, 2 words plus I.-. Press Day : April 1948
Brut post Monday, March 8th.
No responsibility
accepted for errors.

Partribgc

Mews

WARNING

AVAILABLE

STOCK

Readers are warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sole
through our columns carry no manufacturer's
guarantee. Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored.
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.

DEGALLIER'S,
Ltd.. will re- open for the
sale of American receivers when restricNEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

tions permit.-Degallier's, Ltd., BCM/DEG.9.
London, W.C.1.
[ 8883
XTATIONAL Senior HRO, brand new, with all
.1.1 coils from 10 metres ( 28-30 and 7mcs b'
spread). ac power pack, also Eddystone, 504.
640; immediate delivery from stock.-Johnsons
(Radio), Macclesfield, Ches.
[ 9296
ECEIVER type R.3170A radar, used for
anti-jambing
devices,
radio
counter
measure; contains 14 modern a.c. valves, including 8 Mullard EF50; all i
fect and new;
price 50/- each. plus 4/- ca
ge.
UNCLE TOM'S RADIO CABIN. 5, Seven Stars
Court, Manchester, 4.
[ 8965
M - WAVEBAND receivers with bandspread tune/
mg or chassis complete for gram mounting,
gram units, grams, amplifiers, 5-500 watts; why
not try us? We always try to heap; s.a.e. for llst
to Mason's (W.W.), Wilenhoe, nr. Colchester.
IGH quality amplifier and radio tuner units.
fi 15 valve, 12 watts, 30 D.B. bass and treble
lift; send for specilicutioon.
broadcast and
lift;
send
for
speclfioation.-Broadcast
Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Brkeadcast House.
lombiand. Norwich 26970.
[ 9382
A MERICAN communication receiver, No.
21. CW46051A, new, complete with 9 coils
covering all frequencies from 21 to 2,000 metres.
with modifications can be made inho a wonderful
receiver, modification chart supplied; price £7,
carriage paid; c.w.o.-Barker, 14, Mardale Av..
Manchester, 20.
[ 9267
sf-INLY £6. Sensational value.-New and guaranteed super amplifier chas&s, ideal for
home or small halls, 2- channel nmut. Fader/
mixer controls, high sensitivity, excellent quality,
heavy duty o/p. trans. for 2-3-5 ohms speakers,
200-250v A.C./D.C., input isolated, ready to
switch on; 6 months guarantee; delivery approx.
1 week; £6 plus 5/- postage and pabking; c.w.o.
or c.o.d. only.-Television As Radio ( Rebuilders).
Ltd.. 142. West End Lane. London. N.W.6. [ 9221
OMETHING entirely new, a baby alarm amplifter, A.C. mains operation, not a toy but
a carefully planned instrument that, apart from
its main use, has a host of entertainment possibilities, gives warning of unrest in the nursery
thus allowing full strength radio listening without anxiety, supplied in kit form, complete with
valves, microphone and speaker, and with full
wiring instructions; 55/- postage 1/6; completely
wired and tested, 70/-; c.w.o. or c.o.d.-Radio.
Unlimited, 16. Carnarvon Rd., Leyton. [ 9211
PECIAL offer: Midget communication receiver
and power pack ( M.C.R.I.), 5- valve superhet. complete with aerial and earth equipment,
lightweight headphones; range 20-3.000 metres
in four bands, operates on any voltage between
97 and 250 a.c. or d.c.; £9/10; send for one now
before stocks are exhausted; another special
offer, slow motion drives by " Muirhead." 50-1
ratio. 10/- ea., postage 6d.; also milliameters.
0-1. 15/- ea.: send for 6-page list; trade supplied.-L. Wilkinson, Wholesalers, 204, Lower
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. Add. 2027. [ 8264
A SUPERHET which will bring you hundreds
II of shortwave stations just as soon as batteries and ' phones are connected. 6 to 9mcs, 4
2volt valves, slow motion drive, size only ginX
51nX9 1,41n, guaranteed O.K., price 29/6, postage
and insurance 2/6; suitable double headphones
fitted with plug in jack. 6/6t other interesting
bargains: 12 assorted instrument switches, price
10/-; 12 assorted magnetic relays. price 11/-.
17- range ac/dc multi- meter for all radio sets
price £7; thermo coupe B.F. meter. price 4 ,
nuts, bolts and washers. smell sizes for mod,'
making, three gross assorted. price 7/6; all pi..'
free.-The Instrument Co., Ltd., 244. Harri,
Rd., W.2.
[ 88ii..
el OODSELL, Ltd.. 40. Gardner St,.. Brighton
Sx.-The Williamson amplifier to " W.W.•
specification, fitted with best quality components.
oil condensers on the 425- volt line and Osram
valves. £21; with stabilized pack ( valve controlled, 6L6. 6SJ7 and VR105/30). ensuring no
volts in excess of 350 and complete stability where
high galn required on the pre- amp, 26gns: preamp with E.F.37 tone control with 4 base boost
positions and 4 position treble control. £4/6/6;
the Barker model 148 speaker, for ye with above
or your own high fidelity outfit. £ 15/15; the new
feeder unit, incorporating the Da.nco C.T.6 Turret. 5 bands. large glass dial. magic eye and all
valves. ECH35. EF39. EBC33 and EM34. £ 11/11:
other feeders available shortly. [ 9384
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A comprehensive range of mains and
audio
components
is
now
available
from stock, and we can despatch small
quantities of these per return. We
would stress that before ordering you
send for our list detailing these components.
Our stock range now covers
almost all normal requirements, and by
availing yourself of this service you will
save the inevitable delay in the production of a special component. We
shall be pleased to send you our stock
list upon receipt of your address.

* * * *

R.C.M.F.

EXHIBITION

The Radio Component Manufacturers'
Federation
are holding their annual
exhibition at Grosvenor House, Park
Lane, London, W.I. on March 2nd, 3rd
and 4th. We extend a cordial welcome
to our friends in the trade to meet us
on our Stand No. 36.
A comprehensive range of our products
will be on view including mains transformers, smoothing chokes, filter and
equaliser chokes, audio frequency components, ultrasonic transformers, etc.
The Partridge
15 watt Amplifier as
tested by a square wave input signal will
be demonstrated.

* * * *

THE NEW
PARTRIDGE
MANUAL
The completely revised post-war edition
of this new
Manual,
now available,
contains :Many useful circuits including New 15
watt high quality amplifier with 40 db
of negative feedback over three stages.
Also articles on Sound Reinforcing and
Public Address, Acoustical
Problems,
Cross- over
networks,
etc. A
useful
appendix is included consisting of six
'selected design charts.

Price 5'- Post Free.

Please send me post free a copy
of the new Partridge Manual.
Ienclose P.O./Cheque value 5/-.
Name.
Address

WW3

Abbey 2244
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eIDGE R
TRANSFORMERS LTD
76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON. S.W.I
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Quality amplifier
r, built strictly to
VV
specification, with
lifieors.w
tone h?-nfi
P.E.C. types; mains and output transformers
and chokes for this amplifier wound to W.W.
specification;
12 valve. 20 watt. 4- channel
electronic mixing; ac/dc amplifier and other
ac and ac/dc types; 24cl stamp for particulars
prices, etc.. to actual manufacturers.C. J. R. Electrical As Electronic Development,
Ltd., Hubert St., Bgham, 6. Aston Cross 2440.
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36,
V
Marylebone High St., London, W.I. Tel.
No. Wel, 4058. Our U.E.7 amplifier Is designed
for the connoisseur who requires the best
possible reproduction together with the highest
standards of workmanship and materials. Write
for descriptive leaflet. We invite you to hear
this amplifier demonstrated in conjunction with
the Wilkins As Wright pick-up and latest type
speakers, including the new Wharfedale Cornei
Cabinet model. We specialize in high-fidelity
sound reproduction for the home, clubs, concert
halls, etc., and will undertake the design and
construction of equipment to meet your own.
requirements.
ADIO TRADES
MANUFACTURING CO..
PA, ( EALING). Ltd., 141, Little Ealing Lane..
W.5 ( Ealing 6962). pioneers in the manufacture of the •• Williamson ' amplifier and now
the basic circuit in G.E.C. book, are producing:
a super edition of this famous amplifier which,
is without doubt the finest reproducer yet..
evolved.
Using Partridge transformers and,
other parts throughout of the finest quality..
built on heavy gauge chassis, there is no other
amplifier offered at such a reasonable price..
tested and aligned. £25/10.
3- valve pre- amplifier of new design giving perfect control of
bass treble, £ 10, complete.
Kit of parts with)
Partridge transformers. £20.
10in speakers..
£2. 12in speakers and gram motors with pickup also supplied.
Full details ( stamp) from
R.T.M.C. Ltd. as above.
19038
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS- SECOND-HAND
.R.O. Senior 0.9-30 mc/s. P. pack; £35.Prospect Garage, Banstead, Surrey. [ 9181
FFERS over £ 50.-A.R.88 L.P. receiver and
speaker, excellent condition.-Box 5665.
.C.A. comm. rec.. AR88LF. new: nearest offer
it £ 50.-18, Homelands Rd.. Sale. Cheshire.
.C.342 communications receiver, 1.5-18-mc/s,
excel. cond. - nearest offer £23.-Box 5079.
AMMARLUND Super P10. 540 kcs-20 mes;
also 14-rec. auto changer; offers.-Box 5700.
DECEIVER BC348, built-in power pack and
o.p. transformer; £ 30 or near offer.-Box
5682.
[ 9347
0 receiver, 5-30 metres, 6v de or ac
0 mains, overhauled, bargain; £ 13/10.Box 5105.
pep ,
fl.R.O., good condition, 6 coils, spare
meter, Xtal and valves; no P.U. or speaker;
price £40.-Box 5081.
( 9134
ALLICRAFTER, Sky Champion (3.20R.. 9valve, good condition. and S. meter of same
make; £23.-Box 5536.
[ 9253
HARLES amplifier, H.F.A.I., unused, new
valves, 83, '16; offers; wanted, H.R.0.-2.
Cliff Rd. Gardens. Leeds, 6.
[ 9105 ,
HOP soiled £23/10 Vortexion 15 watt amplifier, £ 15; Resit, M.C. microphone, as new.
70/-.-R. K. Wilson, Alnwick. [ 9064
A S brand new. BC221 frequency meter with
internal modulation, manual: offers over
£15.-14, Common Rd., Evesham. [ 9363
ALLICRAFTER'S Sky Champ:on. 44 mc/s.
550 kc/s, perf. cond., spare valves; £25.30a, Brighton Rd., Sutton, Sy.
Vigilant 5562.
LL dry" portable s/het. £ 9: W.W. Standby
3 batt. set., speaker, no case. 45/-; band
Pass TRF 2- station preset tuner. 4v htrs.. 25/-•
s.a.13. details.-Box 5543.
[ 9270
LIDDYSTONE 640 demonstration model, guar124 anteed new, £ 45; B28/CR100 communication receiver, good condition, £40.-Jones, 84.
Embankment Rd., Plymouth. [ 9272
IRELESS
WORLD"
2 R.F.
quality
tuner for use with " Wireless World "
quality amplifier, new, £5/10,
less valves.
which are easily obtainable.-Box 4506. [ 8915
.R.O., 32 mgs, 100 kc. bandspread. p. pack,
£47; R.1155, unmodified, £ 8; R.103A, new,
complete, phones, £ 9/15; RAM new, £ 13/10;
delivery London.-20. Clifton Av.. London. E.17.
A S brand new, boxed B.C. 348s for sale.
it. £28/10: also B.C. 312s, used but in excellent condition, £ 18/10; please send for details.Barton,41, Bedminster Dawn Rd.. Bdretails.Bn,
.E.C. Tx. BC375E.
with
convertor and
manual, also R1155Rx modified; £ 12 each;
Simpson 20,000
multimeter and Avo model
40. £ 10 each.-Peters, 2, Surbiton Sq.. Nottingham.
A RMY 19 set, receiver and transmitter. 2-8
me/s, 240 mcis. 15 valves, less rotary convertor, £ 10; receiver, types 1132, complete with
valves. £ 15.-Raynor, 198. Moorend Lane. Erdington, Birmingham.
[ 9102
M. 5- valve 8- watt push null amplifiers ,negative feedback, complete with large multiratio output transformer. £ 9; ditto 10- watt 6V6.
£10; a range of feeder units T.R.F. and superhet
from £ 5,5.-R.T., 64, St. Leonard's Rd., London, S.W.14.
[ 9165
.A.F. type 1124 receivers with 6 valves. 3
I.F. stages, ideal to convert for television
am, sound assured. £ 35; motor generator.
type 23, £ 1; radar equipment, 1224 comm. re-elver. 1-9 mc/s. £ 5,5; wave meters. indicating
and calibrating units.-J. Rae, 39. Penn Rd..
Wolverhampton.
[ 9178
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-• RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY
HANDY KINKS AND SHORT
CUTS.
UNUSUAL PATENTED
CUITS 1944-1946.
RADIO

QUESTIONS
ANSWERS.

CIRAND

ADVANCED
SERVICE
TECHNIQUE.
AMPLIFIER BUILDER'S GUIDE.
RADIO- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS.
AMATEUR RADIO BUILDER'S
GUIDE.
RADIO TEST INSTRUMENTS.
ELEMENTARY
SERVICING.
HOW
3,6

TO
BUILD
•RECEIVERS.
each.

Plus

2d.

RADIO
RADIO

postage.

We have the finest stock of British
and American radio books. Complete list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. W.2)
19-23, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.

GOOD LINES

FROM VALLANCE'S

AVO ALL-WAVE OSCILLATOR, for operation on
200 to 250 ,,It.. DELIVERY FROM STOCK.
This Ayo Oscillator is an inexpensive modulated oscillator having several improved features, making It
,ultable for test room or general laboratory use. It
..overs acontinuous fundamental frequency band from
65mc. to 40nic. by means of six separate coils mounted
on a rotary turret selector. Each band is directly
calibrated in he. on a large, clearly marked dial,
calibration errors being not greater than 1% at any
frequency. The variable condenser has a modified
logarithmic i1W, thus giving sensibly constant percentage frequency discrimination over the whole scale.
RANGE 111. 30mc•liœne.
4. 700ke-2200ke.
I.
14me-40me,
5. 25411.41001.c.
2.
5mc-lt,mc.
6. 95kc-300Ice.
3.
I
SOOkc-6000kg.
PRICE £ 13. ( Railing Charge 3d11.
We can supply f
tins* the following :
TEST EQUIPMENT.
D.C. Aso Minor
£4 4
Universal Aso Minor, 22 ... get,
£8 10
Taylor 120A Junior AC DC. '21 ranges
£1 10
Taylor 90A L000 ohms volt AC DC, 40
ranges
£ 15 15
Walsall, Model 845, 2,000 ohms, per volt,
with low oh,. range
£ 14 6
Mallard Raistance and Capacity Bridge,
10 ohm» to 10 megohms, and 10PF to
10 mId
£15 15 0
B.P.L. SIGNAL GENERATOR.
Frequency Itange-100-250, 250-050, 650-1,600kc.
1.64.5, 4.5-12, and 12-30mc. Calibration accuracy.
1",, Internal modulation 400 C.P.F1., 6step multiplier
and attenuator, A.C. Maine 200 to 250v., £ 10 10 0.
TAYLOR 663 SIGNAL GENERATOR.
Frequency Range- 100-300, 300-900, 900-2,700ke.
2.7-8, 8-23nic. Internal modulation le 30% max. at
400 C.P.B.
Coarse Attenuator has 5 positions. Output selector
loot three settings, viz. Mains Off.-Int. Mod.-Ext.
M.I. Max. audio output is about 1volt. £15 10 0.
Avo Valve Tester. Haa 12 different valve sockets on
valve selector panel, combined with element selector
switch.
Ten positions on each switch.
Controls
on tester proper are: Anode, Screen, Select Anode
Heater, ma, y and set zero.
Neon bull, indicates
A.C. Maine.
large Scale Meter reate-" GOOD ""INDIFFERENT"-, REPLACE."
Work»
on
Al'. Mains 200-230 volts. Price £ 16 10 0.
All Taylor Instruments can be purchased on H.P.
Terms. Particulars on request.
Speedy
Service C.W.O. or ('. 0.1).

o
o
o
o

VALLANCE & DAVISON, LTD.
144 BRIGGATE.
Stall call signs
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NE used Pam amplifier, complete with two
speakers, fitted with mod. meter. ideal for
dance bands, halls, etc., for sale; £20, bargain.
-Mayfield Electrics, Ltd., 7, Station Parade.
Virginia Water, Surrey.
[ 9293
1155 receiver ,fully modified. d.f. components
removed and mains transformer, rectifier
and 6.F.6 output valve fitted, housed in polished
oak table cabinet with Eiin energized speaker.
complete, ready to switch on; £20 or nearest offer
secures.-Write Box 5077.
19119
IRELESS WORLD" quality amplifier
PX 4s. QA super feeder unit, sound
sales components, 12 spare valves, s.s. output
transformer 25:1, Magnavox 66 speaker 1,250
ohm field, Voight h.c. horn, complete equipment;
£25.-71, Copthorne Drive. Shrewsbury. [ 9154
TIALLICRAFTERS BC6I0E speech amplifiers,
▪
types BC614, B, C. D and E, including
power pack, all tubes, reconditioned, fully guaranteed, £ 11; or ex- Government, as delivered.
good, complete, £ 7/10: also available, reconditioned BC610E ( HT4E) TXs, all bands 3.5 to 30
mc/s; HT14 marine 50- watt transmitter receiver.
--Write for details, McElroy- Adams Group, Ltd..
46. Greyhound Rd., W.6. Fulham 1802. [ 900,0
ECEIVERS, all reconditioned and in firstIL class working order; H.R.O. Senior, rack
mounting, complete with power pack for 230v a.c.
and set of 4 bandspread type coils. 1.7-30 me/s.
£45; Marconi CR100, 60 kc/s-30 mc/s, with
speaker, £40; Eddystone 358X, complete with 10
coils, £45: 1224A 5- valve battery superhet receivers, 1-9 me/s. brand new and unused. price
£4/15. plus 10/- packing and carriage.-Radiomart 05Ni ( Wham). Ltd.. 48. Holloway Rd..
Birmingham, 1.
[ 9332
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
inhAILY demonstrations at
Holley's Radio
Stores of the following speakers: Goodmans Infinite Bale, Sound Sales Phase Inverter, Barker Concert, Tannoy HF Dual, Acoustical
Wharfedale Golden, and many other leading
makes, also Sound Sales. Vortexion and Williamson amplifiers.-285, Camberwell Rd.. London,
S.E.5.
Rodney 4988.
[ 9289
LOUDSPEAKERS. SECOND- NAND
ARTLEY-TURNER. latest, 215.-Osborne.
30. Forester Rd.. Bath.
[ 9062
hi/f1 twin- cone 12in P.M., as new:
▪
£7/10 or ofiers.-Box 5107. [ 9158
1TOIGT twin cone speaker, energizing unit;
✓ £ 18/10.-5. High St.. Swanscombe, Kent,
MAGNAVOX 66 in solid oak cabinet, with fie.d
1V.I. rectifier and pilot light; £ 9.-Box 5753.
ALF-WAVE
acoustic
cabinet with
new
Goodman 12in speaker, black and gold
finish; £ 15.-Box 5520.
[ 9199
ijOIGT light twin unit, home constructors
✓
horn,
quality
amplifier,
infinite
baffle
cabinet; reasonable offers.-Box 5521.
f9205
a PMMC PA type speaker units. 3 ohm,
,, 20w, Admiralty pattern less horn, as
new; 25/- ea. or offer for the lot.-H. English.
The Maitings. Ray .eigh Rd.. Hutton. Essex. [ 9248
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
..IKW Lion Norman lighting and charging
2 plants.
1.511P single- cylinder petrol 4- stroke o.h.v.
engine, air cooled by own blower. M.L. magneto,
complete with control panel, including cut-out.
first-class ampmeter. sliding shunt control, etc.;
output 20amps 12/18v; all mounted as one unit.
with petrol tank. etc., etc.
WILL light on 12 or 24- volt circuit, fair- size
house, bungalow, workshop, boat. etc.; an excellent standby in the case of fuel cuts; beautifully
finished job throughout: new and tested before
despatch: price £39. plus 20/- packing and carriage.-Teddington Engineering Co.. Ltd., High
Kt.. Teddington.
Kin. 1193-4. [ 9413
ENMOTORS, new surplus bargains at frac1.1b tion original cost.
75/-. new dynamos. 24v 1.000w, 9Inx7in.
spindle, or send 80/- carr. paid.
65/-, new a.c. generators. 24v 350w. 1,250
cycles, 9InX7in,
e
or send 70/- carr.
paid.
78/, new radio wave meters. micro adjustment
dial, beautiful instrument in case, or send 80/carr. paid.
49/-. new 230v to 12v mains transformers
incorp. a.c./d.c. switchboard with 7 power takeoffs ( cost £ 25). or send 53/- carr. paid.
HOST other valuable equipment, lists free.
BENMOTORS,
Summerley
St..
Earlsfield,
S.W.18.
Wim. 3833 ( 100 yards S.R. Elt. line.
10 min. Waterloo).
19256
OTARY converter. 230 dc- 230 Sc. 80 watts.
new cond.; £7/10.-265. Camp Rd.. St.
Albans.
[ 9131
TIIIOTARY converters. ex- AM., new. input 24v
-Lt dc. output 230v ac. 100 watts; £ 5.-Wild's
Radio. Victoria Rd., Fenton, Stove- on- Trent.
OR sale, E.D.C. converter. 110 d.c./230 a.c..
good condition; £ 15.- Apply, Sir J. King '
Old Rectory, Netherbury. Beaminster, Dorset.
Y
ROTAR converter
( Ward) for sale, input
230v dc, output 230v ac. 200w. 50 cy.. run
10 hrs, only, as new, with box: £20 or nearest
(«lien-Seymour, 8a. Herring Lane. Spalding.
YNAMO 40 volts. 1.1 kW. 1.600 revs, very
heavy, brand new machines. £ 6; rotary
converter. 110v D.C. to 110 A.C.. 500w. 50 cycle,
as new, £ 17.-Barton, 41, Bedm,nster Down Rd.,
Bristol. 3.
19288
ATTERY chargers for home and export. 4
models. 2-6-12v. 1, 2 or 4amp dc, any mains
voltage; generous trade terms; write for catalogue.-Tel. Hoddesdon 2659. The Banner Electric Co., Ltd., Hoddesdon, Herts.
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THE P- A- GRAM PORTABLE ( AC)
A complete sound amplifier, speaker and playing
desk
FOR THE EXPORT DOLLAR DRIVE
Illustration shows amplifier unit, case and 10in.
bronze speaker. A separate case contains gramomotor and pickup. Removable chassis 12/15 watt.
P.P. Amplifier with HG mie stage, fader mixer,
two inputs.
617, 6SN7, 6V6, 6V6, 5Z4.
All
housed in TWO handsome leatherette covered
cases.
The P- A- Gram as outlined, £ 7 ex works.
Microphone and stand fitted into main unit from
f.8 extra.
Another example in the carrying case style is
P12/AC. Amplifier 12 watt with playing desk and
pickups, £28. Speakers in carrying cases from £7,
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE
AC/6, 7gns. ; AC 8Q. 151 gns. ; AC/I0.8 gnu. ;
AC/I9, 14 gnu. ; AC 10 Plus, CIO ; ACjI9HG
16 gns.
W.W. quality, 25 gnu.
Tone pre- amp, 5 gnu.
Transformer for Sound Equipment.
See
classified advertisements.
If you have not communicated with us yet this
year, write enclosing 6d. for Mail Service.
GENERAL
LAMINATION
PRODUCTS
LTD.
294, Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent.

THE

HARTLEY - TURNER
SPEAKER
Although we have had a large number of congratulatory letters on the performance of the
Model 215 we have not as yet published any
" testimonials from satisfied
users "
mainly
because it is rather taken for granted that a
Hartley-Turner customer is satisfied-at any
rate so far as sound reproduction is concerned.
But the following letter seems to say what a lot
of people would like to know :
" Your type 215 speaker justifies all that
you have said about it. The results at first
seemed rather mystifying owing to the
complete absence of bass or treble resonances-the notes of music come out
clearly from silence without any colouration
of tone, and, too, without any of the usual
focussing which one has grown opt to take
for granted;
a point which my wife
appreciates, as it no longer means that
in only one chair in the room can one hear
really clearly. The bass reproduction is a
revelation in clarity."

F

The Hartley-Turner speaker tackles the problems
of high-fidelity in a very unorthodox way, and
solves them triumphantly.
The results are
available at little more than pre-war price.

D

If you have not already been in touch with us,
send for illustrated leaflet.

B

Model 215 £ 9

.

Plus Carriage.

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152, HAMMERSMITH RD., LONDON, W.6.
RIVersrde 7387.
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X-R.A.F. rotary converters. 24v dc input.
230v ac out, 75watt, fitted in test set 65a
osc. W meter, 2 6.3v valves and useful components; £7, carriage paid.-Hurst Electrical Industries, Ltd., 75a, Well St., E.9. Tel. Amh. 4166.
11-"A.C. to a.c, motor alternators, 200/250 volts
d.c. input, 200/250 volts 50 cycles single
phase a.c. output at 200 watts, screen protected, ball bearings, new; £ 12/10 each.-Johnson Engineering, 319, Kennington Rd., S.E.11.
Reliance 1412-3.
9207
ANGAMO synchronous motors, self-starting.
200-250v a.c., 50 cycles, consumption 21,
watts, size 23/in diam, 2in deep. geared 1 rev.
60 min. can be reset to zero by friction drive
from front or back, to run clockwise, ideal movements for making electric clocks, time switches.
etc., nickel plated finish, complete with 12 to 1
dial train. price 25/- each. postage 6d; blower
motors, 12-24 volts a.c./d.c.. dimensions 6in
long, 5in wide, made by Hoover, Ltd., price 40each. postage 1/-; extractor motors, complete
with fan. 12v. 31/
2 amps d.c./16 volts a.c., new,
in original packing. price 20/-, postage 1/6;
blower motors. 100-115 volts a.c./d.c., 6inX5in,
price 37/6 each, postage 1/-; rotary converters.
input 12v d.c.. output 230v a.c., 50 cycles. 80
watts. price £ 4 each. carriage 3 /- extra; rotary
converters, input 24v d.c., output 230v a.c.. 50
cycles, 80 watts, fitted In metal case, price £ 4
each. carriage 4/6 extra; ex-W.D. anastigmat
lenses, f/3.5. focus 2M, as new, fitted in oxidised
mount, flange, but not fitted with iris diaphragm, ideal for projectors, enlargers, cameras,
etc., price 27/6 each, postage 6d; ex-W.D, protection lenses, aperture (/ 1.8. focus 21Ain, ideal
for 16mm projectors, dimensions 11;in diam. 2'/in
long. price 20/- each. postage 6d; 16mm projection lenses. dimensions. diam
in, length
11.in. focus 2M. f/3.5. price 9/6 each. postage
6d; new Kodak leather cases, to fit Kodak Bantam 1/4.5 camera, price 10/- each. postage 6d:
16mm aluminium rollers, V,in diem. 5/- Per
doz: 1Wn diem. V9 per doz; 15 amp mercury
switches, fitted with saddle and clip. 4/- each.
postage paid; please send stamped addressed
envelope for lists.-Tel. Mus. 9594.
H. Franks.
58. New Oxford St.. London. W.C.1. [ 9388
VALVES
". guaranteed new. unused; best allpurpose tube for TXs.
Also P41s,
11/7.- Box 5761.
1[7-ALVES, new. at list price. 2.000X 6AK5,159.4005
0
X9001, 700XEBC33. 900X12A6.-H, Eng•
lish, The Maltings, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Essex.
PHOTO electric cells, 1st grade cinema- television. G.S.26T, 4- pin top cap similar to
G.E.C. CMG8. A.M. surplus, 25/- each, each
tested in sound head clrcuit for full sensitivity.Bryce Electrical Co.. 246. Stockport Rd., Levenshulme. Manchester, 19.
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
I93 36
RIERLEY ribbon pick-up with transformer,
boxed as new; £ 7.-Box 5541.
19262
MPERITE ribbon mike, stand, cable. trans.;;;
offers.-Preston. Streatham 7458. after 6.
XTORTEXION 8- way mixer, 2 gram input; £ 19.
• -Paragon Sound Studios, 66, Queen's Rd.
W. Croydon.
911
[
ALITY reproduction. The Trixonic concert
reproducer, ex stock.-Teleonics, Ltd. 181,
Earls Court Rd., S.W.5.
19137
RANSF'ORMERS. tone control and filter
chokes, for all " W.W." circuits.-- R.
Clark, 30, Langland Crescent, Stanmore, Middx.
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ADIOGRAM,
5321.[753
Philips 1939, ac.-d.c. univer2
sal voltage, walnut cabinet, good condition; nearest offer £ 75.-21, Hollycroft Ave..
Wembley Park, Mddx.
ALNUT veneer radio cabinet, fitted r9
w1i
9
th
6
electric gram, motor and pal., PX4 P.P.
quality amplifier and t.r.f. tuner, also Baker 12mn
speaker: £20-Box 5048.
[ 9110
0IGT P.U. and corrector. £ 10: Magnavox
donde 33 speaker, 1,250 I/ field, £4; Vitavox 15M 20- watt P.M. speaker, £ 8/10; Philips
Cine amp., 15watt, incl. valves, 604. d.c.1/60.
m.c.1/60, £ 10.-Box 5515.[ 9
type C7 177
disc recorders.-A limited
7
number now available for the home market, complete transportable units in one case;
send for illustrated folder.-Kine-Technic services. Ltd., 60, Aylward Rd., London, S.W.20.
APPHIRE recording cutters and play-back
needles, first-class work and quick service
at moderate prices, worn cutters reground; we
specialize in cutters for acetate discs.-Colton
& Co.. 575, Garrett Lane, London, S.W.18. [ 9245
OR everything aopertaintng to the quality
reproduction of radio and records. Radio Unlimited invite your esteemed inquiry; new lists
now available; s.a.e. please.-Postal. 16, Camarson Rd., Layton, Callers to 272, Romford Rd.,
Forest Gate.
[ 9212
VC:1R sale, a triple spring gramophone motor
J.
with turntable and pick-up. £3 or offer;
also a 7M energized speaker with 100- volt transformer and metal rectifier ( about 201b). 15 ohms.
£4 or offer.-Byatt. Fourways Nursery, Hertford
Rd., Hoddesdon, Herts.
[ 9187
RITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION covers all interests of the professional and amateur recording engineer and
quality reproduction enthusiast; " Sound Recording." the official journal, Vol. 3, No. 2. 2/6
post free.-Details of the Assaciation and membership application form from Hon. Membership Sec.. H. J. King. 48, Mount View Rd. N.
Chingford. London, E.4.
[ kw
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230" offered in
R

for 230v
motor.
Brierley ribbon P.u. °
and tra
y nsformer,
new, unwanted gift; offers.-Box 5080.
ECORDING equipment available from st
oc k.
Selected from our wide range.
a complete recording installation for £ 75.
RELAYS. Siemens High Speed lab., relays in
blanks, cutters, sapphires and special recordbrass case on ebonite circular base with contacts,
ing amplifiers; send 21/41 stamp for price list.University Recording to.. 16, Burleigh Place,
£3 each. G.P.O. Polarized relays fitted contacts,
Cambridge,
Tel. 54947.
in brass case with glass top and terminais, 45/..
ROFESSIONAL recording equipment; tor9t1h9e2
Few relays with coils in good condition but less
trade, recording machines, bla nk discs,
contacts, and soiled, 20/,
cutters, trailer needles, etc., from stock; recordGALVOS.
D.C. moving coil suspension mirror
ing amplifiers, matching transformers, ribbon
Galvo, reflection type of Tinsley 100 ohms sensi- and m.c. microphones; full trade terms.-Sound
Discs ( Supplies). Ltd., 83a, Bold St.. Liverpool,
tivity 24 micro, amps per 1 inch of scale at one
flI1 W0 brand new Ball & Biscuit microphones,
metre, in polished case with glass front. £8 10s.
J.
complete with adaptors and swivel holders,
Moving coil bridge Galvo, flush panel, 24in. scale
designed as match pair by the Standard Tele25-0-25, new, 75/, Sub- divided Ohm Boxes by
phone Company, cost price £ 35; for sale.
leading makers, .05, .05, . 1, . 2, .
4, 2, 1, 2, 2, 4, 10,
£22/10 pair.-Mayfield Electrics, Ltd., 7, Station
Parade, Virginia Water, Surrey. [ 9294
10, 10, 40, 20, 20, with plugs, 40/-.
ICROPHONES.-Few S.T. & C. type 4021C.
MEGGER. Evershed
bridge
megger
with
condition as new at
usual price; the
Everdecade resistance box S.H. guaranteed.
famous " Ball " mike, generally considered the
shed Wee meggers, new, from stock.
best moving- coil made, fine frequency response,
RESISTANCES. Var.
slide
vit,
enamelled
exceptional sensitivity to weak sound, non-directional, minimum wind noise; £5.-S.P.A., Ltd.
tube with laminated brush and slides, 14 ohms
11. Hilibury Rd.. S.W.I7.
[sari
5 amps., suitable a ith 50/70 volt dynamo for
Iromn Domestic Corner horn, complete, £60;
charging circuits at 5 amps., 25 - each. As new.
•
Voigt half horn complete. £50; Voigt h.c.
METERS. Ironclad A.G.
voltmeters, G.E.C.
horn and bass chamber • comolete. new. £45;
4in. switchboard, 0-60 volts, 45/..
Ammeters to Voigt h.c. horn and bass chamber, no unit, new,
£17; Voigt pick-up with Diamond Stylus, little
match,
0-40
amps.,
45,-. Frequency
meter
used. £ 12/10; another, £ 8; 2-h.f. high-quality
40/60 cy. Crompton F.G. Ironclad switchboard,
tuner with Cathode Follower output ( Low50 volts 64m. x 64m. x 4in. with lamp on top to
ther), £ 10.
illuminate dial, £.5 Ss. ; transformer for 230 volts
PROTOTYPE high- quality amplifier, designed
A.C., 35/- extra. Ammeter to match, 0-50
for the highest performance regardless of price.
12watts output, gain 105db. total distortion 0.2
amps., A.C., 75/, Voltmeter to match, 0-75
of 1 per cent, early stages r.f, heated to eliminvolts A.C., 65/-. D.C. moving coil. Elliott voltate hum, pre- amp. includes bass lift for m.c,
meter, 34in., panel with back connection, 130/260
pick-up, paper- smoothing and decoupling convolts, 30/,
densers throughout, mica coupling condensers;
TRANSFORMERS. Auto type, 230/110v. 85
used for experimental and test purposes only.
watts 25/-, 100 watts 30/-, 150 watts 35/-, 350
JOSEPH ENOCK, Ltd., 273a, High St., Brentford, Middlesex.
watts 65/-.
I K.W.,
10s.
Double wound
.H.E.F.I. moving- coil pick-up i
s now availtransformers 230v./20v. 2 amps. 30 12v. 3
able for both home trade and export; it
amps. 32/6. B.T.H. Transformer, 200i230/250v., combines for the first time high fidelity with
50 cy. input 2 volts 20 amps. and 75 volts 6 amps. high output voltage, enabling it to directly replace normal moving iron pick-ups without any
output with 15 taps, 70/-. Carriage paid England
extra amplification; it has an exceptionally
and Wales.
clean response with no undesirable resonances,
DYNAMOS. D.C. 12 volts 10 amp. C.A.V.,
thereby
reducing needle scratch:
price,
in
new condition ; shunt wound, carbon brushes,
walnut and black plastic finish. 40/- each re£4. 50/70 volt D.C. 10 amps., shunt wound, ball
tail, including transformer. plus 10/4 purchase
bearings 1,000 r.p.m., [14: 30 volts 5 amp., L5;
tax; wholesale and retail enquiries invited;
illustration sent on request; we are exhibiting a
24 volts 40 amps. £10.
very large range of electrical and radio appliSWITCHES.
ances and a variety of novelties in these lines
Dewar key panel type,
at the Ideal Home Exhibition. from 2nd to 25th
7- pole
C.O.
flush
March, 1948, Stand No. 82, Household Aoplifitting, 5/-. Yaxley 3.
ances
Section, Ground
Floor,
Grand
Hill.
Olympia.-Brooks & Bohm.. Ltd., 90, Victor's
pole 3-way, 3/6 ; 8St.. S.W.1,
pole
I-way,
36.
TRANSMITTING EOUIPMENT
D.P.C.O. toggle switch 250v. I amp., [ lush panel,
AAR. PTS 22x transmitters using HY69s.
3,3 ; 8-way Lucas switchbox, 3/6 ; 6-way, 3/,
£5; 1154 transmitters. £4: 230 to 110 volt
CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
M.C.S., 74 amps. A.C.,
1 kW transformers, £ 2/10; all above goods in
excellent condition, please send for details.enclosed type, 21/-. 24 volt D.C. Solenoids,
Barton, 41. Bedminster Down Rd., Bristol, 3.
lift 14 lbs., 1S/-.
C.610 Hallicrafters transmitter, as new ,com SPARK COILS. G.P.O., lin. to Iin. coil, 6/12
plete with auto transformer, modifications
volt operation, 25 - ; large 4in. coil on polished
to meet 150watt requirements or for overseas rewood base, in new condition, heavy contacts,
quirements can be quickly converted to full
£l2 10s.
Mercury Interrupter, 110 volts D.C.,
power: this outfit includes speech amplifier,
microphones. and all requirements, the transmitIS,.
ter covering 30mcs to 2mrs: will sell to best
SPEED METERS.
By A.T. Speedometer Co.,
offer.-Box 552q
1,500 r.p.m., 4in. dia., black dial, white figures and
TEST EQUIPMENT
[9231
scale, 20/,
OSSOR double beam ' scope; offers ove) 9
£14
3
0
5.
BATTERY
SUPERSEDER. 6 volts
D.C.,
--Box 5082.
.
A VO valve tester. overh au l
ed
by ma, ers:
input 230 volts 40 m.a. D.C. output, for Radio
ligna - R. K. Wilson, Alnwick,
9063
receivers,
54m. x 34in. x 34in.,
ball
bearings,
OSSOR
339a
ose.,
pert,
cond.,
best
o ff er over
model finish, 55/,
£40: Taylor 120A. £ 6/10.-Box 5109. [ 9161
TELEPHONES. Wall type constructors' parts,
SCILLOGRAPH exchange, HRO/AR88 R1132 .
ex-G.P.O., comprising cabinet 8in. x 6in. x 3in.,
£5; TRF 6- valve £4; sae, list.-Box 5773.
A DVANCE signal generator, little used. £ 14:
bracket mike, transformer and condenser, mag.
electric gram, playing desk, with pu., £5.
bell, switch- hook and contacts, hand mag., ringer
-Box 5049.
9111
[
P.O. type receiver terminals and connection
A VO mains sig gen. unused. £ 12; Weston.
diagram, 35/- per pair.
..C1 77y. new. £ 15.-Flat B, 15a. Thurlow Park
MOTORS. .
D.C. 1/12th h.p., 110 volts, shunt
Rd.. S.E.21.
[ 9298
REQUENCY meter type L.M.14, fitted with
wound, 25/-. Ai few similar machines, 110v.
power unit, instruction manual supplied;
or 220v. needinglepair, 12/6. carriage 1/6.
offers?- Box 5695.
BATTERY CHARGERS. 230 volts A.C. for
TT NI. Am Minor. £ 4110; Taylor's 110B. cr9a
3n
6c1
6 or 12 volts car accumulators. Send us your
R bridge, what offers7-Dawson, 101, Harenquiries and keep your car accumulator in
wood Rd., Rishton, Lancs.
ARCONI Instruments. Universal impedance
condition while not in use.
bridge, TF373D. few hours' use only ( new
MAGNETS. D.C. Electric magnets, weight
1947). £ 69. carr. extra.-Box 5111.
10 oz., lift on 2 volts 111b., 4 volts 31b., 6 volts
V REQUENCY meter. BC221. unused.
166
41b., new, surplus, 7/6 each. Permanent powerful
Weston E772. type 4. analyser, as new. £ 16.
flat bar magnets, 24m. x 1in. x 1/13in., drilled 2 -22, Newton Rd., Newcastle- on- Tyne. 7. [ 9300
"111-ARCONI-EKCO circuit magrClication meter.
holes each end, and any pole pieces, 2/- pair. The
almost new, unmarked; best offer secures.wonder Midget magnets. Alni perm. steel disc. ;
Bolton, 28, Union St.. Newton Abbot. Tel. 1070.
518m. diam., 3j8in. thick, with 3/I6in. centre hole,
('‘NE new R.T.S. osêilloscope. single beam.
3/6 each.
Large stock of Horseshoe magnets.
cost price £45; offered for sale at £ 30, exSend for special Magnet Leaflet, " W.W."
cellent
bargain;
fully
guaranteed.- Mayfield
Electrics. Ltd., 7, Station Parade. Vir1n92
ia
Please include postage for mail ordars.
Water. SurreY•
92
METERS. meters, meters- We have stocks of
Ili all kinds, r.f., thermal. moving coil, voltmeters,
milliammeters. mitrourra eters. etc.:
214,
Q
town Road,
London,
S.W. 8 trade enquiries invited; send for -( lak InE:217
struments, 195. Coppermill Lane. Lendon. tr.
6 3.
Telephone
MACaulay 2159
Tel. Larkswood 6122.
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can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

M

M

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE W
North

Road,

Parkstone,

Dorset

'Post sa unsealed envelope, Id. stamp
Please send me free details ot your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses.
NAME
.0nRESS
w.w.69.

WINDING

REWINDING
AND

LOUDSPEAKER
REPAIRS

individual radio transformers, armatures, fields,
motors and bobbins.
PROMPT

SERVICE

ready-"Telecraft"
Portable and Indoor
Television Aerial
35/Now

Enquiries to

Southern Trade
Services Ltd.

297/299, HIGH STREET
CROYDON
'Phone : CRO 4870

March. 1948

O

YOU

NE B.S.R. L50 BF.0, £46;
one advance
signal generator, model B.3. type C, £25;
one Labgear electronic fault tracer, E30; or near
offer.-Astra Radio, Electra House, Haslemere.
'MEW Ago test bridge. £ 11; second-hand Ayo
.1.1 Model
7 Universal,
perfect
condition.
£10/10; second-hand Sangamo Weston E665
selective analyser, perfect cond.. £ 10/10.-B. W.
Brighty, Abridge! Essex.
[ 9052
L 1 REQUENCY meter BC.221.-Crystal control
-11126 kc/s to 20 mc/s accuracy better than
0.01%; new £45; 45- page manuals giving circuit
and full details 7/6.-V.E.S., 46, Windmill Hill,
Ruislip Manor, Middlesex.
ARCONI-EKCO standard signal generator.
85kcs to 25mcs/sec. int or ext mod, accurate attenuator, perfect. £70; Marconi distortion
factor meter, price £20; or exchange 1 for
16mm cine camera of similar value.-Box 5662.
QICINAL
generators,
resistance - capacitance
bridges,
inductance
meters.
inductance
bridges, square wave generators, etc.; instrument
cases from 7/6; technical data lists available;
hire purchase terms.- Radio & Electronic Development Co., Moretonhampstead. Devon. [ 9209
ICRO ammeters. 0-200 FSD., oblong scale
41!,inX2,in, in heavy oak or teak box.
9inX6 1/-fnX3Ign, superior instrument by Evershed Vignolles, £4; Ferranti MC. 0-40v 2in
square. 10/-.-Television Development Co., 4.
The Parade, High Rd., Kilburn, 19.W.6. ( 5618
1\TUPLANS do it again! To match our popular
.L1 " Tracette " pocket signal tracer, pop in
the other pocket our . Genette.' a self-contained
midget signal generator; a perfect pair for
fault-finding and alignments anywhere, needing
no mains supplies; each plan 2/6, circuit, lay:outs, notes, etc.-E. Bradley. Whinnie Knowe.'
Sennen, Cornwall. S.a.e. list.
[ 9308
EE meggers, brand new comp. in leather
case, ex-R.A.F., few left, 250 volt. £8
(list £ 12); electrostatic voltmeters. 0-5,000,
E.I. Co. 31/.in flush, 30/-; ammeters 0-20, M.I.P..
fl ush, 10/-; milliammeters 0-350, Sangamo.
Weston, lin proj. ' thermocouple . H.F., 5/6;
ditto Ferranti.0-200 mia, 7/6; all brand new and
boxed m/coil lusts.; hydrometers, ex-R.A.F., unbreakable glass, new, 3/6.-Auto Collections,
Ltd.. 126. St. Albans Ave., W.4. ( Chiswick
1601.)
[ 9390
L'OR sale, 1 high-frequency valve generator.
.12
Philips type F.12/1, capable of Inducing
5kw energy into work coil, unit in new condition,
and perfect operating order, equipped with highgrade measuring instruments for indicating:
filament volts, anode current, grid current and
h.f. current, also electronic timing device; a
spare oscillation valve, Mullard type TRIO- 4000
(silicar envelope), is clipped into the cabinet.
also two spare RG3-1250 mercury vapour rectifying valves; overall dimensions 4ft 3inX3ft 6in
X5ft 9in; an ideal plant unit for many phases
of clean and directed process heating by the
Eddy current method; for educational institutions, such would prove a really satisfactory
means of demonstrating the numerous applications of high frequency heating; price £ 1.009.Apply to Box 5516.
[ 9179
COMPONENTS-SECURE:IMAM),
SURPLUS
SOUTHERN RADIO'S wireless bargains?
LATEST radio publications, Radio Valve Manual.
British and American valves, alternatives and
equivalents, 3/6. post 3d; all publications previously advertised still available, send
for
complete list; A.C. motors, 200-250 volts, I/8hp.
1
/., amp, ideal for light work, etc., £2/15 each
plus 5/- carriage; throat microphones, brand
new, with 3ft lead and plug, 4/6, post 64; two
throat microphone inserts. 3/6, post free; permanent crystal detectors. 2/6, post 4d; R.A.F.
R/T testers. 2.500-6.700 kc/s. 45-120 metres.
complete with two valves. in aluminium carrying case with leather handles. 16in Xl0inX6in,
20/-, p)st free; R.A.F. morse keys, 2/6 each,
post 44; input transformers. ratio 1:50 mu.
metal. 4/6, post 1/-; ratio 1:7 mu. metal, 4/6.
post 1/-: condensers. 0.1+0.1+0.1. 2/6. post
3d: oil filled. 0.1 mfd 7.500v D.C., 7/6. post 1/-;
0.5 mfd 7,000v D.C.. 7/6. post 1/-•* " Lufbra "
adjustable hole cutters for use on wood, metal
or p'astic. 5/, post 64; Midget twin gang condensers. 75 pt.. 5/-. post 6d; Midget single
gang condensers. 75 p.f.. 2/6, post 64; exArmy headsets, carbon mikes fand moving coil
earphones. 12/6. post free; moving coil ( 15 ohm)
P.M. speakers. 31.,in, brand new. £ 1. post 1/-;
Tannoy carbon mike inserts. 2/6. post 3d:
M.C.R.I. batteries. 71!, volts L.T. and 90 volts
HT., 6/6, post 94; T1333 transmitters, brand
new, with hand generator, two valves. crystal.
200ft aerial. range 125 miles. in transit case.
£2/15. carriage 5/-; Westectors. W.R.6 and
W.112. new, 1/- each. post 2114; generators
brand new, 12-480 volts O.C.. 10/, post 1/2:
condensers, 12 assorted. Mainsbridge type condensers, capacities 0.5. 1. 2 and 4 mfd. 12/per doz.. post 1/-• valve Iv!Iders. international
Octal, moulded or .palcolin. 9/- Der doz. post 6d:
telephone line units, with rectifier. relay, two
lack sockets and Indicator lamp, in wooden case,
5/-. post 1/-.
SOTTRIERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd., 46, Lisle
St., London. W.C.2. Gerrard 6653. [ 9387
'DRAM/ new goods. chokes. 611 300ma super
-1-11 Job, shrouded, wt. 61b. 8/3. post 1/3; AmPhenol Co-ax. 3- piece plugs/sockets. 94; Pye Coax. tops. 44 plus postage.- Austen. 28. Valebridge
Rd., Burgess Hill.
[ 9044

AME/TH:11

In the following list of
Famous American PubliratiOlIS is a snag:urine , 011
require.
One yea
RADIO MAINTENANCE ...

17s. 6d.

" CQ" THE AMATEUR JOURNAL ..

I7s. 64

" QST" THE A.R.R.L. MAGAZINE ...

20s. Od.

AUDIO ENGINEERING
RADIO CRAFT ...

22s. 64.

RADIO NEWS ...

25s. Od.

THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK

35s. Od.

ELECTRONICS ...

75s. Od.

TELE TECH

(
2 years only 37s. 6d.)
One year

REFRIGERATING ENGINEERING ...

Ils, 64.

POPULAR MECHANICS ...

I7s. 64.

Send your rem ttance and order to us
and we will arrange for the American
Publishers to forward you regular
monthly c•pies post paid with the
minimum of delay.

DALE

INTERNATIONAL

Publications Ltd.
105, BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON, W.I
Telephone : Museum / 023

NEW G.P.12
CRYSTAL PICK-UP
with permanent sapphire stylus
-was fully described in The Wireless
World's recent article " Crystal Pickups - Basis of Design for Fidelity
Reproduction."
This remarkable pick-up, which represents the ultimate in high-fidelity
reproduction, is now available in
limited quantities through your radio
dealer, price 96/- incl. P.T.
FREE

ILLUSTRATED

FOLDER describing this
new pick-up may be obtained by returning the
coupon below.'

r-

To-Fdiirdaiiigira7371
ENFIELD, MIDDX.',

Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.
IRAMIE ..
IADDRESS

w.w

•
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AINS trans. P200- 250v and 350v. sec. 4v 4a
CHARLES BRITAIN ( RADIO). Ltd.
4v 2a. 10/6; list of radio parts Id env.Williams, 28. Stanley Ave.. New Malden. Surrey.
EX-US. Navy aircraft radio receiver unit; this
outfit is complete in a black metal case. sire
BC3n..s.cdnu'eetc roil,
controls sZnielteà ,.1C2gifea:i
12X12X8in, and contains in addition to
host of useful components, ten international
near.-Perrett. 15, Farmcombe
Wells.Rd.,
Tunbricy
octal metal- cased valves. including 2 6H6. . s
UNING scale. glass. 8x5, 3- wave, in three
65117, 2 7193. super quality rotary generator
1
colours with drum, drive spindle, pointer
with carbon pile, voltage regulator. relays.
and backplate. 15/6 each.- Will Owen. 538a.
I.F. transformers, etc.
The generator can be
Mansfield Rd.. Nottingham.
very easily converted into a motor working
from 200-250 a.c. or d.c. mains; it will then I
type 362 A.C. mains 50es power units.
ts.
V
120 ma (
8) 600v or 70 Ma
700v,
have 7.000 r.p.m. and be sufficiently powerful
as new: £2 15 ea. or offer for the lot.-H. Engfor a bench grinder, small lathe. etc.; price 1
lish, The Maltings, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton. Essex.
39/6 ea., plus 7/6 carriage and packing. ( We
pELEVISION aerial equipment. 5 types fully
regret this inadvertently appeared at 29/6 in
I waterproofed aerials available, poles, lashprevious issue.)
SPECIAL offers: combined moving- coil mike
.s. all types of feeder in stock; send for bro,hures:
aerials installed. - Wolsey Television,
and headset ( 3 moving-coil inserts with Alm
magnets), on-off switch on microphone, price
Ltd., 87, Brixton Hill, S.W.2, Tulse Hill 1240.
VEW only surplus factory made sihet chassis.
9/6 post free: high- voltage condensers, 4mfrl
IllnX5Y4inX2in, fitted mw, and 1.w. ae.
Mansbridge. 1.000y wkg.. 5/- ea: . 5mfd, 3.500
ose, and I.F. coils, 2 gang, w/change sw, valve
wkg.. 3/6 ea; . 25mfd. 2.000v wkg.. 1,6 ea.
MAINS transformer, 350-0-350 80ma 6v and
holders, 16 Xl6mfd, 41/6. post frees- Write 69.
5v. 200v to 250v primary, brand new G.E.C.
George V Avenue. North Harrow, Middlesex.
XTARIAC 200-240v 50 cps. in 220v at 1.65 kv
drop- through type. 19/6 ea.
We regret the delay in sending out " W.W.
out., 5gns; Marconi B.F.O. TF195L. £80;
lists. New ones are now available. Please send
cond. 0.1 4.000v dc, 3/6; BC221 frequency meter.
21f,c1 stamp.
15gns; 1191A frequency meter. 7gns:1-1.R.O. and
Eddystone coils.-Parfect. Swithland Lane. RothCHARLES BRITAIN ( RADIO). Ltd.. Radio
ley, Nr. Leicester.
House, 2. Wilson St.. London. E.C.2. Tel. Bis.
19417
2966.
[ 9411
amplifiers with
resistance
three tested
capacity
city
1T4
miniature
midget
LYDESDALE for ex- Services electronic bargains.
valves, 20/- each, post free: in aluminium
BRAND new half- wave dipole aerial with recase, 22/-; spare ITS valves. guaranteed. 6,flector and crossarm, 6 metres vertical or horieach; holders 6d. each.- Littler, 24. Stanley
zontal mtg. to wall bracket or mast, dipole
Rd.. Whalley Range. Manchester. 16.
Sit 3in, crossarm 4ft 11 1,in. reflector 9ft 7in,
OPPER wires, enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotwith 39ft co- axial cable and plug, at 21/- each.
ton, silk covered. all gauges; B.A. screws,
c/paid, or in wood case at 28/6, carriage
R.Xa.id;
nuts, washers, soldering tags. eyelets; ebonite
brand new R.1224A battery superhet
X, 5
ind laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil forvalves, 3 wavebands, 30-300 metres, complete less
mers; Tufnol rod' headphones. flexes. etc.; list
sae.; trade supplied.- Post Radio Supplies. 33.
batteries, at £5/14/6, carriage paid; brand new
Bourne Gardens. London, E.4.
R1481 V.H.F. R.X. 65-86mics with 10 valves
"DOWER pack for Canadian 58 set and set spare
and stabilizer, less power supply. at £ 9/1416, car1
valves. 130/- complete: 1/speakers, 34m,
riage paid; brand new R.1132 V.H.F. R.X. 100124m cs, etc.. as R.1481. at E10/14/6 each,
Bin.; 4v, 6v telephone type indicator lamps;
SPECIAL FEATURES
c/paid; brand new Wheatstone bridge 20-0-20
Carr fastener, Celestion it/octal v/holders,
galvanometer. range 0-210ohms, can be excondensers.
vibrators.
y/controls,
line cord.
10 VALVE CIRCUIT.
6,12v vibrator transformers.-B. Martin. 17,
tended, at 50/- each, c/paid; brand new exWoodman Rd., Brentwood. Essex.[ 92
U.S.N. AN/APA-1 C.R. unit, at 97/6, c/paid:
R.F. PRE- AMPLIFIER.
Senior
and
rect.,
E4/10;
Magnavox
Bin
T.X. ceramic E.V. condensers, 15k.v. 750pf,
.K
RP.M. with trans.. 25/-; conds., well known
500pf, at 3/11 each. 36/- per dozen, c/paid;
NAVE BAND EXPANSION.
plus 1,000s of other items.-Send for illustrated
makes, 0.0302 15/-. AP5c 15/-, OPM3c 12/6; 2
totally enclosed 0.0005 var. tonds,, with trimlist to Clydesdale Supply Co., Ltd., 2, Bridge
LARGE GLASS SCALE.
St., Glasgow, C.5. Tel. South 2706. [ 9314
mers, 12/6 each; 3in Midget spkr. 3 Ohm, I5/-.
post ex.; asstd. parcels of useful components.
3 STAGES A.V.C.
W. SMITH 88 Co. ( RADIO). Ltd.. offers
the following:El.- Barker, 5. High St., Swanscombe, Kent.
TREBLE LIFT CONTROL.
GUARANTEED sound and perfect: R.A.F. type
if ANUFACTURERS; huge stocks all compon39 aerial coupling units with 0-3 and 0-6amo
ents, S,M, M/M, P.T. and block conden(Operates on both radio and gramothermo coupled meters and 100watt dummy
sers, close tolerance resistors and all types rephone.)
sistances, potentiometer, laminations, valve holaerial. 17/6 each; 1.000kc crystal units, new and
boxed.
10/6 each;
R.A.F.
R1124 receivers.
ders,
glass cartridge fuses, 11
4 1n;
/
suppliers to
PLUS 6 db. BASS LIFT ON GRAMO41.3mcs. complete with valves,
very easily
leading manufacturers: all goods guaranteed.-PHONE. (To restore bass cut on
adapted for television, limited number only. 59/6
L. E. Simmonds, 10, Valencia Rd., Stanmore,
some records.)
each; Admiralty 1149. 2- speed dials, very fine
Mx, Grimsdyke 608.
Job. 4/6 each; condensers. lmfd 51cv working.
ITIBRATOR transformers. 1,500 6v to 150v 40
10 WATT PUSH-PULL OUTPUT
10/- each; . 25mfd 2ky working. 2/6 each: R.A.F.
V
m a, 600 12v to 250v 80 ma. 10,000 Yaxley
output testers with 2- volt valves suitable for
type 9w single pole selector switches. 1.000 A.C.
adapting to 5- metre receivers, brand new. 19/6
motor- operated switch units, 5.000 ' phone and
each: E.F.50 valve holders. Pax 6d.. ceramic 9d.,
mike sets, reed type. MC and LR type. 103 CRTs.
Octaland 7- pin 6d. each; I.F.F. receivers, comVCR97. brand new, at list price.-Enquiries to
plete with valves. 29/6: selector 24volt step in
To export buyers we can confidently
H. English, The Makings, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton.
relays, 1/6 each; 12volt stater relays. 3/6 each:
Essex.
[ 9250
recommend RFI03 to any firm abroad
18 and 24- way screened cables. 4/6 each: 8volt
ONDENSERS. 2.2 to 100pf. 10 different
vaamp rectifiers. 3/6 each; 5ma rectifiers. 2/3
who contemplates making a high-grade
values.
1/9
doz.,
your
selection;
270
to 890pf.
each; 60ma L.P. chokes. 2/6 each: 0-20volt ac
0.001 to 0.02. 316 doz.; 0.05. 0.1. 4,6 doz.; 0.25.
Radiogram or Console radio receiver.
meters. 214in scale. 10/6 each; plus carriage.
0.5, 6/bias elecs., 10/50v 1/3, 50/12v
G. W. SMITH 8r Co. ( RADIO). Ltd.. 3, Lisle
1/6; valve holders. 4- and 5- pin. Eng.. 4d. ea.:
St.. London. W.C.2. Gerrard 8204. [ 9117
The
lively
short-wave
performance
4- and 5- pin American, int. octal, M. ea.:
QAMSONS
SURPLUS
STORES.
London's
EF50 ceramic. 8d. ea.; saa, for bargain lists.coupled with the excellent quality reprogreatest surpius depot.
Hoyle, 320, Dewsbury Rd., Wakefield. [ 9305
SUNVIC vacuum relays.
Control voltage 220duction ensure an outstanding performance.
TTNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36,
240v, breaking load 3,500watts, brand new,
Marylebone High St., London, W.I. Tel.
22/6, post 8a; condensers, 2.25mfd, 2,000v,
No, Wel, 4058. Precision- built gearbox dial drive
wkg tropical, 7/6; 6mfd 1,500v wkg, d.c., 5/6;
We will gladly make any alterations
units. giving 2 ratios. 8-1 and 90-1. Entirely
4mfd 800v wkg trop. 5/6; 4rafd 400v wkg trop,
to the specification to meet individual
free from backlash. Few only; 18 6. post free
3/-; 4mtd 350v wkg trop. 2/6; telephone hand
Send s.a.e. for particulars of our high-performgenerators, brand new, 5/6; Admiralty. power
requirements.
ance superhet tuning units. Special receiving or
packs, input 200-220v. output 2.5v d.c., 6.3v a-c.,
transmitting equipment constructed to specificacompietely smoothed and rectified for diode
tion.
[ 9145
To
home
buyers
demonstration
valves, 32/6, post 2/6; C.R. tube units, type
ITS of radio receivers from £7/13; 4- and 5162C. complete with 2 tubes, types VCR5177 and
model
now available to interested
valve, new materials, table models, semiVCR139; tine selection of components, includmidget; our latest kit.-Wylwyn Star 1948 has
callers to hear, and technical specificaing 3 VR65s. 1 6-15G. 4 diodes, brand new,
connections for gramophone pick-up, extensions
dispatched in wooden packing case as from
tion now available on request.
to loudspeaker, A.V.C., 6 hours average time
makers, £4/10, carriage 5/-, no cod; receiver
for constructing; full details, diagrams with
type 3170, 14- valve radar unit, brand new, comeach kit; c.w.o. or c.o.d.-Isherwoods, Reme
It
is
hoped
that
a
number
(
very
limited
plete with 10 EF50s, 1 HVR2, 1 U14, 1 VS70.
House. 81, Plungington Rd., Preston. Tel, 3348.
1 VR137, resistors, condensers, chokes, etc., disEstd. 1936.
unfortunately) will be available for early
patched in maker's packing case. £4/10, carriage
H
driven precision[6788
in5/-, no cod.; M.C.R.1 miniature receivers for
delivery.
struments, huge purchase, brand new.
mains or battery, frequency range 20-3,000
boxed. ex- Army D.L.R. double No. 2 comp.
meters. complete with power suply unit to operwith Bit cords and tel, plug; these are not cheap
The above model is tor A.C. Mains.
ate on from 100v- 250c a.c. or d.c., 2 batteries,
lightweight type, post free 7/6, or 2 for 12,-, or
'phones, aerial, earth. etc., brand new, sealed
Col60/ - doz.; export enquiries invited.-Auto t9389
in air- tight cannisters. £ 11/10, without power
We also have asimilar model Type UNI 103
lections. Ltd., 126, St. Albans Ave,, W.4 ( Chispack but with 3 batteries. E8/10 ea, carriage 3/-,
wick 1601.)
for DC/AC Mains
no c.o.d.
F. transformers, 9-11 megs variable. suitable
SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES. 169-171, Edg•for FM or television units, 10/6 each; BFO
ware Rd., W.2. Tel. Pad 7851.
L92 97
units, 465 kc/s with fly leads. 3/6 each. conden000 watts lists are send out each mont: do
sers, gmfd paper, 1,000v wkg., 17/6; 4 mfd 2.000y
, you receive one? Many bargains in compowkg.. 10/6 chokes. LF 20h 200 ma 140 ohm.
nents and American valves; trade list available.
25/-; 5h 200 ma 110 ohm. 8/6; ex-R.A.F. trans.
-Watts, 38. Chapel Avenue, Addlestone, Surrey.
receivers 1.F.F., 24v type. 10 valves, motor
"IIKICA condensers, . 1 to .01. 8d each, 7/- doz.
etc.. 50/-; components worth double:
.111 assorted; 470ohm lwatt Erie resistors. 3d
. generator,
ex-R.A.F. amplifiers, battery. QPP2 valves. comeach. 2/6 doz; 600ohm lwatt. 3d each: 2.1ohm.
plete in case. 17/6.-Television Development Co..
46015m. 6ohm, 9.6ohr., 10 watt resistors, 4d WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
4, The Parade, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. Mai.
each: 5.000ohm lOwatt Erie. 1/- each.-Will
'Phone
NORth 3213
3991.
[ 9419
Owen. 538a, Mansfield Rd., Nottingham. [ 9125
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HIGH POWER - HIGH QUALITY

PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

1,1 48.fnerecralteLU-Creneyelietewritittnsgewighaligned
accurately printed station named scales; model A3.
s.m.l. wave frequency changer and if. stage:
model B3, s.m.l. wave, r.f, stage. f.c., I.f., and
double diode triode; model I35 de luxe, 3 shortwave bands. m.1.. 15inX4 1,4in scale. Magic Eye.-Send
stamp for Illustrated brochure to sole
distributors. Coulphone Radio, 58, Derby St.
Ormskirk. Lancs.
[ 9313

AMPLIFIERS

from 150W to IkW
•

W. Bryan

Savage Ltd

WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W.9
Telephone

SOLDER

MERICAN BC610 tuning units, with 3 variable 'gin shaft condensers. D.P.D.T. switch.
coils, crystal holder, plated case. etc., 8-; new
108 Octal 1.4 volt multi- valves. 20/-; new 554.
955 acorns. 10/-; new 957 acorns, 1.4 volts. 10/-;
all post paid ( send for lists of metal valves,
lighthouse valves, A.C. relays. transformers.
vibrators, chassis and components).-Jack Porter. Ltd.. 22-31, College St.. Worcester. [ 9030
ARPHONES. low impedance with plug. 4/6;
transformer for same, 3/-; carbon mic with
switch handle. 5/6; Morse keys with switch, super
5/-; twin gang . 0001 tuning condensers, long
spindles and feet. 3/9 each; Amphenol valve
holders, international, 7d each, 6/- doz; Mazda
octal, 4d each. 3/9 doz; Yaxley typo switch. 3
tank 1 pole, 6 way each bank. 1/- each. 9/- doz.Will Owen. 538a. Mansfield Rd., Nottingham.
11)1i 1 ADIOQMPMENT Co.. Rounds. Northants.1.1, Government surp:us. C.R. tubes. 21
/ In. with
4
holder. etc., 25/-; r.f. units, 3XVR65. 5- way 3wafer ceramic switch. etc.. £ 1; rotary transformers. 12 and 24 volt tyoes. 30/-; BC453B receivers. no valves. 3 IFT. 24-28 volt dynamotor.
etc.. 30/-; post or carriage paid on all above:
thousands of sockets, co- axial connectors, microMones, resistors, capacitors, valves. etc.: list'
sae. please.
F9089

Colindale 7131

K rui

the I ‘I1- VY Way!

-with

the

BURGOYNE

SEVEN- SECOND'
SOLDER GUN
Press
the
button, count
. and SOLDER . . .
and the bit will remain at soldering heat until
you release the pressure, when it cools off
immediately.

Saves Time,

Temper,

Trouble

and Fuel
No waiting to warm up or cool down- no
element to burn out- no mica to crack or
splinter- no risk of shock- no risk of burning
anything while you put the iron down for a
minute.
No wonder the ' SEVEN-SECOND' SOLDER
GUN is proving so popular.
Supplies
are
limited,
so
ORDER NOW.
For A.C.
mains, 100-150 volts.

100E1
24, New Road,

£4

Carr.
Paid

MAIL
ORDER
SUPPLY
CO.,
Dept. W.W.

London, E.I

Stepney Green 2760-3906.

"T"ELEVISION constructors!-We have the foi1
lowing in small quantities: The new G.E.C.
fiat- ended 9in C.R.T. Madza CRM9I 9M rubber
masks, E.H.T. line trans., focus and scanning
coils. conformers, 7,4,1n threaded dust iron cores
adjustable, mains trans., chokes, condensers.
ceramic valveholders. Senter-cel. 114/200 rectifiers; RM. rectifiers: SI72150, 1721, IW4/500.
FW4/500; 1,000 other valves and components;
all goods are new at manufacturers' list prices;
send for lists.-E. A. Porritt, 13-27, Wastdale
Rd.. Forest Hill. S.E.23.
[ 9200
TELE -RADIO ( 1943). Ltd.- Miniature 2- gang
I
condensers, 0.00035mfd. 11/6 each; 4- gang
0.0005 condensers. 19/6 each; Belling & Lee 5pin p. and s., 4/5 each; Belling & Lee 7- pin
p. and s., 5/- each; co- axial cable,
die.. 22ft
lemtths. with plug each end ( ex-I,V.D.). 5/-:
mains transformers. type T500/180EX, 500-0500 180ma. 4v at 4a, 4v at 8a. 4y01-2a, 4v01-2a,
£3/19/6; TM. 600/180AX, 600-500-400-400-500600 at 180ma, 5volts at 3 amp. 6.3volts at 5amp.
£41716; all above items are in stock.-177a.
Edgware Rd., W.2. Paddington 6116 and 5606.
"1 ADIO SERVICE," East Cliff, Lyme Regis.
AL Dorset, for all your components, new goods
only; electrolytics, all 450 v.w.. 8 aF 3/6, 16+8
A P 6/3, 16 aF 4/6. 25pF 25 V.W. 2/ :50 0 F 12 v.w.
1/6; mains droppers, 0.2 amp and 0.3 amp, from
3/6; speaker transformers, Bulgin Midget, 3/-,•
standard multi- ratio. 7/6;
vol.
controls, all
values, less switch, 4/-; with s.p. switch, 5/-;
Rockman solder gun irons. 230v, 23/6; electrical
goods. 2- pin 5 amp switch plugs, 4/6; pear
switches. 2/4: torpedo switches. 2/-; insulation
tape. 25 ydsX 7hin. 1/-; earth clips. 4d; enquire
for any item not listed; prompt c.w.o. or c.o.d.
service.
( 9182
your own receiver: Basic kit for 5.11 valve ac/dc superhet comprises three- waveband coil pack already wired to wave- change
switch, smoothing condensers, choke, volume
control, mains dropper. two- gang condenser, and
valve holders, all mounted on ready drilled
chassis. 13 1,UnX5V,InX21(,in. also dial drive.
pointer and dial, only needs wiring and small resistors and condensers, which can be supplied
separately as a supplementary kit; valves ( 6K8.
6K7, 6Q7. 25A6. 25Y5G), loudspeaker and attractive veneered cabinet measuring 20inX124in )<
8U.:in, can also be supplied if required, wonderful
performance and tone, all necessary instructions,
diagrams and circuit provided with each kit;
basic kit only £4/18/6, diagrams and instructions only Si- _
: competed kit will be demonstrated with pleasure in our showrooms.-Electron ( London), Ltd.. 31. Curzon St.. London.
W.I. Tel, Grosvenor 1993.
[ 9164
VALUE!
Matt has it.- Special offers: Head7
phones. w/lead and jack plug. 5/6 pair
(boxed 2 pairs). 60/- doz pairs: silver mica
condensers, asstd. valves. 3/- doz. 24/- gross lots;
fixed condensers, metal block type. . 03-1.5-2 and
4mfd. 200-400 J. working. 1/- each. 10/6 doz:
condensers. . 002. 2/6 per doz; . 0006. 3./- doz: . 1.
.01. 9/- dos; 8mfd. 4/6: 8+8 canned. 6/6;
16+8 canned. 8/-: 75mfd 12v working. 2/- each:
spkers.
p.m. ( less trans). 4111 17/6. 5M 13/6,
ea
8in 27/6. trans to match 5/6. universal trans 7/6:
line cord ( still available at our special price). . 3
amp ( 600 hms pr ft) 2- way 1/6 per yd. 3- way
2/6 per yd; volume controls ( Centralab). various
values. L/S 3/6. WiS 4/9: 2- gang condensers.
Po'ar ntdget. . 0005 12/-. not mIdget 5/6; Rothermel crystal pick-ups. de luxe £2/5. P/T 16/11
extra; television cable aerial ( lead in). 1/6 per
yd; twin feed ( Insulated). 1/9 per yd; largest
assortment of valves always in stock; let us
have your enquiries.
MATI' RADIO SERVICE Kingston 8353.
29.
Castle St.. Kingston- on- Thames. Surrey.
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HENRY S --r
We have the most up-to-date stocks of radlo components for the amateur and radio service-man.
DRY BATTERY VALVES. We can definitely
supply from stock.
DE32 ( 1A7) at 13 11
DL35 ( ICI) at 12,
1/P)3 (INS) at 12,-.
DAC 32 11H51 at 10/-.
Also for ultra- midget constructors.
IRIS at
1510. 304 at 14,-. IT4 at 14]-. /85 at 15 10.
All above prices are inclusive of P. Tax.
We have in addition many other
difficult" types,
35L6GT, 25A6, 43, 18, 68L7GT, ° VOGT.
357.40T, 12K7GT, 128A7, 257.6, etc., at current
"strolled pee«.
ULTRA-MIDGET COIL roman. 81re lin, slin
Polythene, complete with iron dust core, mounting
feet. Unparalleled bargain. 94. each only ( minimum
quantity 6/.
I. P. UNIT. Comprising IT4 valve, 1midget Iron- cored
1.P. transformer, 465 Kc's, M midget resistors and
'Memel...
complete
In
aluminium
can. size
1: in. elfin. xlin., only 15 -.
111.indIng

ELECTROLYTIC8.
Special offer of brand new
22 mid. 350 v, ultra- midget can, else Illn. xlin. only.
"ding wake. 4:6 each.
tt ealso have la stock acomplete range of tubular and
m type electrolytics by leading manufacturers.

povian

VIBRATOR
UNITS. 2 volt. An for
Canadian 58 set. Completely smoothed. Output
1.5 v. L.T. and 90 v. and 180 y. H.T. at 35 mA.
Complete in grey metal has. 81se 81n. x3111n. x
41In. In addition are supplied two 2 V. 20 a,
accumulators in metal cane, complete with plugs,
..ockets, etc., for supply to unit. The whole at
70/- only.
Brand new and unmarked.
A
bargain.
WEARITE

P " COILS. Fall renire In stock,

each.

Our New List containing everything from solder tag.
to Cabinet will be despatched on receipt of stamp.
CASH WITH ORDER, OR CAI». OVER el.

5, HARROW ROAD, W.2
PADdington 1008 9

ALEC DAVIS Supplies LTD.
18,

Tottenham Court
LONDON, W.1.

Road,

In addition to a comprehensive range of radio con,
ponents, valves and test equipment, we draw your
attention to the following selection of components fron,
our ex•Government stock.
METERS (all new and unused)
0100 microamps 211n, round fare
0/500 microamps 2h., round lace
10'0,500 microamps 211n. round lace .. 18/11
0/1 milliamp 2In. square face
7.8
0/5 milliamps lin. square face • •
7/6
0/150 volts 211n, round face . . •
76
Postage on mete, lid. each.
CONDENSERS:
bsud. 800 v. wire, paper condenser, 41n. 21,
x41in. high
6
O mid. 400 v. wkg. paper condenser, 3M. x
111n. x51n. high ..
5.
mid. 500 v. wire. paper condenser, 31n. Olin.
31M. high
.
.
.,
5.
(mid. 1,000 V. wkg. paper condenser, Ulm x
1lin. 5in. high
,.
4mid. 400 v, wkg, paper condenser. 21M.
21in. u2in. high ..
3
(fetal caned tubular condensers with wire ends.
0.1 mfd./500 v., 104. ; 0.02 mid. 750 y., 94. ;
0.05 mfd./500 v.. 94.
0.01 mid. 600 v.
13
0.05 mfd. 350 v.
13
0.005 mid, 350 v.
13
Metalpaek
0.25 mid, 500 v. • .
16
Mieropaok
50 mid. 12 V. reversible
19
Mioropsok
25 mid. 50 v.
29
Ceramics compression mica trimmers.
80 PP, 1,- 220 pF, 1/8 ; 600 pF, 16.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Carbon potentiometers 2E, 3E, 10E, 25E, 50E,
100K, 250E. 5001r, 1Meg, 2Meg, all at 2,-each.
Wire- wound potentiometers-all normal valves:
4- watt type. 3/- each : 2'3- watt type, 2/8 each.
5mA bridge type instrument rectifier, 15/. each.
Ceramic mounted 2-geng double-spaced variable
condenser 34 + 34 pP. Sire llin. Olin. x411n.
depth, 76.
Metal re ctifier 12 volt 11 amp. output. 4 -.
Everseed & Visooles bridge megger, complete with
leather carrying case. Test voltage, 250 volts.
New and unused, en.
Business Hours : 9a.m. - 5.80 p.m.
Sate. 9 - 1p.m.
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METER units. 21,,in dam. m.o.. F.S.D. ink:.
5/-; knife switches, 4in blade, S.P.Q.B.M
51- —Mitchell, Hoimrook. Cumberland. [ 9,195
•
T last we are able to offer delivery of whim
we consider to be the real thing in coil
packs; it is our type C.3, and is fitted with 6
M.D. coils, which are wound on Polystyrene
formers and therefore have an exceptionally high
" Q" value; the physical dimensions are only
316inX1X1. ,>.¡in, each pack is supplied with a
circuit diagram showing how to use it to construct either a conventional 5- valve a.c./d.c.
superhet, or else a 4- valve all- day superhet using
valves type I.R.S. etc.; we will willingly forward
details of this and all our other products upon
receipt of a sac.—Remember the name and
address: Meteor Electronics, Gloucester Row.
Weymouth.
[ 9355
TEST meters.—Triplett. 10-5.000v. ac.-d.c.;
J.
10-500ma d.c.; 300-250.000ohms resistance.
£5/10, Government surplus; microphones, high
quality moving coil. 15ohm, as used by B.B.C.
and film studios, £ 5/2/6; hand, moving coil.
with 40yds screened lead and Jack plug, £ 4110;
cabinets. car radio. 83
/ 1.nX8Ii,inX7in speaker
4
opening, grey crackle finish, few only. 12/6;
speakers. p.m.,
18/-; condensers, tuning,
twin. 400pf, spindle lin of " in dia., lin of 1/,in
dia.. 5,-• twin 480pf with 21/in drive drum, 7/6;
condensers, mica, assorted parcels, 0.01-0.0005.
50 for 10/6; 0.01. 5.000v. paper. 1/6; 0.02.
8.000v, paper. 2/- lmfd 1.200v. paper. 3/6; 0.1.
2.500v, paper. 1/3 0.05. 3.000v, paper, 1/3: 0.25,
2.000v. paper. 1/3 0.1, 1.200v. paper. 1/-; 2mfd,
1.000v, paper. 3/6: 4mfd. 1.000y. paper. 6/-;
lampholders.
panel
mounting, quick release
front, 1/9 each; E.S. barretter holders. pax. base,
6d. each; valveholders. E.A.50, 3/- doz.: spring
retainers for E.A.50. 3/- doz.; 4- pin English.
3/- doz.; write for list, now in preparation, of
these and many other bargains.—Frank Shirley.
20. Hanson St. London, W.I.
[9263
SELENIUMSt..
and it, rectifiers, foolproof
charger kits, speakers. mikes, etc.
Add 7d
postage up to 15/-. 1/3 above.
Informative
data sheet with all rectifiers and charger kits.
S.T.C. selenium rectifiers. 12v 3amp. 22/-;
12v 4amp, 25 -; 12v 5amp. 27/6; also giant
finned 12v 6amp type, 33/-: smaller types.
12v 2amp. 12/6; 12v 1 amp. 10/6; 6v 2 amp.
9/6; 6v '.amp. 5/6: 12v i'.amp. 7/6; higher
voltage types in stock. including 24v 2.5amp.
36/6; 24v 5amp. 44/6; many others.
New
small space type selenium h.t. rectifiers for
converting a.c./d.c. sets to metal rectifier. 250v
60ma or 110v alma. 9/6: 350-0-350v 80ma.
13/6; eliminator type. 120v 20ma, 7/6: or
with mains transformer. 2v trickle charge
rectifier. two 8mfd condensers for 120v 20ma eliminator, 3916. New Germanium crystal diodes, 3/9.
Charger kits, no rheostat or ammeter required.
S.T.C. 12v 3amp rectifier with 50watt transformer and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger,
45/-; ditto but with lamp rectifier. 36/6: ditto
but 6v 2amp rectifier for 2v. 6v charger, 35/-•
ditto with 6v 3amp rectifier. 42/6.
Main;
transformer, 75watt with 12v 4amp rectifier
and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger. 62/-•,
ditto but giant 6amp rectifier and 140watt
transformer for 6v. I2v charger. ES; 2v. camp
trickle charge rectifier with transformer. 13/6;
6v 1.5amp rectifier with 25watt transformer.
26/-.
Heavy duty charger kit for small radio
store for continuous use, one to 20 cells at
lamp. E4/15; ditto but 2amp £ 6/15; guaranteed one year. 0-6amp ammeters. 12/6: cahm
10amp slider resistances. 13/6.
Rola 8in P.M.
speakers, less transformer. 17/6.
Lustraphone
moving coil microphones. 58/6.
Dubiller 8mfd
500v Drilitics, 4/-.
CHAMPION. 43, Uplands Way, London, N.21.
Tel. Lab. 4457.
19410
QUPREME RADIO. 746b, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E.12.—This month's special
bargains: Electrolytics. 32mfd can 500v.w.. 5/6
ea.•. 32+32 350v.w.. 6/6 ea.; 24+8 screw type
350v.w.. 6/6 ea.: 16+16 can 350v.w.. 6/9 ea.:
16+8 450v.w.. 6/- ea.•. 16mfd 450v.w. can. 4/3
ea.; 16 cardboard. 4/- ea.: 8+8 450v.w.. 5/6 ea.;
8+8+8 500v.w.. 6/9 ea.•. 8mfd can or cardboard.
3/6 ea.: 4mfd screw can type 550v.w., 15,- doz.:
midget 4mfd 350v.w, tag ends. 18 ,- doz.: 25-25
tag ends. 18/- doz.•. 50-12 tag ends. 16/- doz.:
20+20 450v.w.. 5/6 ea.; 0.5mfd 350v.w. ' 9/doz.; 0.25mfd 3511v.w.. 9/- doz.: condenser clips.
4,'6 doz.; volume controls. 50k. short spindle,
12/- doz.•, standard sizes, long spindle. with s.w.
100k and 50k. 36/- doz.; 5k up to 2meg. 4/
each; 250k les s.w.. 24,- doz.: 2.0000. w.w. less
12/- doz.: carbon resistances. lwatt 20, 27.
75. 150k, 4/- doz.; 10k 5watt. 5
doz.; special
clearance line 14.w. att resistances, 1000. 15011.
203[1. 3000. 4030 5000. 2k, 2.2k, 5k, 10k, 20k,
30k, 75k, 100k. 250k. 500k, 1.5k. 2meg.. these
salues at 2/- doz. or 21
gross only while stocks
last: also resistances. I.,watt 100G. 2200.. 35012,
1.000(1. 3.3k, 4.7k. 10k, 15k, 22k. 30k, 40k, 47k,
1001c. lm. 2m. 2.7m. more useful resistances,
1:,watt
assorted sizes, short ends. 1/6 doz.;
Madza octal valve holders, bakelite or Paxalin,
2/6 doz.; 4- pin U.X. ceramic valve holders. 1/doz.; anchoring tags on panel. 3/- gross; Paxalin
panels with tags, 3 ways, ld.; 000.5 mica fixed
condensers. 2/6 doz.; Westectors. 1/8 ea.; earphones, 50(1. with head band, 4/6 pair; high resistance with head band. 8/- pair: earphone or
mike. 3,- ea.; telephone inserts. 2/6 ea.; hand
telephones with ear and mouthpiece complete.
6/6 ea.; ex-Govt. test meters: send for price list
of servicing material, s.a.e. all enquiries; c.w.o.:
no c.o.d.; send 6d. extra for packing and
postage.
[ 9282
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Can be brainariged by you. Full particulars
on request from

BULLS

Moo about following rare types. 12A7, 25,47, :Pi,
39/44, 6F1S, 12E5, 6N6, 6Pri. 1223, 151/1, 501,11.
For full List of all rare and popular Valve Types.
at B.O.T. pricea,see our advert. on, page 51 of February
issue of
"WIRELESS WORLD,"
or ask for our Free List.
And here I
S a selection of mite, types you may have
been searching for in vain : 1120, 1012, 329, 1914,
1920, 1905, 340, 452, 1926, 2050, 1561, 1038, 4511.1,
410P, 42PTB, 41NRC, 210D13, 1626, 7199, 4101, 801,
829, 367, 884, Pm5B, P650, 882018, TCI124, Prn4DX,
APP4(1, H210, 82034N, HP13, 1.8513, LIMA. 8435,
'T21. P1114, VIT39A, DD101, PV495, 1.L28, 11/02,
1.210, PM2DL, DC/80, W213, DDT48, PP6E, 0112,
AO/L, IfY5/300, D1.810.
And 101 more Types by
NULLARD, BR1MAR, COSSOR, EVER- READY,
FERRANT!. MARCONI. OSRAM, MAZDA. PHILIPS,
TUNOSEAM, DARIO, EEC°, OSTAR GANZ, HIVAC.
LISIEN. PHILCO, SIX-SIXTY, TRIOTRON, RAYTHEON. R.C.A.. and many others.
Order C.O.D. above Rated or equivalents fàildeot to
stock). Please enquire for any valve you require, even
if not listed in Feb. We may have it. Obi and new
types arriving daily. Old stock at pre-incremed and
pre-Budget prices. Jost in: 35L6GT.13AB7, 8K7 Metal,
617, 1105„ SAS. 1219, 2X2, 25250, EX32. PRIS,
(Pen 88C) EP8, XIS, LP220, Y1F.Pen,
TELEVISION Rees' " GARRICK" Model.
(Radio- Combined), 12 inch Tube, giving brilibuit
picture, 101 by 0. Delivery and deniomtration free.
EXCERPTS from our Stock List:
Taylor Junior 120A
£8 8 0
Taylor Multirange Universal
£ 11 11 0
And the Complete Range on easy Tenn,
Ave Minor Uoiversal (
at old prices).
£8 10 0
Ayo Battery Oscillator
£12 0 0
Ayo Minor D.C. Model
£4 0 0
Also all other models at old prices.
Instruments id other leading makes in
stm•k.
Service Sheets. 2 dozen, Britiah uni
American, our selection, good value
£1 1 0
"Radio Upkeep and Repairs"
7 6
Radio-Croft," American Library, ill
Books
£1 16 0
E.M.I. Fisk " Solariscope," a novel
instrument, show night and day ares,
of world for any tizne of year or hour
£1 1 0
Ex- AM. Batteries, inert., 120 voile
10 9
Midget Sin. Speakers, suite MCR Ialso
exi emions or talk., only
76
Sin. Speakers
15 0
Peter Pan" Kit, 4740, for Universal
4.3.alve Receiver
£13 17 9
"Hermes " Personal Miniature Receiver,
4- valve 8uperhet, portable, in Bookf
min
£18 0 7
"Amplion" Delegate, AC/DC, All- wave
Midget Receiver
£13 3 5
"Barlecta" Adhesive Thread. spool.
4 6
Dagole D.P. Volume Controls, 2 meg ,
with switch
6 9
Also most other valves with and lens
switch.
Pliers, Ois.. Insulated
4 9
Hunts 8mfd. 500 v. Condensers
4 6
B.I. 8-8 mfd. 500 v. Condensers
o
Celestion 10in. Speakers
£2 5 o
Goodman 1210. Speakers
£6 10 o
Vidor Portable Cookers, with oven lino
Tax)
£2 2 6
Wall Telephones, complete installation of
2instrtunents and 100ft, twin wire and
insulating staples
£3 15 o
Trimmer TO01 Hits, improved, 10 Tools
at old price
£1 11 o
0.5 mA. Liminoos his. Meters. made by'
Victoria Instruments
12 6
"Unifier" Scratch Remover Kit, for
renovating cabinets
5 6
Speaker Fabric, modem weave, coupon
free, 5eq.-ft.
3 6
Flit 0" Disk ohms Law Calculator
7 6
Hydrometers, non•break, 7,6. Midget
Ball Type
1 9
Ex-R.A.P. Aluminium Telescopic Masts,
Oft.
10 O
Ex-R.A.F. Steel Telescopic Masts, Oft.
16
Chassis Cutters, lint. and 11in., 12,6
also Ilin.
10 6
Solon Pencil Bit Solder Irons, 230-250 V. £ 1
Thermostatic Soldering Irons, for tine
ork. 711 watts.. 12 oc'.
£1 4 0
EXPORT. We are fully equipped for MIE, Packing and
Despatch from the smallest item to bulk. All orders
immediately despatched and
insured.
STOP PRESS. Electric Alarm Clocks £3.19.6. Electric Wall or Mantel Clocks £1.19.6. Condeocery ISMPD
300 Volt miniature 3 6. 32 MFD 450 Volt Small Can
4 3, DI MFD 175 Volt 1/11. Tutine Heart all ready
wired, tested, aligned and ready for use £15Plea e rite immediately to ( W.W.i

e

o
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THE H.M.S. " Overseas 5," 5- valve 3- wave
superhet assembly for a.c. mains. 06/17/6,
universal model £ 6, consisting of all main components, factory mounted on chassis, only small
resistors, capacitators required to complete.
valves, speakers and highly polished veneered
cabinets available; send postage fulj specifications: component bargains: Selenium metal rectifiers. very compact. 250v 45ma 5,"-, 350v 70ma
8/6; filament transformers, ideal converting
midgets to a.c., 6.3v 1.5amp, 12,6; standard
shrouded mains transformers. input 110-250v
300-0-300. 6.3 and 5v output. 27/6; superior
permeability tuned ifs., 465 kc/s, 13/6 pair:
high- flux p.m. speakers, 5m, less trans., 17/6.
61
/ in with
4
24/6. flin R. ds A. less 21/-, with
27/6: revolutionary new high " Q " 3- wave ironcored coil packs, unusually compact, 33/-; immediate safe despatch all Ayo instruments;
Pullin ten thousand o.p.v, multimeters, a.c.,
d.c./ohms. lOgns; Polar 0.0005 2- gangs. 8/6;
electrolytics, 8 plus 16. 350v, 7/-: 25 plus 25.
200v ( ideal midgets). 7/6; 25mfd bias, 2/3; send
postage for special W.W. monthly bargain list;
terms, c.w.o. or c.o.d., postage strictly extra
under E5.—N.R.S.. 56,
Park Rd.. London.
N.W.3, Gulliver 1453.
[ 9093
'TARRY JAMES PRODUCTIONS, 270, Leith
11 Walk. Edinburgh, 6.--Mall order specialists.
c.o.d, or cash with order. Electrolytics, new not
W.D. surplus. B. I. Hunts, etc., 8mfd blocks.
3/6; 16+8 blocks, 6/6: 8+8 can, 6/3; 16 can.
5/6; 8mfd B.I. tubular, 4/-; 0.25mfd 25v, 2,2.
T.R.F. chassis. 4/6; chokes, midget 5/-, standard
7/-•. T.R.F. coils. M. 0s L.. 8/6 pair; coil packs.
16-50, 200-590, 800-2,100, complete with trimmers, switch. etc.. mounted on one unit, 32/-;
condensers. 0.1. 0.01, 0.05, 500v. 8d. each; variable 2- gang, 0.0005, 12/-: with trimmers. 13, 6;
loudspeakers, 5in P.M., 19/6; 61/,in energised
1.000ohms. 29/6; 8in P.M., 25/-; resistors. lkwatt
6d. lwatt 9d; volume controls, long spindle. W/S
5/6, L/S 3/6; transformers, 350-0-350 80ma
British or American heaters, 30,-; output multiratio. 9'-; valve holders. 5.7- pin and Octal 7d;
Amphenol type, 9d; voltage droppers, 0.2a 1,000
ohms, 3/9; 0.3a 800ohms. 4/9; line cord. 3- core.
0.3a. 9d ft.
Valves.
C.o.d.
Large stocks of
British and American types. Enquire for anything in radio. Sae. for lists. [ 8851
QPEAKER trans. tapped output. ultra- midget
5/- midget 5/6. standard 8/-; P.P. output
(6L6 valves, A/A load 6,600ohms). output 7.5
and 15ohms, 21/-; P.P. modulation trans. for
807 valves, audio power 30watts: 2-1, at 12/6:
chokes, ultra- midget 40ma 5/- midget 50ma 5/6,
standard 100ma 8/6; hy . duty 150/200ma, 12.6;
" Ruco" tuning assembly, assembled and fully
wired for s.m.l. waves. On chassis. dial, pointer.
Lis, coils, padders. etc.
Series heater wiring
for use with 6k8g. 6k7g valves. complete, factory tested and aligned, with circuit, £ 5; 5v
superhet, fully drilled chassis. Ili ,..X5c,X2 1Mn.
7/-; Weymouth midget f.c. If. trans.. -465kc/s.
brand new, pr. 18/9; standard if. trans.. pr.
15,-; ditto i.f.s 2mc/s, each 2/-; m/1. t.r.f.
coils with reaction, circuit, pr. 7/6; m/1. Lc.
t.d.f.. pr. 10/6: s.m.l. aer. and ose., pr. 10/61
sleeving, all colours. lmill., 35/40 yard reels.
1/6; twin variable resistance. 300ohm. lamp.
25/-; Yaxley type, 3- pole 2- way 2/-. 4- pole
3- way 3/-, 4- pole 4- way 3/6; nice type DPDT.
2/6; comprehensive lists monthly; 21,,c1, stamp
enquiries: postage extra all orders.
O. GREENLICK. 265, Whitechapel Rd., London,
E.1. Tel, BishoPsgate 5907.
[ 8799
'MEW STC selenium rectifiers, F.W. bridge connected, latest damp-prucf finish, 17v 1.5a
12/1, 2a 15/5, 3a 21/6, 4a 25,- 5a 27/-. all p.f.;
33v 1.5a 27,-, 2a 29/6 3a 35,-, 52. 43/6. 50v 4a
54/, all p. 100; heavy duty t)pe, 7in Sq ai.
cooling fins, 17v 6a, 34,1. p. 1,-; 16v 10a. 43/8,
P. 1/, 33v 6a 64,-, 10a 71,-, 28v 20a 140,-, 54v
6a 90 ,-. 90v 6a 142/, 110v 6a 166/, all p. 1/3;
also special line. 65v 1.5a 50,—, D. 1/3; metal
rect. conversions for all valve type chargers;
Philips type 367 from stock; no alteration to
existing wiring and can be fitted in 5 mint;
conversions for Tungar valves; please state type
No.. make, A.C. input and D.C. output amps
when ordering; specialised rectifying equipment
for schools, labs, and technical colleges, we can
supply F.W., H.W., doubler and push-pull recti
fiers of all types up to kW sizes, quotations by
return; kits, comprising rect., transformer and
rheostat. 16v 10a E6/1 2 /6 ,17v 6a E4/12/6, 33v
6a £ 7719/6. 16v 5a E3/2/6. vent, steel case 7/6
extra. 16v 4a £ 3. case 7/6; 16v 2a 38/6. case
7/6; transformers. 220 watt for 16v 10a. 65/1.
post 1/4; 130 watt for 17v 6a, 47/6, post 1/3:
110 watt for 16v 55. 41/6. post 1/-; 90 watt for
16v 4a. 35/6. post 1/-; 40 watt for 16v 2a 23/6.
Post 10d: slider resistances. all values. 150 watt
24/6. pst 9d; 0.4 ohm 25a 27/6. post 1/-: Zenith
7/6: transformers. 220 watt for 16v 10a. 65/-,
Post 1 -; 1.2 ohm 20a 42/6. post 1/3; switches.
M.D. 6- way QMB rotary, carry 15a. 8/6. post
9d; 7- way stud type. 15a. 6/6, post 9d; 20- way
similar. 11/6. post 1,-; fluorescent fittings still
available, see Jan. issue; c.o.d. on post goods
only; others c.w.o. or pro- forma invoice, trade
supplied; special, few only, chargers with STC
rectification, up to 12 cells at 45. with 2 M/C
meters fuses in vent, steel case. 18inX1linX13h.
200-250 A.C. input: these will deliver 28v 6a to
"es. load. E9 / 10 plus carr.; generators. 24-28v
50a. new. E7/10 plus carr.: 1hp 4- stroke petrol
engines romp ,ete with pulley and tank, £ 13 plus
,earr.•. established 14 years—Pesrce. 66, Gt. Percy
ISt., London, W.C.1 ( nr. " Angel " 1. [ 9391
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LASKY'S

RADIO

SPECIAL OFFER
EX-A.M.

RADAR

RECEIVER UNITS
I 'ling 17 SMV41.4.
VRai (ClvOlen Equivalent EP5M
2 CVGU (
I(1,37)
I VI7134 ( ,,
If VR2)
IIrl.138 I ., „
Ito)
2 V111,2
EA50)
I CV188 ( Neon voltage stabiliser)
1 VRI97 ( Civilian Equivalent ECi52)
1 V11,507 (Spark (Sup)
Dozens of component*, condensen, resistances, valveholders, coils, vasiable condenser., trimmers, co-axial
connectors, toggle switches, transformers, etc-, etc.
These receivers are ebrolutely leaad new.
makers original sealed cartons.

In the

The chassis It totally enclosed In grey metal cabinet,
sire : 1815. long, 711m deep. SIM. wide. APProsimete
weight 28 lb, The complete receiver is packed la a
wooden crate for safe transport.
Total
Oriel

eight

ult., Tool:ea 40 lb,. approximately.
ot 410. eoutottlent woe
ocor £ 35.

LASKY'S

PRICE

85/Carriage

England and Wales,5/- eats*: Scotland 6/-.

Send Id. stamp for our current list of radio components,
and other ex- Government bargain,

LASKY'S

RADIO

370, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.9
'Phone CIINalasham 1979
Roars 1. Mon. to Sat. 9a.m. to 6pm
Thur.. htIldoy

PEERLESS

TYPE 1047 RADIO CHASSIS
This chassis is now available as an AC/DC
model, and can also be supplied as a complete
Radio Gramophone with twin speakers,
acoustic labyrinth, etc, in walnut cabinet by
one of Britian's leading designers.
Among its principal
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

features

are:—

stage superhet circuit.
zo valves (including magic eye).
RF amplifier. •
2 IF stages.
4wave bands.
zo Watts push-pull output.
Tropicalised components.
to

Communications enthusiasts
should
write for details of our 1546 Chassis.

PEERLESS RADIO LIMITED
374, Kensington

High St.. LONDON. W.I4

Phone: nii,EStern 1221

March, 1948

Wireless World
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A. RYALL, 65. Nightingale Lane. London.
G . S.W.12.—Mail order only, postages extra.
c.o.d. £ 1 or over, please send large envelope for
our full list; U.S.A. make metal cased 500v tubular 0.1mf. 7/6 dozen; silver mica, 200pf. 300pt,
400pf, 500pf. 4,6 dozen; 500v wkg. micamoulded
0.004mf. 4/- dozen; mica 0.01mf. 3-2/-; Mansbridge lmf 500v wg., 3-2 ,-; all condinse
atr
t
s
,
guaranteed; Amphenoi type British 5- pin valve
holders, 4/6 dozen; U.S.A. paxalin 4- 5- 6- pin, 3/6
dozen; volume controls. 10.000 medium spindle.
1/6; 250.000ohm short spindly. 1/6; bar type
3- gang. 0.0004mf short spindle, 5/-; bar type
4- gang 0.0004mf. 5/-; resistors, lawatt.
100ohms to 2meg, level assortment, 40-5 ,-;
plastic group boards, drilled, less tags, 9w types,
3-1/6; switches. SB, 2p 6w; miniature circular switches, 2,-;
38 2p 6w
5p total.
2/6; 3B 3p 3w, 2/3; res. panels. 5w with
25ml 12v and 3 res.,
1/3;
12- way group
boards with 9-lwatt and lizwatt res., 2/-;
all new; 20 types in stock; octal plugs, cap and
socket, 3-2/6, with tags 3-3/-; high resistance
'phones with sponge earpads, with good class
microphone, all wired into plug, rubber padded,
plug type 10H/10991, 10/9 pair; metal boxes,
black finish with !yin paxolin panels, fixing lugs
and corner sockets, size 81
/ X7 1
2
/ X3I,..,in deep, 6/9
2
each complete; international octal valve holders,
waolin
chassis type. 46 dozen: metal- cased
tubulars, 0.5mf, 350v, at 71d C., wire ends,
3-2 ,6; 15 relays in carrying rack, mounted, with
cover, 42/6.
pRITH RADIOCRAFT. Ltd.. the Leicester
I!
Specialists, offer from their comprehensive
stocks: Bendix radio compass receivers. model
MN26C. 3 bands covering 150-325. 325-695. 6951.500 kc. 2 R.F. stages. with 12 metal valves and
rotary converter for operation on 25v D.C.: Ben dix receiver RA10. 4 bands covering 150-400. 4001.100 Ice, 2-5, 5-10 mc, R.F. stage with 7
valves and rotary converter for 24v D.C.; price
for either model £ 10. complete with full instructions for converting to A.C. operation; R.C.A.
filament transformers, 210-230-250. 40-60 cycles.
2X5v 10a, 5v 20a. 2.6v 10a. all centre tapped,
unrepeatable at £3: standard " " channel steel
racks ( for 19M panels). Oft 10in high, with base
p:ates, £2; Jones plugs and sockets. 12- way. 5
per pair; 20. 40 and 80m Eddystone 4- pin coils,
5/- set of 3; Woden de luxe potted mains transformers. 300-0-300/120 ma. 6.3 and 5v LT. 39/6:
Dotted output transformers, Twos/ CT. 3-150
sec, 25w. 29/6; potted smoothing chokes to match.
25/-, set of 3. £ 4 10: tuning condensers. 160of,
3- gang, ceramic insifiation. Wingrove & Rogers.
7/6; ditto . 0035 3- gang, 7/6: meters. 3in flush
type. 0-100 micro- amps ( 10.000(1/v). 21/-; 0-20v
AC., 12/6; 10-0-10 ma D.C.. 12/6; 1-0-1 ma
D.C.. 12/6; 0-20a D.C., 5/-; 350-0-350 millivolts
D.C., 15/-; 0-500 microamps D.C.. 25/-; 210
square flush type 0-1 ma. 25/-; 50-0-50a. 7/6;
0-20v D.C.. 126; 0-.5a R.F.. 7/6; 0-3a R.P.,
7/6; bargain parcels: service type multi- way
plugs and sockets. 12 assorted. 5/-; Systoflex. 72
yards assorted. 5/-; new resistors and condensors.
25 assorted 5/6. 50 assorted 10/6. 100 assorted
£1: satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
without question: latest lists free on request:
trade
FRcI7
I
2TH
.
RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., Leicester.
Tel.
(9409
‘t
T) ADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.. 27. Tottenham Ct.
_LS, Rd., London, W.1.-10- valve S.W. rec.
R1481, range 65-86 m/cs. RF ( VR65(. OSO
IVR66) mixer ( VR65). 3 I.P.s ( VR53's) det. and
a.v.c. ( EB34) AF ( VR57). output ( VR671, 6in
S.M. dial, B.F.O., tuning meter, R.F. and L.P.
gain controls. require PP 250v HT 6.3v L.T.,
all brand new in wcoden transit cases; as our
previous lot, and we are now able to offer these
sets which lend themselves readily to modification for 5 mtes.. F.M.. etc.. at £7/19/6; circuit
diagram supplied with each receiver, carriage
paid; meters, all moving coil, 0-1 ma. 2in square,
10/-; 0-10 ma 2in square. 9/6: 0-30 ma
circular. 8/6; 0-150 ma 2in square, 9/6; 0-200 ma
2' in circular, 10/-; all the above are flush
mounting; 750 micro amp 2I/2in circular plug in
calibrated 0-100 fer use with thermo-couple as
radiation meter. 8 ' 6: Mansbridge condensers.
0.1 5,000v 5/6, 4 mf 1.000v 5/-. 10 mf 500v 5/6.
1 mf 1.000v 1/-, 2 mf 300v 194. 0.25 mf 2.003v
1/9, 0.5 1.200v 1/, all wkg. voltages; P.M.
speakers, large magnets, all, speech coils, 5in
:ess trans. 16/11. with trans. 19/11. 10in with
trans. 37/6, all new and boxed: electrolytics.
mf 170v 2/-. 4 mf 350v 2/6. 450v 2/9. 8 mf
450v 3/3. 8+8 4.50v 5/-, 8+24 350v 5/-,
15+24 350v 5/6, 16+32 350v 5/6. 16+16 350v
5/6, 16+8 450v 5/6, 25 mf 25v 2/-. 50 mf 12v
1/6. 100 mf 12v 1/-; vis. Md. ex-R.A.F. cross
over needle, as used R1155. with 2 60 micro
amp movements 5/11. type 3 with 2 300 micro
amp movements 4/-; panel mounting single fuse
holders. 1/-; gang conch.. single 0.0005 2/11.
single 0.00015 2/3. 2- gang 0.0005 with epicyclic
10/6. 4- gang 0.0005 8/6. air spaced variables.
spindles. 30 pl. 1/-. 50 p.f. 1/6. 75 P.f. 1/6;
toggle switches. DP.ST 2/-, DP.DT 2/11. DP.81'
bakelite 1/6. SP.DT bakelite 1/6: volume controls with SW 21;,in spindle. 5E. 10X. 25K, 50E.
100E. 250E. 5061C. IM. 2M, 5/6: special 50E
only with SW long spindle, 4/-: volume controls.
carbon No. SW. 10K. 20K, 50K, 100K. 1M. 2/-;
volume controls, wire wound. no SW. 2000,
4000. 5000. IX. 2K, 10X, 20K, 50K, 3W type.
2/6: 15 watt 5000. 4/-; output trans., standard
pentode 3/9. heavy duty 50-1 ( 5.000/20) 4/6:
switches. IP 9W 2/6, 1P SW 1/9, 2P 4W 3B
long spindle 3/6, 1P 10W 28 long spindle 3/6.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book!
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES"
reveals

how

you

can

become technically-qualified at home for ahighly.
paid key- appointment in
,
4

the vast Radio and Television Industry.

In 10E

pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
full details of our up-tothe-minute home study
courses in all branches of
RADIO and TELEVIS/

ION, A.M.

Brit. I.R.E.,

A.M.I.E.E., City & Guilds,
Special Television, Servicing,
Sound Film Projection, Short
Wave,

High

Frequency,

and

General Wireless Courses.

We Definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS—NO FEE"
If you're earning less than £ 10 a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and without
obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
17/19,

388b, Shakespeare House,
Stratford Place,
London,

W.I.

rNir ererFet
... #114,Foidouretells you all about the complete
range of Henley
SOLON Electric
Soldering Irons, for the standard voltage
ranges of 200/220 and 230/250: 65 watt
and 125 watt models fitted with ovaltapered bits or pencil bits and 240 watt
models fitted with oval-tapered bits are
available.
Write Today for the new folder ref. Y.to
describing

W. T. HENLEY'S
TELEGRAPH WORKS
CO. LTD.
(Engineering Dept. )
51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C. I

March, 1948
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CASTLE RADIO for new and up-to-date corn,y,mourirof ueiu to the modern
sisndards nbys; fibt
r
t'
i
ntm
n
i
mmersby variable selective I.F. transformers, high gain. Litz
wound, adjustable iron dust cores. bandwith 612 kris, muy 21/- pair; summersby mmiget tuning coils, very high gain, distreneformers, adjustable dust cores ( as used or Coll Mica manufacturers). 3/3 each; Weante type adjustao.e dustcored coils. 3/6 each; standard I.F.s. 15/- Pair;
IF. filters, 3/- caco; usmor coilpacs, a midget
pack with a high performance. 33/-; the Osmor
rtadio Heart, Inc easy way to build an efficient
receiver. £5116; the Albion coil oack, the pack
built to a standard. 36/6; 2 gang . 000S. 10/-; 5valve semi- midget chassis, 4/-; walnut veneered
caoinet for tots chassis, 35/-; 2- speed drive. 2/6;
epicyclic drive, 2,-; ceramic voitage droppers.
.3 amp. 4 tappings, 5/-; dials. 3,-; pointers.
speakers, line cord, etc ; write for latest list;
terms. c.w.o.. plus 6d postage.-Castle Radio.
11. Mill Lane, Margate. Kent.
19594
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
ANTED, A.R.88 service manual; state price.
-Box 5530.
( 9234
ADIuLiRAM or television cabinet, dimensions, price.-Box 5663.
19299
AN'IED. AR88 or similar receiver, good condition.-9, Langdon Rd.. Rochester.
ATHODE ray tubes, gin and 12M, magnetic,
wanted.- Day, 36, Vivian Ave., Wemoley.
TD, Esc° Lvn. TA201 Svc. Shts.; El pd.4, New Zealand Av, Walton-on-Thames
AGNAVOX 44, 2,500 field, energised speaker.
-Prendergast. 14, Veruiam
Liverpool.
OLVERN Ferrocart coil, 03, without switch.
-Tedman.
Corner
Cottage,
Offchurch.
Leamington Spa.
[ 9230
ECORD changing unit urgently required for
fitting into radiogram cabinet: well-known
modern make preferred.-nox 5534. [ 9246
X-SERVICS valves wanted, equiv. to EF39.
EF36 and EL32, any quantity; all letters
answered.- N. R. S., 66. Parkhill lid.. London,
N.W.3.
ANTED. in good condition. dozen Ferranti
resistance holders for 21/.,- watt cartridge
type.-Offers to McEwan, 70, London Rd., Sleaford Lincs.
ANTED, Douglas No. 3 or similar coil w
i9
in
i°
d8ing machine, in first-class condition only.
-Thermionic Products, Ltd., Pratt Walk, Lambeth S.E.11.
[ 9242
‘T.6. 78 33ti motor required, with or without
V
tracking gear; will pay exceptionally good
price.-Write BCM/KATHERINE, c/o 3, Bloomsbury St., W.C.1.
[ 9216
(,MALL 28v U.S.A. aircraft receivers, type
CBY 46104 with M/gen., offer £ 6; also UMclick-stop mechan1sms from 1154 T.X. offer 15/each ( one).--Crampin. Grimsby.
AND SERVICE
new

M AINS
translormers rewound,
formers to any specification.

trans-

"Beautiful !"
" Satisfying ! "
" Unconventional ! "

THAT'S what they
I say about this
satisfying new Extension
Speaker, the

"BAFFLETTE

55

by
Nit Lull -4111ti it
Remarkable fidelity due to
unique
designdiffe rent
from resonant
" bo x "
types.
Streamlined
Cabinet,
precisionbuilt
interior.
Experts

EPAIRS to moving coil speakers, co
nes .
ton.
veié
coils fitted fie.ci rewound or altered; speaser
transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed
satisfaction, prompt service; no mains trans.
accepted.
Closed Sat.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE. 49, Trinity Rd.. Upper
Tooting, London, S.W.17. Bailiam 2359.
CIOIL specialists.-Tuning and osculator coils.
I.F.. L.V. and mains transformera rewound
and wouna to specification; wavewincling,
repairs.-Electronic
Services ( R.T.R.A.),
17.
Arwenack St., Falmouth, Cornwall; and 49,
Uxbridge Rd., Ealing, W.5.
EWINDS. mains transformers, speaker held
coil, chokes, high-grade workmanship, 7day
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers specification, singly or in quantities.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021, Finchley
Rd.. ri.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
4 -}itzue oservice,
se
nn
re
vr
ice
igenths;ngsuaoreptuees,(3.a7nniâ9

R

2

ifs,,
.s. etc.; all types of new transf., etc., We. plied to specification; business heading or service card for trade prices.-Majestic Winding
Co., 180, Windham Rd. Bournemouth
OUDSPEAKER
and
transformer ' repairs
pa
" almost by return of post "; we o il er the
.
Quickest service in the trade, at competitive
prices. Send Id for our monthly service bulletin, Dept. W.-A.W.F, Radio Products, Ltd.,
Borough Mills. Bradford, Yorks. Tel. 22838.
RANSFORMERS, chokes, coils, etc rewound
and manufactur edto order, single" or quantity; qualified consulting engineers available to
help solve your problems;
light engineering.
turning, spot-welding, pressing; enquiries fur
contract work 1nvited.-Millett it Holden, Ltd.,
embury Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. [ 8982
EWINDS.-Armatures, fields, transformers.
pick-ups, vacuum cleaners, gram, motors.
speakers refitted new con es an d speech coils, all
guaranteed and promptly executed. New vacuum
cleaners, most popular makes. Send stamped
addressed enve:ope for list of radio spares and
c.o.d. service.-A.D.S. Co., 261-3-5, Lichfield
Rd., Aston, Birmingham. 6.
( 8238
MISCELLANEOUS
.W., Sept.. '43. to Dec. '47 : w ha t o ffers? -Write Box 5046
Jan.. '46. to Dec.. ' 47 : offers.--etelel.
.W
154, Huntingdon Rd. ' York.
PEECH disability; Mr. H. V. Hemery r
9123
S suits at Wigmore Hall Studios, W.I.
.W.." Jan.. ' 46 to Dec., ' 47; 27/6; sae.Hobson, 31, Ennerdale, Birkenhead.
0,538lb of 26 gauge copper cotton- covere d w i
re
Ad
for disposal; can be s)lit into small lots.Box 5523.
9215
[
OA sale. " Wireless World." unbound. 1927
to 1938, complete.-Offers to Eldred, Caenlochan Rd., Broughty Ferry, Angus.
19.1[t2.17,y [ elellcaatirgi c heating gaquuze

V
W

Dexign No. Kiiso9

agree

a baffle type is

4 Gns.

RICHARD ALLAN
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S
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MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstbest. Hear the " BAFFLETTE "
class workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.. Potters Bldgs.,
and give
us
your opinion !
Warser Gate, Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
AINS transformer rewound and constructed
Reputable Retailers have it.
to any specification; prompt delivery.Brown, 3, Bede Burn Rd., Jarrow.
13460
RETAIL PRICE (Walnut veneer)
OUDSPEAKER repairs. British. American,
any
make,
moderate
prices.-Sinclair
speakers, 12, Pembroke St., London, N.1, Terminus 4355.
[ 3308
Mahogany £4. 10. 0
WEST instrument repairs.
Electrical test ink.
struments repaired and recalibrated. Quick
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED,
service, guaranteed work; Avo a speciality.Electrico. 99, George St. Croydon. [ 8698
OUDSPEAKERS repaired; transformers, clock
14
coils, chokes, rewound; prompt attention;
prices quoted.-E. Mason. 5. Balham Grove. Bal RADIO LTD.,
ham, London. S.W.
[ 7667
and conversions to mains and outCALEDONIAN ROAD, BATLEY, YORKS.
lb put transformers, from 4/6; pp equipment
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds, 4. Brec.knock [6R2d
8.
3
,
Tel. Batley I123. ' Grams: Acoustics, Ballet.
N.7
Tel. Arnold 3390.
LECTRICAL measuring instruments skilfuily
repaired and recalibrated.-Electrical Instrument Repair Service, 329. Kilburn Lane.
London. W.9. Tel. Lad, 4168.
[ 6935
A REWIND service which duplicates or modi•
fies as required; transformers, loue,peakers.
etc.« prompt returns.-Raidel Services. 49. Li.
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon.
Cro, 6537.
ECOND to none.- Rewinds to mains transformers, gram motors, pick-ups, armatures,
electric clocks, etc.; guaranteed satisfaction:
trade invited.-Laycock Bros., 36, St. Stephen's
Rd.. Manchester Rd.. Bradford.
EW1NDING of all types of transformers.
There are Candler
JA chokes, etc.; quick service; motor rewind,
Morse Code Courses
of all types; replacement bobbins supplied; new
transformers to any specification.- Radio
for
Transformer Services. 570, Manchester Rd.
BEGINNERS AND
s.[8638
Hollinwood, Laze
Las.
OUDSPEAKER repairs, any make, reasona
[86o
3
l
à
OPERATORS.
LA prices, prompt delivery, to the trade and
quality fans; 25 years' combined experience with
Send for this Free
Rola. Magnavox. Goodmas Celestion.-Sound
"BOOK OF FACTS"
Service Radio. 80. Richmond Rd., Kingston- onThames.
Kin. 8008.
It gives full details con
WATIONAL RADIO SERVICE Ss TELEVISION
11 Co.-Trade service engineers; immediate
cerning all Courses.
service any district; rewinds to all types transformers. armatures, motors, loudspeaker cones.
THE
CANDLER
SYSTEM
CO.,
speech coils fitted. British and American components and valves; enquiries invited for conRoom SSW), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
tract trade service; multiple transformer windCandler System Co.. Denver, Colorado. U.S.A.
ing.-63, High St.. . St. John's Wood, N [W
61.
8
8
2.
Primrose 6725.

M
L
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with a Smile."- Repairers of all
" SERVICE
types of British and American receivers.
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
-F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.I. Museum
5675.1575
[
TURDY rewinds, mains transformers, chokes
and fields; we give prompt delivery and
guarantee satisfaction; 14 years' experience;
prices on request.-Sturdy Ltectric Co.. Ltd. .

MOUSE CODE
TRAINING

c
o
n-

"W

J?
50000

rge

ties,' samples on request.-Box 5021.
QWITCH cleaner. Lanolin 10% aniline dye and
S
18/- doz. samp-e 2/-.
c.w.o.--Sussex
Laboratories,
Ltd.,
Ferring.
Sussex.
9271
[
1:41ERSPEX windows for W.W. television receiver, size 10in by 81n, carriage paid. 9/6.
c.w.o.; other sizes to specitication.-Blacks Industries. Ltd., 13 Chalton St., N.W.1. Euston
6254.
19061
ADIO;
5/- only; 20.000 pairs ex- Govt.
phones, new and unused postage and packing 1/- extra.-Electron ( Landon). Ltd., 31
Curzon St.. London, W.I. Tel. Grosvenor 1993.
LUMINIUM chassis and panels, any size,
plain or punched to your requirements; from
3/9; sample sizes 18 swg 6X4X2, 3/9. 10X6X2.
4/6.-Mead, 13, Bence Lane, Morton, Barnsley.
diagrams ( individual designs) to
order; chassis layouts suggested, data and
technical advice for radio enthusiasts; special
tuition by correspondence.-Write, R. G. Young.
3a, Bridges Rd., Wimbledon.
Q PARKS' data sheets provide complete constructional details and full-size draughtsman- prepared prints showing drilling. assembly
and wiring plans of tested and guaranteed designs by L. Ormond Sparks.
LATEST release.-The Challenger portable, an
ac/dc 3- valve ( plus rect.) T.R.F. circuit having
an exceptional performance on med. and long
waves, the ideal set for radio in any room, no
aerial or earth: 6M Stentorian speaker gives
amazing power and quality; no complicated
switching or adjustments; data sheet 2/9.
COMPONENTS can now be supplied; send a
stamp for list giving full details of the 34 designs available.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS ( W). 9. Phoebeth Rd.,
Brocklev, S.E.4. Tel. Lee Green 0220.
ELEVISION TRF sound receiver units. HF
and det. 7 valves. 14MX4inX4in, ready for
driving, OP siege tested on AP before despatch.
£7; vision ditto; Bakelite-Paxolin, etc., wide
variety, useful for workshcp, per lb 3/6. 5Ib
sample parcel 12/6 post free; useful metal bzx
unit containing 2 SP.61s ( VR65). 101-.-Television Development Co.. 4, The Parade, High Rd..
Kilburn, N. . 6.
Mai. 3991
[9420
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
OFFER

GOVT.

SURPLUS

STOCK

AMERICAN ANAP1 CATHODE RAY UNITS, It.
valve amplifier power pack, 3lin. QR. tube, control
quilt, etc., with instructional booklet and data to use
from 230-v. AC., brand new in sealed cartons, £6,
carriage paid. ELIMINATORS, AC. input 200/250-vD.C. output 120-v. 30-m A.. fitted neon stabilizer.
brand new, 40/-. Mounts fitted centrifugal pump
12 .24-v. A.C./I).C. for liquido, brand new, 38/...
MOTORS, 12-v. A.C./1).C. takes 4-amp., fitted gearbox, powerful final drive 1,000-r.p.m., 25 -.
post 1,4.
MAINS MOTORS, 200/250-v. A.C./1).C. takes approx.
iamp.
converted
motor generators) fitted
in.
shaft, 30 -. GENERATORS ( D.C. dynamos) output
12-v. 750- watt, 31), carriage
also 24-v. 1.0110watt output, 40/-, carriage - extra. 1135 RECEIVER
twin- knob slow-motion drives, 210-1, brand new,
5/ -,pow 26. B.T.E. CRYSTAL VALVE RECTIFIERS
C87- A, brand new in lead capsules, 88, po,t 3.1.
BROWNS 4,000-ohm HEADPHONES. brond new
10/-, pout 9.1.
CLOCKS, aircraft ilivhboard mtg.,
luminous, run wind, tnp hand set, 2lin. Ilia.. brand
new boxed, 70i-, poet paid.
G.P.O. TYPE RELAYS.
1,000- ohm, - ingle make, 1.-, 10'- doz. U.S. ARMY
BLASTING MACHINES f111-eap), a very neat bawl
type AC. generator, worth £ 10, brood new boxed,
25!-. Post 1/4. PLUGS with lacks to fit, 2- way, 1 C.
4way, 2/8. ZONES 6-WAY nues with sockets to
fit, 2/8. MICROPHONES, carbon type, hand types
bakellte ram> fitted ',witch, brand new, 211 2.3- doe.
OXYGEN FLOW INDICATORS, brand new boxed
1 C.
MAGNETIC COMPASS variation correctors,
16. D.E. COMPASS accessories, variation corrector.,
16
pilots repeater compasses. 16/,
CAMERA
CONTROLS, 12-v., contains niotor. clockwork escapement, 1-50 sec, timing device. counter 0.125. etc., etc,
brand new in wood cases. 25'-. Post 1/4. Moo hundred,
of other interesting Radio, Electronic and Mechanic,
items to offer, send for our current lista, 2d. with s.a.e.
Orders over 30 - post paid. carriage extra.
Note
Increase in pontage rates.
No C.O.D. under 20/,

Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
Tel

HARborne

11.1=

1308 or 2664

111111di&i
filli
tligl
A
,

, é

Trouble-free Chargers fitted with 5, 1,1ell-metal rectification.
Deferred
ILIM
ierM9 arranged. and good allowance on
old models. Thirty years experience behind every Runbaken product.
Booklet
R.15 describing 12 Models, on request.

RUNBAKENAIANCHESTER I

HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.
BOOKSELLERS

SWANAGE,

DORSET

Available from Stock:
Terman, " Radio Engineers' Handbook "
forman.

March, 1948

Wireless World

Advertisements

52

" Measu rements

in

42/ -

Rad io

Engineering "

27/.

Schelkunoff. " Electro Magnetic Waves"

37/6

Zworykin and others, " Electron Optics
and the Electron Microscope "

60/-

Sandeman, " Radio Engineering," Vol. 1
" Radar Aids to Navigation "

30/-

Harvey, " High Frequency Thermionic
Tubes"
...

16/-

Knight, " Fundamentals of Radar "

III/.

Postage extra.

CATALOGUE ON ,APPLICATION

C

OPPER and resistance wire, silk, rayon, cotton and asbestos covered, 15 to 46 awe;
Litz wire. 27/42, 27/44 and 27/46; 10 tons in
stock at 10% under market price.- C. Leatherbarrow. Ltd., Grand Bldgs, W.C.2.
Whitehall
3948.
[ 8829
AVE- WINDING machines, a simple, cornpact, yet efficient machine, with minimum
of gears, capable of half or full wave windings.
of under 141in to over % In width, on all standard
formers: nsw going into production; trade and
export enquiries inwlted; write for details now.G.W.B.. 80. Fairfield Drive. S.W.18. [ 9204
I LWAYS sure of a good reception: " Radio
.c.
Craft."
21/6; • .C.Q.."
18/6; " Radio
News," 25/-; " Q.S.T.." 21/6; " Life " ( International), 411/-; ' Look." 25/-; " Saturday Ev.
Post," 55/-, etc.- For full list of all other American magazines send s.a.e. to Witten, Ltd. ( Dept.
52), 120, St. George's Rd., I,sndon. E.10. [ 9206
UNCTION electric irons, complete with stand.
switch connector and ilex, again available;
very prompt deliveries;
beautiftely chromiump:ated; the finest electric iron of its kind in the
world; a.c., d.c.. in all voltages; with rich range
of other household electrical appliances.- Distributors. Brooks 8a Bohm, Ltd., 90, Victoria St.,
London, S.W.1.
[ 9023
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WORK WANTED

LECTRONIC development.

OUR laboratories and drawing office, devoted to
the design and construction of complex electronic, electrical and electro -mechanical devices,
have some capacity available for design and development of specialized equipment; capacity is
also available for the building of prototypes and
the small scale production of new designs; the
service is also available to manufacturers requiring data and test reports on their own products.
Brecomin
Laboratories,
Brecomin ( England).
Ltd..
Gads
Hill.
Gillingham,
Kent,
Tel,
Gillingham 59095.
[ 9266
NSTRUMENT gear cutting capacity.- Lloyd
Ramsden. Huntingdon St.. Nottingham.
IXTAVE winding capacity available; your
YY models copied or new types developed to
your specification- Box 5044.
[ 9087
ACTORY has technical staff and capacity
available for manufacturing scientific or
other articles in glass.-Box 4462. [ 8853
TXTE make wireless and radiogram cabinets for
VV home and export; immediate deliveries.Radiac. Ltd..
26, Brondesbury
Rd.,
London.
N.W.6. Maida Vale 8792.
[ 8025
MMEDIATE capacity for finest toolmaking.
hand
and
power
presswork,
machining.
assembling, plating, etc.. complete manufacturing undertaken.--Box 5545.
[ 9275
RAWING and tracing work for radio and
electrical engineering, jig and tool and light
engineering. photoprinting; full sets of drawings
undertaken to commercial or Ministry standards.
Drawing Sa'Tracing, Ltd.. 456e, Ewell Rd.,
'Dilworth. Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. [ 7703
‘XTIRELESS.-Contracts. sub- contracts. etc..
WV regd. for assembly, wiring, test, of radio
sets, amplifiers, electronic instruments. etc..
fully experienced men; good facilities for design
and calibration if required, immediate capacity.
excellent references.-Letters only to Television
8.c Radio ( Rebuildings). Ltd.. 142. West End
Lane, N.W.6.
[ 9147
OUR product can be in production in next
to no time; we have facilities for radio and
electrical assembly and test, and associated sheet
and strip metal work, brazing. oxy and electric
welding. cellulose and stoving, and presswork;
good stocks of steel, plywood, etc.; specialists
in sub- contracts, we can save you time, money
and headaches.-Box 4978.
19053
ESEARCH engineers with well equipped elec11l, triad
and
mechanical
laboratories
and
drawing office, are prepared to undertake the
design and/or fabrication of special scientific
and industrial equipment; the organisation is
suited to the design or research on the industrial electronic and other fields, also the design
and construction of specialised and ancillary
npparatus.-Box 3525.
[ 8559
T ARGE firm of woodworkers are developing
mills, machining, veneering, assembly and
finishing shops for specialised production; these
shops will be controlled by men of long technical and practical experience; these services will
be available shortly', and we invite enquiries from
firms of good standing or their accredited agents;
the plant is most modern and capable of fabrication of a high-class production; technical
service available to prospective clients immediately -Rog 2594
r11325

I

COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER
BC.848.R.
The
famous American Air Force., 8valve nape bet receiver
covering 500-200 keg. and 1.5-18.0 nice. In six band..
As advertised last month, when full specification woo
given. ALL BRAND NEW IN SEALED MANUSACTURER'S CART NO. nNLY 232 10. carriage, etc.'
10 ,-).
COMPLETE WITH POWER PACK for 220250 v. A.C. Input 28 v. D.C. output, which will
operate the built-in Dynamotor in the receiver.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R.1.119LA. The ex.
R.A.F. 5 valve auperhet lottery receiver covering
1.0-10.0 MCP. in 3 switchable bands. Power supply
2 v. L.T., u v. OB.. 120 v. H.T.
Ilaa Mulrheal
precielon slow motion dial, aerial trimmer, sensitivity
',nitro', etc.
Circuit employs R.P. stage. Supplied
with valvea an follows: 2 type VP23 and 1 each
FC2A, H1.2, KT2. Cabinet size lain. x 911n. x 811n.
ALL BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL PACKING. ONLY
99/8. ( Carriage de., 7 6).
AMERICAN FREQUENCY METERS BC.221. Frequency coverage 125.20,000 Itcs. Contains crystal
controlled oscillator, heterodyne necillator, and an
audio frequency amplifier. Complete with two valve,
type 68J7 and one type 4/KO, and Xtal. Inetruction
book with calibrated chartx with each intrument.
Deeigned for battery operation 6 v. 1..T. and 130 V.
H.T., but ample 'mace in lottery compartment for
main' power pack. BRAND NEW AND COMPLETE
WITH CANVAS CARRIER. ONLY £ 115. ( Carriage,
etc., 10,-).
AMPLIFIERS. Another purchase of the very tine
ex.R.A.F. Battery Anipliner we offered a few months
ago. Ideal for one with gramo. pick-up or for a home
intersomnamication set, etc. Complete with valves
type QP21 and 210I.P. Power supply required 2 v.
1..T. and 120 V. H.T. Supplied in wood transit caos.
BRAND NEW. Only 215,-. ( Camage, etc., 2,8).

C.W.O. please.

S.A.E. brings current lists.
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THE RADIO CORNER
138,

GRAY'S

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.C.1

TERminus 7937.

Open until 1p.m. Satuniays, we are ?. some. froni High
Holborn. 5 nd..from King's X.

IN

SPITE

OF

DIFFICULTIES
SERVICE ON
LOUDSPEAKERS
IS BEING MAINTAINED. We regret
s•rvice on PU's must
await an improvement
in Mr. Voigt's health.

VOIGT

PATENTS

LTD.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
FOR AMATEU

rtictir

TRANSMITTERS
1-11 G 4-1 ER
ACCURACY
COMPETITIVE
PRICES
(Delivery
;ROM STOCK ‘e

BUSINESSES FOR SALE OR WANTED

ELECTRICAL
manufacturing business ( transformers, etc.) in South London for sale by

Receiver; price £ 14.000 or offer.-For particulars apply Box 5538.
[ 9258
TITELL-ESTABLISHED radio electrical business.
modern freehold d.f. shop, house.
large garage; good garden; turnover £6.000 and
rising; leading agencies with good allocations;
ample scope with no opposition;
large
West
Country village, near cinema;
offers around
£7.500. s.a.v.---Box 5698.
[ 9367
ADIO electrical lock- up shop, modern block.
Sutton ( Surrey). attractive frontage, two
windows, equipped television aerial, charging
plant; very low overheads, considerable scope
for expansion, favourable lease; price £ 350, plus
stock at valuation ( about £ 350).-Apply N. R. S.,
66, Parkhill Rd., London. N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.

INN

'Phone

For your

FREQUENCY STANDARD

R

SALFORD

ELECTRICAL
W0111".

Propnefors

INSTRUMENTS
5,•,0111)

I

THE GENERAL VECTRIC Co Lid., of

LTD.

March, 1948
R

Advertisements

W ireless World

ADIO
London;
and price,
NW.
electrical
including
business
fittings
for sale.
and fix-

tures. etc.. £400. plus sas.; turnover approx.
£3.500; legitimate reason for selling; snip. '
-Box 5752.
[ 9404
EST Country, county town. very fine and
well- established radio shop and radio engineering business, small flat, fully equipped
workshops and benches, large turnover, audited
accounts; business equipment and leases for
sale as a going concern; very strongly recommended.-Apply, Jackson- Stops 8r Staff. Yeovil.
equipped
and
welleetablished radio and electrical transformer
and coil winding business for disposal as a
going
concern;
extensive
sales
connections
throughout the country; situated prominent
position in S.E. London suburb; price £4.000.
including plant and fittings; sas.; details in
confidence to principals only.-Write Box 4392,
Frost- Smith Advg.,
64, Finsbury Pavement,
London, E.C.2.
[ 9079
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rOMPREHENSWELY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
TECHNICAL
writer, electronic engineers seek
contact with tech, writer able to assist in

BAKERS
4se.teeteese
miumul RAD I0
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS
2"

Triple

Model

Cone

E

preparation of sales, literature.-Box 5528. [ 9226

March 2nd- 25th, Empire Hall, Stands 414 and
415, invite manufacturers or factors to send
in writing orders of any radio, television or
domestic electrical appliances suitable for display or sale.
To be acceptable they must be
of unique or advanced design.-Write Bernard
Kennedy. Whizards. 136. Baker St.. W.I.
ADIO domestic receivers, company manu 1%, facturing. amongst other products, domestice receiving sets. has for disposal licensed
production for current licence year and for
next;
substantial
quantities
involved;
also
stocks of components and supplies available;
any manufacturer or organization with large
resources for marketing are invited to communicate with Box M.722. c/o Jacksons. 16.
Gracechurch St., E.C.3.
[ 9252
SITUATIONS VACANT
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons
or employments excepted from the provisions
of the Control of Engagement Order, 1947.
A RMATURE winder and stator winder for
.c2. small firm with good contacts; exceptionally good prospects for young man with ambition-Box 5551.
[ 9285
ADIO service engineers urgently required by
Burndept, Ltd., Erith. Kent; experience
essent.ai; write, stating age, experience and salary required.-Box 5540.
19261
A PPL1CATIONS are invited from candidates
/1- with experience in the following categories
for appointment in the Middle East Communications tstaol.shment of large oil company:
(a) Assistant communications engineers; telephoneitelegraph equipment, including open- wire
lines, cables, auto and C.B. exchanges and teleprinters; age limit 34; salary not less than £ 500
pa.- Replies quoting PL0293.
(Ili Carrier- telephone room attendant; sound
fundamental knowledge with experience in carrier- telephony. V.F. repeater stat.ons and allied
apparatus; also ability to read schematics; age
Amit 28; salary £ 360 pa.- Replies quoting
PL0294.
(c) Wireless officers, qualified to standard represented by possession of first-class P.M.G. certificate for sea- going duties, or equivalent and
ex,erience in installation maintenance; age limit
25.34; salary for first three-year contact. £360
pa- Replies quoting PL0341.
ALL appointments carry additional benefit of free
quarters, messing and allowances between the
range of £ 195-£400 yearly. dependant on family
circumstances; the service is pensionable, noncontributory; married noplicants must be prepared to live singly for first three years overseas.
-Write to Box 2045 WE.. c/o Charles Barker 8r
Sons. Ltd.. 31. Budge Row, Lndon. E.C.4. 19189
RAUGHTSMEN for radio and television
design required by E.M.I. Engineering Development, Ltd.- Apply in person, or write to
Personnel Dept.. E.M.I.. Ltd.. Blyth Rd.. Hayes.
Middx.
[ 9379
ENIOR engineer required for design and
development equipment with a rapidly expanding manufacture.-Write, giving full particulars and experience. to G. E. R. C.. 92.
Charlotte St.. W.I.
19380
RAUGHISMEN required fcr radar telecommunications and electro mechanical instruments, West London area.-Apply in confidence,
stating age, details of experience, and salary
required. to Box 5532.
[ 9240
ESIGNER- DRAUGHTSMAN
required
for
factory. Northern area, must be conversant
with Radar and radio equipment construction.Reply, stating age, full details of experience.
training and salary required to Box 5548. 19279
UNIOR laboratory assistant, 20-22. with some
el
knowledge of chemistry, preferably up to
Inter-B.Sc. standard, for raw material and process testing.- Write, giving details of experience.
age. etc.. to A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Bendon
S.W.18.
[ 8353
QENIOR engineer to take charge laboratory
)73
developments; commercial radio and television receivers. London.- Apply, giving .experience and age. Box Na 773, New Era Advertising
Service, Ltd.. Ludgato House 107. Fleet St.. London. _ E.C.4.
F9208
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PIONEERS OF MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
NEW 1948 MODELS
CINEMA Model, 18 inch - - 89 19
AUDITORIUM Model, 12 inch - £ 6 10
Send 2Id. stomp for illurtrateel Uri to:

6
0

BAKERS ' SELHURST' RADIO
75-77, Sussex Road, South Croydon, Surrey
Telephone oCROirdon 4226.

POTENTIOMETERS

L

A

RELIANCE
Type T.W. Wire Wound
RANGES

Rating

'10-100 ,
000 i2 Max.
(linear)
100-50,00012 Max.
(graded)
100-10.00011 NonI
,
inductive

5Watts Max.
(linear)
3 Watts Max.

(graded)

Type S G. Composition
IWatt Max.

I

2,000 ohms to 2
megohms

CHARACTERISTICS : (both types) linear
og.,semi-log.,inverselog.,non-inductiye,etc
FULL DATA FROM:
RELIANCE
Manufacturing Co. ( Southwark) Ltd.,
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, London,E.17.
Telephone :Larkswood 3245
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UNIOR laboratory assistant with some knowledge of physics and some electrical training.-Write, giving details of experience, age,
etc., to A. H. Hunt, Ltd.. Bendon Valley. S.W.18.
OUDSPEAKER engineers required ( add.tional
1A to present staff) to carry out research and
development work.- Apply in writing, giving
full details of experience. education, age, salary
required: Goodmans Industries. Ltd.. Lancelot
Rd.. Wembley. Middx.
[ 9232
A N opportunity is now open for an engineer
with first-class experience in designing radio
and electrical equipment to join company as chief
engineer; excellent prospects for a man with
the right experience, initiative and organising
ability.- Write to Box 5084.
[ 9141
ENIOR draughtsman required for company
manufacturing radio and electrical equipment; good salary, prospects. and 5- day week. Write, giving full details of experience and salary
required, to Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd..
Montrose Ave., Slough. Bucks.
[ 9139
EVELOPMENT engineer required West London area, must have industrial experience
preferably of audio frequency amplifiers, and
education to at least Inter B.Sc. standard.Write, stating age, experience, education and
salary required, to Box 5533.
[ 9243
10)1 1 ADIO engineer required for technical investi cation work on large scale radio receiver and
component production; education up to Higher
National Certification or City 8r Guilds Final.Apply by letter to Personnel Dept., A/T. E.M.I.
Factories. Ltd., Blyth Rd.. Hayes. Middx. [ 9239
1 EADING Company requires junior development engineer ( inter B.Sc. standard). preferably with experience in radar or communications work; commencing salary between £ 350
and £400 ( according to experience), with excellent prospects for advancement.-Box 4967.
EVELOPMENT engineers required by radio
manufacturers in Essex for woric on centimetric waves; candidates should possess a University degree preferably with telecommunications as a subject; age 25-35; salary according
to age and experience.-App.y to Box 5546. quoting Ref. 91.
[ 9276
EADING radio company requires the services
of a fully qualified and experienced communications engineer as chief engineer in charge of
domestic radio and television research and development; salary £ 1.200-£1.500 per annum; age
not less than 35 years.-State full details of
experience to Box 5527.
[ 9224
ANTED, young electrical engineer with good
qualifications and experience, to take
charge of new industrial induction heating plant
in Midlands; salary £ 500-£750 pa., according to
ability.-App.y in writing, Director of Research,
G.K.N. Research Laboratories, Manor Works,
Ettingshall, Wolverhampton.
19219
A SSISTANT sales engineer, age 23-27 years.
.C1 required by capacitor tales division ot telecommunications engineering company; applications. stating age, experience, etc., shouel be
confined to those prepared to reside or already
resident in S.E. London area.- Write Box N5525,
A.K. Advg., 212a, Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2. 19227
VERGUSON RADIO CORPORATION requires
-I:
a junior engineer for television receiver development; canu,nates preferred with a good
engineering degree or H.N.C. in electrical engineering; sa.ary according to qualifications and
experience.-Apply Personnel Officer. Ferguson
Radio Corp., Ltd., Gt. Cambridge Rd., Enfield.
Middx.
19184
COUSTICAL MFG. Co.. Ltd.. invite applications for the post of assistant development engineer; thorough knowledge of audio frequency amplification and eiectro-acoustic principles essential; experience in acoustic measurement an advantage; particulars of age, training,
exoerience. etc., to Acoustical Mfg. Co.. L.td..
Huntingdon.
19264
ANUFACTURERS of wireless equipment in
South-East England require immediately
two experienced estimators.-Applicants with
workshop and/or drawing office experience on
light electrical equipment with previous estimating experience, should apply, stating age, qualifications, experience and salary expected. quoting Ref. 89, to Box 5526.
[ 9222
ENIOR design engineer required by provincial
radio manufacturer opening new laboratory
in London area: extensive laboratory experience
in design and development of radio and television
receivers essential; able to train and encourage
junior staff; good salary and prospects.-Repiy
to Box 5535, stating age, qualifications, experience and salary required.
[ 9251
1;ERGUSON RADIO CORPORATION requires
.I.'
a technical assistant in the vacuum tube
department; candidates should hold a degree in
engineering or physics. and have a good knowledge of glass technology; salary according to
qualifications and experience.- Apply Personnel
Officer, Ferguson Radio Corporation, Gt, Cambridge Rd., Enfield. Middx.
[ 9186
N instructor in radio repairing is required for
Hounslow Government Training Centre; applicants must have had at least 5 years' exclerience in radio servicing and should hold a City
and Guilds Certificate in Telecommunications or
Radio Service • Work; Initial inclusive annual
salary is £ 405; provision is made for annual increases of salary of £ 10 to a max. of £ 450 per
annum; annual and sick leave with pay, subject
to Civil Service conditions.- Applications should
be made in writing to the Regional Controller.
Ministry of Labour and National Service ( Room
222). Hanway House, Red Lion Square, W.C.1.
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Type
Q5/100

E

for Secondary Frequency Standards
* Accuracy better than 0.01%. * New angles
of cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in
a million per degree Centigrade temperature
change. * Vitreous silver electrodes fired direct
on to the faces of the crystal itself, giving permanence of calibration. * Simple single valve circuit
gives strong harmonics at 100 kcs. intervals up to
20 Mcs. * Octal based mount of compact dimensions.
PRICE 45/- Post Free
Full details of the Q5/100, including circuit
are contained in our leaflet Ql. Send stamp
to- day for your copy

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone : MALden 0334

"IPERIMET" ELECTRODE
Soldering and Brazing Tool
OPeraum from 4or 6Volt Accumulator or Transformer.
15s.
Pout free
MAINS TRANSFORMER.

Watt.

HOLBOROVV

&

j.53.

Poet free.

CO.,

71, Weymout h Bay Avenue, Weymouth.

TELEVISION
The wlvanee in Radio " Feehnique offers unlimited
opportunities of high pay and secure posts for those
Radio Engineere who have had the foresight to become
technically qualified. How you can do this quickly
and easily in your spare time lo fully explained in our
unique handbook
Engineering Opportunities."
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E.,
City Is Guilds Exam., and particulars of up-to-date
tourses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing.
Short Waves, Television, Mathematics. etc., de.

We Guarantee " NO PASS— NO FEE'
Prepare for to- morrow's opportunities and Mare
competition by sending for your copy of this very
ioforniative 112- page guide NOW—IEEE.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY ( Dept. 388)
17, Stratford Place, London, W.1

EDDYSTONE

'504 " 640 " 680 '
and
Full range of S.W. components.
Also
Valves, condensers, transformers,
resistances, etc.
All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
52 page catalogue
post free.

B.T.S.
THE Radio firm of the South.
63, London Road, Brighton, I, Sussex.
Phone Brighton 1555.
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CUT OUT

C

100 kcs.
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNIT

ORRESPONDENCE clerk required for servic,
department of large radio manufacturers in
North London; applicants should have education
at least to School Certificate standard, and some
technical training, and should give full particulars of age, experience and salary required. to:
Box No. 273, c/o Era Publicity. Ltd.. 166. Camden
St.. London. N.W.1.
f9194
ANTED, an instructor to teach the radio
trade to disabled boys. ages 15-18 yrs.. at
the Lord Mayor Treloar Cripples College, Alton.
Hants; commercial experience essential; commencing salary £375 per annum.— Applications
with copies of two testimonials or the names of
two persons to whom reference may be made, to
be sent to the Secretary as soon as possible.
NGINEER. aged 25-30 ,to train as a specialist
in the suppression of electrical interference
with radio communication broadcast or television must hold not less than City and Guilds
Radio Communications Grade III and preferably
Grad. I.E.E. or A.M.I.E.E.; must run own car.
business car expenses paid; applications to state
age, experience and salary required. to: Box 5539.
VERGCSON RADIO CORPORATION requires
.1: a junior representative for television servicing and supervising installation of receivers:
own car an advantage; good technical knowledge
and good address essential; remuneration according to experience and qualification.— Apply Personnel Meer, Ferguson Radio Corporation,
Ltd., Gt. Cambridge Rd.. Enfield. Middx. 19185
NGINEER8 required for employment on development of Radar, communication and
electronic equipment; applicants must possess a
degree in engineering or its equivalent; salary
£400 to £600 per annum according to qualifications.—Reply, stating age, experience, training
and qualifications, etc.. to Cossor Radar, Ltd..
Wren Mill. Chadderton. Nr. Oldham. Lancs.
CIENTIFIC glass-blower required for industrial laboratory engaged in development of
wide range of electronic products, cathode ray
tubes, photo cells. etc. Experience of bench and
lathe work essential, knowledge of hard and soft
glass working, glass to metal sealing techniques
desirable.—Reply, giving age, experience and
wages required, to Cathodeon, Ltd., Church St..
Cambridge.
[ 9048
ECFINICAL assistant required by well-known
company, situated West London district, for
investigation of improved processes in cathode
ray tube manufacture; degree in chemistry or
an equivalent qualification desirable; industrial
experience on similar work an asset.—Applications, which should include full details of training, experience, age and salary expected, should
be addressed to Box 5531.
f9238
HILIPS ELECTRICAL. Ltd.. require engineers
in the Birmingham and Manchester area to
deal with public address equipment and installations; a good standard of technical knowledge
and commercial experience in public address or
other allied trade is essential: successful applicants must be prepared to reside in London for
several months for preliminary training, and
possession of a car is essential; write, giving full
details as to age, previous experience and salary
required. to: Box 5523.19213
ONDON publishers
. require the services of a
man possessing a comprehensive knowledge of the radio trade, wholesale and retail.
throughout the U.K.. to organiize and control as
sales manager, the department supplying practical
and
constructional
radio
publications
through radio dealers tu the public; previous
experience of publications and special technical
knowledge are unnecessary, but it is essential
that applicants have a thoroughly up-to-date
knowledge of the radio trade; preference will
be shown to those experienced in radio accessories; the position is a permanent one and
carries remuneration in the form of salary and
commission on turnover; age preferably under
45.—Write giving full particulars to Box. 5517.
TELEPHONE equipment engineers are required
.1. by the Northern Electric Co., Ltd., of Montreal. Canada.
Work is preparation detailed
specifications for manufacture and installation
of automatic exchanges Strowger type, manual
repeater
and toll switchboards, carrier and
equipment; age preferably not over 35 years;
applicants should have examination qualifications for Associate Membership I.E.E. and several
years' experience of comparable work or alternatively long experience of the work.
Salary
offered Canadian $225 to 4325 per month according to qualifications.— Applications should be
sent by letter only with full parties. of qualifications and experience. to Messrs. Preece, Cardew
85 Rider, 8-10, Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.1.
A senior radio development engineer is
required by the South- Western Division
of a leading radio company; candidates should
have had practical experience in radar work and
be capable of controlling sections developing
radar and atomic energy electronic equipment;
commencing salary will be £600 upwards according to qualifications and experience, and housing accommodation is likely to be made available in the near future to the person appointed:
full details should be submitted immediately.
(ll) The Company is also appointing a junior
development engineer ( inter B.Sc. or equlValent); candidates for this post must have
had practical experience in radar and communications equipment design' the commencing salary will be £ 350-E400 ,with every prospect and
facility for advancement; full details of qualifications and previous experience to be sent in
writtng.—Box 5542.
19268
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Standard filter designed for 30 ohms, baseboard mounted with switch.
3 grim. plus postage.
Miter for we tettla speech coile below 15 ohms made
to order only.

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.
Lowther House, St. Mark's

Rd.,
Ray. 5225.

Bromley, Kent.

—American Test Gear—
FREQUENCY METERS TYPE BC. 221

Now available, the famous American Frequency
Meter. Covering all range. between 125 Kos and
20 hIce. Accuracy better than .005%.
What liner checking medium could you have than this
superb piece of test equipment?
Crystal checking
point. on all ranges ensure spot on calibration
Beautifully made and supplied in perfect condition.
Price £ 15 plus 10 - packing and carriage from'
VES. 42 48, WINDMILL BILL, RUISLIP, MIDDX.

NON-MAGNETIC TURNTABLES
with
STROBOSCOPIC MARKING
An essential accessory for serious
PICK-UP DESIGN RESEARCH

SOUND SALES LIMITED
57 St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Temple Bar 4284
Works: Farnham, Surrey

HIGH

FIDELITY

We welcome all enthusiasts to our new
premises. We carry stocks of Partridge and
Varley Transformers and Chokes, matched
output
valves,
matched
resistors,
high
quali ty
loudspeaker -, P.Us.,
gramophone
motors, baffles, Bass Reflex cabinets, and all
components for High Fidelity Receivers and
Amplifiers.
Complete equipments are also
available. Our price list is available and we will
be glad to send you a copy on receipt of your
address and 2,1
,d. stamp.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
12, MACCLESFIELD
STREET,
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.I.
Telephone: GERrard 8256.

March, 1948

FaRAUGHTSMEN required for jig and tool
drawing office, must be familiar with electronic equipment construction. Manchester area.
—Apply, giving full particulars of experience.
qualifications and salary required. to Box 5547.
EVELOPMENT engineer required for test
gear and measuring instrument design; some
previous experience, and suitable technical qualifications essential.—Send full particulars to
Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd.. 419, Montrose Ave., Slough.
[ 9140
.
10O
1 ELLING & LEE. Ltd.. have vacancy for
assistant in their research department;
applicant must be under 25 years of age, ana
possess school cert. or equivalent educations.
qualifications, and must be studying a recognized
radio course; salary according to age and qualifications.—App.ications by letter only, giving full
details and salary required to 540. Cambridge
Arterial Rd., Enfield, Middlesex. [9180
MINGINEERS required for employment on
.
mechanical design of Radar, communication and electronic equipment; applicants must
possess a degree in engineering or its equivalent.
and be capable of producing designs suitable for
small and _mass scale production.—Write, stating
age, details of experience, training and qualifical ions. etc.. to Cossor Radar, Ltd.. Wren Mill.
Chadderton, Nr. Oldham. Lancs.
19280
rr HE MULLARD ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
1
LABORATORY invites applications for the
following posts: ( 1) A senior scientist to lead
a group working on ultra high radio frequency
circuits in close association with valve laboratory
and on centimeter wave projects; he should have
a good honours degree in physics or electrical
engineering or mathematics, at least four years'
experience in the UHF field, and be capable of
both experimental and theoretical treatment of
problems in this field. It is expected that the
age of the successful candidate will be between
27 and 35 years and his salary between £650 and
£1,000 a year, according to experience and
ability. ( 2) Scientists for both the group mentioned above and other groups working on supersonics, electronic measurement and control, television and radio component design. They should
have similar academic qualifications to the senior
mon and preferably some experience of research
work. It is expected that the successful candidates will be between 20 and 30 years and
their salaries between £ 350 and £700 a year.
according to qualifications.—Applications should
be made to the Manager. Mullard Research
Laboratories. Salfords, Nr. Redhill. Surrey.
SITUATIONS WANTED
OUNG man seeks position with electronic
firm. preferab'y London-Essex area; experience in development projects.—Box 5681,
9343
17X-R.A.F. Radar fitter. etc., age 21. excellent
..E4 civilian references, seeks p=sition with
opportunities in electronic or e'ectrical fled. but
would like to spec'alise.—Box 5668.
1
.
9327
RADIO and television engineer, 36, at present
.1.11, employed Mdx. desires work within easy
access S.E. London. graduate, qualified musician,
interested sales and export.—Box 5519. [ 9197
ERVIDE eng., long and wide exp. with famous
manufacturer, seeks change as eng.-manager
high-class retail shop; wife, experienced retail
radio, would hep; West Middlesex or alterngt ,ve
accommodation—Box 5684
19356
sgt., wireless mech.. 25, good theorE etical knowledge radio circuits and faultfinding. seeks practical experience, remuneration
of less importance than need for experience; London or south preferred.—Box 5537.19255
HIEF draughtsman ( 39) desires change, 22
years' experience of mechanical design and
production drafting of telephone, radio and
telecommunications, used to control of staff and
operation of modern drawing-office system.—
Box 5525.
19 22 0
MIX-R.A.F.
officer.
24,
radio
serviceman.
P.M.G. Certificate, previously employed in
the radio industry, desires employment, preferably in north. In sound. well-established radio
business, with opportunity to learn all aspects
of the trade —Write Box 5518.9190
11i 1 ESEARCH engr. and receiver designer. A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and I.E.E. Asioc. Exam., lecturer
for Brit.I.R.E.. seeks change giving responsible
apptment with progressive company. patentee of
several receiving circuits. 17 years' prof, experience, good mathematician.—Box 5524. [ 9217
TUITION
THE British National Radio School
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OFERS you a career.
WRITE to-day for free booklet describing our
wide range of train'ng courses in radio. Radar.
telecommunications,
princip'.es,
mathematics.
physics. and mechanics; correspondence and day
classes for the new series of C. & G. examinations; we specialise in turning " operators " into
" engineers." and for this purpose our " Four
Year
Plan" ( leading
to
A.M.I.E.E.
and
A.M.Brit. IRE., with 9 C. and G. Certificates
as interim rewards) is unsurpassed; " our guarantee has no strings attached."—Studies Director, B.Sc.. A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit. I.R.E., 66. Addis combe Rd.. Croydon, Surrey.
[
6811
worked examples, advice and notes, invaluable examination practice, set A.
for City and Guilds Year One Telecommunication Principles and Practice.- 10/-, from Box
5104.19152
OMPLETE correspondence course covering
amateur and C. & G.1 exams. consisting of
12 lessons, send for particulars.—Everyman's
Correspondence College, 72, St. Stephens House.
Westminster. S.W.1.
[8839
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GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408

HIGH

STREET,

LEWISHAM,

Telephone : Lee Green 0309.
TERMS:

CASH WITH ORDER.

EX-GOVT. ( G.E.C.)
ELECTRIC
FANS.
I; volts AC/DC laminated field, complete with
5m. impellor. New boxed. 25 - each, 1 - post.
Transformer to suit 230 volts input 10 16 volts at
4amps. output, 32/6 each.
MAINS
VARIABLE
RESISTANCES.
Ex-Govt. ( new) slider type, 450 ohms to carry
0.7 amps., 30'- each ; 4,000 ohms, .25 amps.,
351- each.
Worm wheel control slider type,
60 to carry 1Aamps., 27'6 each ; 5.7 ohms 8amps.,
32/6 each. Dimmer resistances stud switch arm
type 2,700 ohms to carry .27 amps., 30/- each.
EX-GOVT. ( NEW) MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200;250 volts 50 cys. 1ph. input 52510/525
volts 150 Ni/amps. 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. output
standard rating, 35/-, post 2/-. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 150 fl/amps. 180 ohms D.C.
Resistance, 8/6 each. Ditto, 100 MIamps., 516 each,
post 9d.
Smoothing Condensers (oil filled),
4M.F. 1,000 volt working, 3,6 each. ( All the above
can be offered in large quantities.) Please write
for special quotation.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS (
new).
These consist of a FERRANTI 0 to 450 Microamp
2);in. scale meter shunted to I MIA incorporated
Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in
polished teak case calibrated at present 0 to 10
volts, 3216 each.
EX-R.A.F.
POWER
UNITS,
TYPE
225
(new). Containing the following components
3-V.U.111 Rectifier Valves, I-5U4G2-EB 343, 3Multi Contact Relays, High Voltage Condensers,
Chokes, Transformers, etc. To clear, 651- each.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTORS, D.C. to
A.C., 12 volts D.C. to 220 volts 50 cys. I ph.
/LC. at 100 watts, 85/- each. Ditto, Admiralty
Pattern, 110 volts D.C.. Input 230 volts A.C.
output at 200 watts, E12/10 0 each. CF Ditto,
220 volts D.C.. Input, same output, L15, CIF.
Another, 24 volts D.C. Input, 50 to 100 volts
50 cys. Iph. at 300 watts, £ 15 - each, C F.
EX-R.A.F.
CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS
UNITS. Type 18 R.A.F. serial No. 10a 15237.
These units contain 100 Kr sxstal 2-EF 50 valves and
numerous other items all new and unused, 35'each.
SPECIAL
OFFER
METERS, ALL
NEW
BOXED. Moving Coil First- Grade Instruments,
0 to 20 volts, 101- each, or 3 for 151- ; 0 to 40
volts, 126 each ; 0 to 10 amps., I5/- each ; all
2in. scale. 0 to 25 volts A.C. calibrated 50 cys.,
25/- each ; 0 to 4 amps. Thermo Coupled, 25'each ; 0 to 3,500 volts Electastatic, 35/- each,
all 21in. scale.
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS ( AUTO
WOUND). Voltage Changers tapped 10, 20,
25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts, all at
1,000 watts, a combination of 34 voltages can be
obtained from this Transformer, new ex- Govt.
stock, E5/10/- each, carriage 5/-. Mains Booster
Transformer, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220,
225, 240, and 250 volts at 1,500 watts (
new exGovt.), L5/5/- each, carriage 5/-. Another 200

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT

SPECIALISTS
SINCE
1925
Mains Transformers, high grade,
275-0-275 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a.,
5 v. 3 a.
El 10 o
Ditto, but 350-0-350 sec
LI 10 0
I.F. Transformers, 465 kc.
per pair
15 0
Stockists of the best makes of all Components for Radio and Television Constructors and Service men. Send for list.
Price 3d.
Post paid.
PROMPT SERVICE.
COMPLETE SATISFACTION

COVENTRY
191,

Dunstable

RADIO
Road,

'Phone : LUTON 2677

Luton

LONDON

S . E . 13

Near Lewisham Hospital.
NO C.O.D.

£
volts

input 240 volts output at 2,500 watts
0:-, carriage 7 6.
Another, 2 to I ratio.
110 volts input 220 volts output or vice versa at
4,000 watts, C12/101-, carriage 101-.
Another,
230 volts input tapped output 40, 41, 42, 44, 46,
47, 49, and 52 volts at 100 amps., [ 15 each, carriage
10 - ; the latter two are double wound. Another
auto, wound, tapped 0, 110, 150, 190, 210 and
230 volts at 1,500 watts, £6/10 - each, carriage
5/.. Ditto, 2,000 watts, 0:51-, carriage 5:-.
EX- NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER
UNITS. These units are new and weigh 90Ibs.
Consisting of high voltage condensers, 15 volume
controls, chokes, approx. 100 resistances and
condensers all coloured, coded or marked, valve
and tube holders (
no valves), transformen are
included but are for 500 cys., price to clear,
42,'6 each, carriage paid.
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS,
EX-GOVT,
All 50 cys. input 230 volts input 500,0,300 volt.
at 250 Ni/amps. L.T. 5 v. 3 a., 37,6, carriage 3¡6.
Another 50 volts at 30 amps. output, 75 .- each,
carriage 6/-.
Another two L.T. windings, 6%
volts at 10 amps., 27/6 each. Another 230 volts
input 703 volts at 150 Ni/amps., 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 1a.
output, 27/6 each, carriage 3/6. Another 700/01700
volts 80 ma,, 12 v. 1a., 4 v. 2 a. output, 30:- each.
EX-R.A.F. IFF UNITS. As new, these units
contain 10 valve S.P. 41s, Ef 50s, EA 50s, etc.,
also approx. 100 resistances and condensers,
also complete with motor generator, 12 or 24
voit
input 450 volts at 50 Ni/amps. output.
To clear, 24-volt type, 35/- ; 12-volt type, 42 6,
carriage 3/6.
EX-R.A.F. RF UNITS (
new) packed, containing 6valves, all 6.3 heaters, including grounded
grid trioda, also a miniature 24-volt motor
(universal) and approx. 80 resistances and candensers, all mounted on silver-plated chassis, to clear
45/- each, carriage paid.
L.T. RECTIFIERS ( NEW), 12-volts at 1! amps.
output, 10;6 each ; 12 volts at 6;8 amps. output,
45/- each. Transformers can also be supplied for
charging 6 or 12 volts (delivery 10 days from date
of order), prices respectively 15/- and 45/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS ( NEW). Input
200250 volts 50 cys. 1ph. output 350 0350 volts
at 180 Mumps. 4 v. 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v.
3 a., 37/6 each, post 1/6 ; ditto, 500,0;500 v.
150 mla. 4 v. 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v. 4a. C.T. 5 v. 3a., 47/6
each, post 1/6 ; another tapped 6, 12 and 24-volts
at 10;12 amps., 45:- each, post I6. Auto wound
Voltage Changer Transformers, tapped 0, 110,
200, 220, and 240 volts 250 watts. 45,- ; 350 watts,
55,'- ; 500 watts. 70 - each, carriage 1/6. ( Please
note, these Transformers can be delivered 10
days from receipt of order.).
EX-R.A.F. MOTOR GENERATORS. Good
condition, 24 volts input D.C., output 450 volts
at 50 M'amps., complete with automatic carbon
pile resistance, gear box, etc., can also be easily
converted to run as motor off A.C. mains, h.p.
approx. kprice to clear, 25. each, carriage paid.

MOVING
Hand

COIL

Microphones

(No.

13)

Ittkehte cage 21' diain.
Preea-to-talk awn oh
Soft rubber " mouthpiece. Coll 40 ohm.
dn. res.
Excelleld
performance.
Bran)
new, in original pa.
lug. Including no. age,
-each, or ra ,,
of ten far 40
Dc.
niched ...and, day.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
(Props. Unlimitex Radio Ltd.)
264-266, Old Christchurch Road,
BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.
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WARD

ROTARY
CONVERTERS

For Radio,
vision,

Neon Signs, Tele-

Fluorescent

Lighting,

X-ray, Cinema Equipment and
numerable other

applications.

We also manufcraure :—
Petrol Electric G
Generators,

ting Plants, H.T.

D.C.

Motors.

etc.,

up to

25 K.V.A.

CHAS. F. WARD
LORDSCROFT WORKS, HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK
Telephone :Haverhill 253 & 4.

VIBROARC
C

ELECTRIC METAL
ENGRAVING
TOO

OtftageS. etches. rocat.és
getitei .
Olt
BRASS,
COPPER
SILVER, NICKEL
ALUMINIUM.
CHROMIUM.
Hardened
Steel

Operates
irons 4or 6volt
Accumulator or
A.C. Transformer
Order C.O.D. or C.W.O.
Sole Doinbutors :

B

ULLS()
246 High St..
Harlesdee pm»

,
it

E NGINEERING

careers and qualifications.

BOTH Government and industry have announced
and emphasised that young men with technical
knowledge and qualifications must receive every
chance to rise to the highest positions within
their capacity, in post-war engineering and
allied industry; write to- day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success - - 20O courses free—which
shows you how you can become
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.. A.M.I.Mech.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., etc..
and covers all branches in radio, automobile,
mechanical, electrical, production, aeronautical.
etc.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain,
82, Temple Bar House. London, E.C.4. [ 4918
TIVIVERSITY
COLLEGE.
Southampton,
•
diploma in electronics.
AN advanced course of Honours Degree Standard
covering the entire field of electronics, with
special emphasis on receiver design and line
technique, will commence at the beginning of
October. 1948.
THE course will be full-time for one academic
year. The College will grant a diploma by exam.
to students who successfully complete the course.
Entry qualification is normally a university degree or its equivalent.—Further details may be
obtained from the Assistant Registrar.
1111) ADIO training.—P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
_Lb Diploma; prospectus free.—Technical College. Hull.
[ 0611
TIOSTAL courses of instruction for amateur
•
radio transmitting licence. P.M.G. Certificates in wireless telegraphy. Ministry of Civil
Aviation Certificate, radio engineering and television; also instruction at school.—App:y British
School of Telegraphy, Ltd., 179, Ciaphain Rd..
London. S.W.9 ( Estd. 40 years).
" UNGINEERING opportunities."—Have you
..924 had your copy of this free guide to
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., and all branches of
engineering, building and plastics?
Become
technically trained on " no pass—no fee " terms
for higher pay and security.—For free copy write
B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 387B), 17, Stratford Place. London, W.1.
[ 6939
HE RADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL. air
service training, Ramble. Southampton.
offers full-time residential training for nitro engineers seeking responsible positions in industry
or civil aviation; students are coached for C
and G telecommunications or Brit. I.R.E. exams.
as preferred; tuition also available to M.C.A.
i
t
nusir:pm
pe
y
nlo ir h e
raCommanda
dioand radar
n t. — For full de-

T

_

R/A000
SPECIALISTS IN AMATEUR AND
EXPERIMENTAL SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT.
communications Receivers, Televisions High quality
Amplifier,. Speakers, Aerial, Receiving and Transmitting
Valves and Meters, etc.
Lie ** Jr,' on 'toned to :—

toll HE
s
Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
1.
have available Home Study Courses covering
elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical
and laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering; the text is suitable coaching matter
A.C.S. RADIO, 44, Widmore Rd., BROMLEY
for I.P.R.E. Service entry and progressive exams.,
Kent.
'
Prone : RAV 0156
tuitionary fees at pre-war rates—are moderate.
-The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be
obtained, post free, from the Secretary, 20, lair.
Held Rd.. Crouch End, N.8,
16722
AGENTS WANTED
ACCURATELY and QUICK LY
ANUFACTURERE
require
representatives
Chassis, Brackets, Shrouds, Condenthroughout the U.K. to market their special
sor and Transformer clips —
moving coil pick-ups and other specialities.—
TREPANNING Steel or Aluminium.
Write to Box 4468.
[ 8866
Fire sises — iii" to
TECHNICAL TRAINING
FoU pa, ti..tilors from
.M.I.E.E,, City of Guilds, etc.. on " No Pass
—No Fee " terms; over 95% successes; for
full details of modern courses in all branches of
197e. WHITEACRE ROAD
electrical technology send for our 112- page handASHTON-UNDER-LYNE
book, free and post free.—B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 388A).
17. Strafford Place, London. W.1. [ 6270
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
▪ .
S.G.B. technical publications—The following are of special interest to transmitting
amateurs and short-wave enthusiasts:—
" MICROWAVE
Techniuue."—An
un -to- date
Heads are available to fit
treatise on a subject of vital interest, 68 pages.
2/3, post free.
Record Changer Arms
" SERVICE Valve Equivalents."—Lists commercial equivalents of many hundreds of Service
and CV types. 28 pages. 1/-. post free.
" THE Transmitting Licence."— How to obtain
WILKI NS & WRIGHT
LTD.
an amateur licence. 32 pages, 1/, post free.
Holyhead Road, Handsworth, Wham 21.
" RADIO Handbook Supplement." 4th edition.
Radio mathematics. WE. C.R. tubes, etc.. etc.
168 pages.
2/9. post free.
" R.S.G.B. Bulletin "—Monthly pub. cf the
R.S.G.B. 1/6 post free. ( Free to members.)
RADIO Society of Great Britain, 28, Little
Russell St., London. W.C.1.
[ 9225
AVOMETERS
1
EBB'S radio map of the world locates any
Model 7 ... ... Cash price £ 19 10
station heard, size 40X30in. 4/6. post 6d.;
on
linen,
10/6,
post
free.—Webb's
Radio,
1-4.
Avominor AC/DC Universal meter .. £8 10 0
Soho St., W.I. Gerrard 2089.
19947
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP
Valve tester, complete £ 16 10 0
ANTED.
active interest in sound Helo
Helot,
Avominor DC meter
£4 4 0
P.A. cinema or factor's business; £1rvin
19273
Oscillator, mains
£ 13 0 0 to £2.000 interest.—Box 5544.
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A. A. TOOLS, wig, A

COIL

STOCK
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Please let us have your enquiry for other
models

available

on convenient

terms

Sleepily Richards Auto Electric Irons. Chrome
superb quality 39/6 post 1/-.
Illustrated list of any ob the above trernsl ,1 .

The

FIFTH
G.

SALE.

41

R.

By Order of the Minister of Supply.
Without Reserve.
STAVERTON, GLOS.
Sub-site of No. 7 Maintenance Unit, R.A.F.,
on
the main Gloucester-Cheltenham
Road,
about 41,4 miles from each.
A
SURPLUS

Large

Quantity

of

AMERICAN
RADIO lz
TRICAL EQUIPMENT.

ELEC-

comprising:

Recei vers.
Modulator
Units,
Amplifiers.
Rectifiers, Loudspeakers, Motor Generators.
Dynamotors, Voltage Control Units, Transformers, Condensers, Switches, Sockets and
extensive quantities of other radio spares
To be Sold by Auction on
FRIDAY, MARCH 5th, 1948,
at 11 o'clock punctually by
J.

pEARCE

ROPE

&

SONS.

View Days: Mon. Tues., Wed. and Thurs.,
March 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th, from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., and on day of Sale from 9 a.m. to
11 a.m.
Catalogues. price 6d. each ( postal orders
only), may be had from the Auctioneers, St.
Ablate Chambera Gloucester.
Tel. 2274 ( two
lines).
ADMISSION

WILL BE BY
ONLY.

CATALOGUE

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
High Quality

AUSTIN

Yasuum Impregnated

MILLS

LTD.

LOWER CARAS
STOCKPORT
Telephone : STO. 3791

Established 20 years.

PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
for

Talking Picture Apparatus.
Catalogue now available

RADIO- ELECTRONICS
St.

George's Works, South
London, S.E. 25.

LTD.,

Norwood,

PICKUP

L.R.$111IIN

All Avometers

March, 1948

Wireless World

Adi ,erlisements

LONDON

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.
MANUFACTURED
Filter

RADIO SUPPLY Co.

(The L.R. Supply Co. Ltd.)
BALCOMBE

Est. 1925
SUSSEX

Coils

OR
a

REWOUND.

Speciality.

JOHN FACTOR LTD.
9-11

EAST STREET, TORQUAY. DEVON.
'Phoce
Tmeci av 2162

220 D.C. to 220 A.C.
Pon, BEETHOVEN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENTLTD.
Beethoven Wcrks, Chase Road, London, N.W.10

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment,

Converters,

Recorders,

Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc.
Al) guaranteed and at very attractive
prices.
Try us first and buy more gear
for less money.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Tel. : GER 8582 & 4447.

Printed In Great Britain or the Publishers, ILIFFS AND Sons LTD., Dorset House. team! ord Street, London, S.E.1. by Tee Colts w
l'anus loe»., Paris Garden. Stamford Street
London, S.B.1. " Wireless World " can be obtained abroad from the following— At" « BALSA and New ZzAtAiris: Gordon di Orden. Ltd. INDIA : A. H. Wheeler a Co.
CAN•DA : Imperial NOW. Co.; Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. Bourn AFRICA CADIeld New. Agency, Ltd.: William DrItOOD @ Sons ( S.A.), Ltd. UMTID STATZI : The IntematIonalNews Cu.
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AC KNOWL EDGED
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

RESISTORS •

CERAMICONS •

SUPPRESSORS :
Erie

VITREOUS
Resistor

Ltd.,

The

Hi- K CERAMICONS •
ENAMELLED
Hyde,

London

POTENTIOMETERS

WIRE- WOUND
N.W.9,

England

Telephone
COLindale 8011-4.
Cables:
RES) STO R,
LONDON.
Factories: London & Gt. Yarmouth, England • Toronto Canada • Erie, Pa., U.S.A

RESISTORS

Wireless World
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O

wing to lack of space, the above private exhibition is not open to the trade or public. We shall be pleased to
send you, on request, details of Ersin Multicore Solder—the only
solder in the world containing three cores of extra-active non-corrosive
Ersin Flux. Ersin is a high-grade rosin flux which has been subjected
to a complex cherni.cal process to increase its fluxing action, without
impairing the non-corrosive properties of
the original rosin. The three -core construction of Ersin Multicore ensures instant melting
and flux continuity, giving a guaranteed
standard of sound precision soldered joints,
in less time, without waste.
Ersin Multicore Solder is supplied on nominal 7lb. reels
for use by manufacturers. Prices on application. The prices
for the Size 1 Carton illustrated, are detailed below:
Approx. length
per carton

List price per
carton ( subject)

CetIcelo
o.

Allo
Tln Ly
ead

S.W.G.

C 1E014

60 40

14

38 feet

s.
6

d.
0 ,
,

C 1E018

60'40

18

102 feet

6

9

C 14013

40 60

13

25 feet

4 10

C 14016

40 60

16

53 feet

5

I

3

MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMITED
N'

Tf , £.

1

I 1
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